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Amend.meat to SB 577 

J>resented by Nevada Trial La:wyen Association 
. 5/30/01 

1. Rewrite Section ~ to read as follows: 
I 
i . 

1. No stodcf;oltkr, tllrector or offict!I' of a corporation u individuall1 liablsfor a 
tld,t or~ of tl,e corporation, unless tke stockholder, director or officer 
acts a the titer ego of the corporation or tu corporate fiction of a &t!p(llVIU 
emit., 1/un,IJI be t&regardedfor any other reason. · 

I 
i 
I 

2. A stocldt.'f'-, director or officer acts as the alter ego of the corporation if: 
I 

(a) · TM co~n u injlu.enced and grnernd by the ,tocklwltler, director 
officer; ! 

: 
I 

(1i) TMre ~ such unity of interest and ownership that the corporation anti the 
stockholtler,j director or olficer att inseparable from eadi· other; and 

' 
(c) Adh~e to the corporaJe jiction of a sq,arate entity, under the 
drcanwt~, would sanction frau.d or promote an injumce. 

I 

2. Section 3 - sub 7\is amended to read as follows: 
"Except as ~tberwise provided in NRS 35.230, 90.660, 91,250, 4S2.200, 4S2.270 
668.04S andj694A.030, a ~r or officer is not individually liable to the. 
corporatlo11 OI' it, stocklu,ltlers for any damages as a result of any act or failure to 
act in his cada,city as a director or officer unless 
a) His act or Jrauure to act constituted a breach of his fiduciary duties as a director: 
or officer; o,i 
b) His breac~ of those duties involved intentional misconduct, fraud or knowing 
violation ofl~w." 

! 

3. Section 59- sub t (b) should be amended to delete that the bill is effective on passage 
and approval and c~ged to read, "shall apply to claims daat a.rise afte,- October 1, 
2001." Ii .. ,. 

4. Section 8 should ~e changed to restore the statute of limitations to three years as · 
opposed to the two years in the bill. 

i 

5. Section SS shoulJ be deleted. Legislative intent should not be included. 
I 
I 4B:1.4 
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STATE OF NEVADA 
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! 
Assemblyman Bernie Antl.erson, Chair 
Assembly Judiciary Col$littee 
Nevada State Legislature! 
401 S. Carson Street · 
Carson City, NV 89701 

RE: Senate Bill 577 

. i 
Dear Assemblyman And~rson: 

! 

CHARLES E. MOORE 
Securlda /1\dmlnlstrutor 

SC01T W. ANDERSON 
Der,u1J1 S.Crero,v 

for Commsrcfa/ Recordl11911 

SUSAN MORANDI 
Deputy Secreta,v 

for EJecUon• 

Pursuant to your req~est, following is an explanation of our request for different 
effective dates for certainisections of SB 577. As we discussed, Section 59, Subsection 3, 
originally set forth at1 eff~tive date of July 1, 2001 for Sections 4 to 7, 10 to 46 and 49-
54 of the.Act. Thesesectjons ofthe Act generally affect the requirements and the fees for 
filing various documents ~n the Office of the Secretary of State. Because these changes 
will require substantial tevisions to our forms and additional review for processing 
documents; we requeste4 that the effective date be changed to August l, 2001. In 
addition, the August dat~ will provide us with the ability to infonn customers of these 
changes so we can avoid Ijejecting documents that are filed without the correct fees. 

i 
I 
i . 

Further. Section 58 ~f the Act provides this office with funding for "additional· 
persormel, equipment supplies, office space and other costs as are necessary to carry out 
the provisions of this act.'r In order to ensure that this office continues to run efficiently, 
we have requested that SFCtion 58 become effective upon passage and approval. This 
will enable us to recruit ;µid train necessary additional personnel prior to the August 1, 
2001 effective date. · 

/ , MAIN OFFICE: 
'-,..,I 101 N. Carson Street 

Suitie3 

' ; 
i 
! 
I 

I 
I 

SECURITIES ~SION: 
555 E. Washingtql'I Avenue 

Suite52~ 

48:15 

SECURITIES SATEU.lTE OFFICE: CORPORATE SATEU.1TE OFACE: 
1755 E. Plumb Lane 555 E. Wa$hington Avenue 

Suite 231 Suite 2900 
on Ol'y, Nevada 89701-4786 
retei,hone rnsi 684-5708 

Fax (775) 684-5725 

us Vegas, Nevadi\ 8910 l 
Telephone (702) 486-2440 

Fax 1702) 486f 2452 
I 

Reno. Nevada 89502 Las Vegas, Newxla 89101 

Telephone m516 ASSEMBLY CfrO MlmE ON JUDICIARY EXHIBIT 1:L._ 
Fax(775)688- . -:,,,. ·'\ p .;l. 2QA · Date __ ~.._.J.....,_..,..,___ ages . .L' 

\ - ' ••• , • ..~ -• •-~- ' • - -' II I 
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Page 2 , 
Assemblyman Bemid Anderson, Chair 
Assembly Judiciary c±ommittee 
May3l,2001 ' 

I . 
Thank you for the opportunity to participate in these proceedings. If you require 

further information, please do not hesitate to contact me at (775) 684-5714. 
I 
i 

i 
I 
i 

cc: Assembly Judiciary Cpmmittee 

/ , MAIN OFFICE: 
V lOlN.CusonStreet 

Sulh! 3 

~n City, Nevada 897014786 
:"elephone(775)684-5708 

Fax (775) 684-5725 

} 
I 

SECURITIES DIVISION: 
555 E. Washing~ Avenue 

Suite 52~ 

Sincerely, 

DEAN HELLER 
Secretary of State 

By: (?,e.A..LR. ~ 
Renee L. Lacey 
Chief Deputy Secretary of State 

SECURITlES SATEUJTE OFFICE: 
1755 E. Plumb Lane 

Suite 231 
Reno.Nevada 89502 

Telephone (775) 688-1855 

.. 

4816 

CORPORATE $Am.LITE OFACE: 
555 E. Washington AvellUQ 

Suite 2900 
Llls Vegas, Nevada 89101 
Telephone(702)486-2880 

Las \/ega5, Nevadal 89101 
Telephone (702) ¥2440 

Feit (702) 4~452 Fax (775) 688-1858 

\I '\_C-...__ 

Fax (702) 486-2888 ,o, .wa ?.O?. 
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Amendment to SB 577 
l>resented by Nevada Trial Lawyers Association 

5/30/01 . 

I. Amend Section 1 to read as follows: 
1. Except aJj otherwise provided by specific statute, no stockholder, 
director or officer of a corporation-fa, ttted rmde,· the ,'t:M& eftl,fs state is 
individually liable for a debt or liability of the corporation, !l!JJm. 'Withottt 
, ~tn d to wl1~tlle1 a ~ota t dete, mi1ra that the stockholder, director or 
officer acts '¥ · sltonld be eonsitk, -ed the alter ego of the corporation or that the 
corporate jic,ion of a separate entity should be disregarded/or any other 

I . 

reason. ·tmlt:$;$. . · 
-(a) ~ p, o-,,ide.d iri an ag, eement to which tl,e stt,c;kht,lthr, 
dnectp, m offke, rsa-pa,ty, or · 
(bj Al com t efc.om.petentjit.mdictimifom that. 

2. A stockhdider, director or oQ:,Cer acts -as the alter ,ao of the corportitit,n if; 
(1) J'1,e corporation is influenced and governed by the stoclcholder, 

directpr or officer; 
(2) Tf,ere is such unity of interest and ownership that the 

co1]Xiration and the stockholder, director or officer ore inseparable from 
I 

each '!ther; and _ 
(3) Afiherence to the corporate fiction of a separate entity would 

sanctkm fraud or promote iniustlce. 
2. Fm a co11Jt to mah a.finding in satiefaction ofsubparu&raph (3) 
of'pm ~, aphi (b} of&tt/Jsec:tion 1, the com t nuutfind that the 

. stot:;lcho{tk.,, tprecto, 01 office, Im t::ommitte.dfirmdin con,ttctitm with 
• rh,l,t m liqhiNty oftlie corpm atitJrr. 

2. Section 3 - sub 7 is amended to read as follows: 
"&cept as otherwise provided in NRS 35.230, 90;660, 91.250, 452.200, 452.270 
668. 045 and 694A. 030, a director or officer is not individually liable to the 
co,poration or its stockholders for any damages as a result of any act or failure 
to act in his capacity as a director or officer unless it is proven that: 
a) His act or failure to act constituted a breach of his fiduciary du.ties as a 
director or officer; and- fl!. 

b) His breach of those duties involved intentional misconduct, fraud or knowing 
violation of law." 

D Page 1 of 2 48j_7 

cJ...EXHIBIT _Q_ 
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u ·----·---·-·---~------- --------··-·---'----------

. . 
3. Section 59 - sub i2 (b) should be amended to delete that the bill is efrective on passage 
and approval and changed to read, "shall apply to claims that arise after October J, 
2001." 

i 

4. Section 8 should\be changed to restore the statute of lhnitations to three (3) years as 
opposed to the two (2) years in the bill. 

i 
5. Section 55 shoul4 be deleted. Legislative intent should either riot be inc1uded or 
redrafted to state ~t the legislature, in enacting section I, does not intend to change the 
common law~; 

0 Page2of 2 

48:18 
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( ' 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING 

OF THE 
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS AND 

SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 
JOINT SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES/K-12 

Seventy-First Session 
May 31, 2001 

( 

The Assbmbly Ways and Means and Senate Finance Joint Subcommittee was 
called ~o order at 4:00 p.m., on Thursday, May 31, 2001. 
Chairmaiil David Goldwater. presided in Room 3137 of the Legislative Building, 
Carson dity, Nevada. Exhibit A is the Agenda. Exhibit B is the Guest List. All 
exhibits iare available and on file at the Research Library of the legislative 
Counsel Bureau. 

ASSEMBLY MEMBERS PRESENT: 

CH.airman David Goldwater 
M(. Morse Arberry Jr. 
Mts. Barbara Cegavske 
M~. Joseph Dini, Jr. 
Ms. Sheila Leslie 

SENATE !MEMBERS PRESENT 

Senator Bob Coffin 
S~nator Bernice Mathews 
S~tor.William·J. Raggio 
S~nator Raymond D. Rawson 

COMMITlfEE MEMBERS ABSENT: 

M~. Sandra Tiffany (Excused) 

STAFF MEMBERS. PRESENT: 

M;i,rk Stevens, Fiscal Analyst 
G~rv Ghiggeri, Fiscal Analyst 
Gqorgla Rohrs, Program Analyst 
Li~da Smith, Committee Secretary 

205 
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Alembly Committee on Ways and M!ns 
Senate Committee on Finance 
May 31, 2001 
Page 2 

( 

Chairma~ Goldwater emphasized that the Governor and legislative leadership 
had wor~ed very hard to fully fund the state Distributive School Account for the· 
2001-2003 biennium. 

Senator iffaggio said the amounts included in the DSA · budget were contingent 
upon ~ssage of S.B. 577, which increased corporate business fees, and 
A.B. 469, which would return rental car collection fees to the state. S.B. 577 
would r~sult in an additional $29 million across the biennium and A.B. 460 
would r~ult in an additional $23.5 million across the biennium. 

Senator Raggio referred to two areas of funding that would be provided outside 
the DSA: 

• A 3. percent teacher retention bonus would be payable from the one-shot 
~oney previously proposed by the Govemor for a 5 percent bonus. 

: . . 

• The $20,000,000 originally included in the one-shot money for teacher 
tl"aining, textbook resources, and information technology, would be 
allocated for teacher recruitment bonuses and educational technology -
$~ 0,000,000 over the biennium for each area. 

Senator ; Raggio · then referred to the DSA budget and · explained the 
recomm~nded. adjustments: 

i 

• Ai 2 percent cost-of-living increase would be included in the second year 
of the biennium. In FY2004 the base budget amount would reflect a 
4; percent cost-of-living Increase, even though the increase in FY2003 
~as 2 percent. 

• ~cause cost projections for utilities were understated in The Executive 
~dget, it was recommended that utility costs in the DSA budget be 
irjcreased by a total of $2,123,049 •• $518,820 in FY2002 and 
$h ,604,229 in FY2003. 

Senator ;Raggio stressed the importance of understanding all of the education 
funding that would be available during the upcoming biennium, not just the 
DSA. Bf!cause. of the need for a pool of money for utility increases that might 
not otherwise be addressed in the various budgets, approximately $23 million 
would ~e available from a "utility access fund." It was estimated that 
$17 millfpn needed to be set aside for state agencies, including prisons and 
universities, and $6.5 million would be available for K-12. The funding would be 
for addi~onal utility requirements that might occur and was in addition to the 
inflation \factors for utilities already proposed in the DSA and other budgets. 
There wpuld be access requirements to ensure that the agencies involved, as 
well as ithe school districts, had appropriately utilized the funding that was 
otherwis~ provided for · utility increases. Senator Raggio stressed the 
importarlce of having the access fund. In addition, public and private sectors 
were ex~eriencing substantial increases in health insurance premiums as well as 
utilities. : The proposal would include, although it would not be part of the OSA 
budget, ~pproximately $13 million that could be accessed for additional costs in 
health cajre premiums. Out of concern that school districts might cut essential 
or desir~ble programs, $5 million would be set aside to subsidize other vital 
educatiop programs. 

Senator .l Raggio said the legislature was bound by the Economic Forum 
projections in determining available revenues. The budget would be balanced if 

206 
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A!embly Committee on Ways and Mlans 
Senate Committee on Finance 
May 31,:2001 
Page 3 · 

( 

SB 57i and A.B. 460 passed in their present form. The budget was built 
on reversions in excess of $80 million. The reversions were realistic 

and wo4ld provide a balanced budget even with the proposals currently being 
discusse~. In an attempt to provide something further, if revenues. came in 
much st~onger than now anticipated, a "'trigger" was recommended. Staff had 
been as~ed by leadership in both houses to define the point in the ending fund 
balance, [or revenues against ending fund balance, where a trigger would occur, 
The trigi:f er amount would be based upon staff's determination and staff was to 
be exempt and immune from lobbying on that point. The revenue stream would 
be tested on May 1, 2002, and if revenues were strong enough, a trigger in the 
amount bf l or 2 percent for additional cost-of-living increases would become 
effective/ on July 1, 2002. Whether or not the 2 percent trigger was fulfilled, 
there wquld still be the guarantee of inclusion of 4 percent for cost-of-living 
increase$ · in the base In FY2004. If revenues were not strong enough on 
May 1, too 2, the Board of Examiners would test again on October 1, 2002, 
end, if r~enues were strong enough at that time, the trigger would "kick in." 

Chairmaill Goldwater thanked Senator Raggio for his hard work and his 
explanatjon of the proposed DSA funding and funding outside the DSA 
dedicate{! to education. Chairman Goldwater then referred to the proposed 
perform~nce audits for Washoe and Clark County School Districts. 
Senator ~aggio said Gary Crews, CPA, Legislative Auditor, Audit Division, 
Legislati~e Counsel Bureau, had. explained that performance audits of that 
magnitu4e would be very costly - approximately $1 million. The suggestion 
was mal:te, and Senator Raggio hoped it would be accepted by the joint 
subcomri'ittee, that one position be added to the LCB audit staff. Mr. Crews 
would assign a veteran auditor to conduct a preliminary survey over the interim 
of both the Clark County School District end the Washoe County School District 
'to deterJ11ine what areas might · be appropriate for audit. . Local school districts 
conduct~d financial audits each · year and the financial audits were not the 
concern pf the legislature. Most individuals were concemed with other issues 
such as !budget procedures. The proposed preliminary survey would be less 
costly. Washoe and Clark County School Districts were selected for the audits 
due to t~eir being the two largest school districts in the state. 

' 
Chairma~ Goldwater and Senator Raggio concurred that language should be 
included !in the funding bill that the base amount for salaries in FY2004 would 
reflect a !4, percent salary increase. 

Senator Mathews wondered if there was still a ·hole in the budget." Chairman 
Goldwat•r said it was his understanding that passage of S.B. 5 77 and A.B, 460 
would pr?vide a balanced budget. 

! 
SSNATOR RAWSON MOVED TO CLOSE THE BUDGET WITH 
S1iAFF RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDING A 2 PERCENT 
C()ST-OF·LIVING INCREASE FOR FY2003 AND AN INCREASE IN 
FYNDING FOR UTILITY COSTS IN THE AMOUNT OF $2,123,049 
OVER THE BIENNIUM. 

M$. LESLIE SECONDED THE MOTION 

Senator flaggio said his explanation of the educational funding included the 
proposal ifor the DSA and funding outside of the DSA and assumed the motion 
was for the appropriate parts of the agreement. The parts that would go into 
the DSA! would be the 2 percent cost-of-living increase for FY2003 and the 
adjustmel'lt required for inflation for utility rates. Funding for the utility access 
fund, additional costs of health care premiums, and subsidies for other vital 
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!sembly Committee on Ways and !ans 
Senate ,Committee on Finance 
May 31'., 2001 
Page 4; 

( 

education programs would be appropriated in separate bills. An explanation 
needed i to be included in the bill that stated the funding provided for the health 
insuranpe premium increases was a one-time appropriation and did not set a 
precedttnt. In response to a question posed by Chairman Goldwater, Mrs. Rohrs 
stated ;there was an increase in the amount available for health insurance 
premiums built into the DSA. The base was what the school districts reported 
they wbuld be paying in the next biennium for health insurance premiums and 
there :was an increase built into the DSA beyond that amount; 
Chairm•n Goldwater asked if the base tor the next budget cycle would· include 
the additional funding for health insurance premiums and Senator Raggio 
indicatdd the funding would not be rolled into the base. Senator Rawson said 
the fun~ing was a one-shot appropriation to cover potential insolvency in the 
health *remium area. Senator Mathews noted that the subcommittee appeared 
to be confused and said language needed to be included in the bill explaining 
exactly! what would happen to the precedent-setting insurance premium 
amount~ Chairman Goldwater said the indication was that the amount did not 
roll-up, !but if the amount was expended it would seem the districts would 
report What was spent on health insurance and the amount would automatically 
becom~ part of the base. 

Mrs. c,gavske asked how much was included in the OSA for textbooks. 
Mrs. Reins said textbook funding was part of the operating expenses. There 
was a separate line item for textbooks in the amount of $13.8 million in the first 
year o{ the biennium and $14.5 million in the second year of the biennium. 
For libr$ry books, $2.2 million in the first year of the biennium, $2.3 million in 
the sec~nd year of the biennium; for instructional supplies, $21.2 million in the 
first ye$r and $22.2 million in the second year; and for instructional software, 
$1.4 mllion in the first year and $1.4 million in the second year. 

Mr. St~etis said he thought Mrs. Cegavske was referring to the $20 million 
include~ in the Governor's bill for training, textbooks, and technology. There 
was alsi:> a bill in the Assembly for the same amount of money. The Senate bill 
. had be~n reviewed in committee and, in its current form, would be a 
combin~tion of money for technology and for new teacher recruitment bonuses. 

Senator Coffin said Senator Raggio had indicated he was comfortable with the 
$80 · mi)lion in reversions and knew Senator Raggio had concerns with the 
reversions earlier in the session because the amounts were much higher than 
usual. :Senator Coffin asked Senator Raggio what had increased his comfort 
level wi~h the reversion amounts. Senator Raggio said budget cuts still had to 
be mad~ that were initially proposed. The Governor had recommended some 
cuts an(f committees were in the process of doing those cuts to balance the 
budget. ' Senator Raggio again stressed that the budget would be balanced 
based 1.1pon $80 million in reversions. After discussions with staff, Senator 
Raggio :felt the projected reversion amounts appeared to be appropriate. 
Howevell', no one could foretell what the actual amounts would be. The 
Governdr had signed off on the plan and indicated that hiring freezes would 
continu$ and that the budgets would be monitored. The reversion amounts 
were th~ best estimates of staff who prepared the budgets and individuals who 
would h~ve to approve the budgets. 

Senator\ Raggio indicated his presentation of the funding was an attempt to 
finalize the situation and indicated the Governor and Speaker Perkins concurred. 
Senator !Raggio said it took a lot of hard effort to try to address and allay all of 
the concerns and utilize as efficiently as possible . the funding that had been 
propose!t Anything the subcommittee approved was conditioned upon all 
parties signing on. It was also conditioned upon the bills being processed and 
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Atembly Committee on Ways and M\ans 
Senate Committee on Finance 
May 31,'2001 
Page 5 

( . 

passed in a form acceptable to both houses. Senator Raggio said there would 
be a return to the Governor's proposal included in The Executive Budget if the 
current plan was not adopted. 

Mr. Arb«:1rry said the plan took a great deal of planning and did not want to send 
a message to the educators that the legislature did not support them. The 
legislatu(e did support education and was working very hard to provide funding 
for education and to provide adequate salaries for educator$, Mr. Arberry 
indicat~ he was not totally happy with the proposal, but wanted to commend 
all the in~ividuals who had worked on the plan. 

Senator IRawson was concerned that there might be the perception that the 
legislato,!s could not support anything that was not included in the budget. 
There w•s no question this was a difficult budget year and important issues had 
been seti aside due to lack of funding. Legislators had a separate constitutional 
responsi~ility and authority to determine good issues and generate those issues 
and. try to fund them through the legislature. Senator Rawson said he would 
never "b~y off" on the idea that if something was not in the Governor's budget, 
then it ~as not worthy of consideration and resented the label of "'pork" being 
tied on 4nything that was not included in the Govemor's budget. There were 
"pork" bills and there were· legitimate funding issues. Senator Rawson stated 
the plan l,.,as a good compromise and a good plan. 

Senator Coffin stated he too, was happy with what had been proposed and 
indicated! there had been significant changes made to the Governor's 
recommended budget. 

Chairma~ · Goldwater thanked the S1Jbcommittee for 4 months of hard work, 
thanked ~enator Rawson for his able stewardship and leadership, and thanked 
Senator ~aggio and Speaker Perkins for the last 40 hours of hard work on the 
proposal) 

Chairmari Goldwater said the motion before the subcommittee was the 
compro~ise outlined by Senator Raggio and asked all those in favor of the 
motion to indicate by saying aye. 

Tl-{E MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY. {Ms. Tiffany was not 
present to vote.) 

******** 

Chairma~ Goldwater adjourned the meeting at 4;50 p.m. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

~~~~ 
Linda J. Smith 
Committee· Secretary 
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MINUTES OF THE MEETING 
OF THE 

ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-Arst Session 
June 1 , 2001 . 

The Committee on Judiciary was called to order at 9:30 a.m. on Friday, June 1, 
2001. Chairman Bernie Anderson presided in Room 3138 of the Legislative 
Building, Carson City, Nevada. The meeting was simultaneously 
videoconferenced in Room 4412 of the Grant Sawyer Office Building, Las 
Vegas. Exhibit A is the Agenda. Exhibit B is the Guest List. All exhibits are 
available and on file at the Research Library of the Legislative Counsel Bureau. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Mr. Bernie Anderson, Chairman 
Mr. Mark Manendo, Vice Chairman 
Mrs. Sharron Angle.· 
Mr. Greg Brower 
Ms. Barbara Buckley 
Mr. John Carpenter 
Mr. Jerry Claborn 
Mr. Tom Collins 
Mr. Don Gustavson 
Mrs. Ellen Koivisto 
Ms. Kathy McClain 
Mr. Dennis Nolan 
Mr. John Oceguera 
Ms. Genie Ohrenschall 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Nicolas Anthony, Committee Policy Analyst 
Risa 8. Lang, Committee Counsel 
Cindy Clampitt, Recording Committee Secretary 
Deborah Rengler, Transcribing Committee Secretary 

I 
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Assembly Committee on Judiciary 
June 1, 2001 
Page 9 

Assembly Bill 484: Revises provisions governing disclosure statement required 
upon sale of unit in common-Interest community. (BDR 10-684) 

A letter was submitted to the Chairman from Assemblywoman Vonne Chowning 
(Exhibit C) recommending further amendment to S.B. 261, deleting Amendment 
No. 1063 that addressed issues originally proposed in A.B. 484. Chairman 
Anderson announced that Assemblywoman Chowning reached an agreement 
with Joan Buchanan, Administrator of the Real Estate Division, Department of 
Business and Industry, to include a new section on the "Seller's Real Property 
Disclosure Form." With that understanding, the Assembly Committee on 
Judiciary would be able to recede from the amendment to the bill if it came 
back from the Senate. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BUCKLEY MOVED TO RECEDE FROM THE. 
AMENDMENT NO. 1063 TO S.8. 261. 

ASSEMBLYMAN CARPENTER SECONDED THE MOTION. 

MOTION PASSED UNANIMOUSLY • 

Chairman Anderson took a brief break at 10:55 a.m. The committee would 
reconvene for work session. 

Chairman Anderson reconvened the committee at 11:10 a.m. to proceed with 
the work session; he drew the committee's attention to S.B. 577. 

Senate Bill 577: Limits common-law and statutory liability of corporate 
stockholders. directors and officers and. increases fees for fDing certain 
documents with secretary of state. (BDR 7-1547) 

Assemblywoman Buckley said the vote on S.B. 577 had been delayed at the 
request of Speaker Perkins, Chairman Anderson, and Assemblyman Goldvvater, 
in an attempt to find additional revenue to assist in the plight of the educational 
system and teacher raises. As a result of working with Senator Raggio, the 
Governor's Office, and many others, the Distributive School Account was able 
to increase what had previously been announced, adding additional funds for 
teachers' health insurance and an additional percentage raise to be triggered if 
revenues were enough. Therefore, no more fees would be added to S.B. 577. 

Chairman Anderson announced that the Research Division had prepared a 
revised amendment (Exhibit D) as submitted by the Nevada Trial Lawyers 
Association. 
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Assembly Committee on Judiciary 
June 1, 2001 
Page 10 

Ms. Lang said S.S. 51, that made various changes pertaining to business 
associations, had already been passed, gone to the Governor, and would be 
amended to be made consistent with S.B. 577, including the effective date so 
that the fees came into effect at the same time. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN BUCKLEY MOVED TO AMEND AND DO PASS 
S.B. 577 WITH THE AMENDMENTS SET FORTH BY THE NEVADA 
TRIAL LA WYERS ASSOCIATION ANO WITH ANY ADDITIONAL 
AMENDMENTS TO RESOLVE CONFLICTS WITH S.B. 51, 
ALLOWING THE FEES TO TAKE EFFECT AT THE EARLIEST 
POSSIBLE DA TE. 

ASSEMBLYMAN MANENDO SECONDED THE MOTION. 

Chairman Anderson clarified the amendments. 

Assemblyman Brower informed the committee that he would be voting no on 
the motion. He said he did not believe the amendment was necessary and was 
concerned about the ultimate success of the bill .. 

Assemblyman Carpenter said he did not want Nevada to become a haven for 
every corporate ucrook" in America; he could not support the amendments. 
Assemblyman Carpenter said he would vote no on the bill. 

Assemblywoman Buckley said she supported the motion because the fees were 
necessary to fund education. She said she had hoped for a more broad-based 
solution to address the larger issues of. teacher salaries arid adequately funding 
education, but if S.B, 577 was the best that could be done to ensure that 
schools were not left further behind, then she supported the fees. The Senate 
testimony offered corporations umore predictability under the law" in exchange 
for the increased fees. Nevada had always been very "business friendly" with 
the low tax structure, interim committees learning how to attract business, and 
implementing those recommendations. The amendment codified statutory law 
instead of relying on case law. It was necessary to make sure the language in 
S.B. 577 clearly expressed the intent of the Senate and those who testified - to 
have predictability in Nevada business law. S.B. 577, as amended, would 
provide the funds needed for education, as well as relief for victims in Nevada. 

Assemblyman Nolan agreed with Assemblywoman Buckley. He said he was not 
in favor of the fees but in light of the alternative, he would support the bill. 
Assemblyman Nolan asked if the amendment presented (Exhibit D) included 
consensus language agreed upon by all parties. 
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Assemblywoman Buckley said the amendment was not consensus language. 
The additional funds for education agreed upon by the Governor's Office and 
interested parties were included. in· the projections and closed in the Distributive 
School Account budget, adding additional funds for teachers' health insurance 
and an additional 2 percent raise to be triggered by adequate revenues. 
Assemblywoman Buckley said S.S. 577 clarified and put forward the Senate's 
intent by codifying law instead of relying on case law, and preserved the fees 
for education. 

Chairman Anderson said there might have been some confusion regarding other 
provisions and subsequent agreements that were not reached. 

Assemblyman Collins said he did not see the necessity of the amendment, but 
he did support education; he would vote for the bill. 

Assemblywoman Angle said S.B. 577, as written, was a "wonderful way" to 
fund education and to make Nevada very friendly. Assemblywoman Angle said 
she supported the bill as it came from the Senate. 

Assemblyman Gustavson said he supported education and trying to find every 
way possible to increase funding for education. He said he would support the 
fee increases; the bill as a whole was good. But he ·said he did not support the 
amendment, so he would be voting no. · 

Assemblyman Brower asked if the Chair would reconsider the original motion to 
"do pass" rather than "amend and do pass." 

Assemblyman Carpenter said he did not agree with the amendments to 
Section 1. He suggested only amending the language to include "or promote an 
injustice." 

Chairman Anderson restated the motion from Assemblywoman Buckley, 
seconded by Assemblyman Manendo to amend and do pass S.B. 577. 

Assemblyman Brower said he had made a motion. Chairman Anderson stated 
that he had not recognized the motion. Assemblyman Brower said he would be 
farced to vote no. 

A ROLL CALL VOTE WAS CALLED. 
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Assemblyman Nolan asked if the motion failed, would the Chair reconsider a do 
pass motion. Chairman Anderson said, "No." 

MOTION PASSED 10-4 WITH MRS. ANGLE, MR. BROWER, 
MR. CARPENTER, AND MR. GUSTAVSON VOTING NO. 

Chairman Anderson recessed the meeting at 11 :30 a.m. to the call of the Chair. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

Wk,..4, ~. J1 Cle 
Deborah Rengler 
Committee Secretary 

APPROVED BY: 

DATE: _ __,!)~.· .-4'-"·. "---'"/4..E.,,~.....-. ...,.,~.__~~'(_· _. __ 

4~30 
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Amendment to SB 577 
Presented by Nevada Trial Lawyers Association 

5/30/01 

1. Amend Section 1 to read as follows: 
1. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, no. stocknolder, 
director or officer of a corpora/ion fin med untie, dre laws r:,fthb state is 
individually liable for a debt or liability of the corporation, !U1!l!B. ~itlrortt 
, ega, d to "Wl1etl,m a com t _dt.tet mines tl,at the stockholder, director or 
officer actf as Jhoald be cmfri:/e, ed the '1/ter ego of the corporation or that the 
corporate fiction of a separate entity should be disregarded for any other 
reason,_ tmkJ.r. 

(ti) Otht:1 wise p, o~ided in mi ag1 em~nt to "Wldd, the stockholde,, 
dinictm m offt,o ~ apa, t,, m 
fb) '4 com t &fco11ptentjm i:Jdictio-nfi,nh tlmt. 

2. A stockl,older, director or offlcer acts as the ti/Jer ego of tlie corporatJon if: 
(1) The corporation is i~uenced and governed by the stockholder, 

director or officer,· 
(2) There ·is such unity of interest and ownership thaJ the 
corporation and the stockholder, director or officer are inseparable from 
each other,·. and 
(3) Adherence to the corporate fiction of a separate entity would 

sanction fraud or promote inlustice. · · 
2. Fm . a co,a t to ,nab afindi11g in satf.sfactim1 ofmbpm ag, apl, (3) . 
r,fpmag,'UfJ}J (h) ofaltbser:titm }, the comtmmtfi11dtlsatthe 
stoclcl..olrle,, db ecto, .m rdfice, Im ,amnaittedfi aud in connection with 
tlze debt 01 liability oft/re cmpo,'atiort 

2. Section 3 - sub 7 is amended to read as follows: . 
"ExceptasotherwiseprovidedinNRS 35.230, 90.660, 91.250, 452.200, 452.270 
668. 045 and 694.A. 030, a director or officer is not individually liable to the 
corporation or its $/DCkholdersforany damages os a result of a11)1 act or failure 
to act in his capacity as a director or officer unless it is proven that: 
a) His act or failure to act constituted a breach of his jiductary duties os a 
director or officer; r:md- !!!. 
b) IrJS breach of those duties involved intentional misconduct, fraud or knowing 
violation of law.,, 
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3. Section S9 - sub 2 (b) should be amended to delete that the bill is effective on passage 
and approval and changed to read, "shall apply _to daims. that arise 4/Ur Odober 1, 
2001.,, . 

4. Section 8 should be changed to restore the statute of limitations to three (3) years as 
opposed to the two (2) years in the bill. · 

S. Section SS should be deleted Legis]ative intent should either not ·be included or 
redrafted to state that the legis]ature, in enacting section l, does not intend to change the 
conunon Jaw doctrine. 
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more frequently traveled highways of this state a system of(telepheRN) com
munication for members of the geneml public to report fires, accidents or 
other emergencies feti and to receive infonnation concerning the conditions 
for driving on certain highways. 

Sec. 2. 1. There is hereby appropriated from the state highway fund to 
the department of transportation 1he sum of $500,000 for the establishment 
and maintenance of an emergency system of call boxes located on Interstate 
Highway No. 15 from the boundary of the State of California to Lake Mead 
Drive in Clark County, Nevada. 

2. Any remaining balance of the appropriation made by subsection 1 
must not be committed for expenditure after June 30, 2003, and reverts to 
the state highway fund as soon as all payments of money· committed have 
been made. 

Sec. 3. This act becomes effective upon passage and approval .... 
Amend the title of the bill to read as follows: 
"AN ACT relating to highways; requiring the department of transportation 

to establish along cenain highways a system of communication for members 
of the general public to report emergencies and receive infonnatioQ con
cerning conditions fur driving on those highways; making a11 appropriation; 
and providing other matters properly relating thereto.". 

Amend the summary of the bill to read as follows: 
"SUMMARY0 Requires department of transportation to establish along cer

tain highways system of communication for members of general public to 
report emergencies and receive infonnation concerning conditions for driv
ing on those highways. (BDR 35-820) ". 

Assemblywoman Giunchigliani moved the adoption of the amendment. 
Remarks by Assembl)'VIOman Giunchigliani. 
Amendment adopted. 
Bill otdered reprinted, engrossed and to third reading. 

Senate Bill No. 143. 
Bill read second time. 
The following amendment was proposed by the Commiuee on Ways and 

Means: 
Amendment No. 1195. . 
Amend the bill as a whole by renumbering sections 3 and 4 as sections 4 

and 5 and adding a new section designated sec. 3, following sec. 2, to read 
as follows: 

.. Sec. 3. There is hereby appropriated from the state general fund to the 
administrative office of the couns the sum of $300,000 for the establishment 
of programs of treatment for the abuse of alcohol or controlled subslllllCes 
pursuant to NRS 453.580 in the First, Third and Ninth Judicial Districts of 
the State of Newda which include Carson City and Churchill, Douglas, Lyon 
and Storey counties.". · 

Amend sec. 3, page 2, line 2; by deletiflg: "I and 2" and inserting: "1, 2 
and 3". 

Amend the title of the bill, first and second lines, by deleting: .. the Second 
and Eighth Judicial District Courts for continuation" and inserting: .. certain 
judicial districts for continuation or establishment". 
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Amend the summary of the bill to read as follows: 
"SUMMARY-Makes appropriations to certain judicial districts for con

tinuation or establishment of programs of r«atment for abuse of alcohol or 
controlled substances. (BDR S-178)". 

Assemblywoman Giunchigliani moved the adoption of the amendment. 
Remarks by Assemblymen Giunchigliani and Beers 
Amendment adopted. 
Bill ordered reprinted, engrossed and to third reading. 

Senate BiJJ No, 577. 
Bill read second time. 
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Judiciary: 
Amendment No. 1172. 
Amend section 1, page 1, by deleting lines 4 through 13 and inserting: 

"direcwr or qjjice of a corporation is individually liable for a debt or lia
bility of the corpomtion, unless: 

(?) 11ie stockholder, director or '1jjicer acts as the alter ego of the corpo
ration; or 

(b} The corporate fiction of a ~parate entity should be dis~garded for any 
other reason. 

2. · A stockholder, director or qjjicer acts as the alttr ego of a corpora-
tion if: 

(a) The corporation Is influenced and govemed by the stockholder, ". 
Amend section l, page 2, line l, by deleting "'(2)" and inserting "(b)". 
Amend section 1, page 2, line 4, by deleting "(3)" and inserting "'(c) ... 
Amend section 1, page 2, by deleting lines 5 through 9 and inserting: 

"sanction f,uud or promote injustice.". 
Amend the bill as a whole by adding a new section designated sec. 1.5, 

following section 1, to read as follows: 
"Sec. J .S. NRS 78.0295 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.0295 1. A corporation may correct a document filed by the sec:re

rary of state with respect to the corporation if the document contains an inac
curare record of a corporate action described in the document or was 
defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the corporation shall: 
(a) Prepan! a certificate of comction which: 

(1) States the name of the corporation; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation, its filing date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document in an 

accurate or corrected 
fonn; and 

(5) Is signed by an officer of the corporation. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state fur filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correc:tion is effective on the effective date of the doc

ument it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrec1ed document 
and adversely affected by the correction. As to those pe®ns, the certificate 
is effective when filed.". 
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Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 18, after .. 35.230," by inserting .. 78.3()(), •. 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 20, after .. liable" by inserting: "to the corpo

ration or its stockholders". 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 23, by deleting "and" and inserting •or". 
Amend sec. 4, page 3, line 27, by deleting .. under" and insertins. '"pur

suant to". 
Amend sec. 4, page 3, line 45, by deleting "amended" and inserting 

"annual". 
Amend sec. 4, pages 3 and 4, by deleting line 49 on page 3 and lines 1 

through 3 on page 4, and inserting: · 
"4. Upon filing the {tlt1ftHIJ list required by ~ ;· 
(a) Subsecrion J, the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state a fee 

of $165. 
(b) SubsecJion 2, the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state a fee", 
Amend sec. 4, page 4, by deleting lines 9 and 10 and inserting: •of the 

fee due pursuant to subsection ~ 4 and a reminder to file the annual list 
required by subsection 2. Failure of any". 

Amend sec. 4, page 4, line 14, by deleting: "~" and inserting: "~ 
~ ... 

Amend sec. 4, page 4, line 19, after "and" by inserting: "must be accom
panied by a fee of $85 for filing. A payment submitted pursuant to this sub
section". 

Amend.sec. 7, page 4, line 47, by deleting "under" and inserting "pur
suant to". 

Amend sec; 7, page 5, lines 4 and 5, by deleting: "its charter was 
revoked;" and inserting: "it failed to file each required annual list in a timely 
manner:". 

Amend sec. 7, page 5, line 9, after "fee" by inserting "or fees". 
Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sec. 8 and inserting; 
"Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)". 
Amend the bill as a whole by adding a new section designated sec. 8.5, 

following sec, 8, to read as follows: 
.. Sec. 8.5. NRS 78.390 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.390 l. Every amendment adopted pursuant to the provisions of NRS 

78.385 must be made in the following manner: 
(a) The board of directors must adopt a resolution setting forth the amend

ment proposed and declaring its advisability, and either call a special meet
ing of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment or direct that the 
proposed amendment be considered at the next annual meeting of the stock
holders entitled to vote on the amendment. 

(b) At. the meeting, of which notice must be given to each stockholder enti
tled to vote pursuant to the provisions of this section, a vote of the stock
holders entitled to vote in person or by proxy must be taken for and against 
the proposed amendment. If it appears upon the canvassing of the votes that 
stockholders holding shares in the corporation entitling them to exercise at 
least a majority of the voting power, or such greater proportion of the voting 
power as may be required .in the case of a vote by classes. or series, as pro
vided in subsections 2 and 4, or as may be required by the provisions of the 
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articles of i~rporati~, 118\'e voted in favor of the amendment, an officer of 
the corporation shall sip a certificate setting fonh the amendment, or set
ting forth the articles of incorporation as amended, and the vote by which 
the amendment was adopted. 

(c) The certificate so signed must be filed with the secretary of Slate. 
2. If any propo~d amendment. woul~ adversely alter or change any pref

erence or any reJauve or other risbt s1ven to any class or series of out
s~_ing shares, then ~ amendment must be approved by the vote, in 
addmon to the affirmative vote otherwise required, of the holders of shares 
representing a majority of the voting power of each class or series adversely 
~ected by the amendment regardless of limitations or restrictions on the vot
n,g power thereof, 

3. Provision may be made in the anicles of incorporation requiring, in 
the case of any specified amendments, a larger proportion of the voting 
power of stockholders than Chat required by this section. 

4. Different series of the same class of shares do not constitute different 
~lasses of shares for the purpose of voting by classes e.xcepr when rhe series 
1s adversely affected by an amendment in a different manner than other series 
of the same class. 

5. Th~ resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amendment 
may provide that at any time llefore the effective date of the amendment 
notwithsta~ng approval of the proposed amendment by the stockholders, th~ 
board of directors may, by resolution, abandon the proposed amendment 
without further action by the stockholders. 
. 6. . A certificate filed pursuant to subsection l becomes effective upon fil. 
1ng With. the sectetary of state or upon a later date specified in the certifi
cate, which must not be later than 90 days after the cenificate is filed. 

7. If a certificate filed pursuant to subsection 1 specifies an effecti~ date 
and ~ the resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amendment 
provides that the board of directors may abandon the proposed amendment 
pursuant to subsections. the board of directors may tenninate the effective
ness of the certificate by resolution and by filing a cenificate of termination 
with the secretary of state that: 

(a) Is filed before the effective date specified in the certificate filed pur-
suant to subsection l: · 

(b) Identifies the certificate being terminated; 
(c) States that, pursuant to the resolution of the stockholders the board of 

directors is authorized ' 
to terminate the effectiveneas of the certificate; 

(d) States that the effectiveness of the certificate has been terminated; 
(e) Is signed by an officer of the corporation; and 
(f) Is accompanied by a filing fee of~ $150. ". 
Amend sec. 10, page 6, line 46, by deleting -or agreement". 
Amend sec. 10, page 7, line 7, by deleting .. under" and inserting •pusuan1 

to", 
Amend sec. 11. page 7, after line 46, by inserting: 
"4. The fee for filing a certificate of tennination pursuant to NRS 

78; 1955, 78.209 or 78.380 is ~ $/50~ ". 
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Amend sec. 14, page 8. line 33, by deleting"~ $30 ... and insening 
"~$40.". 

Amend sec. 14, page 8, line 44, by deleting .. {78,779,] 92..t.210" and 
insertins "92A.2IO, ". 

Amend the bill as a whole by adding a new section designated sec. 19.5, 
following sec. 19, to read as follows: 

"Sec. 19.S. NRS 86.226 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.226 l. A signed certificate of amendment, or a certified copy .of a 

judicial decree of amendment, must be filed with the secretary of state. A 
person who executes a certificate as an agent, officer or fiduciary of the lim
ited•liability company need not exhibit evidence of his authority as a pre
requisite to filing. Unless the secretary of state finds that a certificate does 
not confonn to law, upon his receipt of all required filing fees he shall file 
the certificate. 

2. A certificate of amendment or judicial decree of e.mendment is effec· 
tive upon fifing with the secrerary of state or. upon a later date specified in 
the certificate or judicial decree, which must not be more than 90 days after 
the certificate or judicial decree is filed. 

3. If a certificate specifies an effective date and if the resolution of the 
members approving the proposed amendment provides that one or more man
agers or, if management is not vested in a manager, one or more members 
may abandon the proposed amendment, then mose managers or members 
may tenninate the effectiveness of the cenificate by filing. a certificate of ter-
mination with the secretary of state that: . 

(a) ls filed before the effective date specified in the certificate or judicial 
decree filed pursuant to subsection 1; 

(b) Identifies the certificate being terminated; 
(c) St.ates that, pursuant to the resolution of the members. the manager of 

the company or, if management is not vested in a manager, a designated 
member is authori7.ed to tenninate the effectiveness of the certificate; 

(d) Stares that the effectiveness of the cenificate has been terminated; 
(e) Is signed by a manager of the company or, if management is not vested 

in a manager, a designated member; and 
(0 Is accompanied by a filing fee of~ $150. ". 
Amend sec. 23, page 12, line 27, by deleting "under" and inserting "pur-

suant to". · 
Amend sec. 23, page 12, lines 33 and 34, by deleting: "its charter has 

been revoked;" and inserting: "it failed to file in a timely manner each 
required annual Jist; ". 

Amend sec. 24, page 13, by deleting lines 5 and 6 and inserting: 
"(b) Amending or testating the articles of organimtion, .amending the 1eg

istration of a foreign · company or filing a certificate of correction, ~ 
$/50;". 

Amend sec. 24, page 13, by deleting lines 15 and 16 and in11erting: 
"(h) Filing a certificate of cancellation, fS39tr$60; . 
(i) Executing, filing or certifying any other document,.~ $40: and 
(j) Copies made at the office of the secretary of state., $1 per page.". 
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Amend sec. 32, page 16, line 36, by deleting .. ~ $30." and inserting 

"~$40." . . 
Amend sec. 33, page 17, between lines 35 and 36, by inserting: 
..6. A filing made pursuant to Ibis section does not satisfy the provisions 

of NRS 88,355 and may not be substituted for filings submitted pursuant to 
NRS 88.355. ". . 

Amend sec. 34, page 17, line 37, by deleting .. corporation" and insening 
"limited·partnership", 

Amend sec. 40, page 20, line 32, by deleting "~ $30." and inserting 
~~$40.". 

Amend sec. 42. page. 21, by deleting lines 14 through 40 and inserting: 
'"89.250 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a profes

sionat association shall, on· or before the first day of the second month after 
the filing of its anicles of association with the secretary of state, and annu
ally thereafter on or before the last day. of the month in which the anniver
sary date of its organit.ation occurs in each year, furnish a statement to the 
secretary of state showing the names and residence addresses of all members 
and f!mployees in {6ttehJ the association and fflhall eeniFyJ certifying that all 
members and employees are licensed to render professional service in this 
state. 

2. A professional association organized and practicing pursuant to the 
provisions of this chapter and NRS 623.349 shall, on or before thefirsr day 
of the second month after the filing of iu articles of association wirh the sec
retary of state, and annually thereafter on or before the last day of the month 
in which the anniversary date of its organimtion occurs in each year, furnish 
a statement to the secretary of state: 

(a) Showing the names and residence addresses of all members and 
employees of the association who are licensed or otherwise authorized by law 
to render professional service in this state; 

(b) Certifying that an members and employees who render professional 
service are licensed or otherwise authori:r.ed by law to render professional 
service in this state; and 

(c) Certifying that all members who are not licensed to render professional 
service in this state do not render professional service on behalf of the asso
ciation except as autho~ by law. 

3. ('Rle lltll41MIM M118ll 
(11} Be Rl8dej Each statemnat flied pursuant to this section must be: 
(a) Mode on a form prescribed by the secretary of slate and must not con· 

rain any fiscal or other information except that expressly called for by this 
section. 

(b) fl)a 1M8fte1lJ Signed by the chief executive officer of the association. 
(c) Accompanied by a declaration under penalty of perjury that the pffJ

fessional association hos c-omplied with the provisions of chapter 364A of 
NRS. 

4. Upon tiling ('111 1nt1HIJ : 
(a} Jhe initial suuement requlml by this gaion, 1he onodmion shall fJ'JY 

to the secretary of state a /tt of $165. · 
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(b) Each annual statement required by this section, the association shall 
pay to the secretary of state a fee of ~ $85. 

S. As used in this section, "signed" means to have executed or adopted 
a name, word or mark, including, without limitation, a digital signature as 
defined in NRS 720.060, with the present intention to authenticate a docu
ment.", 

Amend sec. 46, page 23, by deleting lines 20 through 39 and inserting: 
"92A.210 1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for 

filing articles of merger, articles of conversion, articles of exchange, anicles 
of domestication or articles of temunation is ~ $325. The fee for fil· 
ing the constituent documents of a domestic resulting entity is the fee for fiJ. 
ing the constituent documents determined by the chapter of NRS governing 
the particular domestic resulting entity. 

2. .The fee for tiling articles of merger of two or more domestic corpo
rations is the difference between the fee computed at the rates specified in 
NRS 78. 760 upon the aggregate authorized stock of the corporation created 
by the merger and the fee computed upon the aggregate amount of the total 
authorized stock: of the constituent corporation. 

3. The fee for filing articles of merger of one or more domestic corpo
rations with one or more foreign corporations is the difference between the 
fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 78.760 upon the aggregate 
authoriz.ed stock of the corporation created by the merger and the fee com• 
puted. upon the aggregate amount of the total authorii.ed stock of the con
stituent corporations which have paid the fees required by NRS 78. 760 and 
80.0SO. 

4. The fee for filing articles of merger of two or more domescic or fur. 
eign corporations must not be less than~ $325. The amount paid pur
suant to subsection 3 must not exceed $25,000. ". 

Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sections 54 and SS, renumbering 
sections S6 through 59 as sections 60 through 63 and adding new sections 
designated sections 54 to 59, following sec. 53. to read as follows: 

"Sec. 54. Section 29 of Senate Bill No. SI of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 29. NRS 78.390 is hereby amended lO read as follows: 
78.390 1. Every amendment adopted pursuant to the provisions of 

NRS 78.385 must be made in the following manner: 
(a) The board of directors must adopc a resolution setting. forth the 

amendment proposed and declaring its advisability, and either call a spe~ 
cial meeting of the stockholders entitled to· vote on the amendment or 
direct that the proposed amendment be considered at the next annual 
meeting of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment. 

(b) At the meeting, of which notice must be given to each stockholder 
entitled to vote pursuant to the provisions of tms section, a vote of the 
stockholders entitled to vote in person or by proxy must be taken for and 
against the proposed amendment. If it · appears upon the canvassing of 
the votes that stockholders holding shares in the corporation entitling 
them to exercise at least a majority of the voting power, or such gieater 
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proportion of the voting power as may be requited in the case of a vote 
by classes or series. as provided in subsections 2 and 4, or as may be 
required by the provisions of the articles of incorporation, have voted in 
favor of the amendment. an officer of the corporation shall sign a cer
tificate setting forth the amendment, or setting forth the anicles of incor· 
poration as amended, and the vote by which the amendment was 
adopted. · 

(c) The cenificate so signed must be filed with the secretary of state. 
2. If any proposed amendment would adversely alter or change any 

preference or any relative or other right given to any class or series of 
outstanding shares, then the amendment must be approved by the vote, 
in addition to the affirmative vote otherwise required, of the holders of 
shares representing a majority of the voting power of each class or series 
adversely affected by the amendment regardless of limitations or restric· 
tions on the voting power thereof. 

3. Provision may be made in the articles of incorporation requiring, 
in the case of any specified amendments, a lal!Cr proportion of the vot· 
ing power of stockholders than that required by this section. 

4. Different series of the same class of shares do not constitute dif· 
ferent classes of shares for the purpose of voting by classes except when 
the series is adversely affected by an amendment in a different manner 
than other series of the same class. 

5. The resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amend
ment may provide that at any time before the effective date of the 
amendment, notwithstanding approval of the proposed amendment by the 
stockholders, the board of directors may, by resolution, abandon the pro
posed amendment without further action by the stockholders. 

6. A certificate t'lled pursuant to subsection J becomes effective 
upon filing with the secretary of state or upon a larer date specified in 
the certificate, which must not be later than 90 days after the certificate 
is filed. 

7. If a certificate filed pursuant to subsection I specifies an effective 
date and if the resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed 
amendment provides that the board of directors may abandon the pro
posed amendment pursuant to subsection 5, the board of directors may 
terminate the effectivenn.s of the certificate by resolution and by filing 
a certificate of tennination with the secretary of state that: 

(a) Is filed befim: the effective date specified in the certificate filed 
pursuant to subsection l; 

(b) Identifies the·certificate being tenninated; 
(c) States thac, pursuant to the resolution of the stockholders, the 

board of directors is authorized to tenninate the effectiveness of the cer
tificate; 

(d) States that the effectiveness of the certificate has been terminated; 
(e) Is signed by an officer of the corporation; and 
(f) Is. accompanied by a filing fee of~ $150. 

Sec. S5. Section S5 of Senate Bill No. SI of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 
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Sec. 55. 1. A limited-liability company may comet a document 
filed by the secretary of state with respecl to the limited-liability com
pany if the document contains an inaccurate record of a company action 
described in the document or was defectively executed, attested, sealed, 
verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the limited-liability company must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(l) States the name of the limited-liability company; 
(2) Describes the document. including, without limitation, its filing 

date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document in 

an accurate or corrected fonn; and 
(S) Is signed by a manager of the company, or if ,management is not 

vested in a manager, by a member of the company. 
(b) DeUver the certificate to the secrerary of state for filins. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $1 SO to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effeclive on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected doc
ument and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons, the 
certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. 56. Section 90 of Senate Bill No. 51 of lhis session is hereby 
a,mended to read as follows: . 

Sec, 90. Chapter 87 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
new section to read as foUows: · 

I. A limited-liability partnership may com:ct a document filed by 
the secretary of state with respect to the limited-liability partnership if 
the document contains an inaccurate m:ord of· a partnership · acrion 
described in the document or was defectively executed, attested; sealed. 
verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, lhe limited-liability partnership must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that! 

(1) States !he name of lhe limited-liability partnership; 
(2) Describes the document, including; without Unutali®, its filing 

date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth !he inaccurate or defective portion of the document. in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 
(S) Is signed by a managing partner of the limited-liability partner-

ship. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected doc· 
ument and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons, the 
certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. 57. Section 93 of Senate Bill No. 51 of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

" ! 
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Sec. 93. I. A limited partnership may correct a document filed by 
the secretary of state with respect to the limited partnership if the doc
ument contains an inaccurate record of a partnership action described in 
the document or· was defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or 
acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the limited partnership must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(I) States the name of the limited partnership; 
(2) Describes the document. including, without limitation, its filins 

date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets· forth the inaccurate or defective ponion of the document in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 
(5) Is signed by a genenal partner of the limited partnership. 

(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of 1'+f} $150 to lhe secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction.is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected 
document and adversely affected by the correction. As lo those persons, 
the certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. 58. Section 102 of Senate Bill No. Sl of this session is hereby 
amended· to read as follows: 

Sec. 102. 1. A business trust may comet a document filed by the 
secn:tary of state with respect to the business trust if the document con~ 
tains an inaccurate record of a trust action described in the. document or 
was defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the business trust must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of Cl)mciion that: 

(1) States the name of the business trust; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation. its filing 

date; · 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
( 4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective· portion of the document in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 
· (5) Is signed by a trustee of the business trust. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of scare. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected doc
ument and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons, rbe 
certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. S9. Senate BiU No. 51 is hereby amended by adding thereto a new 
section designated sec. 138, following sec. 137, to read as follows: 

Sec. 138. This act becomes effective on August 1, 2001. ". 
Amend sec. S6, page 27, by deleting lines 29 and 30 and inserting: 
"Sec. 60. Sections I, 2, · 3, 9 and 47 of mis act do not apply to a claim 

that arises before the effective date of this section.". 
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Amend sec. 57, page 27, line 31, by deleting "59" and inserting "63". 
Amend sec. 59, page 28, by deleting lines S through 14 and inserting: 
"Sec. 63. l. This section and sections 1, 2, 3, 9, 47, 59, 60, 61 and 

62 of this act become effective upon passage and approval. 
2. Sections 5, 6, 12, 13 to 19, inclusive, 20, 21, 22, 25 to 31, inclusive, 

35 to 39, inclusive, 41 to 45, inclusive, and 47 to 53, inclusive, of this act 
become effective: 

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and 
performing any olber preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to 
carry out the provisions of this act; and 

(b) On August 1, 2001 , for all other purposes. 
3. Sections 1.5, 4, 7, 8.5, 10, 11, 14, 19.5, 23, 24, 32, 33, 34, 40, 46 

and 54 to S8, inclusive, of this act become effective: 
(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and 

performing any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to 
carry out the provisions of this act; and 

(b) At 12:01 a.m. on August I, 2001, for aJl other purposes.". 
Amend the title of the bill by deleting the first line and utserting: 
"AN ACf relating to business associations; revising the statutory liability 

of". 
Amend the summary of the bill to read as follows: . 
"SUMMARY-Revises·sratulory liability of coiporate stockholders, direc~ 

tors and officers and increases fees for filing certain documents with secre• 
tary ofstate. (BDR 7-1547)", 

Assemblywc:,man Buckley moved the adoption of the amendmem. 
Remarks by Assemblymen Buckley and Lee. 
Amendment adopted. 
Bill ordered reprinted, re-engrossed and to thinl reading. 

Senate Bill No. 421. 
Bill read second time. 
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee. on Ways and 

Means: 
Amendment No. 1189. 
Amend section 1, page I, line 2, by deleting "43," and inserting "20,". 
Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sec. 3 and renumbering sec. 4 as 

sec. 3. 
Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sec. S and renumbering sections 6 

through 8 as sections 4 through 6. 
Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sec. 9 and renumbering sec. 10 as 

sec. 7. 
Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sections 11 through 28, renumber

ing sections 29 through 35 as sections 9 through 15 and adding a new sec
tion designated sec. 8. following sec. 10, to read ai; follows: 

"Sec. 8. In conducting a,o, meetings, a rural agricultural residential 
common-interest community must comply with the provisions set fonh in 
chapter 241 of NRS concerning open meetings which are generally opplica
bk to public bodies.". 
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Amend sec. 29, page 8, by deleting lines 13 and 14 and inserting: 
"Sec. 9. An application for a certificate to 4Ct 4S a cornmllnity malUJ,-r 

mu.st:". ··---
Amend sec. 29, page 8, line 16, by deleting "30., and inserting "10". 
Amend sec. 30, page 8, by deleting lines 18 and 19 and inserting: 
"Sec. 10. 1. An applicant for a certificate to act as a community man

ager must". 
Amend sec. 30, page 8, line 26, by deleting "license or". 
Amend sec. 30, page 8, liM 28, by deleting "license or". 

.. Amend. sec. 31, page 8, by deleting lines 46 through 48 and inserting: 
J)ennits issued to the holthr o/ a certifica1e ,o act as a comnumiry manager. 

the division shall deem the certificate to be suspended at the .end or. ' 
Amend sec. 31, page 9, line l, by deleting "license or". 
Amend sec. 31, page 9, line 3, by deleting "license or". 
Amend sec. 31, page 9, line S, by deleting: "a license or"'. 
Amend sec. 31, page 9, line 8, by deleting "license or". 
Amend sec. 3S, page 9, line 37, by deleting "A" and inserting: "An offi

cer or a". 
Amend sec. ~5, page 9, line 47, after "to" by inserting: "an officer or". 

. Ame~ the ball as· a whole by deleting sections 36 and 37 and renuml,er
tng sections 38 through 41 as sections 16 through 19. 

Amend sec. 38. page ll, by deleting lines 28 through 31 and insening: "a 
common-intl!resr community that hos at least 2,000 u11its, some or all of the 
authori~ of t?e m~rs of a master association may be exercised by deJe.. 
gatl!s, uu:tudmg, without limiTGlion. th'1 voting riglus of the members of the 
master assodarion, if the declaration so provides.". 

Ame~ sec. 39,. pages 11 and 12, by deleting lines 39 through 49 on page 
11 and Jmes 1 throu~ 9 on page 12 and inserting: "constructing any com
mon t!k~nts that wdl be added to the association's common elemmts the 
dttlarant is responsibk for: ' 

(a) Paying all expenses relaled to the common elements which are incurred 
before the conveyance of the common elements to tht! association; and 
. fb) Except as othe~se provided in NRS 116.31038, delivering to the asso

cwt,on the declarant s share of the amount specified in the study of reserves 
completed pursuant to subsection 2. 

2. Before conveying the common elelfll!nts to the association, the declar
ant shall deliver 1" the ass«iation a study of the r,serves for the additional 
common elt!ments which satisfies the requi~lfll!nts of NHS J 16.31152. ". 

Amend sec. 40. page 12, line 10, by deleting "In" and insening: MExcept 
as otherwise provided in subsection 2, in". 

Amend sec. 40, page 12, by deleting lines 14 through 32 and inserting: 
"commercial use only if: 

(a) The governing documents of the association and a,o, master association 
do Ml prohibit such usl!; and 

(b) Persons entitled to cast at lea.st a majority of the votes in the assoeia
tion and any master association approvt! the tmnsient co~rdal uu cf the 
unit. 
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SENATE BILL No. 577-SENATORS JAMES, RAGGIO, O'DONNELL, AMODEI, 
RAWSON, JACOBSEN AND MCGINNESS 

MAY24, 2001 

Referred to Committee on Judiciary 

SUMMARY-Revises statutory liability of coiporate stockholders,. directors and officers and 
increases fees for filing certain documents with secretary of state. 
(BDR 7-1547) . 

FISCAL NOTE: Effect on Local Government: No. 
Effect on the State: No. 

EXPLANATION - Matter in hlMI 1*llics is new; matter benv=i lnckm !emitted 111111eliell is material to be ominod. 

AN ACT relating to business associations; revising the statutozy JiabjJjty of the stockhoJdm, 
directors and officers of a corporation; increasing the fees and revising certain 
requirements for filing certain documents with the secretary of state; requiring 
certain· fees charged by the secretary of state for special services to be deposited 
in the state genera] fund; and providing other matters properly relating thereto. 

THE PEOPLE OF rnE STATE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN 
SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

I Section 1. Chapter 78 ofNRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
2 new section to read as follows:· . 
3 1. Except as otherwise provided by specijic statute, no stockholder, 
4 director or officer of a corporation is individually liable for a debt or 
5 liability of the corporation, unless: 
6 ( a) The stockholder, director or officer acts as the alter ego of the 
7 corporation;or 
8 (b) The corporate fiction of a separate entity should be disregarded for 
9 any other reason. 

l O 2. A stockholder, director or officer acts as the alter ego of a 
11 corporation /ft 
12 (a) The corporation is influenced and governed by the stockholder, 
13 director or officer; 
14 (b) There is such unity of Interest and ownership that the corporation 
l 5 and the stockholder, director or officer are inseparable from each other; 
16 and 
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Senate Bill No. 496. 
Bill read third time. 
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Remarks by Assemblyman Carpenter. 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 496: 
YEAS-39. 
NAYS-None. 
Nar VOI'INo-Ooldwater. 
EXCUSED-Freeman. Humke-2. 

ASSEMBLY DAJLY JOURNAL 

b-3-01 

Senate Bill No. 496 having received a constitutional majority, Mr. Speaker 
declared it passed, as amended. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Senate. 
Senate Bill No. 576. 
BiU read third time. 
Remarks by Assemblymen Chowning, Gustavson, Lee and Buckley. 
Conflict of interest. declared by Assemblyman Lee. 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. S76: 
YEAS-36. 
NAYS:-Angle, Gustavson-2. 
Nar VonNO-Arberry Jr., Lee-2. 
EXCUSED-Freeman, Humke-2. 

Senate Bill No. 576 having received a two-thirds majority, Mr. Speaker 
declared it passed. as amended. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Senate. 
Senate Bill No. 577. 
Bill read third time. 
Remarks by Assemblymen Anderson, Angle, Buckley and Brower. 
Assemblyman Parks requested that the following remarks be entered in the 

Journal. 
(To Be Included In Final Journal) 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 577: 
YEAS-40. 
NAYS-None. 
ExcusED-Frecman, Humke-2, 

Senate Bill No. 577 having received a two-thirds· majority, Mr. Speaker 
declared it passed, as amended. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Senate. 
Senate Bill No. 372. 
Bill read third time. 
Remarks by Assemblymen Bache, de Braga, Collins, Gibbons and Beers. 
Potential conflict of interest declared by Assemblyman de Braga. 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 372: 
YEAS-39. 
NAvs..:...None. 
Nor V011NG-Carpenter. . 
ExcusED-Freeman, Humke-2. 
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MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-First Session 
June 3, 2001 

The Senate Committee on Judiciary was called to order by Chairman Mark A. 
James at 7:45 p.m. on Sunday, June 3, 2001, on the Senate Floor of the 
Legislative Building, Carson City, Nevada. There was no Agenda. There was 
no Attendance Roster. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS. PRESENT: 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman 
Senator Mike McGinness 
Senator Maurice Washington 
Senator Dina Titus 
Senator Valerie Wiener 
Se.nator Terry Care 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Bradley A. Wilkinson, Committee Counsel 
Allison Combs, Committee Po1icy Analyst 
Barbara Moss, Committee Secretary 

Chairman James said the committee had one bill to discuss, Senate. Bill 
(S.B.} 577. 

SENATE Bill 577: Limits common-law and statutory liability of corporate 
stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing certain 
documents with secretary of state. (BDR 7-154 7) 

SENATOR MCGINNESS MOVED TO NOT CONCUR WITH AMENDMENT 
NO. 1172 TO S.B. 577. 

SENATOR WASHINGTON SECONDED THE MOTION. 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
June 3, 2001 
Page 2 

THE MOTION CARRIED. (SENA TOR TITUS AND SENA TOR WIENER 
VOTED NO.) 

***** 

There being no further business, Chairman James adjourned the meeting at 
7:50 p.m. 

APPROVED BY: 

Sena· 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

Heather Dion, 
Committee Secretary 

DA TE: 6.. /"-/ · o / -------"--"--,....._~----,--------
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duct for ~ drivers; providing for the impoundment of certain vehicles by 
the transportation setvices authority; requiring certain actions with regard to 
defects and unsafe conditions in vehicles; exempting certain holders of unre
stricted gaming licenses that operate motor vehicles from the.provisions gov~ 
erning fully regulated carriers; authorizing the transportation services 
authority to impose a fee for the issuance of identiftcation decals to such 
exempted holders of unrestricted gaming licenses; requiring the tnmsporta
tion services authority to establish a system of allocation for limousines; pro. 
viding that certain acts of drivers of fully regulated carriers of passengers are 
unlawful; providing penalties; and providing other matters properly relating 
thereto.". 

Senator O'Donnell moved that the Senate do not concur in the Assembly 
amendment to Senate Bill No. 576. 

Remarks by Senator O'Donnell. 
Conflict of interest declared by Senator Care. 
Motion carried. 
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 

Senate Bill No. 577. 
The following Assembly amendment was read: 
Amendment No. 1172, 
Amend section 1, page I, by deleting lines 4 through 13 and inserting: 

"director or officer of a corporation is individually liable for a debt or lia
bility of the corporation, W1less: 

(a) The stockholder, director or officer acts as the aller ego of the corpo
rotion,· or 

(b) The corporate fiction of a separate entity should be disregarded for any 
other reason. 

2. A stockholder, director or officer acts as the .alter ego of a corpQ1U-
tion if: 

(a) The corporation is influenced and governed by the stockholder,". 
Amend section 1, page 2, line l, by deleting "(2}" and inserting "(b)". 
Amend section l, page 2, line 4, by deleting "'(3)" and inserting "(c)"; 
Amend section 1, page 2, by deleting lines 5 through 9 and inserting: 

"sanction fraud or promote injustice.". 
Amend the bill as a whole by adding a new section designated sec. 1.5, 

following section l, to read as follows: 
"Sec. 1.5. NRS 78.0295 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.0295 1. A corporation may correct a document filed by the secre

tary of state with respect to the corporation if the document contains an inac
curate record of a corporate action described in the document or was 
defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the corporation shall: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction which: 

(1) States the name of the corporation; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation; its filing date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
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(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective ponion of the doc~nt in an 

accurate or corrected fonn; and 
(5) ls signed by an officer of the corporation. 

(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing . 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the doc

ument it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected document 
and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons the certificate 
is effective when filed.", ' 

Amend sec. 3. page 3, line 18, after "35.230, .. by inserting "78.300, ". 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 20. after "liable" by inserting: "to the corpo

ration or its stocklwlders". 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 23, by deleting "and" and inserting "or". 
Amend sec. 4, page J, line 27, by deleting "under" and inserting "pur

suant to". 
Amend sec. 4, page 3, line 45, by deleting "amended" and inserting 

"annual". 
Amend sec. 4, pages 3 and 4, by deleting line 49 on page 3 and lines 1 

through 3 on page 4,. and inserting: 
"4, Upon filing the f&nlNelJ list required by fe11hseetieltj : 
(a) Subsection l, the corpol'tll/on shtdl pay to· the secretary of state a fee 

of $165. 
(b) Subsection 2, the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state a fee". 
Amend sec. 4, page 4, by deleting lines 9 and 10 and inserting: "of the 

fee due pursuant to subsection 91 4 and a reminder to file the annual list 
required by subsection 2. Failure of any". 
~~ sec. 4. page 4, line 14, by deleting: "~" and inserting: "~ 

Amend sec. 4, page 4, line 19, after "and" by inserting: "must be accom
panied by a fee of $85 for filing. A payment submitted pursuant to this sub-
section... · 

.Amend sec. 7, page 4, line 47, by deleting "under" and inserting "pur
suant to". 

Amend sec. 7, page 5, lines 4 and 5, by deleting: "its charter was 
revoked;" and inserting: "it failed to file each required annual list in a timely 
manner;". 

Amend sec. 7, page 5, line 9, after "fee" by inserting "or fees". 
Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sec. 8 and inserting: 
"Sec. 8. (Deleted by amendment.)". 
Amend the bill as a whole by adding a new section designated sec. 8.5, 

following sec. 8, to read as follows: 
"Sec. 8.5. NRS 78.390 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.390 1. Every amendment adopted pursuant to the provisions of NRS 

78.385 must be made in the following manner: 
. (a) The board of directors must adopt a resolution setting forth the amend
!llent proposed and decla~ its advisability, and either call a special meet
ing of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment or direct that the 

.. -.......... ~" ... -.~ .... , ·--~--~- ······: ... - . ,. --· 
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proposed amendment be considered at the next annual meeting of the stock
holders entitled to vote on the amendment. 

(b) At the meeting, of which notice must be given to each stockholder enti
tled to vote pursuant to the provisions of tbis section, a vote · of the stock
holders entitled to vote in person or by proxy must be taken for and ag!linst 
the proposed amendment. If it appears upon the canvassing of the votes that 
stockholders holding shares in the corporation entitling them to exercise at 
least a majority of the voting power, or such greater proportion of the voting 
power as may be required in the case of a vote by classes or series, as pro
vided in subsections 2 and 4, or as may be required by the provisions of the 
articles of incorporation, have voted in favor of the amendment, an officer of 
the corporation shall sign a certificate setting forth the amendment, or set
ting forth the articles of incorporation as amended, and the vote by which 
the amendment was adopted. 

(c) The certificate so signed must be filed with the secretary of state. 
2. If any proposed amendment would adversely alter or change any pref

erence or any relative or other right given to any class or series of out
standing shares, then the amendment must be approved · by the vote, in 
addition to the affirmative vote otherwise required, of the holders of shares 
representing a majority of the voting power of each class or series adversely 
affected by the amendment regardless of limitations or restrictions on the vot~ 
ing power thereof. 

3. Provision may be made in the articles of incorporation requiring, in 
the case of any specified amendments, a larger proportion of the voting 
power of stockholders than that required by this section. 

4. Different series of the same class of shares do not constitute different 
classes of shares for the purpose of voting by classes except when the series 
is adverSely affected by an amendment in a different 1111UU1Cr than other series 
of the same class. 

5. The resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amendment 
may provide that at any time before the effective date of the amendment, 
notwithstanding approval of the proposed amendment by the stockholders, the 
board of directors may, by resolution, abandon the proposed amendment 
without further action by the stockholders. 

6. A certificate filed pursuant to subsection 1 becomes effective upon fil
ing with the secretary of state or upon a later date specified in the certifi
cate, which must not be later than 90 days after the certificate is filed. 

7. If a certificate filed pursuant to subsection 1 specifies an effective date 
and if the resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amendment 
provides that the board of directors may abandon the proposed amendment 
pursuant to subsection S, the board of directors may terminate the effective
ness of the certificate by resolution and by filing a certificate of termination 
with the secretary of state that: 

(a) Is filed before the effective date specified in the certificate filed pur
suant to subsection 1; 

(b) Identifies the certificate being tenninated; 

(' 
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. (c) Sta~s that, ~ursuant to the resolution of the stockholders, C ooard of 
directors IS authorized to tenninate the effectiveness of the certificate· 

(d) States that the effectiveness of the certificate has been termina~· 
(e) Is signed by an officer of the corporation; and · ' 
(f) Is Accompanied by a filing fee of ~ $150. ". 
Amend sec. 10, page 6, line 46, by deleting "or agreement". 
Amend sec. 10, page 7, line 7, by deleting "under" and inserting "pur

suant to". · 
Amend sec. 11, page 7, after line 46, by inserting; 
"4. The fee for 6ling a certificate of termination pursuant to 

NRS 78.1955, 78.209 or 78.380 is ~ $150. ". 
Amend sec. 14, page 8, line 33, by deleting "~ $30." and inserting 

.. ~$40.". 
Amend sec. 14, page 8, Jine 44, by deleting "f:j18. 77{J,J 92A.210" and 

inserting "92A.210, ". 
Amend the bill as a whole by adding a new section designated sec. 19. 5, 

following sec. 19, to read as follows: 
.. Sec. 19.5. NRS 86.226 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

. ~6:226 1. A signed certificate of amendment, or a certified copy of a 
Judictal decree of amendment, must be filed with the secretary of state. 
~ ~rso~ ":~ executes a certificate ~ ~ ~ent, office~ or fidu~iary of the 
hm1~-Itabt11t,r company need not exJ11b1t evidence of his authonty as a pre
requ1S1te to fihng. Unless the secretary of state finds that a certificate does 
not conform to law, upon his receipt of all required filing fees be shall file 
the certificate. 

2. A certificate of amendment or judicial decree of amendment is effec
tive u~n filing ~ith. ~ secretary of state or upon a later date specified in 
the certificate or J11dic1al decree, which must not be more than 90 days after 
the certificate or judicial decree is filed. 

3. If a certificate specifies an effective date and if the resolution of the 
members approving the proposed amendment provides that one or more man
agers or, if management is not vested in a manager, one or more members 
may abandon the proposed amendment, then those managers or members 
may tenninate the effectiveness of the certificate by filing a certificate of ter
mination with the secrecary of state that: 
. {a) Is filed before the effective date specified in the certificate or judicial 

decree f"ded pursuant to subsection 1; 
(b) Identifies the certificate being terminated; 
(c) States that, pursuant to the resolution of the members, the manager of 

the company or, if management is not vested in a manager, a designated 
member is authoriud to terminate the effectiveness of the certificate· 

(d) States that the effectiveness of the certificate has been termina~· 
(e) Is signed by a manager of the company or, if management is not ~sled 

in a manager, a designated member; and 
(f) Is accompanied by a filing fee of~ $150. ". 
Amend sec. 23, page 12, line 27, by deleting "under" and inserting "pur

suant to". 
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Ame~. 23, page 12, lines 33 and 34, by deleting: .. its charter bas 
been rewked;" and inserting: "it failed to file in a timely manner each 
required annual list;". . . . . 

Amend sec. 24, page 13, by deleung ]mes 5 and 6 and msertmg: 
"(b) Amending or restating the articles of organization, amending the reg

istration of a foreign company or filing ~ certificate of correction, ~ 
$150;". 

Amend sec. 24, page 13, by deleting lines 15 and 16 and inserting: 
"(h) Filing a certificate of cancellation, ~60; 
(i) Executing, filing or certifying any other documem, ~ $40; and 
(j) Copies made at the office of the secret.ary of stale, $1 per page.". 
Amend sec. 32, page 16, line 36, by deleting"~ $30." and inserting 

"~$40.". 
Amend sec. 33, page 17, between lines 35 and 36, by inserting: 
"6. A filing made pursuant to this section does not satisfy the provisions 

of NRS 88.355 and may not be substituted for filings submitted pursuant to 
NRS 88.355. ". 

Amend sec. 34, page 17, line 37, by deleting "corporation" and inserting 
"limited partnership". 

Amend sec. 40, page 20, line 32, by deleting "~ $30 ... and inserting 
"f$a9t½ $40. ". 

Amend sec. 42., page 21, by deleting lines 14 through 40 and inserting: 
.. 89.250 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a profes

sional association shall, on or before the first day of the second month qfter 
the filing of its articles of association with the secretary of stale, and. annu
ally thereafter on or before · the last day of the month in which the anniver
sary dare of its organit.ation occurs in each year, furnish a statement to the 
secretary of state showing the names and residence addresses of all members 
and employees in fMlelt½ the association and Eehall eeflffy) certifying that all 
members and employees are licensed to render professional service in this 
state. 

2. A professional association organiz.ed and practicing pursuant to the 
provisions of this chapter and NRS 623.349 shall. on or before the first day 
of the second month after the filing of its articles of association with the. sec
retary of state, and annually thereafter on or before the last day of the month 
in which the anniversary date of its organization occurs in each year, furnish 
a statement to the secretary of state: 

(a) Showing the names and residence addresses of all · members and 
employees of the association who are licensed or otherwise authorited by law 
to render professional service in this state; · , 

(b) Certifying that all members and employees who render profess!onal 
service are licensed or otherwise author.it.ed by law to render professional 
service in this st.ate; and 

(c) Certifying that all members who are not licensed to render professional 
service in this state do not render professional service on behalf of the asso
ciation except as authorized by law. 

3. [The stetelftent B111&t! 
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(e) He raa4el Each statement filed pursuant to this section C be: 
(a) Made on a form prescribed by the secretary of state and must not con

tain. any fiscal or other information except that expressly called for by this 
section. 

(b) (Be eigaee] Signed by the chief executive officer of the association. 
(c) Accompanied by a declaration under penalty of perjury that t~ pro· 

fes1ional association has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of 
NRS. 

4. Upon filing fdte affll1181J : 
(a) The initial statement required by this section, the association shall pay 

to the secretary of stale a Jee of $165. · 
(b) Each annual statement required by this section, the association shall 

pay to the secretary of state a fee of~ $85. 
S. As used in this section, .. signed,. means to have executed or adopted 

a name. word or mark, including, without limitation, a digital signature as 
defined in NRS 720.060, with the present intention to authenticate a docu
ment.". 

Amend sec. 46, page 23. by deleting lines 20 through 39 and inserting: 
"92A.210 1. EJCCept as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for 

filing articles of merger, articles of conversion, articles of exchange, articles 
of domestication or articles of termination is ~ $325. The fee for fil
ing the constituent documents of a domestic. resulting entity is the fee for fil
ing the constituent documents detennined by the chapter of NRS governing 
the particular domestic resulting entity. 

~- 1:he fee ~r filing· articles of merger of two or more domestic corpo
rations tS the difference between the fee computed at the rates specified in 
NRS 78. 760 upon the aggregate authorized stock of the corporation created 
by the merger and the fee computed upon the aggregate amount of the total 
authoriz.ed stock of the constituent corporation. 
· 3. The fee for filing articles of merger of one or more domestic corpo
rations . with one or more foreign corporations is the difference between the 
fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 78. 760 upon the aggregate 
authoriz.ed stock of the corporation created by the merger and the fee com
puted upon the aggregate amount of the total authorized stock of· the con~ 
stituent corporations which have paid the fees required by NRS 78,760 and 
80.0SO. 

4. The fee for filing articles of merger of two or more domestic or for
eign corporations must not be less than ~ $325. The. amount paid pur
suant to subsection 3 must not exceed $25,000. ". 

Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sections 54 and 55, renumbering 
sections 56 through 59 as sections 60 through 63 and adding new sections 
designated sections 54 to S9, following sec. 53, to read as follows: 

"Sec. 54. Section 29 of Senate Bill No. Sl of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 29. NR8 78.390 is heteby amended to read as follows: 
78.390 I. Every amendment adopred pum,am to the provisions of 

NRS 78.385 must be made in the following manner: 
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(a) be board of directors must adopt a resolution setting fonh the 
amendment proposed and declaring its advisability, and either call a spe
cial meeting of the stockholders entitled to vole on the amendment or 
direct that the proposed amendment be considered at the next annual 
meeting of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment. 

(b) At the meeting, of which notice must be given to each stockholder 
entitled to vote pursuant to the provisions of this section, a vote of the 
stockholders entitled to vote in person or by proxy must be taken for and 
against the proposed amendment. If it appears upon the canvassing of 
the votes that stockholders holding shares in the corporation entitling 
them to exercise at least a majority of the voting power, or such greater 
proportion of the voting power as may be required in the case of a vote 
by classes or series, as provided in subsections 2 and 4, or as may be 
required by the provisions of the articles of incorporation, have voted in 
fuvor of the amendment, an officer of the corporation shall sign a cer
tificate setting forth the amendment, or setting forth the articles of incor
poration as amended, and the vote by which the amendment was 
adapted. 

(c) The certificate so signed must be filed with the secretary of state. 
2. If any proposed amendment would adversely alter or change any 

preference or any relative or other right given to any class or series of 
outstanding shares, then the amendment must be approved by the vote, 
in addition to the affirmative vote otherwise required, of the holders of 
shares representing a majority of the voting power of .each class or series 
adversely affected by the amendment regardless of limitations or restric
tions on the voting power thereof. 

3. Provision may be made in .the articles of incorporation requiring, 
in· the case of. any specified amendments, a larger proportion of the vot
ing power of stockholders than that required by this section. 

4. Different series of the same class of shares do not constitute dif• 
ferent classes of shares for the purpose of voting by classes except when 
the series is adversely affected by an amendment in a different manner 
than other series of the same class. 

S. The resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amend
ment may provide that at any time before the effective date of the 
amendment, notwithstanding approval of the proposed amendment by the 
stockholders, the boaro of directors may, by resolution, abandon the pro
posed amendment without further action by the stockholders. 

6. A certificate filed pursuant to subsection 1 becomes effective 
upon filing with the secretary of state or upon a later date. specified in 
the certificate, which must not be later than 90 days after the certificate 
is filed. 

7. If a certificate filed pursuant to subsection 1 specifies an effective 
date and if the resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed 
amendment provides that the board of directors. may abandon the pro
p<>sed amendment pursuant to subsection 5, the board of directors may 
terminate the effectiveness of the certificate by resolution and by filing 
a certificate of termination with the secretary of state that: · 

• 
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(a) Is filed before the effective date specified in the cCate filed 
pursuant to subsection 1; 

(b) Identifies the certificate being terminated; 
(c) States that, pursuant. to the resolution of the stockholders, the 

board of directors is authoriz.ed to tenninate the effectiveness of the cer
tificate; 

(d) States that the effectiveness of the certificate has been terminated; 
(e) Is signed by an officer of the corporation; and 
(t) Is accompanied by a filing fee of~ $150. 

Sec. 55 .. Section 55 of Senate Bill No. 51 of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 55. l. A limited-liability company may correct a document 
filed by the secretary of state with respect to the limited-liability com
pany if the document contains an inaccurate record of a company action 
de~ribed in the document or was defectively executed, attested, sealed, 
venfied or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the limited-liability company must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(1) States the name of the limited-liability company; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation, its filing 

.date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 
(S) Is signed by a manager of the company, or if management is not 

vested in a manager, by .a member of the company. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing ~ of~ $150 to the .secmtary of state. 
3. · . A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected doc
ument and adversely affected by the correction, As to those persons, the 
certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. S6. Section 90 of Senate Bill No. 51 of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 90. Chapter 87 of NltS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
new section to read as follows: 

l. A limited-liability partnership may correct a document flied by 
the secretary of state with respect to the . limited-liability . partnership if 
the document contains aJi inaccurate record of a partnership action 
described in the document or was defectively executed, attested, sealed, 
verified or acknowledged. 

2 •.. To correct a.document, the limited-liability partnership must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(1) Sta~s the name of the limited-liability partnership; 
(2) Describes the document, including. without limitation, its filing 

date; 
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b,.--,pecmes the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 
(5) Is signed by a managing partner of the limited-liability partner-

ship. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected doc
ument and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons, the 
certificate is effective when filed. · 

Sec. 57. Section 93 of Senate Bill No. 51 of this session · is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 93. I . A limited partnership may correct a document filed by 
the secretary of state with respect to the limited partnership if the doc
ument contains an inaccurate record of a partnership action described in 
the document or was defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or 
acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the limited partnership must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(1) States the name of the limited partnership; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation, its filing 

date; 
(3) Specifies the inac:curacy or defect; . 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the de1eument.in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 
(5) Is signed by a general partner of the limited partnership. 

(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. · A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected 
document and adversely affected by the correcti<,n. As to those persons, 
the certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. 58. Section 102 of Senate Bill No. 51 of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 102. 1. A business trust may correct a document filed by the 
secretary of state with respect to the business trust if the document con
tains an inaccurate record of a trust action described in the document or 
was defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the business trust must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(1) States the name of the business trust; 
(2) Describes the document. including, without limitation, its filing 

date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document in 

an accurate or corrected form; and 

• 
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(S) Is signed by a trustee of the business trust. C 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of slate for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective dare of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected doc
ument and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons, the 
certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. S9. Senate Bill No. 51 is hereby amended by adding thereto a new 
section designated sec. 138, following sec. 137. to read as follows: 

Sec. 138. This act becomes effective on August I, 2001. ". 
Amend sec. 56, page 27, by deleting lines 29 and 30 and inserting: 
"Sec. 60. Sections 1, 2, 3, 9 and 47 of this act do not apply to a claim 

that arises before the effective date of this section.". 
Amend sec. 57, page 27, line 31, by deleting "59" and inserting "63". 
Amend sec. 59, page 28, by deleting lines 5 through 14 and inserting: 
.. Sec. 63. L This section and sections I, 2, 3, 9, 47, 59, 60, 61 and 

62 of this act become effective upon passage and approval. 
2. Sections S, 6, 12, 13 to 19, inclusive, 20, 21, 22, 25 to 31, inclusive, 

3S to 39, inclusive; 41 to 45, inclusive, and 47 to 53, inclusive, of this act 
become effective: 

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and 
performiDg any other pmparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to 
carry out. the provisions of this act; and 
· (b) On August 1, 2001, for all other purposes. 

3. Sections 1.5, 4, 7, 8.S, 10, 11, 14, 19.5, 23, 24, 32, 33, 34, 40, 46 
and 54 to 58, inclusive, of this act become effective: 

(a)· Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and 
performing any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to 
carry out the provisions of this act; and 

(b) At 12:01 a.m. on August 1, 2001, for all other purposes.". 
Amend the title of the bill by deleting the first line and inserting: 
"AN .M::r relating to business associations; revising the statutory liability 

of". 
Amend the summary of the bill to read as follows: 
.. SUMMARY-Revises statutory liability of corporate stockholders, direc

tors and officers and increases fees for filing certain documents with secre
tary of state. (BDR 7-1S47) ... 

Senator James moved that the Senate do not concur in the As~mbly 
amendment to Senate Bill No. 577. 

Remarks by Senators James and Titus. 
Senator James requested that the following remarks be entered in the 

Journal. 
~ (The remarks will be in the final Journal.) 

Senator Titus moved that the Senate recess subject to the call of the Chair. 
Motion carried. 
Senate in. recess at 9: 19 p.m. 
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SENATE IN SESSION 

President Hunt presiding. 
Quorum present. 

Senators James, Amodei and Raggio requested a roll call vote on Senator 
James' motion. 

Roll call on Senator James' motion: 
Yl!AS-21. 
NAYS-None. 

The motion having received a majority, Madam President declared it car-
ried. 

Motion carried. 
Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 
Senator. Titus requested that her remarks be entered in the Journal. 
My vote to not concur on the amendment we just ro11Sidered is in no way a reflection 

of my supp<>rt for the bill as it originally left this house. 

REPORIS Of' CONFl!RSNCI! CoMMITl'EES 

Madam President: 
The first Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 653, consisting of the 

undersigned membel'S, has met and reports that: 
No decision was reached. and recommends the appo.intment of a second Conference 

Committee, to com>isl of 3 members, for <he further consideration of 1he measure. 
MICHAEL SCHNWl>BR DAVID R. PAIOOI 
ANN O'CONNBLL P.M. ~RoY• NEIGHBORS 
BoB COFPIN SANDRA J. Tlff\f,NY 

Seoote Conference Committee Assembly Confermce Committee 

Senator McGinness moved that the Senate . adopt the report of the first 
Conference Committee concerning Assembly No. 6S3.· 

Remarks by Senator McGinness. 
Motion carried. 

APPOiNTMBNT OP CONFEIIBNCE CoMMITTEBS 

Madam President appointed Senators McGinness, Townsend and Neal as a 
second Conference Committee to meet with a like committee of the 
Assembly for the further consideration of Assembly Bill No. 653. 

MESSAGES FROM THE ASSEMBLY 
AssEMBLY CH,'MBl!R, Carson City, June 3, 2001 

To the Honorable the Senate: 
( have the honor to infurm your honorable body that the Assembly on this day passed, 

as amended, Assembly Bill No. 424; Assembly Joint Resolution No. 14. 

N 

P,'TRICI,' R. W1LU ... MS 

Assistalll Chief Cleric of the Assembly 

MCJrlONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES 

Assembly Joint Resolution No. 14. 
Read first time. 
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Senator Rawson moved that the resolution be referred to thi'tommittee on 

Government Affairs. 
Motion carried. 

INTRODUCTION, FIRST READING AND REFERENCE 
Assembly Bill No. 424. 
Senator Rawson moved that the bill be referred to the Committee on 

Finance. 
Motion carried. 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
SfONING OF BILLS ,'ND Rl!soLUTIONS 

There being no objections, the President and Secretary signed Senate Bills 
Nos. 87,208, 319,367,4~8,444,464,477,494, 500,505,531,573,574; 
S!nate Concunent Resolution No. 52; Senate Resolution No. to; Assembly 
Bllls Nos. 48, 60, 200, 250, 326, SOS, 510, 519, 555, 588, 620, 658. 

GUESTS EXTENDED PRIVILEGE OF SENATE FLOOR 

On request o~ Senator Schneider, the privilege of the floor of the Senate 
Chamber fur this day was extended to Mary Jo Reed and Paul Reed. 

Senator Raggio moved that the Senate adjourn until Monday June 4 2001 
at 10 a.m. • ' ' 

Motion carried. 

Senate adjourned at 9:33 p.m. 

Approved; 

Attest: CLAIRE J. CUFI' 

Secretary of the Senate 

LoRRAINE T. HUNT 
President of the Senate 
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Senator James moved that the Senate do not concur in the Assembly 
amendment to Senate Bill No. 577. 

Remarks by Senators James and Titus. 
Senator James requested that his remarks be entered in · the 

Journal. 
I would like to make certain that the Senate has a clear 

understanding of what the Assembly has done in adopting · the 
amendment to this bill. I know that you are looking at the 
amendment. If you wish to look at the second reprint of the bill in 
your bill book, it might be easier to follow. 

Whether you are looking at the first page of the first reprint, which 
is on the front under section I at lines 7-10 or whether you are 
looking at the amendment which is the first page, I would direct your 
attention to the discussion of the doctrine of alter..:ego. Under current 
law, the alter-ego doctrine allows the fiction of the corporation, the 
corporate entity, to be disregarded if there are two circumstances at 
issue. If the director, officer or stockholder·orthe corporation acts as 
the alter-ego, and continuing to recognize the corporation, would, in 
the words of our Supreme Court, "sanction a fraud or promote 
injustice." The Senate version of this bill simply changed the 
doctrine to say that it would only apply if it were to sanction a fraud. 
We took out the promoting injustice language. The Assembly has not 
suggested codifying existing Nevada case law. The Assembly has 
rewritten this doctrine in a way that has never been rewritten in this 
country. They have done it where it says, "the stockholder director or 
officer acts as the alter-ego of the corporation or, in· the Assembly 
amendment, the corporate fiction of a separate entity should be 
disregarded for any other reason." Any reason--not fraud, not 
injustice-just any reason. That is the first major change. That 
change would be a major departure from corporate law throughout 
the country regarding the alter-ego doctrine. It would set no 
standard. It would say that for any other reason, the corporate fiction 
could be disregarded. That is not a change to existing case law. That 
is not a codification of existing case law. It is taking a huge step 
backwards in Nevada and making it a place where no one would 
want to have a corporation. There would be no standard for when the 

(' C 
corporation would be disregarded and the personal assets of a person 
would be at risk. 

The second change, if you look at the first reprint of the bill, on 
the second page, you will see in section 2 there is some stricken 
language. That language says that the articles of incorporation of a 
corporation may contain language that limits the liability· of the 
director to two circumstances, fraud or the payment of a dividend at 
a time when a corporation is insolvent. There are many articles of 
incorporation on file in the Secretary of State's office that have that 
provision in them. Those directors have the protection of the articles 
that they can only be held libel in the instance of fraud or payment of 
a dividend at a time when the corporation is insolvent. That language 
is stricken in the Assembly amendment. Look to the. next page, the 
liability protection. now available to a director, is not that 
protection? What they have under existing law, if they put the 
provision in their articles, is a. mere breach of fiduciary duty. It is 
mere negligence. Therefore, what this means, if this bill as passed by 
the Assembly, should pass into law in Nevada then every single 
attorney in this country that has advised a corporation to incorporate 
in Nevada has to send a letter. It would be legal malpractice for an 
attorney who has incorporated his clients' corporation in Nevada not 
to. send a letter to tell them that the Jaw in Nevada has been changed, 
and the protection they had under their articles is now gone. The 
protection they have in Nevada law is less than what they used to 
have . .The provision they have in their articles, that limited their 
liability, is an illegal provision under Nevada law. They must amend 
their articles and remove it. 

Why did I go through that, Madam President? Because those 
172,000 corporations, who we have computed conservatively, would 
continue to increase in numbers of corporations over this coming 
biennium by 10 or 15 percent and would generate the $29 million, 
conservatively, for the teacher salaries in this State in the education 
program proposed by this Senate, myself and the Governor. That 
money will not, under any circumstances, be generated under the 
formulation of this bill. 
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Just the opposite. Many of. those 172,000 corporations will 

disincorporate in Nevada. They will go to Delaware. They will go to 
Wyoming where they can get this protection in their articles. 
Remember, we have not given them the option any more under the 
Assembly version. We have taken out the ability to get that 
protection. They cannot get it so they have to disincorporate. They 
have to leave our State. We won't get the $29 million that we need 
for the education fund Wlder this bill. We won't get the 
approximately $30 million that we get already, collected by the 
Secretary of State's office, for the various fees collected from 
corporations. 

This is not a serious endeavor, in my judgment, Madam President 
and members of the Senate, to come up with an alternate proposal 
regarding director liability. What the Assembly amendment has done 
is to make a mockery of corporate law· in Nevada. It is to make a 
mockery of this bill and place us seriously at risk, the entire package 
of funding for our education system. I· do not know if I would agree 
with, but I could understand having taken this bill and made some 
modifications, perhaps, attempted to change it back to existing law. 
But to take this bill and adopt an amendment to it takes us backward. 
Puts us in a . position where every lawyer, and I do not say that 
lightly, would have to say to his client, "You need to disincorporate 
in Nevada." If they didn't, they would be guilty of malpractice. To 
do that is to trifle with the process, Madam President, to trifle with a 
very serious proposal to fund the under-funded education system in 
the State, to trifle with the corporate laws of the . State, one of the 
major attractions that Nevada has is favorable corporation laws. 

We received a letter from John Fowler. He is the attorney who has 
represented the State Bar Business Law section in this Legislature 
for all five sessions that I have been here, and has brought forward 
the reform in corporate laws to our committee and to the committee 
in the other House. John Fowler wrote a letter that said in essences, 
"this would be a disaster." I could show you the letter if anyone has a 
question, but his letter says essentially this would be a disaster for 
Nevada corporate law for us to adopt this. Those are the words of 
John Fowler who has helped us carefully craft our laws and make 
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them the most attractive in the country. We would, in one fell swoop, 
destroy all of that work and make Nevada the lease attractive place 

. in which to incorporate. I find that to simply make a mockery of not 
only what this bill is about, the subject matter that is Nevada 
corporate law, but what it tries to accomplisb--'-raise funds that are 
desperately needed for our teachers, for our children, . for our 
education system. That is what it has done. I would strongly urge the 
members of the Senate to not concur in this amendment and 
hopefully the Assembly will see the great damage this would cause 
and will recede from their amendment. 

Senator Titus moved that the Senate recess subject to the call of 
the Chair. 

Motion carried. 

Senate in recess at 9:19 p.m. 

SENATE IN SESSION 
At9:26p.m. 
President Hunt presiding. 
Quorum present. 

Senators James, Amodei and Raggio requested a roll call vote on 
Senator James' motion. 

Roll call on Senator James' motion: 
YEAS-21. 
NAYS-None. 

The motion having received a majority, Madam President declared 
it carried. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 

Senator Titus requested that her remarks be entered irt the Journal. 
My vote to not concur on the amendment we just considered is in 

no way a reflection of my support for the bill as it originally left this 
house. 
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UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
RECEDE FROM ASSEMBLY AMENDMENTS 

ASSEMBLY DAIL y JOURNAL ,_4-o, 

Assemblyman Anderson moved that the Assembly do not recede from its 
action on Senate Bill No. 286, that a conference be requested, and that Mr. 
Speaker appoint a first Conference Committee consisting of three members 
to meet with a like committee of the Senate. 

Remarks by Assemblyman Anderson. · 
Motion carried. 

AJ>roINTMENT OF CONFERENCE COMMI17EES 

Mr. Speaker appointed Assemblymen McClain, Gustavson and Claborn as 
a first Conference Committee to meet with a like committee of the Senate 
for the further consideration of Senate Bill No. 286. 

RECEDE FROM AsSEMBLY AMENDMENTS 

Assemblyman Anderson moved that· the Assembly do not recede from its 
action on Senate Bill No. S77, that a conference be requested, and that Mr.· 
Speaker appoint a first Conference Committee consisting of three members 
to meet with a like committee. of the Senate. 

Remarks by Assemblyman Anderson. 
Motion carried. 

APPOINTMENT OF CONFERENCE COMMJTIEES 

Mr. Speaker appointed Assemblymen Anderson, Brower and Oceguera as 
a first Conference Committee to meet with a like committee of the Senate 
for.the further consideration of Senate Bill No. 577. 

MOI'IONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOI'ICES 

Assembly Concurrent Resolution No. 3. 
Resolution read. 
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Elections, 

Procedures. and Ethics: · 
Amendment No. 1239. 
Amend the resolution. page 1, line 12. by deleting "subcommittee" and 

inserting: "committee consisting of three members of the Assembly, two of 
whom are members of the Assembly Standing Committee on Judiciary and 
three members of the Senate. two of whom are members of the Senate 
Standing Committee on Judiciary,". 

Amend the resolution, page 1, line 26, by deleting .. subcommittee;" and 
inserting "committee;". 

Amend the resolution, page 1, line 28, by deleting "subcommittee" and 
inserting "committee". 

Amend the resolution, page 2, line 2, by deleting "subcommittee;" and 
inserting "committee;". 

Assemblywoman GiunchigHani moved the adoption of the amendment. 
Remarks by Assemblywoman Giunchigliani. 
Amendment adopted. 
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Also, I have the honor to infonn your honorable body that the Assembly on this day 
respectfully refused to recede from its action on Senate Bill No. 421, and requests a con
ference, and appointed Assemblymen Anderson Buckley and Carpenter as a first 
Conference Committee to meet with .a like committee of the Senate. 

AJso, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day 
appointed Assemblymen McClain, Carpenter and Parks as a first Conference Committee 
concerning Assembly Bill No. 460. 

Also, I have the honor to infonn your honorable body that the Assembly on this day 
adopted the reports of the first Conference Committees concerning Senate Bills Nos. 286, 
489, Assembly Bills Nos. 94. 133, 271. 483. 

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day 
appointed Assemblymen Collins, Lee and Carpenter as a second Conference Committee 
concerning Assembly Bill No. 246. 

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day 
appointed Assemblymen Koivisto, Brower and Collins as a second Conference Committee 
conceminB Assembly Bill No. 30S. . 

Also, I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Assembly on this day 
adopted the reports of the second. Conference Committees concerning Assembly Bills 
Nos. 246, 653. 

PATRICIA R. WlI..UAMS 
Assistant Chief Clerk of the Assembly 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
REPoRrS OF CONFERENCE CoMMITrEE., 

Madam President: 
. The first Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 577. consisting of the 
undersigned members, has met and reports that: 

It has agreed to recommend that the amendment of the Assembly be concurred in. 
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference 

Amendment No, 41, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report. 
Conference Amendment. 
Amend section 1, page 1, by deleting lines S through 9 and inserting: "liability . of the 

corporation, unless the stockholder, director or ojJicer acts as the alter ego of the corpo
ration.". 

Amend section 1, page 2, by deleting line 2 and inserting: "sanction fraud or promote 
a mamfest injustice. 

3. The question qj whether a stockholder, director or ojjicer acts as the aller ego of a 
corporation must be determined by the coun as a matter cf law.". 

Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 33, by deleting "78.300, ". 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 39, by deleting: "officer; or" and inserting: "officer; and". 
Amend sec. 8, page 5, by deleting line 36 and inserting: 
"Sec. 8. NRS 78.300 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.300 I. The directors of a corporation shall not make distributions to stockhold

ers except as provided by this chapter. 
2. 9Bf Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3 and NRS 78~138, in case of any 

{wiHftd er gressl,· rtegJige,u] violation of the provisions of this section, the directors under 
whose administration the violation occurred f, Meept these • • .vhe eaese4 their Eli He flt te l,e 
eMereEI ~ee tile mi.iwtes ef Ike Meett11g ef the Elireets,s at the lime, er whe ,eet theft heiBg 
flN!88Rt ea1tseEI iaeir ElisseRt le he eAteFed eR leel'flfflg ef stteh eetiee,J are jointly and sev
erally liable, at any time within 3 years after each violation, to the corporation, and. in 
the event of its dissolution or insolvency. to its creditors at the time of the violation, or 
any of them, to the lesser of the full amount of the distribution made or of any loss sus
tained by the corporation by reason of the distribution to stockholders. . 

3. The liability imposed p1'rsuant to subsection 2 does not apply to a director who 
caused his dissent to be entered upon the minutes of the meeting of the directors at the 
time the action was taken or who was not present at the meeting and caused hi's dissent 
to be entered on learning of the action.". 
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Amend sec. 54, page 30, line 35, by deleting "~ $150." and inserting "$75.". 
Amend sec. 60, page 32, line 35, after "3," by inserting "8, ". 
Amend sec. 63, page 33, line 9, after "3," by inserting "8,". 

BERNIE ANDERSON 
MARK A. JAMES OREO BROWER 
MARK AMODEI JOHN 0cEoUERA 

Senate Conference Committee Assembly Conference Committee 

Senator James moved that the Senate adopt the report of the first 
Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 577. 

Remarks by Senator James. 
Motion carried by a two-thirds majority. 

MOI'IONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOl'ICES 

Senator Raggio moved to take Assembly Bills Nos. 661, 615, as the next 
orders of business. 

Motion carried. 

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING 
Assembly Bill No. 661. 
Bill read· third time. 
Remarks by Senator Neal. 
Senator Neal requested that his remarks be entered in the Journal. 
Madam President, Assembly Bill No. 661 seems to be proceeding on the notion that 

what is good for the casinos in Nevada is good for the public. The larger customers with 
lucrative accounts are demanding that they be able to seek lower costs for electricity. 
Assembly Bill No .. 661 would. allow this to happen. · . 

The following consequences will be that the individual household 'WUld Jack the bar
gaining power to gain lower rates. 

Upon leaving, the utilities will have little incentive to devote resources to maintaining 
or improving services to low-income people. 

Amendment 1235, which- was amended into Assembly Bill No. 661 as a consumer 
measure is a sham. Section 26.65 which allows a large corporation to become a non-profit 
corporation to get around any mill assessment for the poor and needy because if such non
profits are fonned, it seems they would not have to pay any mill taX. 

The mill tax is assessed in Section 26. 7 when electricity is purchased by a retailer from 
another for· consumption but if they are purchasing power themselves, they would not have 
to pay the miJJ tax of 39 cents on each kilowatt..Jtour of electricity. 

Roll call on Assembly Bill No. 661: 
YEAs-15. 
NAYS-Neal. O'Connell, O'Donnell, Titus, Wiener-5. 
Nor VOTING-Raggio. 

Assembly Bill No. 661 having received a two-thirds majority, Madam 
President declared it passed, as amended. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 

MOflONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES 

Senator Raggio moved to withdraw the amendment on Assembly Bill 
No. 343 and take it as the next order of business. 

Motion carried. 
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Assemblywoman Buckley moved that the Assembly concur in the Senate 
amendment to Assembly Bill No. 460. 

Remarks by Assemblywoman Buckley. 
Motion carried by a constitutional majority. 
Bill ordered to enrollment. 

MESSAGES FROM THE. SENATE 

To 1he Honorable the Assembly: 
SENATE CHAMBER, Carson City, June 4, 2001 

I have the honor to inform your honorable body that the Senate on this day adopted the 
report of the first Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 577. 

MARY Jo MONGEW 
.Assistant Secretary tf' the Senate 

UNFINISHED BUSJNESS 
REPORTS OF CONFERENCE COMMIITEES 

Mr. Speaker: 

The first Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. S77, consisting of the 
undersigned members, has met and reports that: 

It has agreed to recommend that the amendment of the Assembly be concurred in. 
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be further amended as set forth in Conference 

Amendment No. CA4 l, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report. 
BERNIE ANDERSON MARK A. JAMBS 
GREG BROWER MARK AMODEI 
JOHN 0cEGtJERA TERJlY CARE 

Assembly Conference Committee Senate Coriference Commiltee 

Conference Amendment No. CA41. 
Amend section 1, page 1, by deleting lines 5 through 9 and inserting: "lia

bility of the corporation, unless the stockholder, director or officer acts as 
the alter ego of the corporation. ". 

Amend section 1, page 2. by deleting line 2 and inserting: "sanction fraud 
or promote a ma.nifest injustice. 

3. The question of whether a stockholder, director or officer acts as the 
alter ego of a corporation must be determined by the court as a matter of 
law.". 

Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 33, by deleting "78.300, ". 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, line 39, by deleting: "officer; or" and inserting: 

"officer; and". 
Amend sec. 8, page 5, by deleting line 36 and inserting: 
"Sec. 8. NRS 78.300 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.300 I. The directors of a corporation shall not make distributions to 

stockholders except as provided by this chapter. 
2. flaJ Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3 and NRS 78.138, in 

case of any (willful er gressly eegligefit] violation of the provisions of this 
section, the directors under whose administration the violation occurred b 
eee,,t these wlle e&Hsel:f fl:teif Elisseet te ee eeteree HfJeB $8 &HB1:1tes ef lite 
H:\eetmg ef tfte eiFeet8FS &t Qle time, 9f wlt.e Bet theft 1'eiBg pteseftt 8811988 
their eisseet le ee eateFeEI eH leamiBg ef saeh aetieft,] are jointly and sever
ally liable, at any time within 3 years after each violation, to the corpora-

' ·l 
I 

' 
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tion, and, in the event of its dissolution or insolvency, to its creditors at the 
time of the violation, or any of them, to the lesser of the full amount of the 
distribution made or of any Joss sustained by the corporation by reason of 
the distribution to stockholders. 

3. The liability imposed pursuant to subsection 2 does not apply to a 
director who caused his dissent to be entered upon the minutes of the meet
ing of the directors at the time the action was taken or who was not present 
at the meeting and caused his dissent to be entered on learning of the 
action.". 

Amend sec. 54, page 30, line 35. by deleting. "~ $150." and insert-
ing "$75. ". 

Amend sec. 60, page 32, line 35, after "3," by inserting "8, ". 
Amend sec. 63, page 33, line 9, after "3," by inserting "8, ". . 
Assemblywoman Buckley moved that the Assembly adopt the report of the 

· first Conference Committee concerning Senate Bill No. 577. 
Remarks by Assemblywoman Buckley. 
Motion carried. 

Mr. Speaker: 
The second Conference Committee concerning Assembly Bill No. 653, consisting of the 

undersigned members, has met and reports that: 
It has agreed to recommend that the amendment of the Senate be concurred in. 
It has agreed to recommend that the bill be funher amended as set forth in Conference 

Amendment No. CA38, which is attached to and hereby made a part of this report. 
DAVID E. GoLDWATER MIKE Mc0INNESS 
BERNIE ANDERSON RANDOLPH J, TOWNSEND 
DAVID BROWN JOSEPH NEAL 

Assembly Conference Committee Senate Conference Committee 

Conference Amendment No. CA38. 
Amend section 1, page 1, by deleting lines 10 through 12 and inserting: 

"to NRS 360.670 an amount from the account that is". 
Amend section 1, pages 1 and 2, by deleting lines 19 and 20 on page 1 

:1nd lines 1 through 5 on page 2. . 
Amend the biU as a whole by deleting sections 2 and 2.5 and adding new 

rections designated sections 2 through 2. 7, following section 1, to read as 
follows: 

"Sec. 2. NRS 360.690 is hereby amended to read as follows; 
360.690 1. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 360. 730, the execu

ive director shall estimate monthly the amount each local government, spe- · 
:ial district and enterprise district will receive from the account pursuant to 
he provisions of this section. 

2. The executive director shall establish a base monthly allocation for 
:ach local government, special district and enterprise district by dividing the 
mount determined pursuant to NRS 360.680 for each local government, 
pecial district and enterprise district by 12 and the state treasurer shall, 
:xcept as otherwise provided in subsections 3, 4 and 5, remit monthly that 
mount to each local government, special district and enterprise district. 
3. If. after making the allocation to each enterprise district for the 

nonth, the executive director determines there is not sufficient money avail- 239 
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(REPRINTED WITH ADOPTED AMENDMENTS) 
THIRD.REPRINT S.B. 577 

SENATE Blll NO. 577-SENATORS JAMES, RAGGIO, O'DoNNELL, AMODEI, 
RAWSON, JACOBSEN AND MCGINNESS 

MAY24,2001 

Referred to Committee on Judiciary 

SUMMARY-Revises statutory liability of corporate stockholders, directors and officers and 
increases fees for filing certain documents with secretary of state. 
(BOR 7-1547) 

FISCAL NOTE: Effect on Local Government: No. 
Effect on the State: No. 

EXPLANATION - Matter in boltld ita/Jcs· is new; mat1er between brackets j111fti11ed IIJMlfiaQ is mlllerial to be omitted. 

AN ACT relating to business associations; revising the starutory liability of the stockholders, 
directors and officers of a corporation; increasing the fees and revising certain 
requirements for filing certain documents with the secretary of state; requiting 
certain fees charged by the secretaty of state for special services to be deposited 
in the state general fund; and providing other matters properly relating thereto. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STA TE OF NEV ADA. REPRESENTED IN 
SENA TE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

1 Section I. Chapter 78 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
2 new section to read as follows: 
3 1. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, no stockholder, 
4 director or officer of a corporation is individually liable for a debt or 
5 liability of the corporation, unless the stockholder, director or officer acts 
6 as the alter ego of the corporation. 
7 2. A stockholder, director or officer acts as the alter ego of a 
8 corporation if: 
9 (a) The corporation is influenced and governed by the stockholder, 

IO · director or officer; · 
11 (b) There is such unity of interest and ownership that the corporation 
12 and the stockholder, director or ojJi.cer are inseparable from each other; 
13 and 
14 (c) Adherence to the corporate f,ction of a separate entity would 
IS sanction fraud or promote a manifest injustice. · 

THtS SIU. IA 33 PAGES LONG. 
CONTACT THE RESEARCH LIBRARY 

FOR A COPY OF THE COMPLETE BILL 
IIIIIIIUIIIII 
* S B 5 7 7 R 3 * 
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Sec. 3. I. There is hereby appropriated from the state general fund to 
the real estate division of the department of business and industry to 
investigate complaints, conduct audits and perform any other activities 
necessary to ensure compliance with Title Xf of the Financial Institutions 
Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989, as amended: 

For the fiscal year 2001-2002 ....................................................... $22,000 
For the fiscal year 2002-2003 ....................................................... $22,000 

2. Any balance of the sums appropriated by subsection 1 remaining at 
the end of the respective fiscal years must not be committed for expenditure 
after June 30 of the respective fi~I years and reverts to the state general 
fund as soon as all payments of money committed have been made. 

Sec. 4. This act becomes effective on July 1, 200 l. 

Senate em No. 577-Senators James, Raggio, O'Donnell, Amodei, 
Rawson, Jacobsen and McGinness 

CHAPTER601 

AN ACT relating to business associati0111; revising the sta~ory liabilily of the st~kholdels,. 
directors and ofricers of a cotporation; increasing the fees and revising certain 
requirements for. filing certain documents with the secretary of state; requiring certain 
fees charged by the secretary of state for special services to be deposited in the state 
gen<eral fund; and providing Olber l1lllltffl properly relating !hereto. 

(Approved: June Is. 200 I) 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STA TE OF NEV ADA. REPRESENTED IN 
SENA TE AND ASSEMBLY, 00 ENACT AS FOUOWS: 

Section l, Chapter 78 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
new section to read as follows: 

1, Except as otMrwise provldied by specific sttitllte, no stockholder, 
director or offu:er of II corporation is indlvld,u,/ly lu,ble for a debt or 
liability of tire corporaJion, 11nlas the stockholder, dlnctor or offwr acts 
as the aller ego of the corportltlon. 

2. A stockholder, diuctor or ojJICB aet! as the alter ego of a 
corporation if: 

(a) The corporation Is lnjlunced 11nd gowrmul by the stockholder, 
director or officer; 

(b) Tbre Is SMch Mnlly of inhlrest and ownership that the corpol'tltion 
and the stockholder, director or affker ,uv lnttfl'U'llble from each other; 
and 

(c) .Adh~nce to t1ie corporate jlction of a seJHlrate entity wo11ld 
sanction frallll or promote " Manife,t ln}•stke. 

3. The 'l"estion of whether a stodcholder, 4Jrector or offker acts as the 
alter ego of a cor/lf)ration mast be detenrrined by the court as a matter of 

'""'· Sec. U. NRS 78,0295 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.0295 1. A corporation may correct a document tiled by the 

secretary of state with respect to the corporation if the document contains an 
inaccurate record of a corporate action described in the. document or was 
defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or acknowledged. 

(' 
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2. To correct a document, the corporation shall: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction which: 

3171 

(I) States. the name of the corporation; 
(2) Descnbes the document, including, without limitation its filing 

date; ' 
(3) Specifie.'1 lhe i~accuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document in an 

accurate or corrected 
form; and 

(5) Is signed by an officer of the corporation. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for tiling. 
( c) Pay a t'!ling fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. . A ~ficate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document 1t corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected 
document and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons the 
certificate is effective when filed. ' 

Sec. 2. NRS 78.037 is hereby amended to read as fortows: 
78.0{7 T~_articl~ ?fi1_1corpo~ti?'.1 may also contain f+ . 
L n PRWl!H8ft eltm111at111g er hm1~1Ag tke peRleAal liallility ef a Eli,eeter 

er e~eer te the OOFfle!'!tien er ifs steekhaldeftl fer d&Hlages fer llFeeeh ef 
fi~ue,a~· duty BB a d1reeter er effieeF, ln1t sueh a f'Fe•,isie11 tm1st net 
ehmiaate er limit tke liaeilii,, ef a Eli,eeter er eftieer fer: · 

(a) ,>\ets er emissiens wkieh itweJva imefttieAal miseeAdttel fi,alffi er a 
kfte•mflg vfel&S9FI eflaw; 0F · ' 

(ll) The f)a.ymeftt efdistfiln1tiens is ·Jiela1iea en.IRS 78.~00. 
2. ~I any provision, not contrary to the laws of this state h-.fei1 : 
I. For the management of the business and for the conduct of the affairs 

of the corporation f; tt11d MY pP8visian ereatiflg,I; · 
2. Creating, ~fining, limiting or regulating the powers of the 

corporatJon or the nghts, powers or duties of the directors, fandf the officers 
or the stock~ol~ers, or any class of the stockholders, or the holders of bonds 
or other obhgauons of the corporation f, er geveruiAgf; or 

3, G_ovemlng the distribution or division of the profits of the 
corporation. 

See. 3. NRS 78.138 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
_78.138 , I. ~irectors a!1d officers shall exercise their powers in good 

faith and with a view to the mterests of the corporation. 
~- In perfonning their respective duties, directors and officers are 

entitled to. _rely ~n infor~tion, opinions,. reports, books of account or 
statements, including financial statements and other financial data, that are 
prepared or presented by: 

(a) One or. more directoi:5, officers or employees of the corporation 
reasonably believed to be reliable and competent in the matters prepared or 
presented; 

(b} Counsel. public accountants, fmancial advisers, valuation ad.vi.sen 
ln.~tment banlie'? or other persons as to matters reasonably believed to ~ 
w1thm the pre~t s or p~senter's professional or expert competence; or 

(c) A comm11tee on which the director or officer relying thereon does not 
serve, established in accordance with NRS 78.12S. as to matters within the 
committee's designated authority and matters on which the committee is 
reasonably believed to merit confidence, 
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but a director or officer is not entitled to rely on such information, opinions. 
reports, books of account or statements if he bas knowledge concerning the 
matter in question that would cause reliance thereon to be unwarranted, 

3. Directors and officers, in deciding upon matters of business, are 
presumed to act in good faith, on an informed basis and with a view to the 
interests of the corporation. 

4. Directors and officers, in exercising their respective powers with a 
view to the interests of the corporation, may consider: 

(a) The interests of the corporation's employees, suppliers, creditors and 
customers; 

(b) The economy of the state and nation; 
(c) The interests of the community and of society; and 
(d) The long-term as well as short-term interests of the corporation and its 

stockholders, including the possibility that these interests may be best served 
by the continued independence of the corporation. 

S. Directors and officers are not required to consider the effect of a 
proposed corporate action upon any particular group having an interest in the 
corporation as a dominant factor. . . 

6. The provisions of subsections 4 and 5 do not create or authonze any 
causes of action against the corporation or its directors or officers. 

7. Except as otherwise provided In NRS J5.2JIJ, 9(),660, 9/.250, 
4S2.200, 4S2.270, 668.04S and 694.A.OJO, o director or officer ls not 
inllividu11Uy liable to the corporation or its stockholders for lllfY damages as 
a result of any act or fail11re to act in hi., capacity 11s II director or offtcer 
unless it is proven tl,111: 

(a) His act or failure to act constil•ted a breach of hi:r ful,wiary duiies 
as a director or officer; and 

(b) His breach of those dfllies involved intentional misconlluct, fraud or 
a knowing violation of law, 

See. 4. NRS 78.150 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.150 t. A corporation organized pursuant to the laws of this state 

shall. on or before the first day of the second month aft~ the filing of its 
articles of incorporation with the secretary of state, file with the secretary of 
state a list, on a form furnished by him, containing: 

(a) The name of the corporation; 
(b) The file number of the corporation, if known; 
( c) The names and titles of the president, secretary, treasurer and of all the 

directors of the corporation; 
(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, <if each 

officer and director listed, following the name of the officer or director; ftllKlf 
(e) The 1IIIIU and street address of the resident agent of the 

corporation; and 
(J) The signature of an officer of the corporation certifying that the list is 

true, complete and accurate. 
2. The corporation shall annually thereafter, on or before the last day of 

the month in which the anniversary date of inco~tion 01:curs in each Y~, 
file with the secretary of state, on a form funushed by him, an annual hst 
containing all of the infonnation required in subsection I. 

3 Eoel, fist nqllind by s•ltuction I or 2 IIIIISI H accompankd 6y 11 
dedanztlor, tu1du Jl*ntdty of pnj11ry thot the corpor,rtion h/18 complied 
with the provisions of chapkr 3~A of ~RS. . 

4. Upon filing the~ bst required by IM&eeltenl : 

.... --··-·-·-·······-···-···-·······-·····-···············--··--········-·-········ ·--····- - .. --~--
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(a) Subsection 1, the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state afee 
of$16S. 

(b) Subsection 2. the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state a fee 
ofS85. · 

l4:t 5. The sec~tary o~state shall, 60_days before the fast day for filing 
ttheJ: etlch annual hst required by subsectwn 2, cause to be mailed to each 
corporation which is required to comply with the provisions of NRS 78.150 
to 78.185, inclusive, and which has not become delinquent, a notice of the 
fee due pursuant to subsection ~ 4 and a reminder to file the annual list 
required by subsection 2. Failure of any corporation to receive a notice or 
form does not excuse it from the penalty imposed by law. 

fj,:f 6. If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection J or 
2 is defective in any respect or the fee required by subsection 13, {i er 714 or 
8 is not paid, the secretary of state may return the list for correction or 
payment. 

16,¼ 7. An annual list for a corporation not in default which is received 
by the secretary of state more than 60 days before it.11 due date shall be 
deemed an amended list for the previous year and must be accompanied by a 
fee of $85 for filing. A payment submitted pursuant to this subsection does 
not satisfy the requirements of subsection 2 for the year to which the due 
date is applicable. 

f+:t 8. If the corporation is an association as defined in NRS 
ll6.l 10315, the secretary of state shall not accept the filing required by this 
section unless it is accompanied by evidence of the payment of the fee 
required to be paid pursuant to NRS 116.31155 that is provided to the 
association pursuant to subsection 4 of that section. 

Sec. 5, NRS 78.155 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.15S lfa corporation has filed the initial or annual list lef effieefS end 

diFeetefS aRd designatien efre&ident agent) in compliance with NRS 78.150 
and has paid the appropriate fee for the tiling. the canceled check received by 
the corporation constitutes a certificate a1,1thorizing it to transact its business 
within this state until the last day of the month in which the anniversary of its 
incorporation occurs in the next succeeding calendar year. If the corporation 
desires a formal certificate upon its payment of the initial or annual fee, its 
payment must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped enveJope. 

Sec. 6. NRS 78.170 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.170 l. Each. corporation required to make a filing and pay the fee 

prescribed in NRS 78.150 to 78.185, inclusive, which refuses or neglects to 
do so within the time provided shall be deemed in default. 

2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
~ $50. The fee and penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec. 7, NRS 78.180 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.180 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state shall reinstate a corporation which has forfeited its right to 
transact business pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and restore to the 
corporation its right to carry on business in this state, and to exercise its 
corporate privileges and immunities, ifit: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the list required by NRS 78. lSO~ and 
(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

(I) The~ filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS .78.150 and 
78 .. 170 for each yea:r or portion thereof during which it failed to file each 
required annual list in a timely manner~ and 
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(2) A fee of~ S200 for reinstatement. . 
2. When the secretary of state reinstates the corporat!on, he sha~I: 
Ca) Immediately is,;ue and deliver to the cosyorat1~ a ceruficate of 

rein11tatemcnt authorizing it to transact business as 1fthe fihng fee or fees had 
been paid when due; and . . . 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the corporauon one or more certified copies of 
the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of state shall not ord~r a reinstatement _unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties . have been paid, and the revocation of the 
charter occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4. If a corporate charter has been revoked 1'1!151'8nt to the proyisions of 
this chapter and has remained revoked for a penod of S consecutive years, 
the. charter must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 8. NRS 78.300 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.300 J. The directors of a corporation shall not make di!1tributions to 

stockholders except as provided by this chapter. 
2. fHt1 Euept as otherwise prov/J/ed in Sllbset:tion J and NRS 78.JJB, 

In case of any ,..,,..llft.H er pesely Mtlig-88'1 violation oft~ provisions of this 
section. the directors under whose administration the violation occurred f; 
eJEeei:,t these wlte e&Ysed tlleir disseftt te he 8AfeHd 1:111e11 the minetes ef the 
R1eetfng ef the tliHl8'9F& at the time, ~r whe Aet tRefl ~eing pFfi.11.1t eaQ!led 
their dissent te he enteHld 9fl Je&R11Rg ef weh aetten,j are Jointly and 
severally liable, at any time within 3 years after each violation, to the 
corporation, and, in the event of its dissolution or insolvency, to its creditors 
at the time of the violation, or any of them, to the lesser of the full amount of 
the distribution made or of any loss sustained by the corporation by reason of 
the distribution to stockholders. 

J. The liability imposed pursuant to sllbsection 2 does not apply to a 
director who caused his dissent· to be entered upon the minutes of the 
meeting of the directors at the time the action was taken or who was not 
present at the meeting and caused his dLuent to be entered on learning of 
the action. 

Sec. 8.5. NRS 78.390 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.390 I. Every amendment adopted pursuant to the provisions of 

NRS 78,385 must be made in the following manner: 
(a) The board of directors must adopt a resolution setting forth the 

amendment proposed and declaring its advisability, and either call a special 
meeting of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment or direct that 
the proposed amendment be considered at the next annual meeting of the 
stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment. 

(b) At the meeting, of which notice must be given to each stockholder 
entitled to vote pursuant to the provisions of this section, a vote of the 
stockholders entitled to vote in person or by proxy· must be taken for and 
against the proposed amendment. If it appears upon the canvassing of the 
votes that stockholders holding shares in the corporation entitling them to 
exercise at least a majority ofth~ votjng power, or such greater proportio~ of 
the voting power as m~y be required m the case of a vo!e by classes or ~es, 
as provided in subsections 2 and 4, or as may be required by the prov1stons 
of the articles of incorporation, have voted 1n favor of the amendment, an 
officer of the corporation shall sign a certificate setting forth the amendment, 
or setting forth the articles of incorporation as amended, and the vote by 
which the amendment was adopted. · 
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(c) The certificate so signed must be filed with the secretary of state. 
2. If any proposed amendment would adversely alter or change any 

preference or any relative or other right given to any class or series of 
outstanding shares. then the amendment must be approved by the vote, in 
addition to the affinnative vote otherwise requited, of the holders or shares 
representing a majority of the voting power of each class or series adversely 
affected by the amendment regardless of limitations or restrictions on the 
voting power thereof. 

3. Provision may be made in the articles of incorporation requiring, in 
the case of any specified amendments, a larger proportion of the voting 
power of stockholders than that required by this section. · 

4. Different series of the same class of shares do not constitute different 
classes of shares for the purpose of voting by classes except when the series 
is adversely affected by an amendment in a different manner than other 
series of the same class. 

S. The resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amendment 
may provide that at any time before the effective date of the amendment, 
notwithstanding approval of the proposed amendment by the stockholders, 
the board of directors may, by resolution, abandon the proposed amendment 
without further action by the stockholders. 

6. A certificate filed pursuant to subsection I becomes effective upon 
filing with the secretary of state or upon a later date specified in the 
certificate, which must not be later than 90 days after the certificate is filed. 

7. lf a certificate filed pursuant to subsection I specifies an effective date 
and if the resolution of the stockholders approving the proposed amendment 
provides that the board of directors may abandon the proposed amendment 
pursuant to subsection 5, the board of directors may terminate the 
effectiveness of the certificate by resolution and by filing a certificate of 
tennination with the secretary of state that: 

(a) Is filed before the effective date specified in the certificate filed 
pursuant to subsection. I ; 

(b) Identifies the certificate being terminated; 
(c) States that, pursuant to the resolution of the stockholders, the board of 

directors is authorized 
to terminate the effectiveness of the certificate; 

. (d) States that the effectiveness of the certificate has been terminated; 
(e} Is signed by an officer of the corporation: and 
(f) Is accompanied by a filing fee of~ $/ SO. 
Sec. 9. NRS 71. 7502 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.7S02 I. A corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a 

party or is threatened to be made a party to any threatened, pending or 
completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative 
or investigative, except an action by or in the right of the corporation, by 
reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of 
the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a 
director, officer, employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint 
venture, trust or other enterprise, a~inst expenses, including attorneys• fees, 
judgments, fines and · amounts paid in settlement actually and reasonably 
incurred by him in connection· with the action, suit or proceeding if he 
feete&J: . 

(") Is not lillble purs•ant to NRS 7B,'38; or 

.- .... ·--.-·----···· ····-·--- .... ---- ·- .··- . --··---~ 
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(b) Acted in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to 
be in or not opposed to the best in~erests of the corporation, and, with_res~t 
to any criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause to believe his 
conduct was unlawful. 
The tennination of any action. suit or proceeding by judgment, order, 
settlement, conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, 
does not, of itself, create a presumption that the person ls liable pursuant to 
NRS 78.138 or did not act in good faith and in a manner which he 
reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the 
corporation, fatldt or that, with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, 
he had reasonable cause to believe that his conduct was unlawful. 

2. A corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a party or is 
threatened to be made a party to any threatened, pending or completed action 
or suit by or in the right of the corporation to procure a judgment in its favor 
by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer, employee or agent 
of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the corporat!on_a~ a 
director, officer, employee or agent of another coIJ?Oratlo~, partnership, ~OJ!)t 
venture trust or other enterprise against expenses, including amounts paid in 
settle~t and attorneys' fees actually and reaso~bly in~ui:red by him in 
connection with the defense or settlement of the action or suit 1f he faetedt .: 

(a) Is not {ia/J/e pursuantto !'{RS 78./18; or_ . 
(b) Acted in good faith and m a manner which he reasonably believed to 

be in or not opposed to the best interests of th~ cory,oration. . 
Indemnification may not be made for any claim, issue or ~au.er ~s _to which 
such a person has been adjudged by a court ?f competent Jur1sd1cJton, after 
exhaustion of all appeals therefrom, to be !table to the corporation or for 
amounts paid in settlement to the corporation, unless and only to the extent 
that the court in which the action or suit was brought or other· court of 
competent jurisdiction determines upon_ app!ication that in view of_ all the 
circumstances of the case, the person 1s fimly and reasonably entitled to 
indemnity for such expenses as the court deems proper. 

3. To the extent that a director, officer, employee or agent of a 
corporation has been successful on the merits or otherwise in defense of any 
actton, suit or proceeding referred !o in subsection~ I and 2, ~r in defense _of 
any claim. issue or matter therein, the corporation shall mdemn_1fy him 
against expenses. including attorney$' fees, actually and reasonably incurred 
by him in connection with the defense. . 

Sec. to. NRS 78. 74'0 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.760 I. The fee for tiling articles of incorporation is prescribed in 

the following schedule: 

If the amount represented by the total number of shares 
provided for in the articles is: 
!SilS,QQQ er less, ...... ., .......... , ............................................................. $ 12§ 
O'ler $2§,QQQ eREl Rat everl $75,000 orless .... ; ................................. .Sl7S 
Over $75,000 and not over $200,000 ................................................... 225 
Over $200,000 and not over $500,000 .................................... '. ............ JZS 
Over $500,000 and not over SI ,000,000 ............................................ ;.425 
Over S 1,000,000: 

For the first SI ,000,000 .............................................. , ..................... 425 
For each additional $500,000 or fraction thereof ............................. 225 
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· 2. The maximum fee which may be charged pursuant to this section is 
$25,000 for: 

(a} The original filing of articles of incorporation. 
(b) A subsequent filing of any instrument which aulhorizes an increase in 

stock. 
3. For the purposes of computing the filing tees according to the 

schedule in subsection I, the amount represented by the total number of 
shares provided for in the articles of incorporation is: 

(a) The aggregate par value of the shares, if only shares with a par value 
are therein provided for; 

(b) The product of the number of shares multiplied by $1, regardless of 
any lesser.amount prescribed as the value or consideration for which shares 
may be issued and disposed of, if only shares without par value are therein 
provided for; or · 

(c} The aggregate par value of the shares with a par value plus the product 
of the number of shares without par value multiplied by 
$1, regardless of any lesser amount prescribed as the value or consideration 
for which the shares without par value may be issued and disposed of, if 
shares with and without par value are therein provided for. 
For the purposes of this subsection, shares with no prescribed par value shall 
be deemed shares without par value. 

4. The secretary of state shall calculate filing fees pursuant to this 
section with respect to shares with a par value of less than one-tenth of a cent 
as if the par value were one-tenth of a cent. 

Sec. tJ, NRS 78.765 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78. 765 I . The fee for filing a certificate changing the number of 

authorized shares pursuant to NRS 78.209 or a certificate of amendment to 
articles of incorporation that increases the corporation's authorized stock or a 
certificate of correction that increases the corporation's authorized stock is 
the difference between the fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 78.760 
upon the total authorized stock of the corporation, including the proposed 
increase, and the fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 78.760 upon the 
total authorized capital, excluding the proposed increase. In no case may the 
amount be less than~ SISQ. 

2. The fee for filing a certificate of amendment to articles of 
incorporation that docs not increase the corporation's authorized stock or a 
certificate of correction that does not increase the corporation's authorized 
stock is fm,.J S/50. 

3. The fee for filing a certificate or an amended certificate pursuant to 
NRS 78.1955 is~ S150. 

4. The fee for filing a certificate of termination pursuant to NRS 
78.195S; 78.209 or 78.380 is~ $ISO. 

Sec. 12, NRS 78.767 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.767 I. The fee for tiling a certificate of restated articles of 

incorporation that does not increase the corporation's authorized stock is 
~.S/50. 

2. The fee for filing a certificate of restated articles of incorporation that 
increases the corporation's authorized stock is the difference between the fee 
computed pursuant to NRS 78.760 based upon the total authorized stock of 
the corporation, including the proposed increase. and the fee computed 
pursuant to NRS 18. 760 based upon the total authorized stock of the 
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corporation, excluding the proposed increase. In no case may the amount be 
less than~ $ISO. 

Sec. 13. NRS 78.780 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78. 780 t. The fee for filing a certificate of extension of corporate 

existence of any corporation is an amount equal to one--fourth of the fee 
computed at the rates specified in NRS 78. 760 for filing articles of 
incorporation. 

2. The fee for filing a certificate of dissolution whether it occurs before 
or after payment of capital and beginning of business is~ 160. 

See. 14. NRS 78.785 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.78S I. The fee for filing a certificate of change of location of a 

coJP.bration's registered office and resident agent, or a new designation of 
resident agent, is ~ $JO. 

2. The fee for certifying articles of incorporation where a copy is 
provided is l'W:f $10. 

3. The fee for certifying a copy of an amendment to article.,; of 
incorporation, or to a copy of the articles as amended. where a copy is 
furnished, is 1$+'4 $10. . 

4. The fee for certifying an authorized printed copy of the general 
corporation law as compiled by the secretary of state is~ $10. 

5. The fee for reserving a corporate name is $20. 
6. The fee for executing a certificate of corporate existence which does 

not list the previous documents.relating to the corporation, or a certificate of 
change in a corporate name, is ~ $40. . 

7. The fee for executing a certificate of corporate existence which lists 
the previous documents relating to the corporation is ~ $40. 

8. The fee for executing, certifying or filing any certificate or document 
not provided for in NRS 78.760 to 78.785, inclusive, is.~ $40. 

9. The fee for copies made at the office of the secretary of state is $ I per 

page. u....i til' · I f. ' . I f I 0. The F"T f~~s for 1 mi arttc es o mcorporatton, art1c es o merger, 
or certificates of amendment increasing the basic surplus of a mutual or 
reciprocal insurer must be computed pursuant to NRS 78.760, 78.765 and 
92A.2 l 0, on the basis of the amount of basic surplus of the insurer. 

11. The fee for examining and provisionally approving any document at 
any time before the document is presented for filing is $100. 

Sec. 15. NRS 80,050 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
80.050 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, foreign 

corporations shall pay the same fees to the secretary of state as are required 
to be paid by corporations organized pursuant to the laws of this state, but the 
amount of fees to be charged must not exceed: 

(a) The sum of$2S,OOO for tiling documents for initial qualification; or 
(b) The sum of $25,000 for each subsequent filing of a certificate 

increasing authorized capital stock. 
2. If the corporate documents required to be filed set forth only the total 

number of shares of stock the corporation is authorized to issue without 
reference to value, the authorized shares shall be deemed to be without par 
value and the filing fee must be computed pursuant to paragraph (b) of 
subsection 3 ofNRS 78.760. 

3. Foreign corporations which are nonprofit corporations and do not 
have or issue shares of stock shall pay the same fees to the secretary of state 
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as are required to be paid by nonprofit corporations organized pursuant to the 
laws of this state. 

4. The fee for filing a notice of withdrawal from the State of Nevada by 
a foreign corporation is ~ 160. 

Sec, 16. NRS 80.1 IO is hereby amended to read as follows: 
80.1 IO I. Each foreign corporation doing business in this state shall, 

on or before the first day of the second month after the filing of its certificate 
of corporate existence with the secretary of state, and annually thereafter on 
or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary date of its 
qualification to do business in this state occurs in each year, file with the 
secretary of state f;t a /i!lt, on a form furnished by him. I II list e~ that 
contain.,;: 

(a) The nam6!< of its president, secretary and treasurer or their equivalent, 
and all of its directors ~; 

(b) A designation of its resident agent in this state I, sigAeEl hyl: and 
(c) The signature ofan officer of the corporation. 

Each list flied pllrsRllnl to thi.t s11bsection must . be accompanied by a 
declaration under penalty of perjury that the foreign corporation has 
complied with the provisions of chapter JMA of NRS. 

2. Upon filing fthe list &Hel Elesignatien,f: 
(a) The initial list required by ,,;ubsection I, the corporation t;hall pay to 

the 1ecretary of state a fee of SI 65. 
(b) Each annual list required by sub.tection I, the corporation shall pay 

to the secretary of state a fee of $85. 
3. The secretary of state shall. 60 days before the last day for filing ttMf 

uch annual list required by subsection I , cause to be mailed to each 
corporation required to comply with the provisions ofNRS 80.110 to 80.170, 
inclusive, which has not become delinquent. the blank forms to be completed 
and filed with him. Failure of any corporation to receive the forms does not 
excuse it from the penalty imposed by the provisions of NRS 80.110 to 
80. 170, inclusive. 

4. An annual list for a corporation not in default which is received by the 
secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be deemed an 
amended list for the previous year and does not l!atisfy the requirements of 
subsection 1 for the year to which the due date is applicable. 

Sec. 17. NRS 80.120 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
80.120 lfa corporation has filed the initial or annual list {efeffieeFB aR4 

direeteFS at1tl tlesignatien ef Feside11t ageR*f in compliance with NRS 80.1 I 0 
and has paid the appropriate fee for the filing, the canceled check received by 
the corporation constitutes a certificate authorizing it to transact its business 
within this state until the last day of the month in which the anniversary of its 
qualification to transact business occurs in the next succeeding calendar year. 
If the corporation desires a formal certificate upon it~ payment of the initial 
or annual fee, its payment must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped 
envelope. . 

Sec. 18. NRS 80.150 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
80.150 l. Any corporation required to make a filing and pay the fee 

prescribed in NRS 80.110 to .80.170, inclusive, which refuses or neglects to 
do so within the time provided. is in default. 

2.. for default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
~ SSO, and unless the filing is made and the fee and penalty are paid on 
or before the first day of the ninth month following the month in which filing 
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was required, the defaulting corporation by reason of its default forfeits its 
right to transact any business within this state. The fee and penalty must be 
collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec. 19. NRS 80.170 is hereb)" amended to read as follows: 
80. t 70 I. Except as othel'Wlse provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state shall reinstate a corporation which bas forfeited or wbfob 
forfeits its right to transact business under the provisions of this chapter and 
restore to the corporation its right to transact business in this state, and to 
exercise its corporate privileges and immunities if it: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state a list lef effieers Hd ElireeteFSj as 
provided in NRS 80. I IO and 80.140; and 

(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
(I) The~ filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 80.1 lO and 

80.150 for each year or portion thereof that its right to transact business was 
forfeited; and 

( 2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement 
2. If payment is made and the secretary of state reinstates the corporation 

to its former rights , he shall: 
(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the corporation so reinstated a 

certificate of reinstatement authorizing it to transact business in the same 
manner as if the filing fee had been paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the corporation one or more certified copies of 
the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary · of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the right 
to transact business occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees and 
penalties. 

4. If the right of a corporation to transact business in this state has been 
forfeited pursuant to the provisions of NRS 80.160 and has remained 
forfeited for a period of S consecutive years, the right is not . subject to 
reinstatement. 

Sec. 19,5. NRS 86.226 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.226 1. A signed certificate of amendment, or a certified copy of a 

judicial decree of amendment, must be filed with the secretary of state. A 
person who executes a certificate as an agent, officer or fiduciary of the 
limited-liability company need not exhibit evidence of his aut~rity as a 
prerequisite to filing. Unless the secretary of state finds that a certificate does 
not conform to law, upon his receipt o( all required filing fees be shall file 
the certificate. 

2. A certificate of amendment or judicial decree of amendmeI?t is 
effective upon filing with the secretary of state or upon a later date specified 
in the certificate or judicial decree, which must not be more than 90 days 
after the certificate or judicial decree is filed. . 

3. If a certificate specifies an effective date and if the resolution of the 
members approving the proposed amendment provides that one or more 
managers or, if management is not vested in a· manager, one or more 
members may abandon the proposed. amendment. then those managers or 
members may terminate the effectiveness of the certificate by filing a 
certificate oftennination with the secretary of state that: 

(a) Is filed before the effective date specified in the certificate or judicial 
decree filed pursuant to subsection I; 

(b) identifies the certificate being tenninated; 
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(c) State8 that, pursuant to the ~esolution of t~e members, the manager of 
the comJ?any or, _if managen_,ent ts not ve~ted in a manager, a designated 
member 1s authonzed to terminate the effectiveness of the certificate· 

(d) Slates that the effectiveness of the certificate has been termina'ted· 
(e) ~s signed by a manager of the company or, if management i~ not 

vested m a manager, a designated member; and 
(f) Is accompanied J)y a filing fee of~ $150. 
Sec. 20. NJ{S 86.263 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.263 I. A limited-liability company shall, on or before the {lutf ftrst 

day of the second month liA whieh the 11J111i·1efSI\F'/ date ef iis femiatieA 
eeeuaj aft,,: the filing of its articles of organiu,tio11 with the secretary of 
state, file WJth the secretary of state, on a form furnished by him a list 
feeeteiniRg:J that contains: ' 

(a) The name of the limited-liability company; 
(b) The file number ?fthe limited-liability company, if known: 
(c) The names and titles of all of its managers or, if there is no manager 

all of its managing members; • 
(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business of each 

manager or managing member listed, following the name of the m~ger or 
managing member; JaaaJ 

(e) The name and street address of the resident agent of the limited
liability company; and 

(j) The signature of a manager or managing member of the limited
liabjlity company certifying that the list is true. complete and accurate. 

2. The limited-liability company shall annually thereafter, on or before 
the last day. o~ the month in which the anniversary date of IJs organization 
occurs, file. with the secretary of state, on a form furnished by him, an 
~~nded, lis.t _containing all of the information required in subsection I. If the 
lmuted-hab,ht_y companr has had no c~ange~ in its i:nanag~rs or, if there is 
no manag:r, its managing_ members, smce its previous list was filed, no 
amended hst need be filed tf a manager or managing member of the limited
liability company certifies to the secretary of state as a true and accurate 
statement .that no changes in the managers or managing members have 
occurred. 

3. Each //!it required by 111bsection I and each list or certiftcadan 
required by subsection 2 "'"·" be accompanied by a declaration 11nder 
penalty of perjury that the limited-liability company has compiled with the 
provisions o.f chapter 36,tA of NRS. 

"· Upon filing 1,he list effflftll68eFS 8F1R&AftgiRg Memeeffl,): 
(a) The Initial li,t re'luired by sll/Jsectlon J, tht! limited..Jiability company 

shallp11y to the secretary of state a fee of$16S. · · 
(b) Each annual list required by subsection 2 or certifying that no 

changes. have occuned, the limited-liability .company shall pay to the 
secretary of state a fee of $85. 
. -14:l 5. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for filing 

f4heJ each list required by subsection f+..J 2, cause to. be mailed to each 
limited-liability company required to comply with the provisions of this 
section, which has not become delinquent, a notice of the fee due under 
subsection ffl 4 and a reminder to tile a list fef mat1age,s er Mal!agtRg 
Rltl1M81'1111 required by s11bseetion 2 or a certification of no change'. Failure of 
any company to receive a notice or form does not excuse it from the penalty 
imposed by law. 
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~ 6. If the list to be tiled pw:suant to the provisions of subsection 1 or 
2 is defective or the fee required by subsection f3t 4 is not paid, the secretary 
of state may return the list for correction or payment. 

f'..J 7. An annual list for a limited-liability company not in default 
received by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date shall 
be deemed an amended list for the previous year. 

Sec. 21. NRS 86.266 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.266 If a limited-liability company has filed the inltidl or annual list 

(eftMRr 8F BlllfftblN &Ail 91l&igRllti811 ef 8 Felli&llftt ageRlj in compliance 
with NR 86.263 and has paid the appropriate fee for the filing, the canceled 
check received by the limited-liability company constitutes a certificate 
authorizing it to transact its business within this slate until the last day of the 
month in which the anniversaty of its formation occurs in the next 
succeeding calendar year. If the company desires a fonnal certificate upon its 
payment of the annual fee, its payment must be accompanied by a self
addressed, stamped envelope. 

Sec. 22. NRS 86.272 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.272 L Each limited-liability company required to make a filing and 

pay the fee prescribed in NRS 86.263 which refuses or neglects to do so 
within the time provided is in default. 

2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
~ 1,50. The fee and penalty musl be collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec. 23, . NRS 86.276 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.276 I . Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state shall reinstate any limited-liability company which has 
forfeited its right to transact business · pursuant to the provisions of this 
chapter and restore to the company its right to carry on business in this state, 
and to exercise its privileges and immunities, if it: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the list required by NRS 86.263; and 
(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

( 1) The ~ filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 86.263 and 
86.272 for each year. or portion thereof during which it failed to file in a 
timely manner f~~uired annual list; and 

(2) A fee of $200 for reinstatement. 
2. When the secretary of state reinstates the limited-liability company, he 

shall: 
(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the company a certificate of 

reinstatement authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been 
paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the company one or more certified copies of 
the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of st~te shall not ord:r a reinstatement ,unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been p81d, and the revocation of the 
charter occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4. lfa company's charter has been revoked pursuant to the provisions of 
this chapter and has remained revoked for a period of 5 consecutive years, 
the charter must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 24. NRS 86,561 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.561. I. The.~retary.of state shall c.har~e and collect f~: . 
(a) Fihng the. ongmal articles of organization, or for registration of a 

foreign company,~ $175; 
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(~) A_ntending or. restating the articles of organization, amending the 
reg1strat1on of a foreign company or filing a certificate of correction, ~ 
"~ 1= 

(c) Filing the articles of dissolution of a domestic or foreign company 
~$60: ' 

(d) Filing a statement of change of address of a records or registered 
office, or c~a~ge of !he resident agent, ~ $30; 

(e) Certafymg articles. of organization or an amendme11t to the articles, in 
both cases where a copy 1s provided, ~ S20; 

{t) Certifying an authorized printed copy of this chapter,~ $10• 
(g) Reserving a name for a limited-liability company $20· ' • 
(~) Filing a certificate of cancellation, ~ $60; ' ' 
(!) Ex~uting, filing or certifying any other document, ~ UO; and 
(j) Copies made at the office of the secretary of state, SI per page. 
2.. The secretary o_f state shall charge and collect at the time of any 

service of process on htm as agent for service of process of a limited-liability 
C0'?11)any, ~ JO which '!'lay be recov~ as taxable costs by the party to the 
action causing the service to be made 1f the party prevails in the action. 

3. Except as otherwise provided in this section the fees set forth in NRS 
78.785 apply to this chapter. ' 

Sec. 25. NRS 87.440 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.440_ l. To be~ome a registered limited-liability partnership, a 

partnership shall file with the. secretary of state a certificate of registration 
stating each of the following: 

(a) The name of the partnership. . 
(b) The street address ofits principal office. 
(c) The name of the person designated as the partnership's resident agent, 

the street ,address oft~ resident agent where process may be served upon the 
partnership and the malling address of the resident agent if it is different than 
his street address. 

(d) The n:tme and business address of ea~h managing partner in this state. 
(e) A bnef statement of the professional service rendered by the 

partnership. 
(0 That the partnership thereafter will be a registered limited-liability 

partnership. 
(g) Any other infonnation that the partnership wishes to include; 

. 2. The certificate of registration must be executed by a majority in 
mtere~t of the partners or by one or more partners authorized to execute such 
a certificate. 

3. The certificate of registration must be accompanied by a fee of~ uu . 
4. T~ secretary of Sta!e shall register as a registered limited-liability 

partnership any partnership · that submits a completed certificate of 
registration with the required fee. 

5. The registration of a registered limited-liability partnership is effective 
at the time of the filing of the certificate of registration. 

Sec. 26. NRS 87.460 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.460 I. A certificate of registration of a registered limited-liability 

partnership may be amended by filing with the secretary of state a certificate 
of amendment. The certificate of amendment must set forth: 

(a) The name of the registered limited-liability partnership: 

',.,.,_,. ••-- •,•> ·-·-··----------·--"··-·-·-, •••• ,,, __ ,,_,,. -- •o ••• •••--••o -····-·-----···" • ,,,,, __ , __ ,oo ,----------··· --- ----- ~--,,, •• _, __________ ,, ••••••-----·--•-H,-o••••••••••••• 
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(b) The dates on which the registered limited-liability partnership tiled its 
original certificate of registration and any other certificates of amendment; 
and 

(c) The change to the information contained in the original certificate of 
registration or any other certificates of amendment. 

2. The certificate of amendment must be: 
(a) Signed by a managing partner of the registered limited-liability 

partnership; and 
(b) Accompanied by a fee of~ $150. 
Sec. 27. NRS 87.470 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.470 The registration of a registered limited-liability partnership is 

effective until: 
l. Its certificate of re~stration is revoked pursuant to NRS 87 .520; or 
2. The registered linnted-liability partnership files with the secretary of 

state a written notice of withdrawal executed by a managing partner. The 
notice must be accompanied by a fee of~ S60. 

Sec. 28. NRS 87.490 is herebf amended to read as follows: 
87.490 l. If a registered lim1ted-liability partnership wishes to change 

the location of its principal office in this state or its resident agent, it shall 
first file with the ~retary of state a certificate of c!mnge that sets forth: 

(a) The name of the registered limited-liability partnership; 
(b) The street address of its principal office; 
(c) If the location of its principal office will be changed, the street address 

of its new principal office; 
( d) The name of its residen! agent; and . . 
(e) If its resident agent will be changed, the name of its new resident 

agent. 
The certificate of acceptance of its new resident agent must accompany the 
certificate of change. 

2. A certificate of change filed pursuant to this ~tion mu~ '?e: . . . 
(a) Signed by a managing partner of the reg1Stered hm1ted-lmb1hty 

partnership; and 
(b) Accompanied by a fee of~ $30. 
Sec. 29. NRS 87.510 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.510 I. A registered limited-liability partnership shall laMll&lly,I , 

on or before the first day of t/re second month after the filing of Its 
certiftc,ue of registradon ft'ith t/re secrmny of slllt', and 1111n11ally 
thereafter on or before the last day of.the ~nth iJ! ~ich the ann!v~ 
date of the filing of its certificate of registration lef lttHtfed pattnl9fflhlpl with 
the secretary of state occurs, file with the secretary of state, on a form 
furnished by him, a list teeateining:I tht1t contains: 

(a) .The name of the registered limited-liability partnership; 
(b) The file number of the registered limited-liability partnership, if 

known; 
(c) The names of all of its managing partners; 
(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each 

managing partner; fatMIJ 
(e} The name and strett address of the resulmt agent oft/re registered 

limited-Uabillty partnership; '""! . . . . .. 
(f) The signature of a managing partner of the registered hm1ted·llab1hty 

partnership certifying that the list is true, complete and accurate. 
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Each . list flied pursuant to this subsection must be accompanied by a 
declaration under pen11lty of perj11ry that the regi.,tered limited-liabJlity 
partnership has complied with the pro11isions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

2. Upon filing ltlte list ef managing p11Ft1t11fS,f : 
(a) The initial lilft required by subsection I, the registered limited

lldility partnership .,;/,all pay to the secretary of ,,tate a fee of SJ65. 
(I,) Each annual /L,;t required by 1,11bsection 1, the registered limited

liability partnership shall pay to the secretary of state a fee of $85. 
.3. The secretary of s!3te sha_ll, at least 60 ~ays before the last day for 

fihng fthet each annual hst requued by subsection I, cause to be mailed to 
the registered limited-liability partnership a notice of the fee due pursuant to 
sub5t;Ction 2 and a . reminder to file. the annual list f&f managing pattRef!i. I 
reqmred. by s11bse~tlon I • . The failure of any registered limited-liability 
partnership to receive a notice or form does not excuse it from complying 
with the provisions of this section. 

4. If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection I is 
derective, or the fee. required by subsection 2 is not paid, the secretary of 
state may return the hst for correction or payment. 

~. (\n an~ual list that is filed by a registered ,limited~liability partnership 
which 1s not m default more than 60 days before 1t is due shall be deemed an 
amendt:d list for the previous year and does not satisfy the requirements of 
subsection J for the year to which the due date is applicable. 

Sec. 30. NRS 87.520 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.520 l. A registered limited-liability partnership that fails to comply 

with the provisions ofNRS 87.510 is in default. 
2. Any registered limited-liability partnership that is in default pursuant 

to subsection 1 must. in addition to the fee required to be paid pursuant to 
NRS 87.510, pay a penalty of~ $50. 

3. On or before the 15th day of the third month after the month in which 
the fee requir~ to he paid. pursuan~ to NRS ~7 .5 IO is due, the secretary of 
s~~ s~II ~~t1fy, by cei:t1fied f!181~, the resident age!lt of any registered 
hm1ted-habihty partnership that 1s in default. The notice must include the 
amount <!f any payment that is due from the registered limited-liability 
partnership. 

4. lfa registered limited-liability partnership fails to pay the amount that 
is due, the certificate of registration of the registered limited-liability 
partnership shall be deemed revoked on the first day of the ninth month after 
the month in which the fee required to be paid pursuant to NRS 87.SIO was 
due. The secretary of state shall notify a registered limited-liability 
partnership, by certified mail, addressed to its resident agent or if t~ 
registered limited-liability partnership does not have a resident age~t. to a 
managing partner, that its certificate of registration is revoked and the 
amount of any fees and penalties that are due. 

Sec. JJ. NRS 87.530 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.530 l. Ex.cept as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the secretary 

of state shall reinstate the certificate of registration of a registered limited
liability partnership that is revoked pursuant to NRS 87.520 if the registered 
limited-liability partnership: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the information required by NRS 
87.510; and 

(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
(I) The fee required to be paid by that section; 
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(2) Any penalty required to be paid pursuant to NRS 87.520: and 
(3) A reinstatement fee of~ 1,200. 

2. Upon reinstatement of a certificate of registration pursuant to this 
section, the secretary of state shall: 

(a) Deliver to the registered limited-liability partnership a certificate of 
reinstatement authorizing it to transact business retroactively from the date 
the fee required by NRS 87.510 was ~ue; and. . . . . . 

(b) Upon request, issue to the registered bm1ted-ltab1hty partnership one 
or more certified copies of the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of state shall not reinstate the certificate of registration 
of a registered limited-liability partnership if the certificate was revoked 
pursuant to NRS 87.520 at least 5 years before the date of the proposed 
reinstatement. 

Sec. 32. NRS 87.550 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.550 In addition to any other fees required br NRS 87.440 to 87.540, 

inclusive, and 87.560, the secretary of state shal charge and collect the 
following fees for services rendered pursuant to those sections: 

I. For certifying documents . required by NRS 87 .440 to 87 .540, 
inclusive, and 87 .560, ts,IOJ $20 per certification. . 

2. For executing a certificate verifying the existence of a registered 
limited-liability partnership, if the registered limited-liability. partnership has 
not filed a certificate of amendment. ~ 140, 

3. For executing a certificate verifying the. existence of a registered 
limited-liability partnership, if the registered limited-liability partnership has 
filed a certificate of amendment,~ UIJ. 

4. For executing, certifying or tiling any certificate or document not 
required by NRS 87 .440 to 87.540, inclusive; and 87.560, ~ $40, 

5. For any copies made by the office of the secretacy <>f state, $1 per 

P8f ~· For examining and provisionally approving any document before the 
document is presented for filing. $100. 

Sec. 33. NRS 88.395 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88.395 J. A limited partnership shall (&RIHllllly,I , on or before the 

first day of the second month after the fl/Ing of its certiflcate of limited 
partnership with the secretary of. state, and '!niuudly thereafter on _or bef~re 
the last day of the month in wh1ch the anmversary date of the tihng of its 
certificate of limited partnership OCCW'S, file with the secretary of state, on a 
form furnished by him, a list feefttaiBillg:J dull contains: 

(a) The riame of the limited partnership; 
(b) The file number ofthe limited partnership, if known; 
( c) The names of all of its general partners: 
(d) The mailing or street address.. either residence or business, of each 

general partner; ·lMet 
( e) The name and street address of the resident agent of the limhed 

partnenhip: and . . . . . . 
(/) The signature of a general partner of the limited partnership certJfying 

that the list is true, complete and accurate. 
Each list filed p11r.,11ant to this s11bsectlon mllSt be accompanied by 11 
declaration 11nder pe-lty of per}Mry that the limited partnership has 
complkd with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 
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2. Upon filing I the list efgeaeral peFlaeR!,I : 
(a) The initial ii.,;t required by .tllbsection 1, the limited partnership shall 

pay to the secretary of .ttate a fee of SJ 65. 
(b) Each annual list required by sub:recti,,n 1, the limited partnership 

shall pay to the secretary of state a fee of $85. 
3. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for filing ¼*het 

each annual list required by subsection I, cause to be mailed to each limited 
partnership required to comply with the provisions of this section which has 
not become delinquent a notice of the fee due .pursuant to the provisions of 
subsection 2 and a reminder to file the annual list. Failure of any limited. 
partnership to receive a notice or form does not excuse it from the penalty 
imposed by NRS 88.400. 

4. lf the list to be tiled pursuant to the provisions of subsection I is 
defective or the fee required by subsection 2 is not paid, the secretacy of state 
may return the list for correction or payment. · 

S. An annual list for a limited partnership not in default that is received 
by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be 
deemed an amended list for the previous year and does not satisfy the 
requirements of subsection I for the year to which the due date is applicable. 
· 6; A filing made pursuant to this section does not satisfy the provisions 

of NRS 88.355 and may not be substituted for filings submitted pursuant to 
NRS88.355. 

Sec; 34. NRS 88.400 is hereby amended to read a.<i follows: 
88.400 1. If a limited partnership has filed the list in compliance with 

NRS 88.395 and has paid the appropriate fee for the filing, the canceled 
check received by the limited partnership constitutes a certificate authorizing 
it to transact its business within this state until the anniversary date of the 
filing of its certificate of limited partnership in the next succeeding calendar 
year. If the limited partnership desires a formal certificate upon its payment 
of the annual fee, its payment must be accompanied by a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. · . . 

2. Each limited partnership which refuses or neglects to file .the list and 
pay the fee within the time provided is in default. · 

3. . For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
~ $SO, and unless the filings are made and the fee and penalty are paid 
on or before the first day of the ninth month following the month in which 
filing.· was required, the defaulting limited partnership, by reason of its 
default, forfeits. its right to transact any business within this state. 

Sec. 35. NRS 88.410 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88.410 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state may: 
(a) Reinstate any limited partnership which has forfeited its right to 

transact business; and 
(b) Restore to the limited partnership its right to carry on business in this 

state, and to exercise its privileges and immunities, 
upon the filing with the secretary of state of the list required pursuant to NRS 
88.395, and upon payment to the secretary of state of the fennuaij filing fee 
and penalty set forth in NRS 88.395 and 88.400 for each year or portion 
thereof during which the certificate has been revoked. and a fee of fUO} 
$20/J for reinstatement. 

2. When payment is made and the secretary of state reinstates the limited 
partnership to its former rights , he shall: 
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(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the limitedpartnership a certificate of 
reinstatement authorizing it to transact business as if the tiling fee had been 
paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the limited partnership one or more certified 
copies of the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and the revocation occurred 
only by reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4. If a limited partnership's certificate has been revoked pursuant to the 
provis.ions of this chapter and has remained revoked for a period of S years, 
the certificate must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 36. NRS 88,415 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88.415 The secretary of state. for services relating to his official duties 

and the records of his office. shall charge and collect the following fees: 
I. For filing a certificate of limited partnership, or for registering a 

foreign limited partnership, ~ $175. . 
2. For filing a certificate of amendment of limited partnership or restated 

certificate of limited partnership, ½ffi,. 
3. Fe, HliRg e FeiRstated eeAifieet. efliJRited parmeHH1ip, $50. 
4. fer filing the eftftuel list ef 88Beral paARl!Ri &fill desigABtiee ef e 

resident ageRt. SSS, 
-+.¼$150. . 

J. For filing a certificate of a change oflocatton of the records office ofa 
limited partnership or the office of its resident agent, or a designation of a 
new resident agent. fm. 
-+.1$30. . 

4. For certifying a certificate of limited partnership, an amendment to the 
certificate, or a certificate as amended where a copy is provided, ~ $20 
per certification. 

p.,J 5. For certifying an authorized printed copy of the limited 
partnership law. fSW.· 
-&¼$2Q. . . . . 

6. For reservmg a limited partnership name, or for executmg, fihng or 
certifying any other document. $20. 

f9,¼ 7. For copies made at the office of the secretary of state, SI per 

page. · 'fi JI . f 1· . d h' tw,t 8. For fihng a cert1 1cate of cance atton o a 1m1te partners 1p, 
~$60. · 
Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fees set forth in NRS 78.785 
apply to this chapter. 

Sec. 37. NRS 88A.600 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88A.600 I. A business trust fonned pursuant to this chapter shall 

I aMYlly, I , on or before the first day of tlu second month after the filing 
of its certificate of trust with the secntary of state, and annually thereafter 
on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary date ,of the 
filing of its certificate of trust with the secretary of state occurs, file with the 
secretary of state , on a form furnished by him , a list si.gried by at least o~e 
trustee leefttainiRgl that contains the name and ma1hng address of its 
resident agent and al least one trustee. Each list filed pursuant to this 
subset:thJn 11tlal be accoml"'nktl by II dedaralion under pmalty of perjury 
thflt the b•siness trat hos complied with the provisions of chap/Ir JUA of 
NRS. 
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2. Upon filing fthe Jist,J : 
(a) The initial li,t required by subsection I, the business trust shall pay 

to the secretary of state a fee of S 165. 
(b) Each annual /L,t required by subsection I, the business trust shall pay 

to the secretary of state a fee of$85. 
~ 3. The. sec~tary of state shall, 60.days before the last day for filing 

l#ief each annual hst required by subsection I, cause to be mailed to each 
business trust which is requited to comply with the provisions of NRS 
88A.600 to 88A.660, inclusive, and which has not become delinquent, the 
blank fonns to be completed and filed with him. Failure of a business trust to 
receive the forms does not excuse it from the penalty imposed by law. 
~ ,f. An annual list for a business trust not in default which is received 

by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be 
deemed an amended list for the previous year. 

Sec. 38. NRS 88A.630 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88A.630 l . Each business trust required to file the ~ list and pay 

the fee prescribed in NRS 88A.600 to 88A.660, inclusive, which refuses or 
neglects to do so within the time provided shall be deemed in default. 

2. For default, there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
~ $50. The fee and penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec. 39. NRS 88A.65f> is hereby amended to read as follows: · 
88A.650 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the secretary 

of state shall reinstate a business trust which has forfeited its right to transact 
business pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and restore to the business 
trust its right to carry on business in this state, and to exercise its privileges 
and immunities, ifit: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the list taflEl desigRatienl required by 
NRS 88A.600; and · 

(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
(I) The fat\Ruaij filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 88A.600 and 

88A.630 for each year or portion thereof during which its certificate of trust 
was revoked; and · 

(2) A fee of f'i(ij $200 for reinstatement. 
2. When the secretary of state reinstates the business trust, he shall: 
(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the business trust a certificate of 

reinstatement authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been 
paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the business trust one or more certified copies 
of the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the 
certificate of trust occurred only by reason of the failure to file the list or pay 
the fees and penalties. 

See. 40. NRS 88A.900 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88A. 900 The secretary of state shall charge and collect the following 

fees for: 
I. Filing an original certificate of trust, or for registering a foreign 

business trust.~ $/75. 
2. Filing an amendment or restatement, or a combination thereof, to a 

certificate of trust, ~ $ISO. 
3. Filing a certificate of cancellation,~ $17S, 
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4. Certifying a copy of a certificate of trust or an amendment or 
restatement. or a combination thereof, ~ $20 per certification. 

5. Certifying an authorized printed copy of this chapter, f$..l.9:-t $20. 
6. Reserving a name for a business trust, $20. 
7. Executing a certificate of existence ofa business trust which docs not 

list lhe previous documents relating to it, or a certificate of change in the 
name of a business trust,~ $40. 

8. Executing a certificate of existence of a business trust which lists the 
previous documents relating to it,~ UO. 

9. Filing a statement of change of address of the registered office for 
each business trust, ~ $JO. 

IO. Filing a statement of change of the registered agent, {$-1+.f $30. 
11. Executing, certifying or filing any certificate or document not 

otherwise provided for in this section,~ $40, 
12. Examining and provisionally approving a document before the 

document is presented for tiling. $ I 00. 
13. Copying a document on file with him, for each page, $1. 
Sec. 41. NRS 89.210 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.210 I. Within 30 days ffelle•.r.iftgj after the organization of a 

professional association under this chapter, the association shall tile with the 
secretary of state a copy of the articles of association., dilly executed, and 
shall pay al that time a filing fee of ~ $175, Any such association 
formed as a common law association before July l, 1969, shall file, within 
30 days tefl after July I, 1969, a certified copy of its articles of association, 
with any amendments thereto, with the secretary of state, and shall pay at 
that time a filing fee of $25. A copy of any amendments to the articles of 
association adopted after July l, 1969, must also be filed with the secretary 
of stale within 30 days after the adoption of such amendments. Each copy of 
amendments so tiled must be certified as true and correct and be 
accompanied by a tiling fee of~ SJ 50. 

2. The name of such a professional association must contain the words 
"Professional Association;· .. Professional Organization" or the abbreviations 
"Prof. Ass'n" or "Prof. Org." The association may render professional 
services and exercise its authorized powers under a fictitious name if the 
association has first registered the name in the manner required under chapter 
602 ofNRS. 

Sec. 42. NRS 89.lSO is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.250 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, a professional 

association shall, on or before tile jlrsl day of the second month after the 
filing of its artlc/e11 of association With the seclWttlry of uate, t111d annually 
thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary 
date of its organization occurs in each year, furnish a statement to the 
secretary of state showing the names and residence addresses of all members 
and employees in ¼suehJ the association and !shall ee,tifyJ certifying that all 
members and employees are licensed to render professional service in this 
state. 

2. A professional association organized and practicing pursuant to the 
provisions of this chapter and NRS 623.349 shall, on or before the first day 
of the second month after the filing of its articles of association· with the 
secretary of .'1ate, and annually thereafter on or before the last day of the 
month in which the anniversary date of its organization occurs in each year, 
furnish a statement to the secretary of state: . 
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(a) Showing rhe names and residence addres.<ies of all members and 
employees of the association who are licensed or otherwise authorized by 
law to render professional service in this state; 

(~) Certifying that all mem?ers and ~mployees who render professional 
service are licensed or otherwtse authorized by law to render professional 
service in this state; and 

(c) Certifying that all members who are not licensed to render 
professional service in this state do not render professional service on behalf 
of the association except as authorized by law. 

3. (The statemeAt RHlf!t: 
fa} Be medel each ,tlftlemenl flied pursuant to this :rec/ion tnust be: 
(fl) Made on a form prescribed by the secretary of state and must not 

c~ntain ~ily fiscal or other infonnation except that expressly called for by 
tlus section. 

(b) 18e signedJ Signed by the chief executive officer of the a.'lsociation. 
(c) Accompanied /Jy a declaration under penalty of perjury that the 

professional association has complied with the prov/$ions of ch•pter 364A 
ofNRS. 

4. Upon filing (the BRAYell: 
(a) The initial statement required by this section, the association shall 

pay to the secretary of state aftt ofJ/65, 
(b) Each ann,uzl statement required by this section, the association shall 

pay to the secretary of state a fee of~ $65. 
5. As used in this section, "signed" means to have executed or adopted a 

name, word or mark, including. without. limitation. a digital signature as 
defined in NRS 720.060, with the present intention to authenticate a 
document. · 

Sec, 43. . NRS 89.252 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.252 l. Each professional association that is required to make a 

filin, and pay the fee prescribed in NRS 89:250 but refuses to do so within 
the time provided is in default. 

2. For default, there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
IU,f $58. The fee and penalt)' must be collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec, 44. NRS 89.256 is herebr amended to read as follows: 
89.256 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state shall reinstate any professional association which has 
forfeited its right to transact business under the provisions of this chapter and 
restore the right to carry oil business in this state and exercise its privileges 
and immunities if it: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the statement and certification required 
by NR.S 89.250; and 

(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
(I) The ~ filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 89.250 and 

89.252 for each year or portion thereof during which the articles of 
association have been revoked; and 

(2) A fee of fmt $200 for reinstatement. 
2. · . When the secretary of state reinstates the association to its former 

rights, he shall: 
(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the association a certificate of 

reinstatement authorizing if to transact business, as if the fees had been paid 
when due; and 
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(b) Upon demand, issue to the association a certified copy of the 
certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the 
association's articles of association occurred only by reason of its failure to 
pay the fees and penalties. 

4. If the articles of association of a professional association have been 
revoked pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and have remained 
revoked for 10 consecutive years, the articles must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 45. NRS 92A.190 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
92A.190 I. One or more foreign entities may merge or enter into an 

ex.change of owner's interests with one or more domestic entities if: 
(a) In a merger, the merger is permitted by the law of the jurisdiction 

under whose law each foreign entity is organized and governed and each 
foreign entity complies with that law in effecting the merger; 

(b) In an exchange, the entity whose owner's interests will be acquired is 
a domestic entity, whether or not an exchange of owner's interests is 
permitted by the law of the jurisdiction under whose law the acquiring entity 
is organized; . 

(c) The foreign entity complies with NRS 92A.200 to 92A.240, inclusive, 
if it is the surviving entity in the merger or acquiring entity in the exchange 
and sets forth in the articles of merger or exchange its address where copies 
of process may be sent by the secretary of state; and 

(d) Each domestic entity complies with the applicable provisions of NRS 
92A.IOO to 92A.180, inclusive, and, ifit is the surviving entity in the merger 
or acquiring entity in the exchange, with NRS 92A.200 to 92A.240, 
inclusive. 

2. When the merger or exchange takes effect, the surviving foreign 
entity in a merger and the acquiring foreign entity in an exchange shall be 
deemed: 

(a) To appoint the secretary of state as its agent for service of process in a 
proceeding to enforce any obligation or the rights of dissenting owners of 
each domestic entity that was a party to the merger or exchange. Service of 
such process must be made by personally delivering to and leaving with the 
secretary of state dufllicate copies of the process and the payment ofa fee of 
fmJ $50 for accepting and transmitting the process. The secretary of state 
shall forthwith send by registered or certified mail one of the copies to the 
surviving or acquiring entity at its specified address, unless the surviving or 
acquiring entity has designated in writing to the secretary of state a different 
address for that purpose. in which case it must be mailed to the last address 
so designated. 

(b) To agree that 1t will promptly pay to the dissenting owners of each 
domestic entity that is a party to the merger or exchange the amount. if any, 
to which they are entitled under or created pursuant to NRS 92A.300 to 
92A500, inclusive. 

3. This section does not limit the power of a foreign entity to acquire all 
or part of the owner's interests of one or more classes or series of a domestic 
entity through a voluntary exchange or otherwise. 

See. 46. NRS 92A.210 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
92A.2 IO I. facept . as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for 

filing articles of merger, articles of conversion, articles of exchange, articles 
of domes1ication or articles of termination is ~ $315. The fee for filing 
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the constjtuent documents of a d~mestic resulting entity is the fee for filing 
the constituent documents determmed by the chapter of NRS governing the 
particular domestic resulting entity. 

2: The tee for filing articles of merger of two or more domestic 
~orporations is the difference between the fee computed at the rates specified 
m NRS 78.760 upon the. aggregate authorized stock of the corporation 
created by the _merger and the· fee computed upon. the aggregate amount of 
the total authorized stock of the constituent corporation. 

3. 'f!le fe~ for filing articles of merger of one or more domestic 
corporations with one or more foreign corporations is the difference between 
the fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 78.760 upon the aggregate 
authorized stock of the corporation created by the merger and the fee 
computed upon the aggregate amount of the total authorized stock of the 
constituent corpor.1tions which have paid the fees required by NRS 78.760 
and 80.050. 

4. The fee for tiling articles of merger of two or more domestic or 
foreign corporations must not be less than ~ SJ25. The amount paid 
pursuant to subsection 3 must not exceed $25,000. 

Sec. 47. NRS 116.3103 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
116.3103 L Except as otherwise provided in the declaration the 

bylaws. t.his se~tion or other provisions of this chapter, the executive board 
ma)' act _m all mstances on behalf of the association. In the performance of 
their duties, the officers and members of the executive board are fiduciaries. 
IIHIEi are. sul:Jjeet le the insal~i9ft lleem liability 13re\1ideEI fer diFeetel'S ef 
ee.,,e,at10Rs hy 1he laws ef this sktte.l The members of the executive board 
are required to exercise the ordinary and reasonable care of directors of a 
corporation, sul;>ject to the business-judgment rule. 

2. The executive board may not act on behalf of the association to amend 
the declaration , f<NRS I lli.2117),1 to terminate the common-interest 
community , f(N RS 116.2 J 18).J or to elect members of the executive board 
or detennine their qualifications, powers and duties or terms . of office 
f(Sl:lbs~tif!B _ I ef MRS _I 16.'.H004),I b~t the executive board may mi 
vacancies m Its membership for the unexpired portion of any term. 

3. Wi_thin 30 days a~er adoption . of any proposed budget for the 
common•lntercst COffiffiU~llf, the eXCCUllVe board shall provide 8 !Ummary 
of~he budget lo all the units owners, and shall set a date for a meeting ofihc 
unns· owners lo cons(d.cr ratification of the budget not less than 14 nor more 
than 30 ~ays after ma,hng of the summary. Unless at that meeting a majority 
of all umts' owners~ anr, larger vote specified in the declaration reject the 
budget, the budg~t 1s .ratified, whe~er .or not a quorum is present. .If the 
proposed budget 1s reJected, th: penod1~ budget last ratified by the units' 
owners must be continued until such time as the units' owners ratify a 
subsequent budget proposed by the executive board. 

Sec. 48, NRS 225,140 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
225.140 I. ,Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, in addition to 

other fees authonzed by law, the secretary of state shall charge and collect 
the following fees: · · 

For a copy of any law, joint resolution, transcript of record, or 
other paper on file or of record in his office, other than a 
document required to be tiled pursuant to Title 24 of NRS, 
per page, ........................................................................................ $ 1.00 
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For a copy of any document required to be filed pursuant to 
Title 24 of NRS, per page ................................................................. 50 

For certifying to any such copy and use of the state seal, for 
each impression ............................................................................. 10.00 

for each passport or other document signed by the governor 
and attested by the secretary ofstate ............................................. l0.00 

for a negotiable instrument returned unpaid .................................... 10.00 

2. The secretary of state: 
(a) Shall charge a reasonable fee for searching records and documents 

kept in his office. . · 
(h) May charge or collect any filing or other fees for services rendered by 

him to the State of Nevada, any local gqvemmental agency or agency of the 
Federal Government, or any officer thereof in his official capacity or 
respecting his office or official duties. 

(c) May not charge or collect a tiling or other fee for: 
(I) Attesting extradition papers or executive wammts · for other states. 
(2) Any commission.or·appointment issued or made by the governor, 

either for the use of the state seal or otherwise. 
{ d) May charge a reasonable fee, not to exceed: 

(I} Five hundred dollars, for providing service within 2 hours after the 
time the service is requested; and 

(2) One hundred dollars, for providing any other special service, 
including, but not limited to, providing service more than 2 hours but within 
24 hours after the time the service is requested, accepting documents filed by 
facsimile machine and other use of new technology. 

(e) Shall charge a fee, not to exceed the actual cost to the secretary of 
state, for providing: 

(I) A copy of any record kept in his office that is stored o.n a computer 
or on microfilm if the copy is provided on a tape, disk or other medium used 
for the storage of information by a computer or on duplicate film. 

(2) Access to his computer data base on which records are stored. 
3. f,",11 f'eesl Fro111 each fee collected pursuant to paragraph (d) of 

subsection 2 : 
(a) The entire 11,nount or SSO, whichever is less, of the fee collected 

pursuant to subparagraph (1) of· that paragn,plt and ha(f of the fee 
collected pursuont to subpangraph (2) of that pal'tlgraph must be 
deposited with the state treasurer for credit to the account for special services 
of the secretary of state in the state general fund. Any amount remaining in 
the account at the end of a fiscal year in excess of $2,000,000 must be 
transferred to the state general fund. Money in the account may be 
transferred to the secretary of state's operating general fund budget account 
and must only be used to create and maintain the capability of the office of 
the secretary of state to provide special services. including, but not limited to, 
providing service: 

«&* (I) On the day it is requested or within 24 hours; or 
ffhjJ (Z) Necessary to increase or maintain the efficiency of the 

office. 
Any transfer of money from the account for expenditure by the secretary of 
state must be approved by the interim finance committee. 

.. ·-·-··· -------~--·-· ,, .. ·-·-· -·~-- ----···-··. ·"··--·-·· .. ··-···. --·····-· ·----.... .,·-·--..-·-·····----····· 
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(b)_ After deducting the_ amo~nt required pursuant 1,, paragraph (a), the 
remamder must be deposiled with the state tuasurer for credit to th.e state 
general Jund. . 

· Sec. 49. NRS 600.340 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.3~ I . A person who has adopted and is using a mark in this state 

may file m the office of the secretary of state, on a form to be furnished by 
the secretary ?f _state, an applica!ion for registration of that mark setting 
forth. but not lrm1ted to, the followmg information: 

(a.) Whether the mark to be registered is a trade-mark, trade name or 
service mark; 
. (b) A .description of the mark by name, words displayed in it M or other 
mformation; 

(f) T!Je name _a~d _business ad~ress of the person applying for the 
reg1strat1<?n and, 1f t! 1s a co~ralto!1• limited-liab. ility company, limited 
partnersh1J? or regt~tered hm1ted-hability partnership, the state of 
mcorporation or orgamzation: 

(d) The specific goods or services in connection with which the tnark is 
used and the mode or manner in which the mark is used in connection with 
tho~e &oods or services and the class as designated by the secretary of state 
which mcludes those goods or services; 

(e) The date when the mark was first used anywhere and the date when it 
wa~ first used in this state by the applicant or his predecessor in business 
which must precede the filing of the application; and 

(f) A statement that the applicant is the owner of the mark and that no 
other person has the right to use the mark in this stale either in the form set 
forth in the application or in such near resemblance to it as might deceive or 
cause mistake. · 

2. The application must: 
(a) Be signed and verified by the applicant or by a member of the firm or 

an offi\--er of the co~oration or association applying. 
(b) Be accompanied by a specimen or facsimile of the mark in duplicate 

and by a tiling fee of~ $/OOpayable to the secretary of state. 
3. If the application fails to comply with this section or NRS 600.343, 

the secretary of state shall return it for correction. 
Sec. 50. NRS 600.355 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
6~.3.55 I. If any statement in an application for registration of a mark 

was _mc':mect when made or any arrangements or other facts described in the 
as,,hcatton haye chang~d, making the application inaccurate in any respect 
without materially altermg the mark, the registrant shall promptly file i.n the 
office of the secretary of state a cenificate, signed by the registrant or his 
successor or by a member of the firm or an officer of the corpomtion or 
association to which the mark is registered. correcting the statement. 

2. Upon the filing of a certificate of amendment or judicial decree of 
amendmen! and !he payment of :1 filing fee of ~ $60, the secretary of 
state shall issue, m accordance.with NRS 600.350. an amended certificate of 
registration for the remainder of the period of the registration. 

Sec. 51, NRS 600.360 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.360 I. The registration of a mark is effective for S years from the 

date of registration and. upon application filed within 6 months before the 
expirati~n o~ that period, on a form to be furnished by• the secretary. of state, 
the registration may be renewetl for a successive period of 5 years. A 
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re11ewal fee of~ $50, payable to the secretary of slate, must accompany 
the application for renewal of the registration. 

2. The registration of a mark may be renewed for additional successive 
5-year periods if the requirements of subsection I are satisfied. 

3. The secretary of state shall give notice to each registrant when his 
registration is about to expire. The notice must be given within the year next 
preceding the expiration date, by writing to the registrant's last known 
address. 

4. All applications for renewals must include a statement that the mark is 
still in use in this state. 

See. 52. NRS 600.370 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.370 I. A mark and its registration are assignable with the good 

will of the business in which the mark is used. or with that part of the good 
will of the business connected with the use of and symbolized by the mark. 
An assignment must: 

(a} Be in writing; 
(b) Be signed and acknowledged by the registrant or his successor or a 

member of the firm or an officer of the corporation or association under 
whose name the mark is registered; and 

( c) Be recorded with the secretary of state upon· the payment of a fee of 
~ S/0(1 to the secretary of state who, upon recording the assignment, 
shall issue in the name of the assignee a certificate of assignment for the 
remainder of the period of the registration. 

2. An assignment of any registration is void as against any subsequent 
purchaser for valuable consideration without notice, unless: 

(a) The assignment is recorded with the secretary of state within 3 months 
after the date of the assignment; or 

(b) The assignment is recorded before the subsequent purchase. 
Sec. 53, NRS 600.395 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.395 The fee for filing a cancellation of registration pursuant to NRS 

600.390 is~ $50. 
See. 54. Section 29 of Senate BID No. 51 of this session is hereby 

amended to read as follows: 
Sec. 29. NRS 78.390 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.390 t. Every amendment adopted pursuant to the provisions of 

NRS 78.385 must be made in the following manner: 
(a) The board of directors must adopt a resolution setting forth the 

amendment proposed and declaring its advisability, and either call a 
special meeting of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendment 
or direct that the proposed amem/mmt Ile etm.rillered at Jiu! next 
11nn1111l meeting of the stockholders entitled to vote on the amendmenL 

(b) At the meeting, of which notice must be given to each 
stockholder entitled to vote pun;uant to the provisions of this section, a 
vote of the stockholders entitled to vote in person or by proxy must be 
taken for and against the proposed amendment If ~t appears up~n the 
canvassing of the votes that stockholders holding shares m the 
corporation entitling them to·exercise at least a_majority oftbe voting 
power, or such greater proportion of the voting. power as ~y . t?e 
required in the case of a vote by cl~ or senes. as . ~rov1ded m 
subsections 2 and 4, oi' as may be reqU1red by the proV1s1o,ns of the 
articles of incorporation, have voted in favor of the . amendment, an 
offlur of tire corport1lion 1hllll 1/gn a certificate setting forth the 
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ame. ndment, or· setting forth the articles of incorporation as amended 
and the vote by which the amendment was adopted. ' 

(c) The certificate so signed must be filed with the secretary of state. 
2'. If any proposed :tmendment ~ould f!dversely alter or change any 

preference or any relative or other nght given to any class or series of 
?utsta~ing shares, then ~e amendment must be approved by the vote, 
m addition to the affirmative vole otherwise required, of the holders of 
sh~res representing a majority of the voting power of each class or 
series adversely affected by the amendment regardless of fimitations or 
restrictions on the voting power thereof 
. J. Provision may be !113<1e in the articles of incorporation requiring, 
m !he case of any specified amendments, a larger proportion of the 
voting P'?wer of st0<:kholders than that required by this section. 

4. Different senes of the same class of shares do not constitute 
different clas~s !'f shares for the purpose of voting by classes except 
when lhe series 1s adversely affected by an amendment in a different 
manner than other series of the same class. 

5. The rnolution of the stockholders approving the propo.<red 
amendment may provide that at any lime before the effective date of 
the amendment, notwithstanding approval of the proposed 
amend'!'ent bJ• the stockholders, the board of directors may, by 
resolution, abandon tJ,e proposed amendment without further action 
by the stockholders. 

6. A certificate filed pars11anJ to subsection 1 becomes effective 
apon filing with the secretary of state or upon a later date specified in 
the certificate, which mU!JI not be later than 90 days after the 
certificate is fded. 

7. • If a certlflc!'te flied punuant to s11bseetion I specifies an 
effective date and if the resolution of the stockholders approving the 
proposed amendmenJ provides that the board of directors may 
abandon the proposed amendmenJ pursuant to subsection 5, the board 
of directors may terminate the effectiveness of the certijicate by 
reso/11tion and by filing a certijicalll of tennination with the secretflry 
of state that: 

(a) ls filed before the effedive date 1rpecijied in the certifreate filed 
pursuant to .'fubsection 1; 

(b) Identifies the certificate being terminated; 
(c) States that, p11rjuant to the resolution of the stockholders, the 

board of directors is .authorized to terminate the effectiveness of the 
certificate; 

(d~ Stfltn thai the effectiveness of the certificate has been 
terminated; 

(e) ls signed by an o.Qker of the corporation; and 
(j) /,accompanied byafilingfeeo/$75. 

Sec. 55. Sectio.n 55 of Senate BIii No. 51 of. this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

· Sec. 55. J. A limited-liability company may correct a document 
filed by the secretary of state with respect to the limited-liability 
co'!lpany if _the ~ocument contains an inaccurate record of a company 
action descnbed in the document or was defectively executed attested, 
sealed, verified or acknowledged; · · ' 

2. To correct a document, the limited-liability company must: 
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(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 
( I ) States the name of the limited-liability company; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation. its 

fiting date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document 

in an accurate or corrected fonn; and 
(S) Is signed by a manager of the company, or if management is 

not vested in a manager, by a member of the company. 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of f$+it S/50 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected 
document and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons, 
the certificate is effective when filed. 

Sec. S6. Section 90 of Senate BUI No, 51 or this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. -90. Chapter 87 ofNRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
new section to read as follows: 

l. A limited-liability partnership may correct a document filed by 
the secretary of state with ~spect to the limited-liability pa~ershiJ? if 
the document contains an inaccurate record of a partnership actton 
described in the document or was defectively executed, attested, sealed, 
verified or acknowledged. . 

2. To correct a document, the limited-liability partnership must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

( I ) States the name of the limited-liability partnership; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without . limitation, its 

filing date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document 

in an accurate or corrected furm; and 
(5) Is signed by a managing partner of the limited-liability 

partnership. . 
(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a tiling fee oftmf $159 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying c:>n the uncorrected 
document and adversely affected by the cotTeCtion. As to tbose persons, 
the certificate is effective when filed. . 

Sec. S7. Section 93 of Senate BID No. SI or this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Sec. 93. l. A limited partnership may correct a document filed by 
the secretary of state with respect · to the limited partners~ip if Jhe 
document contains an in.accurate record of a partnership action 
described in the document or was defectively executed. attested. sealed. 
verified or acknowledged. 

2, To correct a document, the limited partnership must: 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(I) States the name of the limit~ pa~Pi . . . 
(2) Describes the document, including, without bm1tat1on, its 

filing date; 
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(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document 

in an accurate or corrected form; and 
(5) ls signed by a general partner of the limited partnership. 

(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ S150 to the secretary ofstate. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on the uncorrected 
document and adversely affected by the correction. As to those persons 
the certificate is effective when tiled. ' 

Sec. S8. Section 102 or Senate Bill No. 51 of this session is hereby 
amended to read as follows: 

Se.c. 102. l. A business trust may correct a document filed by the 
secretary of state with respect to the business trust if the document 
contains an inaccurate record ofa trust action described in the document 
or was defectively executed, attested, sealed, verified or acknowledged. 

2. To correct a document, the business trust must: · 
(a) Prepare a certificate of correction that: 

(I) States the.name of the business trust; 
(2) Describes the document, including, without limitation, its 

filing date; 
(3) Specifies the inaccuracy or defect; 
(4) Sets forth the inaccurate or defective portion of the document 

in an accurate or corrected fonn; and 
(5) Is signed by a trustee of the business trust. 

(b) Deliver the certificate to the secretary of state for filing. 
(c) Pay a filing fee of~ $150 to the secretary of state. 
3. A certificate of correction is effective on the effective date of the 

document it corrects except as to persons relying on . the uncorrected 
document and advenely affected by the correction, As to those persons 
the certificate is effective when filed. ' 

Sec. 59. Senate Bill No. 51 is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
new section designated sec. 138, following sec. 137, to read as follows: 

. Sec. I 38. This act becomes effective on August I, 200 I. · 
Sec. 60. Sections I, 2, 3, 8, 9 and 47 of this actdo not apply to a .claim 

that arises before the effective date of this section. 
See. 61. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 63 of this act to the 

contrary, the amendatory provisions of section 42 of this act do not apply to 
the filing of the statement of a professional association; or the fee for that 
filing, before August l, 2001, except that a professional association whose 
anniversary date for the 2001 calendar year falls on or after August I, 2001, 
shall comply with that section as amended by this act, even if the filing is 
made before August 1, 200 I. 

See. 62, Notwithstanding any provision ofNRS 225.140 to the contrary: 
1.. The state controller shall, without obtaining the approval of the 

interim finance committee and in addition to any . amounts transfe!Ted 
pursuant to that section with the approval of the interim finance committee, 
transfer from the account for special services of the secretary of state to the 
secretary of state's operating general fund budget account: 

For the fiscal year 2001-2002 ..................................................... $300,000 
For the fiscal year 2002·2003 ..................................................... $250,000 
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2. The secretary of state may expend the amounts transferred pursuant to 
subsection I for such additional personnel, equipment, supplies, office space 
and other costs as are. necessary to carry out the provisions of this act. 

See. 63. 1. This section and sections t, 2, 3, 8, 9, 47, 59, 60, 61 and 62 
of this act become effective upon passage and approval. 

2. Sections 5, 6, 12, 13 to 19, inclusive, 20, 21, 22, 25 to 31, inclusive, 
35 to 39, inclusive, 41 to 45, inclusive, and 47 to 53, inclusive, of this act 
become effective: 

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations 
and perfonning any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary 
to carry out the provisions of this act; and 

{b) On August I. 200 I, for all other purposes. · 
3. Sections 1.5. 4, 7, 8.5, 10, 11, 14, 19.5, 23, 24, 32, 33, 34, 40, 46 and 

54 to 58, inclusive, of this act become effective: 
(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations 

and perfonning any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary 
to carry out the provisions of this act; and 

(b) At 12:01 a.m. on August I, 2001, for all other purposes. 

Senate Bill No. 570-Committee on Legislative 
Affairs.and Operations 

CHAPTER602 

AN ACT relating to the legislature; making various changes relating to the legislature and the 
legislative counsel bureau; and providing olher mauers properly relating thereto. 

[Appro,,ed: June IS, 2001] 

THE PEOPLE OF THE ST A TE OF NEV ADA, REPRESENTED IN 
SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

Section t. Chapter 218 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
new section to read as follows: . · 

I. The legislative co11nsel /Jurea11 may con1'Vlct for the establhhment of 
an on•.'iite child Cllt'f! facility for chlldNn of employee., of the legL'flatlve 
branch of govemmenL No money appropriated lo the leglsladve fuml or 
the legislative co11nsel burea11 m11,y be 111ed to pay the con of est11blishing 
and operating the facility. 

2. All employees of the child-care facility shall be deemed employees of 
the state/or thl! purposes of NBS 41.0J05 to 41,019, induswe, 

J, Tl,t- legislative counsel b11rea11 11111y IISI! the property described in 
NRS JJ 1.115 for a chlld-clln /aclJitp establlsh11d punlllllll to this section. 

4: As used In this section, "on-site chUd care /adllty" has the meaning 
ascribed to it in NRS 432A.0275, 

See. 2, NRS 218.2423 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
218.2423 J. Each; 
(a) Incumbent assemblyman may request the drafting of not more than S 

legislative measures submitted to the legislative counsel on or before 
September I preceding the commencement of a regular session of the 
legislature and not more than 5 legislative measures submitted to the 
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legislative counsel ~ after September I but on or before December 15 
preceding the commencement of a regular session of the legistature. 

(b) Incumbent senator may request the drafting c:,f not more than lO 
legislative measures submitted to the legislative counsel on or before 
September I preceding the commencement of a regular session of the 
legislature and not more than 10 legislative measures submitted to the 
legislative cooosel ~ after September I but on or before December 15 
preceding the commencement of a regular session of the legislature. · 

(c) Newly elected assemblyman may request the drafting of not more than 
5 legislative measures submitted to the legislative counsel on or before 
December 15 preceding the commencement of a regular session of the 
legislature. 

(d) Newly elected senator may request the drafting of not more than 10 
legislative measures submitted to the legislative counsel on or before 
December 15 preceding the commencement of a regular session of the 
legislature. 

2. fn addition to the number authorized pursuant to subsection I: 
(a) The chairman of each standing committee of the immediately 

preceding regular legislative session. or a person designated in the place of 
the chairman by the speaker of the assembly or the majority leader of the 
senate, as the case may be, may request before the commencement of the 
next regular legislative session the drafting of not more than I legislative 
measure for introduction by the committee in a subject within the jurisdiction 
of the committee for every 15 legislative measures that were referred to the 
resPt:ctive standing committee during the immediately preceding regular 
legislative session. 

(b) A person designated after a general election as a chainnan of a 
stBJ?ding c~mmittee for the n~xt regular legislative ,session, or a person 
designated m the place of a chatrman by the person designated as the speaker 
of the assembly or majority leader of the senate for the next regular 
legislative session, may request before the commencement of the next 
regular legislative session the drafting of the remaining number of the 
legislative measures allowed for the respective standing committee that were 
not requested by the previous chairman or designee. 

Sec. 3. NRS 218.1426 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
218.2426 I. In addition to the nwnber authorized pursuant to 

NRS 218.2423: 
(a) The speaker of the assembly and the majority leader of the senate may 

each request before or during a regular legislative session, without limitation, 
the drafting of not more than IS legislative measures for that session. 

(b) The miJK>rity leader of the assembly and the minority· leader of the 
senate may each request before or during a regular legislative session, 
without limitation, the drafting of not more than IO legislative measures for 
that session. 

(c) A person designated after a general election as the speaker of the 
assembly, the majoritr leader of the senate, the minority leader of the 
assembly or the minority leader of the senate for the next regular legislative 
session may request the drafting of the remaining number of the legislative 
measures allowed for the respective officer that were not requested by the 
previous officer. 
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(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the business trust a certificate of 
reinstatement authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been 
paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the business trust one or more certified 
copies of the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The. secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless. all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid. and the revocation of the 
certificate of trust occun-ed only by reason of the failure to file the list. or 
pay the fees and penalties. 

Sec. 40. NRS 88A,900 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88A.900 The secretary of state shall charge and collect the following 

fees for: 
I. Filing an original certificate of trust, or for registering a foreign 

business trust,~ $175. 
2. . Filing an amendment or restatement, or a combination thereof, to a 

certificate of trust,~ $150. 
3. Filing a certificate of cancellation,~ $175. 
4. Certifying a copy of a certificate of trust or an amendment or 

restatement, or a combination thereof, f$H)J $20 per certification. 
5. Certifying an authorized printed copy of this chapter,~ $20. 
6. Reserving a name for a business trust, $20. 
7. Executing a certificat.e of existence of a business trust which does 

not list the previous documents relating to it. or a certificate of change in 
the name of a business trust.~ "O. 

8. Executing a certificate of existence of a business. trust which lists 
the previous documents relating to it.~ $40. 

9. Filing a statement of change of address of the regist.ered office for 
each business trust, f$,l4,I $30, 

I 0. Filing a statement of change of the registered agent, ~ SJO. 
11. Executing, certifying or filing any certificate or document not 

otherwise provided for in this section, ~ $40, 
12. Examining and provisionally approving a document before the 

document is presented for tiling. $100. 
13. Copying a document on file with him, for each page, $ l. 
Sec. 41. NRS 89.210 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.210 I. Within 30 days ffellewiRg) •.fin the organization of a 

professional association under this chapter , the association shall tile with 
the secretary of state a copy of the articles of association, duly executed, 
and shall pay at that time a filing fee of~ $175. Any such association 
formed as a common law association before July I, 1969, shall file, within 
30 days fefJ ofter July I, 1969, a certified copy of its articles of 
association, with any amendments thereto, with the secretary of state, and 
shall pay at that time a filing fee of $25. A copy of any amendments to the 
articles of association adopted after July I, 1969, must also be filed with 
the secretary of · state within 30 days after the adoption of such 
amendments. Each copy of amendments so filed must be certified as true 
and correct and be accompanied by a filing fee of~ $150. 

2. The name of such a professional association must contain the words 
"Professional Association," "Professional Organization" or the 
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abbreviations "Prof. Ass'n" or "Prof. Org." The association may render 
professional services and exercise its authorized powers under a fictitious 
name if the association has first registered the name in the manner required 
under chapter 602 ofNRS. · 

Sec. 42. NRS 89.250 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.250 I. A professional association shall, on or before the first day 

of the second month after the filing of its articles of association with the 
seeretory of state, and annually tl,ereafter on or before the last day of the 
month in which the anniversary date of its organization occurs in each 
year, furnish a statement to the secretary of state lshe~tAAgl that contains 
the names and residence addresses.of all members and employees in fweh 
asseeiati9fi alffll the Rssociotion. Each statement filed pursuRnt to this 
s11/Jsecdo11 m116t be aceompmded by an ojJid11vit that the pro.{essionRI 
anociatlqn hM complied with the prt!visions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

2. The professional association shall certify that all members and 
employees are licensed to render professional service in this state. 
~ 3. The statement must: · 
(a) Be made on a form prescribed by the secretary of state and must not 

contain any fiscal or other information except that expressly called for by 
this section. 

(b) Be signed by the chief executive officer of the association. 
~ 4. Upon filing fthe a11RUal) : 
(a) The inJtial statement required 1,y this section, the association shall 

pay to the secretary of state a fee ofS165. 
(I>) Each annual statement required by this section, the association 

shall pay to the secretary of state a fee of~ 
-4:!$85. 

5. As used in this section, "signed" means to have executed or adopted 
a name, word or mark, including, without limitation, a digital signature as 
defined in NRS 720.060, with the present intention to authenticate a 
document. 

Sec.· 43. NRS 89252 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.252 l. Each professional association that is required. to make a 

filing and pay the fee prescribed in NRS 89.250 but refuses to do so within 
the time provided is in default. 

2. For default, there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty 
of ~ SSO. The fee and penalty must be collected as provided in this 
chapter. 

Sec. 44. NRS 89.256 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
89.256 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state shall reinstate any professional association which has 
forfeited its right to transact business under the provisions of this chapter 
and restore the right. to carry on business in this state and exercise its 
privileges and immunities if it: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the statement and certification 
required by NRS 89.250; and 

(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
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1 (I) The~ filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 89.250 and 
2 89.252 for each year or portion thereof during which the articles of 
3 association have been revoked; and 
4 (2) A fee of {$2!J $200 for reinstatement 
S 2. When the secretary of state reinstates the association to ifS former ~ . a. 
6 rights, he shall: ,_.- ·w 
7 (a) Immediately issue and deliver to the association a certificate of 
8 reinstatement authorizing it to transact business, as if the . fees had been 
9 paid when due; and 

IO (b) Upon demand, issue to the association a· certified copy of the 
J J certificate of reinstatement. 
12 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
13 delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the 
14 association's articles of association occurred only by reason of its failure to 
15 pay the fees and penalties. 
16 4. If the articles of association ofa professional association have been 
J 7 revoked pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and have remained 
18 revoked for IO consecutive years, the articles must not be reinstated. 
19 Sec, 4S. NRS 92A.190 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
20 92A. I 90 I. One or more foreign entities may merge or enter into an 
21 exchange of owner's interests with one or more domestic entities if: 
22 (a) In a merger, the merger is l?ffl!lltted by the. Jaw of the jurisdiction 
23 under Whose law each foreign entity is organized and. governed and each 
24 foreign entity complies with that law in effecting the merger; 
25 (b) In an exchange, the entity whose owner's interests will be acquired ~ .• ~ 
26 is a domestic entity, .whether or not an exchange of owner's interests is ..,... ~ 
27 permitted by the law of the jurisdiction under whose Jaw the ac.quiring 
28 entity is organized; 
29 (c) The foreign entity complies with NRS 92A.200 to 92A.240, 
30 inclusive, if it is the surviving entity in the merger or acquiring entity in the 
31 exchange and sets forth in the articles of merger or exchange its address 
32 where copies of process may be sent by the secretary of state; and 
33 (d) Each domestic entity complies with the applicable provisions of 
34 NRS 92A. I 00 to 92A. I 80, mclusive, and, if it is the surviving entity in the 
35 merger or acquiring entity in the exchange. with NRS 92A.200 to 92A.240, 
36 inclusive. 
37 2. When the merger or exchange takes effect, the surviving foreign 
38 entity in a merger and the acquiring foreign entity in an exchange shall be 
39 deemed: 
40 (a) To appoint the secretary of state as its aient for service of process in 
41 a proceeding to enforce any obligation or the nghts of dissenting owners of 
42 each domestic entity that was a party to the merger or exchange. Service of 
43 such process must be made by personally delivering to and leaving with the 
44 secretary of state duplicate copies of the process and the payment of a fee 
45 of~ $SO for accepting and transmitting the process. The secretary of ··-~ . , 
46 state shall forthwith send by registered or certified mail one of the copies to ~ . ._, 
47 the surviving or acquiring entity at its specified address. unless the 
48 surviving or acquiring. entity has designated in writing to the secretary of 
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state a different address for that purpose, in which case it must be mailed to 
the last. address so designated. 

(b) To agree that it will promptly pay to the dissenting owners of each 
domestic entity that is a party to the merger or exchange .the amount, if any, 
to which they are entitled under or created pursuant to NRS 92A.300 to 
92A500, inclusive. 

3. This section does not limit the power of a foreign entity to acquire 
all or part of the owner's interests of one or more classes or series of a 
domestic entity through a voluntary exchange or otherwise. 

Sec. 46. NRS 92A.2 IO is hereby amended to read as fo1Jows: 
92A.2IO ~ 
J. Except a, otherwi.ve provided in this .uction. the fee for filing 

articles of merger, articles of exchange or articles of termination is ~ 
$325 .. 

2. The fee for jiling articles of merger of two or more dome.,tic 
corporations is the difference ,,etween the fee computed at the rate:r 
specifled in NRS 78. 7'6 upon the aggregate authorized stock of the. 
corporation created by the merger and the fee computed upon the 
aggregate amount of the total authorized siod: of the constituent 
corporation. 

J. · The fee for filing article& of merger of one or more domestic 
corpol'IIJlons with one or more foreign coiporatiol'is is the difference 
betJveen the fee comp11tetl at the rates specified in NRS 78. 760 llpOn the 
11ggregate 1111thoriud stock of the corporation created by the merger 111111 
the foe computed upon the aggregate amount of the total authorized 
stock of the constituent corporations which have paid the fees required 
by NRS 78. 760 and 80.050. 

4. The fee for filing articles of merger of two or more domestic or 
foreign corporations mu61 not be less than $.325. The amount paid 
purs11ant to subsection J mut not exceed $25,000. 

Sec. 47. NRS 116.3103 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
116.3103 I. Except as otherwise provided in the declaration, the 

bylaws, this section or other provisions of this chapter, the executive board 
may act in all instances on behalf of the association. In the performance of 
their duties, the officers and members of the · executive board are 
lfhb1eiaries &FIS are! subject to the fiduciary duties and insulation from 
liability provided for directors of corporations by the laws of this state. 
(The FR8Rlhe,s ef the exeeutive eeaFEI aFe FeEfuiNd t8 eHreise the er4iH6fY 
&Rd Feaseeahle ea,e ef eireeteFS ef a 88f\'18l'lllien, s\lejeet te the e11siness 
judgment nile.f 

2. The executive board may not act on behalf of the association to 
amend the declaration , f(NRS l Hi.2117),1 to terminate the common
interest community , l{NRS I l6.ll 18),I or to elect members of .the 
executi~e board or determine their qualifications, powers and duties or 
terms of office , ((suheeetieR I ef NRS 116,31034),1 but the executive 
board may fill vacancies in its membership for the unexpired portion of any 
term. 

3. Within JO days after adoption of any proposed budget for the 
common-interest community, the exec.utive board shall provide a summary 
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ofthe budget to all the units' owners, and shall set a date for a meeting of 
the units' owners to consider ratification of the budget not less than 14 nor 
more than 30 days after mailing of the summary. Unless at that meeting a 
majority of all units' owners or any larger vote specified in the declaration 
reject the budget, the budget is ratified, whether or not a quorum is present. 
If the proposed budget is rejected, the periodic budget last ratified by the 
units' owners must be continued until such time as the units' owner$ ratify 
a subsequent budget proposed by the executive board. 

Sec. 48, NRS 225.140 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
225.140 l. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 2, in addition 

to other fees authorized by law, the secretary of state shall charge and 
a,llect the following fees: 

For a copy of any law, joint l'C$0lution, transcript of record, 
or other paper on tile or of record in his office, other than 
a document required to be filed pursuant to Title 24 of 
NRS, per page ..................................................................... $1.00 

For a copy of any document required to be filed pursuant to 
Title 24 ofNRS, per page ....................................................... . SO 

For certifying to any such copy and use of the state 
seal, for each impression 10.00 

For each passport or other document signed by the governor 
and attested by the secretary of state ................................... J 0.00 

For a negotiable instrument returned unpaid ........................ : .. 10.00 

2. The secretary of state: 
(a) Shall charge a reasonable fee for searching records and documents 

kept in his otlke. 
(b) May charge or collect any filing or other fees for services rendered 

by him to the State of Nevada. any local governmental agency or agency of 
the Federal Government, or any officer thereof in his official capacity or 
respecting his office or official duties. 

(c) May not charge or collect a filing or other fee for: 
( 1) Attesting extradition papers or executive warrants for other states. 
(2) Any commission or appointment issued or made by the governor, 

either for the use of the state seal or otherwise. 
( d) May charge a reasonable fee, not to exceed : 

(I) Five hundred dollars, for providing service within 2 hoUIS after 
the time the service is requested; and 

(2) One hundred dollars, for providing any other special service, 
including, but not limited to, providing service more than 2 hours but 
within 24 hours after the time the service is requested, accepting 
documents filed by facsimile machine and other use of new technology. 

(e) Shall charge a fee, not to exceed the actual cost to the .secretary of 
state, for providing: . 

(I) A copy of any record kept in bis office that is stored on a 
computer or on microfilm if the copy is provided. on a tape, disk or other 
medium used for the storage of information by a computer or on duplicate 
ru~ . 
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(2) Access to his computer data base on which records are stored. 
f;J. All fees eelleeted JNFflY&Bt ta pa,agreph (a) ef sYhseetieR l mast he 

tlepasitee ·Nill, the swte lnlasltffr fer eHtiit te the aeee11ftt fer SJ:Jeeial 
servtees af lhe see,etafy ef sl&le iR the state gene,al fuRd. ARy ameUHt 
,emeining iR the aeee11Rt at the MS efa fiseal year in Heess ef $21009,QQQ 
!RYSt he lfllRsfeFFeti te the state genenl funEI. Mel\e,r ifl the aee&YRt may he 
tfaHSfBFNr:I te the seefeta,y ef state's epeNting general fund har:lget aeee11nt 
and must eely he used te erea1e and maintain the eapal!ility aftl!e effiee ef 
&he eee,ewy ef state te pAtt.r4Ele speeial s8FViees, inehuliHg, eut net limitee 
te, pfeYiEli11g sfflliee: 

Ea~ OR &he Eley it is ,eqeested eF withie 24 helifs; er 
(I,) Meee!l!IIHo/ te ine,ease er meintai11 the effieieRey ef the effiee. 

AR)' lfallsfer efmaney tfem the aeeeYnt fer eMp8fldimre by du, Neretafy ef 
state outfit he ~p,e·,;ed by the intefim fieanee eeMmittee,I · 

Sec. 49. RS 600.340 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.340 I. A person who has adopted and is using a mark in this 

state may file in the . office of the secretary of state, on a form to be 
furnished by the secretary of state, an application for registration of that 
mark setting forth, but not limited to, the following information: 

(a) Whether the mark to be registered is a trade0 mark, trade name or 
service mark; 

(b) A description of the mark by name, words displayed in it M or other 
information; 

(c) The name and business address of the person applying for the 
registration and, if it is a corporation, limited-liability company, limited 
partnershie or regis!et"e? limited-liability partnership, the state of 
incorporation or organization; 

(d) The specific goods or services in connection with which the mark is 
used and the mode or manner in which the mark is used in connection with 
those goods or services and the class as designated by the secretary of state 
which includes those goods or services; 

(e) The date when the mark was frrst used anywhere and the date when 
it was first used in this state by the applicant or his predecessor in business 
which must precede the filing of the application; and 

(0 A statement that the applicant 1s the owner of the mark and that no 
other person has the right to use the mark in this state either in the form set 
forth in the application or in such near resemblance to it as might deceive 
or cause mistake. · 

2. The application must: 
(a) Be signed and verified by the applicant or by a member of the firm 

or an officer of the corporation or association applying. · 
(b) Be accompanied by a specimen or facsimile of the mark in duplicate 

and .by a filing. fee of fSiGt SIIJIJ payable to the secretary of state. 
3. If the application fails to comply with this section or NRS 600.343, 

the secretary of state shall return it for correction. 
Sec. 50. NRS 600.355 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.355 I. If any statement in an application for registration of a 

mark wa,s incorrect when made or any arrangements or other facts 
described in the application have changed, making the application 
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inaccurate in any respect without materially altering the mark the 
regi~trant s~JI . promptly fi~e in the office of the secretary of ~te a 
certificate, signed by the registrant or his successor or by a member of the 
firm or an officer of the corporation or asso<:iation to which the mark is 
registered, correcting the statement 

2. Upon the filing of a certificate of amendment or judicial decree of 
amendment and the payment of a filing fee of {UQ;J $60. the secretary of 
state shall issue, in accordance with NRS 600.350, an amended certificate 
of registration for the remainder of the period of the registration. 

Sec, St. NRS 600.360 is hereby amended to .read as follows: 
600.360 I. The registration of a mark is effective for 5 years from 

the date of registration and, upon application filed within 6 months before 
the expiration of that period, on a form to be furnished by the secretary of 
state, the registration may be renewed for a successive period ofS years. A 
renewal fee of ~ SSO, payable to the secretary of state, must 
accompany the application for renewal of the registration. 

2. The registration of a mark may be renewed for additional successive 
5-year periods if the requirements ofsubsection 1 are satisfied. 

3. The secretary of state shall give notice to each registrant when his 
registration is about to expire. The notice must be given within the year 
next preceding the expiration date. by writing to the registrant's last known 
address. 

4. All applications for renewals must include a statement that the mark 
is still in use m this state. 

Sec, S2. NRS 600.370 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.370 I. A mark and its registration are assignable with the good 

will of the business in which the mark is used, or with that part of the good 
will of.the business connected with the use of and symbolized by the mark. 
An assignment must: 

(a) Be in writing; 
(b) Be signed and acknowledged by the registrant or his successor or a 

member of the firm or an officer of the corporation or association under 
whose name the mark is registered; and . 

(c) Be recorded with the~ of state upon the payment ofa fee of 
fU(ij $JOO to the secretary of state who, upon recording the assignment, 
shall issue in the name of the assignee a certificate of assignment for the 
remainder of the period of the registration. 

2. An assignment of any registration is void as against any subsequent 
purchaser for valuable consideration without notice, unless: 

(a) The assignment is recorded with the secretary of state within 
3 months after the date of the assignment; or 

(b) The assignment is recon:led before the subsequent purchase. 
Sec. 53. NRS 600.395 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
600.395 The fee fur filing a cancellation of registration pursuant to 

NRS 600.390 is~ $50. 
Sec. S4. NRS 78. 770 is hereby repealed. 
Sec. 55. It is the intent of the legislature in enacting section I of this 

act to codify the equitable doctrine of the common law known as .. piercing 
the corporate veil," "alter ego" or .. disregarding the corporate fiction." In 
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codifyi.ng th. is eq~itable doctrine, the. l~slature intends for. the provisions 
?f section I of this act to preempJ entirely the equitable doctrine as it exists 
!n. the ~ommon law o~ the effective date of section I of this act. Further, it 
ts th:e mtent of t~e legislature to change the equitable doctrine, pursuant to 
section 1 of this act, so that a stockholder, director or officer of a 
corporation may not be made individually liable for a debt or liability of 
the corporatio_n unless, among other findings, the court finds that the 
stockholder, director or officer has actually committed fraud in connection 
with the debt or liability in question. · 

Sec. S6,. Sections I, 2, 3, 8, 9, 47 and 55 of this act do not apply to any 
cause of action that accrues before the effective date of this section. . 
. Sec. 57. Notwithstanding the provisions of section S9 of this act to the 
contrary, .the amendatory provisions of section 42 of this act do not apply 
to the ~lmg of the statement of a professional association, or the fee for 
that filing,_ before August l, 2001, except that a professional association 
whose anmversary date ror the 200 I. calendar year falls on or after August 
I, .2~1. shall comply with that sectton as amenqed by this act. even if the 
fihng 1s made before August I, 200 I . 

Sec, 58. The state treasurey shall transfer any· ~alance remaining 
unexpended on June 30, 2001, m the account for special services of the 
secretary of state to the state general fund. 

Sec. ~9. 1. This section and sections l, 2, 3, 8, 9, 47, 55, 56 and 
57 of this a:t become e~ectiv~ upon passage and approval. 

2. Sectsons 4 to 7, mclus1ve, to to 41, inclusive, 43 to 46 inclusive 
49 to S4, inclusive, and 58 of this act become effective: ·' ' 

(a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations 
and perfonning any other preparatory administrative tasks that are 
necessary to cany out the provisions of this act; and 

(b) On July 1, 200 I, for all other purposes. 
3. Section 48 of this act becomes effective at 12:01 a.m. on July 1 

2001. ' 
4. Section 42 of this act becomes effective: 
(a) Upon ~assage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations 

and perfornung any other pi:eparatory administrative tasks that are 
necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and 

(b) On August l, 2001, for all other purposes. 

TEXT OF REPEALED SECTION 

78.770 Filing fees: Articles ofmerger; articles of exchange. 
I. The fee for filing articles of merger of two or more domestic 

corporations is the difference between the fee computed at the rates 
specifie~ in NRS 78.760 upon the aggregate authorized stock of the 
corporation created br the merger and the fee so computed upon the 
aggregate amount o . the total authorized stock of the constituent 
corporations. · · 
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MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMJTTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-First Session 
May 25, 2001 

The Senate Committee on Judiciary was called to order by Chairman Mark A. 
James, at 9:09 a.m., on Friday, May 25, 2001, in Room 2149 of the Legislative 
Building, Carson City, Nevada. The meeting was video conferenced to the 
Grant Sawyer State Office Building, Room 4401, Las Vegas, Nevada. Exhibit A 
is the Agenda. Exhibit B is the Attendance Roster. All exhibits are available 
and on file at the Research Library of the Legislative Counsel Bureau. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman 
.Senator Mike McGinness 
Senator Maurice Washington 
Senator Dina Titus 
Senator Valerie Wiener 
Senator Terry Care 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Bradley A; Wilkinson, Committee Counsel 
Allison Combs, Committee Policy Analyst 
Ann Bednarski, Committee Secretary 

OTHERS PRESENT: 

Julie Whitacre, Concerned Citizen, Member, Nevada State Education 
Association 

Kenneth Lange, Lobbyist, Nevada State Education Association 
Warren B. Hardy II, Lobbyist, National Federation of Independent Businesses 
June Hartman, Concerned Citizen 
Rose E. McKinney-James, Lobbyist, Clark County School District 
Pat A, Zamora, Lobbyist, Clark County School District 
Samuel P. McMullen, Lobbyist, Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce 
Danny L. Thompson, Lobbyist, Nevada State AFL-CIO 
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Dean· Heller, Secretary of State 
Tom R. Skancke, Lobbyist, Nevada Association of Listed Resident Agents, Inc. 
John T. Olive, President, Nevada Association of Listed Resident Agents, Inc. 
Renee Lacey, Chief Deputy Secretary of State, Office of the Secretary of State 
Scott Anderson, Deputy Secretary, Commercial Recordings Division, Office of 

the Secretary of State 
Robert L. Crowell, Lobbyist, Nevada Trial Lawyers Association 

Chairman James opened the meeting stating this bill is one of the only pieces of 
special interest legislation he has introduced because, he said, the special 
interest is our children. He said Senate Bill (S.B.) 577 is result-oriented and 
closes numerous loopholes in our system. 

SENATE BILL 577: Limits common-law and statutory liability of corporate 
stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing certain 
documents with secretary of state. (BDR 7-1547) 

Chairman James described the loopholes as providing services for high".level 
corporations and business transactions in Nevada for a number of years without 
any increase in the cost. He explained the 2 for t benefit of S.B. 577 as, first, 
closing loopholes, thereby providing the state with a means of recovering the 
cost of doing business, and secondly, generating funds to accomplish a critical 
objective for the state of Nevada. But, he continued, the best thing about this 
legislation is it does no harm. This bill, Chairman James said, will keep Nevada 
as the premier state for incorporation, for· doing business, and the best state in 
the country to locate a corporate domicile. "To boot," he added, "an important 
enhancement. for ciirectors of Nevada companies is the protection provided them 
by law." Basically, Chairman James explained, S. B. 577 adjusts fees for 
services through the Office of the Secretary State. 

Chairman James welcomed questions regarding the adjustments of fees or the 
technical application of these adjustments and fees encouraging people to come 
forward and voice their concerns. Should the answer or solution to their query 
be unresolved during the meeting, the Chairman encouraged those with 
questions to please submit them in written form as requests for amendments. 

Additionally, Chairman James announced the meeting was being video 
conferenced to the Grant Sawyer State Office Building in Las Vegas. He 
acknowledged there were a number of people interested in voicing support for 
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S.B. 577, both in Carson City and in Las Vegas, who have been waiting for a 
number of days for an opportunity to testify, He mentioned, again, the result· 
oriented part of the bill; it generates money for our school children. In order to 
facilitate discussion with the constraints of time, Chairman James asked groups 
to organize among themselves to accommodate everyone wishing to be heard. 

Chairman James elected to have those in Las Vegas testify first, acknowledging 
they have been there for days waiting for an opportunity to speak. Julie 
Whitacre, Concerned Citizen, Member, Nevada State Education Association 
(NSEA), said there was a representative in Carson City prepared to speak for the 
teachers' organization. 

Kenneth Lange, Lobbyist, Nevada State Education Association (NSEA), testified 
from the committee room in Carson City. He ~aid he represented the nearly 
23,000 teachers and educatiO:n-support personnel who are members of NSEA. 
Mr. Lange asked to be on record in support of the efforts of the judiciary 
committee and their work to find more money for resources for the school 
children of Nevada. He stated every dollar counts, adding to give every school 
child in Nevada a $10 workbook would cost approximately $4 million. As part 
of a larger package, Mr. Lange said, the efforts put into this bill would get this 
state well on its way to improving the education of its children. He expressed 
appreciation for the efforts put into S.B. 577 and recognized its complexities, 
concluding his comments with an urging for the two-thirds majority vote 
required to further its progress in the legislature. 

Senator Washington said he knew that NSEA had worked on S.B. 577 and been 
involved with the negotiations. He asked Mr. Lange whether the NSEA is 
seeking more revenues for education from other sources. Senator Washington 
said the NSEA plan for funding educational programs would assist him in 
making his decision on S.B. 577. 

Mr. Lange responded he did not know, as the focus has been on S.B. 577 and 
the immediate and pressing need for revenues for schools. He said there is a 
fundamental· need to look at the tax structure of the state of Nevada and make 
some changes to assure ongoing funding for our schools. The objective, he 
said, is to find strong, sustained financial support for our children's· futures. 
With our children's education in mind, he said, NSEA will continue to look at 
every option to make sustained financial support a reality. He said the role of 
the NSEA is to advocate for our teachers and for our children. 
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Senator Washington said he is very aware Governor Guinn is most interested in 
improving education in the state and, therefore, aiming to make it well-funded. 
No one should be construed as derelict or remiss regarding education 
obligations, but it is difficult to take care of the needs of all constituents. The 
rhetoric goes out claiming legislators are not concerned, or are ill informed. If 
his support for S.S. 577 is then followed by another initiative to fund education, 
his constituents would be unhappy with his decision. Therefore, he suggested 
all parties get together and design a workable, comprehensive plan of action. A 
plan supported by the state and the citizenry makes it is easier to do what is 
right for our children. Senator Washington explained he has an obligation to 
answer to his constituents, adding he is very much in support of improving 
education, but he needs to know what direction is planned. 

Mr. Lange responded there has never been a position -before where there · are 
more people expressing a need to be proactive and plan for the future. These 
statements have come, he said, from the Governor, the Chamber of Commerce, 
and the Nevada State Education Association. Currently, he said, the 
environment has been shaped for positive dialogue before the legislative session 
concludes. Mr. Lange said he recognizes an urgency to move the dialogue 
along in a very timely manner. He said if planning begins now, and objectives 
are identified, NSEA and the• state would be prepared well before the next 
legislative session. He continued, noting everyone has an opportunity to engage 
in community dialogue, and the policy~making discourse Nevada deserves and 
Senate am 577 represents. 

Senator James agreed Mr. Lange's comments were consistent with his 
sentiments and objectives, stating the need is to move forward, but admitting 
S.S. 577 is not the entire solution; rather, it is the "predicate for" the overall 
solution, The senator expressed appreciation to the NSEA and others for their 
interest in attempts to draft a workable solution for Nevada's educational 
problems. Chairman James agreed with Senator Washington's belief the 
process of finding solutions is better accomplished by harmonious cooperation. 

Warren B. Hardy II, Lobbyist, National Federation of Independent Businesses 
{NFIB), testified there are over 600,000 small businesses in America with 2500 
of them located in Nevada. He said 90 percent of NFIB members have six or 
fewer employees. Mr. Hardy described the organization as membership-driven 
explaining he is, therefore, unable to comment on S.B. 577 until the members 
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have voted and therefore voiced their position. However, Mr. Hardy said, he 
could comment on his perception of S.B. 577. He said he believes it is a 
commitment on the part of this Legislature to protect small business; 
furthermore, he is extremely encouraged by the negotiations conducted over the 
last few days. Mr. Hardy commented on the interest to preserve and protect 
small business, describing it as unanimous, complete, and bipartisan. Nevada's 
small businesses, he added, represent 60 percent of the employment in the 
state. Mr. Hardy voiced his appreciation for the legislative effort and thanked 
the committee. Chairman James expressed his appreciation to Mr. Hardy for 
following the process. 

Senator Titus asked Mr. Hardy for verification he is pleased with the 
negotiations resulting in the current draft of Senate Bill 577. She recalled 
Mr. Hardy did not feel small business was protected in the original drafting of 
the bill. Mr. Hardy responded: 

That is correct. We felt there were some concerns that had not 
been anticipated that had unintended consequences in the first 
legislation. We are much happier with this proposal because ... 
This represents a genuine desire to protect small business. 

Senator Washington asked for verification S.B .. 577 would not hurt minorities 
who desire to open and operate small businesses. Mr. Hardy responded, from 
his understanding of the concept, this bill would not be a detriment to starting 
any type of small business. Mr. Hardy referenced his own family's business, in 
operation for 45 years in Nevada without problems, stating when the business 
incorporated, things remained the same. He said he believed most small, 
incorporated businesses would mirror his family's experience. Senator 
Washington said he needed to be sure it is on the record. 

Chairman James said Mr. Hardy's comments were apropos and consistent with 
Senator Porter's concern about protecting small business and ensuring small 
business will not be hurt by this legislation. Senator James mentioned the lady 
from the coffee shop across the street and invited her to speak on S.B. 577. 
June Hartman, Concerned Citizen, announced she was the owner of a coffee 
shop and was in favor of Senate Bil/ 577. 

Senator Porter said he appreciated the presence of Ms. Hartman because, he 
said, she represents Nevada's small business people. He said he rarely supports 
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special interest legislation; however, he said, S.B. 577 is thre~pronged. He 
opined challenges are vastly different in schools today than they were, for 
example, in the 1960s, stating a reason for expulsion from school years ago 
was, perhaps, chewing gum in class, but today reasons include violence, rape, 
and broken families. Senator Porter mentioned the crisis in southern Nevada's 
schools, which are currently in: need of hiring hundreds of professional teachers. 
He said Senate Bill 577 closes long-ignored corporate Joopholes and helps 
teachers and education. Finally, he said, the majority of the Nevada community 
is expecting accountability. Accountability, he said, is the final prong he was 
proposing this morning. Senator Porter said accountability must be included 
because it goes hand in hand with this legislation. Parents, he said, want 
assurance the dollars raised by this bill go into the classroom,. education is 
funded properly i and the needs of the students are addressed. He said he is 
proposing an amendment to S.8. 577 requiring an audit to assure parents and 
teachers the money is being spent responsibly. Senator Porter applauded 
Senator James for crafting this bill closing corporate loopholes and improving 
the educational status of the state. 

Senator Washington said he appreciated Senator Porter's comments, particularly 
those related to an audit amendment being added to the bill. He asked to 
expand the amendment to jnc[ude an audit in Washoe County as assurance all 
schools are effectively using resources properly. He said it is important to use 

. . 

the best technology available in schools and anticipated parents and teachers 
alike would be pleased. 

Rose E. McKinney-James, ·Lobbyist, Clark County School District, thanked the 
committee for bringing forth S.B. 577, which she said has been anticipated 
throughout the entire legislative session. Ms. McKinney-James said she had 
hoped to return to Clark County with some resources desperately needed in the 
classroom and for teachers. Particularly, Ms. McKinney-James said, the 
balanced approach, ensuring dollars would go into the classroom for programs 
already developed, which address both performance and achievement, was 
needed. She said she looks forward to the opportunity to study Senator 
Porter's amendment and stated improved accountability is welcome. She 
added, however, the auditing aspect, hopefully, will not interfere with the 
primary goal of the schools: to educate our children. Ms. McKinney-James 
concluded her comments voicing appreciation for the opportunity to participate, 
and recognized it as a first step in an expanding discussion over the interim. 
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Senator Porter reiterated and :summarized his thoughts stating the goal of this 
legislation was to enact a needs-based, result-oriented program assuring parents 
and the community that educational operations are working to reach the goals 
desired by the people of this state. 

Senator Titus asked what an · audit of the Clark County School District would 
cost. She also wanted to know whether the funds acquired by this legislation 
would be earmarked for a specific use, or whether the school has the authority 
to choose how the funding is spent. Ms. McKinney-James responded she · 
believed it was the latter choice · as nothing, to her knowledge, has been 
mentioned, specifically. Senator Titus agreed nothing specific was apparent; 
however, she added, it seemed to be the direction it is going. She asked the 
position of the school district. · 

Chairman James said the bill does not contain the entire program because the 
Governor will be presenting it. The attention of this plan, he said, is designed to 
give teachers additional compensation, and part of the funds· would go directly 
to specific programs in the Clark County School District, such as enhancement 
of technology, textbooks, sports, and music programs. He said this is his 
perception of what the Governor intends to do. Senator Titus asked if another 
bill would specify these. objectives. Chairman James said those specifics would 
not be part of S.B. 577; instead, they would be addressed in the budget 
legislation. He explained this money, proposed to be generated by S.S. 577, is 
$30 million for an education enhancement program to which legislators aim to 
give 100 percent support. He explained the concept of accountability proposed 
by Senator Porter would be part of the entire package, but said . he doubted it 
would be included in S.8. 577. He said the money generated from this bill goes 
into the General Fund and is allocated when the Governor prepares his budget. 
Chairman James voiced appreciation for Senator Titus' concerns about how the 
money would be spent. He continued, stating the discussion today resulted in 
indications some money will go into the classroom, and some money will go 
towards giving teachers a saiary increase. uHowever," he said, "it is the 
Governor who will make those decisions, now that the groundwork has begun." 

Senator Washington said it should be understood this bill is to support, 
continue, and enhance education. Chairman James said his intention with this 
legislation is to find the means to acquire the money to improve Nevada's 
education. He said the design: of S.B. 577 is to create ongoing, fiscally sound 
funding to keep things going in Nevada. 
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Pat Zamora, Lobbyist, Clark County School District, said the cost of an audit 
would be estimated at a maximum of $15,000 a year. 

Samuel P. McMullen, Lobbyist, Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, said he was 
accompanied by Kami Dempsey, Director of Governmental Affairs, Las Vegas 
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. McMullen called the discussion today good, stating 
testimony is better and more supportive than it would have been 2 days ago. 
He said many concerns existing just days ago have now been satisfied, One of 
them, he said, was the impact on small business, but he recognizes now that 
business, especially small business, has. been considered and protected. 
Mr. McMullen mentioned the one-time fee incorporated into S.B. 577, as 
opposed to an ongoing charge or long-term taxation, caused some concern to 
business, but has now been addressed satisfactorily. · 

Mr. McMullen expressed appreciation for all seven members of the judiciary 
committee who weighed the concerns of everyone involved in the discussions. 
The statement prepared for May 22 was one of commitment signed by 30 or 40 
business groups that very seriously and sincerely endorsed it. It reflected a 
great amount of effort and a willingness to participate during the interim .in 
planning for solutions. The · business community supports the objective of 
educational enhancement; it is a "critical focus" during the interim planning. 
Mr. McMullen made a direct and open invitation to others to provide input and 
ideas, particularly teachers with whom collaboration and communication is vital. 
He asked that the record reflect the invitation to collaborate and work together 
to solve common problems was a most serious invitation. 

Chairman James said he is "absolutely committed"· to working on accomplishing 
this budget change through the legislative process. He realized the chamber of 
commerce was a large group of business interests, both large and small. He 
then related a dinner conversation he recently had with a businessman who 
supported S.B. 577 "1000 percent" because he believed, from a businessman's 
point of view, if schools prepared students better, it would ultimately help 
business. Chairman James thought this story would set the tone for a 
cooperative effort between businesses and schools. 

Mr. McMullen commented about the chairman's experience, stating the 
chamber of commerce has been having those kinds of conversations for years. 
"If you think about it . . . . the kind of collaboration we're hoping for in the 
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interim • . . business has no reason or desire to be at war with education. That 
is not in anyone's best interest." Mr. McMullen said the lifeblood of business, 
any business, is its employees. The education system creates good employees; 
the business-related education programs currently offered are there to help the 
business c.ommunity. Mr. McMullen stressed the importance of schools and 
businesses working together. Chairman James thanked Mr.· McMullen and 
expressed the feeling of a new tone of collaboration, cooperation, and harmony 
between business and education. 

Senator Titus said she respected the pledge put forth by Mr. McMullen on 
behalf of the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce. But, she said, she is concerned 
because during the last interim the Governor had great plans and nothing came 
of the meetings between mining, business, and gaming. Senator Titus said, 
"Here we are again, piecing together little Band-Aids during the final hours of 
the Legislature." She said when Senator Porter presented his audit amendment, 
she would present an amendment calling for a legislative interim committee to 
study the taxes proposed for business. Then, she continued, it will be a public 
forum, where everyone can participate and testify. She thanked Mr. McMullen 
for his invitation to communicate, and said she believed a legislative interim 
committee would be better than boardrooms and backrooms. · 

Mr. McMullen said he appreciated Senator Titus' reference to backrooms, 
adding he believed, whether or not there was a legislative interim committee, 
the chamber of commerce still needed their process. He said during the last 
interim there was a need to get all taxpayers involved in the process for their 
input, but; instead, it was a missing ingredient. · Mr. McMullen said some long .. 
term thinking and planning has already been done, and some analysis has begun 
regarding the status of the state of Nevada in 10 years in terms of needs and 
revenues. Business, he said, likes long-term projections for planning, and those 
pieces of information need · to be determined by a governmental process. 

Senator Titus agreed with Mt. McMullen stating, again, an open forum with 
discussion with legislators involved throughout the process would be the way to 
find a collaborative solution. Mr. McMullen responded he did not see a problem 
with an open forum, adding accountability is an important issue. The objective 
is to find a way to measure what teachers do in terms of performance. An 
argument is expected about the issue, but the business community needs to be 
comfortable with what happens in the classroom. He voiced an interest in 
expediting the teacher certification process, as Las Vegas currently has a critical 
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shortage of teachers, and he felt the process of teacher training takes too long. 
Another consideration to accelerating teacher training is temporary certification 
as needed. Mr. McMullen said these are some of the considerations to be 
addressed by the public. 

Chairman James commented on the accountability of teachers issue stating 
there is no need for any law or to do anything to see accountability. He said, 
"Just go sit in the back of a classroom . . . Pick any classroom in the state and 
just go sit in a classroom for the whole day and watch what happens." He said 
he had done this and believed any businessman would "feel a tot better about 
this issue" if he took the time to make a classroom visit. He said, "It's 
tremendous what's happening there [even] with the lack of resources." 

Senator Care said there are some provisions in S.B. 577 which do not go to 
funding: the codification of the heightened 0 clear and convincing evidence" 
standard and the codification of the "alter ego doctrine." These address the 
fiduciary responsibility of a corporation to a shareholder, he said. Senator Care 
said, in the earlier version of this bill, Mr. McMullen took umbrage with these 
provisions. He asked whether Mr. McMullen had any position on these 
provisions. 

Mr. McMullen replied, "The jury is still out on those [provisions]." He then said 
he also represents the retail association that met with chamber officials, and the 
result of the meeting was both sides agreed corporate boards of directors of 
corporations might need some protections. Chairman James interjected, 
reliance on · financial advisors, and those who give opinions regarding 
transactions to allow for an "out," need to be included in the provision. Then, 
he said, a different standard of proof and codifying fraud must be evident before 
piercing the corporate veil. Mr. McMullen agreed, and admitted there had been 
little analytical time spent to date on those provisions. Chairman James 
remarked the new tone about this legislation was evident in Mr. McMullen's 
remarks. 

Senator Porter focused on accountability in. his comments. He said he married a 
teacher and knows firsthand of the trials and tribulations of a professional 
educator. A child, he said, is in the classroom about 9 percent of a year and, 
therefore, is somewhere else 91 percent of the time. He noted parents place a 
lot of trust and faith in their children's teachers, but there is mistrust of those 
who manage the educational system. Accountability, he said, is welcomed by 
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teachers who adhere to the standards required of them. . Where something is 
missing, Senator Porter said, is in management, operations, and procedures in 
allowing a teacher to teach and a parent to be involved. He voiced great 
respect for the teaching profession, and said he believed parents expect a lot for 
the 9 percent of a year children spend in school. Senator Porter announced his 
desire that emphasis be placed on an audit, which focuses on a look at 
management's hiring practices, spending, and statistics to ensure professionals 
can do their jobs. 

Danny L. Thompson, Lobbyist, Nevada State AFL-CIO, related each year the .·· 
Nevada State AFL-CJO has two conventions, one is a constitutionaJ meeting, 
and the other is a political convention. He continued, stating at the,last political 
convention a resolution passed unanimously supporting a quality schools plan 
presented by the NSEA. Mr. Thompson said the Nevada State AFL-CIO 
represents 155,000 members and their families, or 360,000 Nevadans. 
Therefore, to accommodate th, concerns of membership, he said, the Nevada 
State AFL-CIO leaders debate many issues before a position on any given issue 
is decided. He used the gaming tax as an example of something the 
organization opposed, stating the position of the Nevada State AFL-CIO was to 
diversify Nevada's tax base. Mr. Thompson claimed, with Indian gaming and 
gaming all over the United States, it would be prudent to seek other entities for 
state revenue in the form of taxes to avoid a financial disaster. 

Mr. Thompson talked about the salary of teachers, stating a starting teacher is 
paid an average of $26,800 per year in. Clark County. Garbage truck drivers, he 
claimed, earn nearly twice as much money as teachers. He identified the 
problem as the inability to hire dedicated, well-trained teachers, indicating, 
currently, there is a need for 1200 new teachers and only 500 have been 
recruited to. date. Mr. Thompson said the shortage of 700 professional teachers 
is directly related to the $26,800 salary. He said Nevada leads the nation in the 
dropout rate of high school students, adding.this number relates to the teenage 
pregnancy rate and other social problems. He asserted long-term effects of 
lacking education include 82 percent of prison populations, mostly high school 
dropouts. Mr. Thompson said the numbers all connect, stating he believed the 
best educators are not interested in teaching for a salary of $26,800, citing the 
Las Vegas teacher shortage as an example. He added the business community 
is also interested in hiring people who have learned some skills, especially math 
and science. Those skills, he said, are acquired in school. 
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Mr. Thompson said the Nevada State AFL-CIO, as a group, is committed to 
solving the problem. He said he was sent to the judiciary committee meeting 
with a task: "To solve this problem with whatever means we can." 
Mr. Thompson thanked the committee, and specifically Chairman James, for 
"having the courage and the leadership to do something about this." 
Mr. Thompson said: · 

We tNevada State AFL-CJO) pledge to work with this committee 
and with whomever to solve this problem. Jt is in all of our best 
interests, because au · the numbers are connected. If we don't 
solve this problem now; if we wait 2 years ..• We cannot wait 2 
years. This problem is manageable today, and in 2 years it will be 
out of control . . . We will be here through the rest of the process 
to work with all parties concerned. 

Chairman.James thanked Mr~ Thompson, agreeing it is the fiscally conservative 
approach to address these problems now. He said once a problem is identified 
it gets worse if you wait to solve it. 

Senator Washington also commended Mr. Thompson on his comments and 
those of Mr. · McMullen; particularly references made to collaborative efforts. 
The senator said during his tenure as a legislator he worked on welfare reform, 
and on standards and accountability measures. He appfauded other legislators 
for their dedication to ensure accountability is part of the educational system in 
areas of hiring, recruiting, and retaining the best teachers to do the best job for 
our children. 

Senator Washington prefaced his concern with, "Maybe this is just 
philosophical," and continued, saying he has watched schools, visited prisons, 
counseled young people and their parents, and he has been part of the process 
of enacting measures to improve education and get parents involved. However, 
he said, in a prison setting, if one speaks to an inmate and inquires about his 
reading skills, Jor example, his family background and; finally,· what the inmate 
says of his educational background, most have poor reading skills, come from 
either single or broken homes, and assess their education as "not supportive, 
denigrated, not encouraging, labeling, and, ultimately, a loss of interest in 
education." He contrasted his own educational experience to what is 
increasingly prevalent today. Senator Washington said he was fortunate to 
finish college and complete an apprenticeship. 
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Senator Washington said, as a consideration for spending more money on 
education in acts of hiring teachers and increasing their salaries, the quality of a 
teacher is vitally important for the overall outlook and future of children. He 
said he was convinced it is the teacher who has the greatest impact on a child's 
life, except for their parents. He said not clergy or youth counselors, but 
teachers most influence the demeanor and concept of self in children. With this 
conviction in mind, Senator Washington believed not only educational 
background but also the "heart" of a prospective teacher should be considered. 
He said a quality teacher wants to see students succeed. Senator Washington 
said it breaks his heart to see youngsters struggling; he knows their destiny is 
statistically decided very early in life. He urged those involved to take an overall 
look at the long-term effects of a poor education. He asked the certification 
processes, the role of principals, the objective of testing, and the effects of 
micro-management in the classroom be reassessed. Senator Washington said 
teachers were not his chief concern, but it is the manner of delivery that 
bothers him. Senator Washington proclaimed: 

When a child walks out of the educational system and can't fill out 
an application, or can't apply for an apprenticeship program 
because he can't add, then it tells me something is wrong. And, 
when you go down to the prison and 90 percent of them can't 
read, and then you look at the fact that a disproportionate share of 
inmates are minorities, something's wrong. Something is wrong. I 
still believe that education is the key to delivering young people out 
of the trouble that they're in now. 

Mr. Thompson responded to Senator Washington, stating his wife was a social 
worker in the child abuse unit in Clark County. He said teachers are not 
expected to solve problems of dysfunctional families; a good, strong family unit 
solves those. Mr. Thompson applauded Senator Washington's work in the 
prisons and agreed with many of his comments, but said he felt it was 
unrealistic to think of teachers as the ube all, end alln of our problems. He 
concluded with a plea to all join together and solve these problems. "If we 
don't, we're going to have a lot more problems, come two years."' 

Chairman James said he was most appreciative of testimony from both the 
business and education communities. He then welcomed Secretary of State 
Dean Heller, explaining the Secretary of State's office is the machinery to make 
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all the plans and proposals work. Chairman James publicly commended 
Mr. Heller for raising the level of his office by dedication to the tasks before 
him, and making it the machinery to address this critical issue before the 
committee. Chairman James said there is a commitment to continue helping 
Nevada have the best Secretary of State's office in the country. 

Secretary of State Dean Heller thanked Chairman James and credited Renee 
Lacy, chief deputy secretary of state, and Scott Anderson, deputy secretary of 
state, from his office for the effort put forth to bring the S.B. 577 package 
together. He then expressed appreciation to Chairman James for including his 
office in the process. 

Secretary of State Heller said, in 1991, corporate functions and statutes were 
revised, providing for broader application and enticements to bring business to 
Nevada. One of the provisions was flexibility in the Office of the· Secretary of 
State, the purpose of Which, he said, was to allow Nevada to compete against 
49 other states for business. He added a corporation could file application 
anywhere; He explained both the Department of Taxation and the Department 
of Motor Vehicles and Public Safety compete against no one. Secretary of 
State Heller said, in 1991 a provision was added to the law to produce a special 
revenue account giving the flexibility needed to be competitive. He said 
S.B. 577 alters the flexibility clause somewhat; it is an issue of concern. The 
Office of the Secretary of State does not want to lose the competitiveness or 
the flexibility against the other states, he declared. Secretary ·Of State Heller 
specifically addressed section 58 of S.B. 577 stating, as currently drafted, it 
would cause an immediate loss of $2 million in payroll and $1.5 million used for 
technology. He added he was aware the intent was not to cause loss, but 
reiterated special revenue operating funds placed in the general fund budget 
account were. problematic. 

Chairman James acknowledged he was aware of the concern and had already 
discussed the issue with the Governor and the chairman of finance.. He 
declared his commitment to the Office of the Secretary of State. Secretary of 
State Heller stated he knew Chairman James' position. Mr. Heller did not want 
to see fees raised and services cut, pointing out 6 years ago it took 6 to 8 
weeks to do a corporate filing, and today it takes, through the special revenue 
fund, 2 to 3 days. He said those are the type of services Nevada needs to 
maintain in order to continue to be an attractive place in which to incorporate. 
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One other concern voiced by the Secretary of State was the continuance of the 
declaration, "under penalty of perjury," instead of an affidavit. He explained his 
office experienced a 30 percent rejection rate because businesses forget to file 
the affidavits, and the "under penalty of perjury" would help the office continue 
to render efficient service. Chairman James said this issue would be addressed 
in bill drafting. He repeated this legislation would not be possible without the 
help of the Office of the Secretary of State and, specifically, of Mr. Heller. 

Chairman James then introduced S. B. 51 , a corporate business bill addressing 
similar issues to those of S.B. 577. 

SENATE BILL 51! Makes various changes pertaining to business associations. 
(BOR 7-255) 

He explained S.B; 51 had to be processed to concur with the Assembly prior to 
addressing S.B. 577, which is pending for today on the Senate Floor. 

SENATOR MCGINNESS MOVED TO CONCUR WITH THE ASSEMBLY 
AMENDMENTS TO S.S .. 51. 

SENATOR WJENER SECONDED THE MOTION. 

THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

***** 

Chairman James called a recess of the meeting at 10:32 a.m. 

Chairman James reconvened the meeting and called the meeting to order at 
4:05 p.m. He announced the committee would hear further testimony on 
Senate Bill 577. 

Tom R. Skancke, Lobbyist, Nevada Association of Listed Resident Agents, Inc., 
introduced the president of the association John T. Olive. Mr. Skancke voiced 
support for S.S. 577 and was interrupted by Chairman James, who wanted to 
publicly thank both Mr. Skancke and Mr. Olive and their clients for making 
suggestions and actively working on solutions. Chairman James stated there is 
a reliance on this organization to work closely with the Secretary of State's 
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office and make known to the business community the annual fee is not being 
raised. 

Mr. Skancke said the suggested language changes in the amendment, initially 
removed, now . need to be reinstated (Exhibit C). He suggested staff from the 
Office of the Secretary of State, also requesting changes, join him in drafting an 
amendment for these desired changes. 

Chairman James explained why he did not agree with these proposed changes. 
John Olive, President, Nevada Association of Listed Resident Agents, Inc., 
accepted Chairman James' explanation and stated if the Office of the Secretary 
of State concurred, he would too. Chairman James verified with Ms. Lacey 
(Renee Lacey, Chief Deputy Secretary of State) there is no problem with the 
language of S.B. 577. Mr. Skancke said, after a review with the committee and 
Ms .. Lacey regarding each suggested change, most questions are answered and 
his concerns are satisfied. The changes are also consistent with the proposals 
from the Office of the Secretary of State. 

Mr. Olive stated, for the record, appreciation for the work and effort by the 
judiciary committee on S.B. 577. He said the committee addressed a very 
important issue to business organizations in the state. Mr. Olive continued, 

· saying there is a dire need for assistance to improve the quality of education in 
the state. He said the corporate citizens of Nevada feel a responsibility to step 
forward and offer assistance. He added the corporate fee increase represented 
a serious attempt to help. Mr. Olive commended the regislators for their strong 
desire to earmark these fees for the betterment of education, and committed his 
organization to an ongoing involvement in assuring it happens. Mr. Olive 
concluded, stating: 

We are in firm support of the need to enhance the quality of the 
education here in the state. We appreciate the responsiveness of 
Senator James and others of the committee that have participated 
in this process in addressing some of our concerns. We believe 
that the fee increase represents a way of augmenting funding to 
the state in a way that will help the state to enhance opportunities 
for economic development as well as growing small businesses 
here in the state . . . We wanted to just simply express our 
appreciation and say we are committed to this as an ongoing 
agenda item for our group to be involved in this. 
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Chairman James thanked Mr. Olive for his testimony and commentary. 

Chairman James then addressed the section of S.B. 577 dealing with the 
placement of funds generated by this corporate fee increase, stating, for the 
record: · 

The increased fees and the new money generated by this bill from 
those kinds of fees will go to the General Fund and will be part of 
the money that is utilized in the way the bill is intended, and the 
Governor just outlined. The rest of it (special services/revenue 
funds) will continue to be used in your office (Secretary of State} in 
the way it has been done . . . The bill drafters are coming up with 
that specific language so that, in fact, it will not be removed from 
the secretary of state's budget. 

Renee Lacey, Chief Deputy Secretary of State, Office of the Secretary of State, 
responded· to Chairman James' statement, commenting it allays the fears of the 
Secretary of State. She added the Office of the Secretary of State is al ready 
working with the bill drafters, and thanked Chairman James. 

Senator Washington asked Ms. Lacey to verify the change regarding affidavits. 
Ms. Lacey said the change was the word, "affidavits," which has been replaced 
with the phrase "declaration under penalty of perjury." She said there is an 
amendment addressing the language change in every appropriate section of 
S.B. 577 (Exhibit D). 

Chairman James asked Scott Anderson, Deputy Secretary of State, Commercial 
Recordings Division, Office of the Secretary of State, to explain the 
amendments proposed. by his office. Chairman James asked Senator 
McGinness to preside over the meeting, temporarily. 

Senator McGinness invited Ms. Lacey and Mr. Anderson to proceed with the 
explanation ofthe amendments. 

Ms. Lacey said the first several amendments address Senator Washington's 
question on the change in language. She said in another proposed amendment, 
a compromise was reached regarding raising the cap, and explained there would 
be an amendment allowing her office to take some funds from special services 
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funds for additional. space and additional employees. She said, the fiscal impact 
and increased number of positions in the Office of the Secretary of State wifJ be 
online on July 1, 2001 , stating the filing forms have to be revised and the office 
anticipates an increase iii business from the liability provisions (Exhibit 0). 

Senator McGinness asked whether the compromise would be part of S.B. 577. 
Bradley A. Wilkinson, Committee Counsel, Legal Division, Legislative Counsel 
Bureau, answered· affirmatively. 

Ms. Lacey said the other concern was the effective date, stating the 
amendment proposed a change from July 1 to August 1, 2001. She defended 
the request, saying the forms have to be revised, and most filings will be 
rejected simply because there will not be adequate time to give notification of 
the change in fees without this date change. 

Senator McGinness · suggested changing all the effective dates to August 1 . 
Ms. Lacey replied only Section 59 of S.B. 577 required a change to August 1, 
2001 (Exhibit OJ. 

Senator Care .questioned the projections made by the Office of the· Secretary of 
State. Mr. Anderson responded the figures proposed by the resident agents 
were based upon revenue in volume figures provided by the secretary of state's 
offlce 2 weeks ago. He said the estimate of the initial list appeared to be 
19,000 filings, but, after working through them, the number of filings appears 
to be closer to 17,000. 

Chairman James returned and resumed presiding over the meeting. 

Robert L. Crowell, Lobbyist, Nevada Trial Lawyers Association, began his 
testimony by calling attention to serious concerns with the immunity language 
in sections 1 and 3 of S.B. 577. He submitted proposed amendments to the bill 
(Exhibit E). Chairman James asked him to explain the use of the word "or0 

instead of "and 0 in section 3 of S.B. 577. Mr. Crowell responded this change is 
consistent with existing law. Chairman James said as a matter of prudence, the 
Legislative Counsel Bureau (LCB) would be consulted on the use of the word 
"or." 
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Chairman James then announced a work session to fine-tune the amendments 
would be convened tomorrow after the floor session, explaining he did not want 
to eliminate something that would decrease authority. 

Senator Care asked Mr. Crowell about shortening the statute of limitations from 
3 years to 2 years. Mr. Crowell responded the preference was to leave it as it 
is at 3 years, but added the issue was not discussed. 

Mr. Skancke asked for some clarification of Mr. Crowell's proposed 
amendments to S.B. 577. He stated he was not an attorney and wanted to 
know how this changes the bill. Chairman James answered, "It takes out the 
alter-ego issue, and then it removes the 'clear and convincing evidence' 
standard, but leaves in place the blanket limitation on liability for officers and 
directors and lessens the breach of fiduciary duties or intentional misconduct." 

Mr. Olive then said his concern is elimination of the phrase, "clear and 
convincing evidence standard" would weaken the attractiveness of doing 
business in Nevada. He said the nature of other corporate statutes, including 
this phrase, would be a positive step for the state, because, he explained, it 
would make it more difficult to attack an officer or a director from the outside. 
He said he liked the elevation of that standard of proof from "preponderance" to 
"clear and convincing." 

Senator Titus responded to Mr. Olive stating, "Nevada is already attractive 
enough for businesses to come." She said the "clear and convincing" phrase 
was codified long ago, and conditions have changed considerably.. Therefore, 
she did not think it was needed anymore; She continued, pointing out there is 
no corporate income tax, and fees remain much lower than anyplace else, and, 
she added, with the inclusion of the opt-out protection, Nevada is still . better 
than Delaware or Wyoming. 

Senator Washington said he also is not a lawyer, but thought "clear and 
convincing evidence" had a significant impact on corporations in regard to 
piercing the corporate veil. He said he was not convinced it was wise to delete 
the phrase. Senator Titus said the standard on other civil cases is not as high. 
She said "clear and convincing evidence" is a standard used in criminal cases. 
Senator Care added he applauds the chairman for his work on S.B. 577 and, in 
an effort to address Senator Washington's concern, said the focus should be on 
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the fees to enhance education, which has been done. Therefore, he added, 
liability is not the issue. 

Mr. Olive joined the conversation, stating the introduction of a higher standard 
or a "clear and convincing evidence" standard exists only in a couple of other 
states where it is associated with establishing liability on the part of a corporate 
principal. Therefore, Nevada would not be the first, and he mentioned Ohio as 
one state using this standard. "The value of it is that it makes it more attractive 
for an individual to step forward as a corporate principal and participate in the 
business start~up," Mr. Olive said. He said Nevada corporation statutes invite 
small businesses to set up here. Mr. Olive added he would like · to see the 
statutes as encouraging and attractive to market from his .business vantage. 
Mr. Olive then proclaimed: 

There is no other industry in the state of Nevada that is as 
energetic with regard to the advertising and marketing of the state 
of Nevada and the things that make it attractive in the business 
arena as our industry. We recognize this as something that would 
be important in furthering our efforts to market Nevada across the 
country. 

Mr. Olive continued, asserting "clear and convincing evidence" does increase 
the level of protection. He said Mr. Crowell's comments regarding section 1 are 
true; therefore, his interest is only in preserving a new standard of proof, giving 
more protection to corporate principals. 

Senator Washington reminded the committee of a testifier in the previous day's 
meeting who said he would not object to higher fees if he could retain "clear 
and convincing evidence" and reduce the liabilities of corporate officers. 
Senator Washington asked if lowering the fees, but eliminating the higher 
standard, reduces the appeal of Nevada for business interests. 

Mr. Olive answered he did not believe it accurate to equate the impact of the 
level of fees with the importance attached to increased protection. He said the 
level of increased protection proposed in S.S. 577 is critical to increase the 
attractiveness of the state of Nevada. 
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Chairman James asked for other testimony on S.B. 577. Senator Porter said he 
wanted to refer back to his comments from this morning, specifically, the 
portion regarding an audit. He said since this morning he had discussed the· bjll 
with Chairman James and staff and concluded S.B. 577 is not the appropriate 
place to include an auditing section. Senator Porter said an audit section would 
be added to some other, more appropriate, legislation. Chairman James offered 
to work with Senator Porter drafting other legislation necessary for inclusion in 
the education enhancements. 

Chairman. James closed the hearing on S.S. 577. He said it would be 
appropriate to move the bill and summarized the proposed amendments. He 
explained the amendments proposed by the Office of the Secretary of State, 
with the exception of an increase in cap, would be reworded by the LCB staff to 
include language to distribute . funds to the Secretary of State and the . General 
Fund, as discussed. 

Senator Titus asked Chairman James about the increase in staff for the Office 
of the Secretary of State to accommodate .. the changes in corporate fees. 
Ms. Lacey said there is an amendment to provide not only additional employees, 
but also more space. Mr. Wilkinson confirmed the amendment for these needs 
would be part of S.B •. 577. Ms. Lacey said the fiscal department had 
participated in the discussion of this amendment and approved it. Chairman 
James said he would verify this with the finance committee chairman. 

The trial lawyers' amendments, Senator James said, were discussed, and the 
language would be changed as proposed. 

After a brief time without commentary from anyone, Chairman James asked 
whether everyone understood the amendments. He asked for a motion to 
amend and do pass on that basis. 

SENATOR TITUS MOVED TO AMEND AND DO PASS S.B. 577. 

SENATOR WIENER SECONDED THE MOTION. 

Senator Washington said he still believed "clear and convincing evidence" was 
important to the bill. He said he supports the bill on the merits of helping 
education, but he felt it a mistake to delete such protection. He reminded 
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Chairman James the. language was part of the original draft. Chairman James 
referred to the amended bill as "a good compromise." 

THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

***** 

Chairman James announced he would present Senate Bill 5 77 on the Senate 
Floor. He adjourned the meeting at 4:58 p.m. 

APPROVED BY: 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

~
~arskl, 
Committee Secretary 

DATE: o/'"3o -0/ -----"'-----------
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AMENDMENTS TO SENATE Bll.L NO. 577 

P.3. Sec. 4(1 )(/) A designation. of Its resident agent in this state. 

Sec. 4(1 )(3) Requirement that an affidavit be included in the initial and annual list 
attesting compliance with NRS 3S4A be replaced with language requiring a statement 
declaring, signed by an officer or agent of the corporation, under penalty of perjury as to 
the compliance of the corporation with NRS 364A. 

P.4. Sec. 4(5) lines 9 and JO, the language of this subsection that bas been stricken 
should be included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that 
bas been provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

Sec. S, lines 28 and 29, the language of this subsection that has been stricken 
should be included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that 
has been provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P .6. Sec. l 0( 1 ), line 45, "If the amount represented by the aggregate total number of 
authorized shares provided fort in the articles or agreement is: 

P. 9, Sec. 16(1), lines 32·34, the language of this subsection that bas been stricken 
should be included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that 
has been provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P. IO, Sec. 17, lines 4,5, the language of this subsection that has been stricken should be 
included.in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that has been 
provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P. 10, Sec. 19(1Xa), line(s) 29, the Janguage of this subsection that bas been stricken 
should be included in the bill to be consistent with and ret1ect the name of the form that 
bas been provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P. I 1. Sec. 20( 1 )(/) A designation of its resident agent in this stale. 

P.11. Sec. 20(3) Requirement that an affidavit be included in the initial and annual list 
attesting compliance with NRS 354A.be replaced with language requiring a statement 
declaring, signed by an officer or agent of the corporation, under penalty of perjury as to 
the compliance of the corporation with NRS 364A 

P. 11 Sec 20( 4) the language of this subsection that has been stricken should be included 
in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that has been provided by 
the Secretary of State~s office for the filing of these lists. · 

P. 11 Sec. 20(4)(b) lines 35, 36 [er eefflfyisg diet Be ehenges iHwe eeemTeEl] 

EXHIBIT c Senate Committee on Judiciary 
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P. 11. Sec. 20(5) lines 42, 43 the language of this subsection that bas been stricken 
should be included in the bill to be consistent with and retlect the name of the form that 
has been provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P.11. Sec. 20(S)(b) lin~ 43, 44 [or a eertifie&H0B ofao ehaages.] 

P. 12. Sec. 21 line 6, the language of this subsection that bas been stricken should be 
included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that has been 
provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. · 

P. 15. Sec. 29(1) U) A designation of its resident agent in this staJe. 

P. IS. Sec.29 lines 8-1 O Requirement that an affidavit be included in the initial and 
annual list attesting compliance with NRS 354A be replaced with language requiring a 
statement declaring, signed by an officer or agent of the corporation, under penalty of 
perjury as to the compliance of the corporation with NRS 364A. 

P. 15. Sec.29(2) line 11, the language ofthis subsection that has been stricken should be 
included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the form that has been 
provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P. 15. Sec.29(3) Une 19,20, the language of this subsection that bas been stricken should 
be included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name oftbe form that has been 
provided by.the Secretary ofState's office for the filing of~ lists. 

P. 17. Sec. 33(1) (I) A. designation of Its resident agent in this state. 

P. 17. Sec.33 lines 8-10 Requirement that an affidavit be included in the initial and 
annual list attesting compliance with NRS 354A be replaced with language requiring a 
statement declaring, signed by an officer or agent of the corporation, under penalty of 
perjury as to the compliance of the corporation with NRS 364A. · 

P. 17. Sec.33(2) line II, the language of this subsection that has been stricken should be 
included in the bill to be consistent with and reflect the name of the fbrm that bas been 
provided by the Secretary of State's office for the filing of these lists. 

P. 19. Sec. 37(1) line 11·13, Requirement that an affidavit be included in the initial and 
annual list attesting compliance with NRS 354A be replaced with language requiring a 
statement declaring, signed by an officer or agent of the corporation, under penalty of 
perjury as to the compliance of the corporation with NRS 364A. 

P. 21. Sec. 42(1) lines 12-14, Requirement that an affidavit be-included in the initial and 
annual list attesting compliance with NRS 354A be replac~ with language requiring a 
statement declaring, signed by an officer or agent of the corporation, under penalty of 
perjury as to the compliance of the corporation with NRS 364A. 

P. 23 Sec. 46(4) line 30 ••• pursuant to subsections 2 and 3 
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PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO S.B. 577 

OFFERED BY SECRETARY OF STATE DEAN HELLER 

May 25,2001 

Amend Section 4, subsection 3, at page 3 of the bill, lines 45 and 46 by deleting the words "an affidavit" 
and inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of perjury" 

Amend Section 16, subsection l(c), at page 9 of the bill, lines 32 and 33 by deleting the words "an 
affidavit" and inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of perjury" 

Amend Section 20, subsection 3, at page 11 of the bill, line29 by deleting the words "an affidavit" and 
inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of perjury" 

<\mend Section 29, subsection 1 ( e ), at page 15 of the bill, lines 8 and 9 by deleting the words "an 
affidavit" and inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of perjury" 

~end Section 33, subsection l(e), at page 17 of the bill, lines 8 and 9 by deleting the words "an 
affidavit" and inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of perjury" 

\mend Section 37, subsection l, at page 19 of the bill, line 12 by deleting the words "an affidavit" and 
inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of perjury" 

/ µnend_Secti?n 42, subsection 1, atp~ge 21 of the bill, line 13_ by deleting the words "an affidavit" and 
V inserting the words "a declaration under penalty of peJ.Jury" · 

\.fiend Section 48, at page 25 of the bill by deleting the deleted language in subsection 3 and changing 

$2,000,000 in subsection 3, line S, to $3,000,000. 

u11end the bill as a whole by deleting Section 58 in its entirety, and renumbering section 59 as 58. 

mend Section 59 of the bill, subsection l(b) at page 27, line 29 by deleting "July" and inserting 

"August" 
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u Presented by Nevada Trial Lawyers May 25, 2001 

Section 1. Chapter 78 ofNRS is hereby amended by adding thereto.a 
,.2 new section to read as follows: 
1.,i:. la &eept as tliheF1visepPfJJ'itled l,y specific NIIIINte, Ne stoekheldeF, 
44llweetor er effiee, @fa eerp8rati0nfe11med ,,,,tie, the hnvs t>fthis stlffe is 
~individually lisWefer a tiett er liBbili#y o-f the cerperaliB11, JflithBllt 
J.+N!gtll'(l to ,w.ether a eewt determines that the steekhelder, tlweew, 91' 

I . 

~ sl,9uh/ be ee11siderd,d the alter ege Bf the eBrperenen er thst the 
"4-Cerpert1tefletien o-fR sepaFrRte e11tity sheuld.be tlisregs,tledfer any ether 

. ~9911, 11.Nle&S!. . 

~ la) Otherwise JN(J~ided iR en. agreeme11t ts whish. the 
stsekheltle,, : 
,~di-leotor or effieer is a pi;:,rty; er 

I 

~ (bJ A eeurt of eom11etent -jfllisdiotien finds by Blear and 
I 

681Hlineing . 
~ n evklenee that: . 

. I 

4-44---<. (1) ·. The 961'peratw,, is inRl:l8need and governed by the 
staekh9/der, 
445-di-leotor er affioer1· 
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~ /2} The,e is SfffHI fHlity of illt919St BR<i 9v.lll8Fsh/p that #le 
~FfJo~at!BFI · BRd the. steekh9kler, direelfH . er · 9lli6er a,e 
insepa,aale f.rtJm 
~aeh other; and 
k- {3} Adhere11ee te the eorp9Fale lietiell 9f a sepa,ate e11til'I 
would 
u...SBRGtieR IFaud. 
»- a. Fsr a eourt tEJ. make a lindiFI!} i11 satisfsetiOR el 
s,,.mpa,ag,aph. (3} 
~ofparagFafJh {h-;' efsubseotion 1, the oourt must fi11<i that the 
M-Stoekholder, diroeter or offieer has aommitted IFaud in 
ea,meetisl,. with 
~the deht OF liahility ol the 6'Np9FBtiOII. 

2-,0 Sec. 2. NRS 78.037 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
2-11 78.037 The articles of incorporation may also contain{+ 
2-12 1. A provision elimiaating or limiting the personal liability of a 
2-13 director ~r officer to the eorpomtioa·or its stockholders for damages ier 
2-1• breaeh of fiduciary ooty as a direetar er officer, h\¼t Sl¼eh a pPovisian must 
2-1s not eliminate. or limit the liability of a director &.F officer fur: 
2-1a (a) Acts or omissions. ·Nhich iavolve intentional miseoa.duot, fraud or a 
2-11 knov:ing 11iolation of l1Vtv; or 
2·18 (b) The payment of distributions iRviolation ofNRS 78.300. 
2-,s 2. Any] any provision, not contrary to the laws of this state[, for) : 
2-~ 1. For the management of the business and for the conduct of the 
2-21 affairs of the corporation(, and any provision creating,}; 
~ 2. Creating, defining, limiting or regulating the powers of the 
2.23 corporation or the rights, powers or duties of the directors, {aadJ the 
2-2-1 officers or the stockholders, or any class of the stockholders, or the 
holders 
2~ of bonds or other obligations of the corporation[, or governing); or 
2-2e 3. Governing the distribution or division of the profits of the 
2-21 corporation. 
2-2e Sec. 3. NRS 78.138 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
2-211 78.138 · 1. Directors and officers shall exercise their powers in good 
2-30 faith and with a view to the interests of the corporation. 
N, .2. In performing their respective duties, directors and officers are 
2~ entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports, books of account or 
2-33 statements, including financial statements and other financial data, that 
are 
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(J 
2-34 prepared or presented by: 
2.35 (a) One or more directors, officers or employees of the corporation 
2"313 reasonably believed to be reliable and competent in the matters prepared 
or 
2-31 presented; 
2-38 (b) Counsel, public accountants,fuiancial advisers, valuation advisers, 
2-39 investment bankers or other persons as to matters reasonably believed to 
2-40 be within the preparer's or presenter's professional· or expert competence; 
2-o11 or 
2-42 { c) A committee on which the director or officer relying thereon does 
2-43 not serve, established in accordance with NRS 78.125, as to matters 
within 
2-44 the committee's designated authority and matters on which the committee 
2--45 is reasonably believed to merit confidence, 
2..-e but a director or officer is notentitled to rely on such information, 
2-41 opinions, reports, books of account or statements if he has knowledge 
2~ concerning the matter in question that would cause reliance thereon to be 
2-4e unwarranted. 
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.. ' v s.1 3. Directors and officers, in deciding upon matters of business, are 
3-2 presumed to act in good faith, on an informed basis and with a view to the 
:.i.:i interests of the corporation. 
~ 4. Directors and officers, in exercising their respective powers with a 
s.s view to the interests of the corporation, may consider: 
3-<S (a) The interests of the corporation's employees, suppliers, creditors and 
3-7 customers; 
3-1.1 (b) The·economy of the state and nation; 
» (c) The interests of the community and of society; and 
s.10 (d) The long-term as well as short-term interests of the corporation and 
s.11 its stockholders, including the:possibility that these interests may be best 
;i.12 served by the continued independence ofthe·corporation. 
:i-,a 5. Directors and officers are not required to consider the effect of a 
3-14 proposed corporate action upon any particular group having an interest in 
;i.1s the corporation as a dominant factor. 
:i-1a 6. The .provisions of subsections 4 and 5 do not create or authorize any 
a.11 causes of action against the corporation or its directors or officers. 
:i-1e 7. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 35.230, 90.660, 91.250, 
a.,e 452.200, 452.270, 66~.045 and 694A.030, a director or officer is not 
3-20 individually liable to the· corp,oration or its stockholders for any 

· damages as a result of any act or failure to act 
3-21 in his capacity as a director orofflcer unless iHsp,even by eleiW MUI 

• • "d, 'h . ~eenwneutg ew~ee t~st: 
3-23 (a) His act or failure to actconstituted a breach of his.fiduciary duties 
a-24 as a director.or officer; tHHl.fl!. 
:1-2s (h) His breach of those duties involved intentional misconduct,fraud 
1-2e or a knowing violation of law. 
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MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE 

Seventy-Rrst Session 
May 26. 2001 

( 

The Senate Committee on Finance was called to order by Chairman William J. 
Raggio at 8:19 a.m., on Saturday, May 26, 2001, in Room 2134 of the Legislative 
Building, Carson City, Nevada. Exhibit A is the Agenda. Exhibit B is the 
Attendance Roster. AJI exhibits are available and on file at the Research Library of 
the legislative Counsel Bureau. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Senator William J. Raggio, Chairman 
Senator Raymond D. Rawson, Vice Chairman 
Senator Lawrence E. Jacobsen 
Senator Bob Coffin 
Senator Bernice Mathews 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT: 

Senator William R. O'Donnell (Excused) 
Senator Joseph M. Neal Jr. (Excused) 

GUEST LEGISLATORS PRESENT: 

Assemblywoman Vonne S. Chowning, Clark County Assembly District Number 28 
Assemblyman Richard 0. Perkins, Clark County Assembly District Number 23 
Assemblywoman Sheila Leslie, Washoe County Assembly District Number 27 
Assemblywoman Bonnie L. Parnell, Assembly District Number 40 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Gary L. Ghiggeri, Senate Fiscal Analyst 
Bob Guernsey, Principal Deputy Fiscal Analyst 
Jennifer Ruedy, Committee Secretary 

OTHERS PRESENT: 

Daryl E. Capurro, Lobbyist, Nevada Motor Transport Association 
Wm. Gary. Crews; CPA, Legislative Auditor, Audit Division, Legislative Counsel 

Bureau 
Daniel G. Miles, Vice Chancellor, Finance and Administration. System 

Administration Office, University and Community College System of Nevada 
Paula. Berkley, Lobbyist, EduCare, Community Living Corporation 
Brian L. Lahren, Lobbyist, Washoe Association for Retarded Citizens Inc. 
Don Hataway, Deputy Director, Budget Division, Department of Administration 
Charles Duarte, Medicaid Administrator, Division of Health Care Financing and 

Policy, Department of Human Resources 
Bob Gagnier. Lobbyist, State of Nevada Employees Association !SNEAI 
Jeanne Greene, Director, Department of Personnel 
Tom Tatro, Fiscal Manager, Management Services and Programs Division, 

Department of Motor Vehicles and Public Safety 

I·.· . 
. · 
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Senate Committee on Finance 
May 26, 2001 
Page 27 

( ( 

Mr. Ghiggeri stated Exhibit L consists of one page reflecting the revised amounts in 
the "one-shot" appropriation and the second page indicates the Secretary of 
State's original request. He noted that if the c::ommittee chooses to approve the 
revised amounts, staff recommends adding the language •and promotional 
materials for commercial recordings division" at the end of line three of the bill. He 
pointed out $50,000 is recommended for each year of the biennium in the revised 
amounts for promotional materials for Commercial Recordings Division, which does 
not "fall within the definitions in the bill." 

Senator Coffin said he believed this is the third bill requesting huge appropriations 
for the Office of the Secretary of the State. He suggested it would be appropriate 
to consider the three different measures and pending legislation potentially 
affecting the Office of the Secretary of the State simultaneously. 

Senator Raggio responded that he believed staff had been doing just· as Senator 
Coffin recommended. 

Mr. Ghiggeri commented staff worked with the Office of the Secretary of the State 
to revise the appropriation amount. He pointed out he had also met With 
representatives of the Office of the Secretary of the State the previous afternoon 
to discuss some issues regarding S.B. 577. 

SENATE BILL 577: limits common-law and statutory liability of corporate 
· stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing certain 

documents with secretary of state. (SOR 7•.1547} 

Senator Coffin pointed out S.B. 577 was amended the previous day. 

Mr. Ghiggeri commented that a portion of the proceeds resulting from S.B. 577 
would fund six new staff for the Office of the Secretary of the State and rental 
computer hardware, software, and supplies to perform . the necessary functions 
provided in the bill. He pointed out the funding for the operation of that program is 
linked to the legislation. If the legislation is not approved, then the funding would 
not be approved, he added. 

Senator Coffin inquired about the reliability of the revenue numbers projected in 
S.B. 577, and whether the potential departure of corporations has been sufficiently 
taken into consideration. He said he was not trying to block S.B. 464, but he 
suggested a few more days to review information regarding the bill might be 
appropriate. He stated some of the figures might be "soft ... 

Mr. Hataway said S.B. 577 is a "stand alone issue." He noted S.B. 464 is primarily 
composed of replacement equipment requests, which are necessary for the 
continuation of business at the Office of the Secretary of the State. 

Senator Raggio asked what the total revised appropriation amount would be for 
S.B. 464. 

Mr. Ghiggeri responded the total revised appropriation amount is $467,617. He 
reminded the committee the additional language "and promotional materials for 
commercial recordings division" would need to be provided at the end of line three 
of the bill if the revised appropriation is approved. 

..... 1.44 
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Senate Committee on Finance 
May 26, 2001 
Page 28 

Senator Raggio inquired whether the committee. had any objections to processing 
the bill with the .revised appropriation amounts. The committee members voiced no 
objections. 

SENATOR MATHEWS MOVED TO AMEND S.B. 464 TO INCLUDE THE 
LANGUAGE • AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS FOR COMMERCIAL 
RECORDINGS DIVISIC>W AT THE END OF LINE THREE OF THE BILL AND TO 
REVISE THE APPROPRIATED AMOUNTS AS OUTLINED IN EXHIBIT L AND 
TO DO PASS AS AMENDED. 

SENATOR JACOBSEN SECONDED THE MOTION; 

THE MOTION CARRIED. (SENATORS NEAL AND O'DONNELL WERE 
ABSENT FOR THE VOTE.) 

***** 

SENA TE BILL 491: Makes appropriation to Opportunity Village Foundation. 
(BOR S· 1354) 

Senator Raggio explained Ed Guthrie, Executive Director, Opportunity Village 
Association of Retarded Citizens (ARC). Las Vegas, provided testimony at the 
hearing on April 18, 2001, indicating the appropriation is intended to· revitalize 
thrift stores operated by the Opportunity Village Foundation. 

Mr. Ghlggeri stated staff would recommend including language to require a detailed 
report of the expenditures be provided to the next · Legislature and to require the 
reversion of any unspent funds, 

SENATOR JACOBSEN MOVED TO AMEND S.B. 491 TO PROVIDE FOR A 
REVERSION OF ANY UNSPENT FUNDING ANO TO REQUIRE AN 
EXPENDITURE REPORT BE PROVIDED TO THE 2003 LEGISLATURE ANO TO 
00 PASS AS AMENDED. 

SENATOR MATHEW$ SECONDED THE MOTION. 

THE MOTION CARRIED. (SENATORS NEAL AND O'DONNELL WERE 
ABSENT FOR THE VOTE.) 

***** 

SENATE BILL 494: Creates Nevada protection account in state general fund. 
(BOA 31 -1430) 

Senator Raggio stated S.B. 494 was heard by the committee on April 16, 2001. 
He explained the Governor originally requested $5 million for the protection of the 
state to fund activities to prevent the location of the nuclear waste repository in 
Nevada. He said the Governor recently recommended the appropriation amount be 
reduced to $4 million. The funding is intended for potential legal expenses, he 
added. He indicated he would accept a motion to amend the bill to provide a 
$4 million appropriation and to. do pass the bill as amended. He commented this 
issue is of great interest to the legislators, and the committee should issue a Letter 
of Intent requesting periodic reports of this account. 

'>0 
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(J MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-First Session 
May 26, 2001 

The Senate Committee · on Judiciary was called to order by 
Chairman Mark A. James, at 2:40 p.m., on Saturday, May 26, 2001, on the 
Senate Floor of the Legislative Building, Carson City, Nevada. There was no 
Agenda. There was no Attendance Roster. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman 
Senator Mike McGinness 
Senator Maurice Washington 
Senator Dina Titus 
Senator Valerie Wiener 
Senator Terry Care 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Johnnie Willis, Committee Secretary 

Chairman James opened the floor meeting on Senate Bill (S.B.) 577. 

SENATE BILL 577: Limits common-law. and statutory liability of corporate 
stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing certain 
documents with secretary of state. (SOR 7-1547) 

Senator James requested a motion to rescind the amendment to S.B. 577 that 
was adopted by the committee on May 24, 2001. 

In response, Senator Titus inquired whether rescinding the amendment to 
S.B. 577 would provide more protection, or less protection, for housing 
association cooperative (co-op) chairmen than it would for corporate boards of 
directors. 

Senator James answered it would leave association boards as they are under 
current law. 

I 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 26, 2001 
Page 2 

Senator Titus stated, in that event, the action would "water down" the 
legislation and she could not support it. 

SENATOR WASHINGTON MOVED TO RESCIND THE AMENDMENT TO 
S.S. 577 ADOPTED BY THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY ON 
MAY 24, 2001. 

SENATOR MCGINNESS SECONDED THE MOTION. 

THE MOTION CARRIED. (SENA TOR TITUS; SENATOR WIENER, AND 
SENATOR CARE VOTED NO.) 

***** 

The meeting was adjourned at 2:43 p.m. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: . 

~~ 
Barbara Moss, 
Committee Secretary 

APPROVED BY: 

DA TE: 6 - / '-/ - C ( ---'----....:..--------
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MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-First Session 
May 26, 2001 

The Senate Committee on Judiciary was called to order by 
Chairman Mark A. James,. at 2:43 p.m., on Saturday, May 26, 2001, on the 
Senate Floor of the legislative Building, Carson City, Nevada. There is no 
Agenda. There is no Attendance Roster. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman 
Senator Mike McGinness 
Senator Maurice Washington 
Senator Dina Titus 
Senator Valerie Wiener 
Senator Terry Care 

STAFF MEMBERS. PRESENT: 

Johnnie Willis, Committee Secretary 

Chairman · James entertained a motion to amend and do pass 
Senate Bill (S.B.) 577. 

SENATE BILL 577: Limits common-law and statutory liability of corporate 
stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing certain 
documents with secretary of state. (BDR 7-1547) 

SENATOR PORTER MOVED TO AMEND AND DO PASS S.B. 577. 

SENATOR WASHINGTON SECONDED THE MOTION. 

THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 

***** 

i 
i 

Ii 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 26, 2001 
Page 2 

The meeting was adjourned at 2:45 p.m. 

APPROVED BY: 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

~~ 
Barbara Moss, · 
Committee Secretary 

DATE: 6 · I '-I- OI -----------'---------
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employed as a full-time salaried fireman or emergency medical attendant in 
this state shall submit to a blood test to screen for hepatitis on or before 
November, I, 2001. The blood test must be ·paid for by the employer of the 
person. If a person fails to submit to a blood test required by this subsec
tion. the conclusive presumption relating to hepatitis otherwise . created by 
section 4 of this act shall be deemed with regard to that person and for the 
purposes of section 4 of this act to be a· rebuttabJe presumption that may only 
be rebutted by clear and convincing evidence that the hepatitis was not con
tracted during the period in which the person was employed as a full-time 
salaried firefighter or emergency medicaJ attendant. 

3. ". 
Amend sec. S, page 5, lines 22 and 23, by deleting: "the conclusive pre

sumption relating to hepatitis created by" and inserting: "a rebuttable pre
sumption that the hepatitis arose out of and in the course of his employment 
and is compensable in accordance with". . · 

Amend sec. S, page 5, line 24, after "NRS." by inserting: "The pre
sumption may only be rebutted by clear and convincing evidence that the 
hepatitis was not contracted during the period in which the person was 
employed as a full-time salaried firefighter or emergency medical attendant.". 

Amend sec. 5, page 5, line 25, by deleting "3." and inserting "4. ". 
Amend sec. 5, page 5, line 29, by deleting. "NRS." and inserting: "NRS, 

whose primary duties of employment are the ·provision of emergency med-
icaJ services.... · · · 

Amend the title of the bill to read as follows: 
"AN ACT relating to occupational diseases; creating statutory presump

tions that hepatitis is an occupational disease for certain firemen and emer
gency medical attendants; establishing requirements· of eligibility for the 
statutory presumptions; requiring the testing of such employees for the pres. 
ence of hepatitis; and providing other matters properly relating thereto.". 

Amend the summary of the bill to read as follows: 
· "SUMMARY-Creates statutory presumptions that hepatitis is occupa
tional disease for certain employees. (BDR 53-843)". 

Senator Townsend moved the adoption of the amendment. 
Remarks by Senator Townsend. 
Amendment adopted. . 
Bill ordered reprinted, re.engrossed and to third reading. 

MOTIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOTICES 
Senator Raggio moved to consider Senate Bill No. 577 next on the General 

File. 
Remarks by Senator Raggio. 
Motion carried. 

GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING 
Senate Bill No. 577, 
Bill read third time. 
The following amendment was proposed by the Committee on Judiciary: 
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Amendment No. 1079. 
Amend section 1, page 1, by deleting lines 12 and 13 and inserting: 
"(b) A court of competent jurisdiction finds that:". 
Amend sec. 3, page 3, by deleting lines 21 and 22 and inserting: "in his 

capacity as a director or ojficer unless it is proven that:". 
Amend sec. 4, page 3, line 38, by deleting "and" and inserting "f&RElf". 
Amend sec. 4. page 3, line 39, after "(e)" by inserting: "11,e name and 

street address of the resident agent of the corpo~tion; and 
(j)''; 
Amend sec. 4, page 3, lines 45 and 46, by deleting "an affidavit'" and 

inserting: "a dec~rotion under penalty of perjury". 
Amend sec. 16, page 9, lines 32 ·and 33, by deleting; "an affidavit" and 

inserting: "a declarotion under penalty of perjury"'. · · 
Amend sec. 20, page 11, line 15, by deleting "and" and inserting "fMtij"'. 
Amend sec. 20, page 11, line 16, after "(e)" by inserting: "The name and 

street address of the resident ·agent of ,the limited-liability· company,· and 
(j) ". 
Amend sec. 20, page 11, line 29, by deleting "an affidavit" and inserting: 

"a· declaration under penalty of perjury". . . 
Amend sec. 29, page IS, line 5, by del~ting "and" and inserting "{&Bef"'. 
Amend sec. 29, page 15, line 6, after "(e)" by inserting: "The name and 

street address of the resident agent of the registered limited-liability partner-· 
ship; and 

(f) ". 
Amend sec. 29, page 15. lines 8 and 9, by deleting "an affidavit" and 

inserting: ."a declarotion under penalty oj'perjury". 
Amend sec. 33, page 17, line 5, by deleting "and" and inserting "f&BEij". 
Amend sec. 33, page 17, line 6, after "(e)"' by inserting: "11,e name and 

street address ef the resident agent of the limited partnership; and 
(f)"'. 
Amend sec. 33, page 17, lines 8 and 9, by deJeting "an affidavit" and 

inserting: "a declaration under penalty of perjury''\ · 
Amend sec. 37, page 19, line 12, by deleting "an affidavit,, and inserting: 

"a declarotion under penalty of.perjury". 
Amend sec. 42, page 21, line 13, by deleting "an ajJidavit,, and inserting: 

"a declaration under penalty ef perjury"'. · 
Amend sec. 47, page 23, by deleting lines 36 through 40 and inserting: 

"fiduciaries . (8ftfl Me sttejeet te die HiS\tl&HaB frem lifthility previeed fM 
e!,eetafS ef ee!J'efflfiaBs ey the laws ef tWs 6*&te.3 The members of the exec
utive board are required to exercise the ordinary and reasonable care of direc
tors of a coiporation, subject to the business~judgment rule." . 
. Amend sec. 48, page 25, by deleting lines 2 through 14 and inserting: 
"3. b\11 feesf From each f'!e collected pursuant to paragraph (d) of sub

section 2: 
(a) The entire amount or $50, whichever is less, of the fee collected pur

vuant to subparagraph (1) of tha.t paragraph and half of the fee collected pur
suant to subparagraph (2) of that paragraph must be deposited with the state 
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treasurer for credit to the account for special services of the secretary of state 
in the state general fund. Any amount remaining in the account at the end of 
a fiscal year in excess of $2,000,000 must be transferred to the state general 
fund. Money in the account may be transferred to the secretary of state's 
operating. general fund budget account and must only be used to create and 
maintain the capability of the office of the secretary of state to provide spe
cial services, including, but not limited to, providing service: 

ffaH (1) On the day it is requested or within 24 hours; or 
ffeij (2) Necessary to increase or maintain the efficiency of the office. 

Any transfer of money from the account for expenditure by the secretary of 
state must be approved by the interim finance committee. 

(b) After deducting the amount required pursuant to paragraph (a), the 
remainder must be deposited with the state treasurer for credit to the state 
general fund.". 

Amend the bill as a whole by deleting sec. 58 and adding a new section 
designated sec, 58, following sec. 57. to read as follows: 

aSec. 58. Notwithstanding any provision of NRS 225.140 to the con
trary: 

1. The state controller shall, without obtaining the approval of the 
interim finance committee and in addition · to any amounts transferred pur
s~ to that section with the approval of the interim finance committee, 
transfer from the account for special services of the secretary of state to the 
secretary of state's operating general fund budget account: 

For the fiscal year 2001-2002 ........................................ $300,000 
For the fiscal year 2002-2003 ..... : .................................. $250,000 

2. The secretary of state may expend the amounts transferred pursuant to 
subsection 1 for such additional personnel, equipment, supplies, office space 
and other costs as ~ necessary to carry out the provisions of this act. ", 

Amend sec; 59, page 27, by deleting lines 22. through 32 and inserting: 
"Sec. 59. 1. This section and sections 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 47 and 55 to 58, 

inclusive, of this act become· effective upon passage and approval. 
2. Section 48 of this act becomes effective at 12:01 a.m. on July 1, 

2001. 
3. Sections 4 to 7, inclusive, 10 to 46, inclusive, and 49 to 54, inclu

sive, of this act become effective:". 
Amend the title of the bill, second line, after "fees" by inserting: aand 

revising certain requirements". 
Senator James moved the adoption of the amendment. 
Remarks by Senator James. 
Amendment adopted. 
Bill ordered reprinted, re•engrossed and to third· reading. 

MOfIONS, RESOLUTIONS AND NOflCES 

Senator James moved that Senate Bill No. 577 be placed on third reading 
and final passage. 

Motion carried. 
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Forthe fuU t~xtof this. reprint,·· 
go to http:1/wwwJeg:stat~.n\l, 
iisl71~t1bilts/SB/S85??~R1: .·•· REQUlRES TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY VOTE(§§ 4, 6, 7, 10, l t, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 
i:>df •• · .. ·.. 20, 22, 23, 24, 2S, 26, 27, 28, 29. 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 
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SENATE BILL NO. 577-SENATORSJAMES, RAGGIO, O'DoNNELL, AMODEI, 
RAWSON, JACOBSEN AND MCGINNESS · 

MAY24, 2001 

Referred to Committee on Judiciary 

SUMMARY-Umits common-Jaw and statutory liability of corporate stockholders, ditectors 
and officers and increases fees for tiling certain documents with secretary of 
state. (BDR 7-1547) . 

FISCAL NOTE: Effect on Local Oovemment: No. 
Effect on the State: No. 

EXPLANATION - Mauer in IHJl4# ""1ics is new; matter hetweai brackets [emllttd 1111Nfilllf is .material to be omitted. 

AN ACT relating to business associations;. limiting the common-Jaw and statutory JiabiJity of 
the stockholders, directors and officers of a corporation; increasing the fees and 
revising certain requirements for filing certain documents With the secretary of 
state; requiring certain fees charged by the secretary of state for special services· 
to be deposited in the state general fund; and providing other matters properly 
relating thereto, · 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF NEV ADA, REPRESENTED IN 
SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

I Section 1. .Chapter 78 ofNRS.is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
2 new section to read as follows: 
3 J. Except as othenvise provided by specific statute, no stockholder, 
4 director or officer of a corporation formed under the laws of this state is 
5 individually liable for a debt or Habllity of the . corporation, without 
6 regard to· whether II court determines that the stockholder, director or 
7 officer should be considere.d the alter ego of the corporation or that the 
8 corporate fiction of a separate entity should be disregarded for any other 
9 reason, unless: 

10 (a) Otherwise provided in an agreement to which the ·Stockholder, 
11 director or officer Is a party; or 
12 (b) A court of competent jurisdiction finds that: . 
13 (I) The corporation is influenced and governed by the stockholder, 
14 director or officer; 
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GENERAL FILE AND THIRD READING 
Senate Bill No. 427. 
Bill read third time. 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 427: 
YEAs-19. 
NAYS-None. 
Excused-Neal, O'Donnell-2. 

Senate Bill No. 427 having received a constitutional· majority, Mr. 
President pro Tempore declared it passed, as amended. 

Bill ·ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 

Senate Bill No. 577. 
Bill read third time. . 
Remarks by Senators James, Care, Titus, Coffin and Porter. 
Senator James requested that the following remarks be entered in the 

Journal. '* (The remarks will be in the final Journal.) 
Senators Rhoads, Townsend and Rawson moved the previous question. 
Motion carried. 
The question being on the pliSS&ge of Senate Bill No. 577. 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 577: 
YEAS-18 . . 
NAYS-Coffin. 
Excused-Neal, O'Donnell--2. 

Senate Bill No~ sn having received a two-thirds majority, Mr. President . 
pro Tompore declared it passed, as amended. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS 
SJGNJNG OF BILLS AND REsOLUTIONS 

There being no objections, the President pro Tempore and Secretary signed. 
Senate Bills Nos. 39, 112, 115, 221, 223, 227, 237, 238, 252, 274, 289, 
311,337,380,381,397, 4061 467,483,499,519, 557; Senate Concurrent 
Resolution No. 49; Assembly Bills Nos. 7, 29, 33, 44, 74, 92, 165, 171, 
180, 192,199,201,245,253,257,264,267,294,302,344,402,431,440, 
446,463,488,491, SOI, 536, 547, 563, 576, 601,604,622.628, 636, 649. 

Senator Raggio moved that the Senate adjourn until Monday, May 28, 
2001 at 10:30 a.m. · 

Motion carried. 

Senate adjourned at 5:01 p.m. 

Approved: 

Attest: CLAIRE J. CLIFT 
{_,; Secretary of the Senate 

~A7fACHED 

LAWRENCE E. JACOBSEN 
President pro Tempore of the Senate 

( 
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Senate Bill No. 577. 
Bill read third time. 
Remarks by Senators James, Care, Titus; Coffin and Porter. 
Senator James requested that the following remarks be entered in the Journal. 

SENATOR JAMES: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore. Let me give a brief discussion of this bill 

because it is an important measure for a number of reasons. First of all, the substantive 
changes in the bill to Nevada law would codify existing case law to specify that the 
corporate veil cannot be pierced to hold the stockholder, director or officer individually 
liable for a debt or liability of the corporation unless the liability is otherwise provided 
for in an agreement in which the stockholder, director or officer is a party to or the court 
finds that the corporation is influenced by the stockholder, director or officer and the 
corporation director and officer are inseparable, and to maintain the corporation as a 

. separate entity under the circumstances would sanction fraud. 
Senate Bill No. 577 also provides that directors and officers are not individually liable 

for damages in their personal capacity for an act or failure to act unless it is proven that 
their actions or failure to act constituted a breach of fiduciary duty and that breach 
involved intentional misconduct, fraud or knowing violation of the law. I would point 
out, Mr. President pro Tempore, that if there is a fraud such as a securities scheme or 
anything of that nature, then under the circumstances, this law would make those people 
liable for that fraudulent or intentional conduct. 

Currently, Nevada law authorizes corporations to opt into this type of limitation on 
personal liability in the articles of incorporation. However, according to testimony this 
provision generally benefits those corporations, many of them large corporations who 
have the benefit of experienced legal counsel in setting up their Nevada corporations . 

. This would make this protection generally available to all of those people including small . 
business people who may not have that sophisticated legal advice. 

Finally, Senate Bill No. 577 allows directors and officers of corporations to rely on 
information and data provided to them by financial advisors, evaluation advisors, such as 
a fairness opinion1 and investment bankers in addition to the other professionals currently 
in statute that may be relied upon by directors, boards of directors or committees of 
boards of directors. · 

The other major portion of Senate Bill No. 577 increases certain fees. Senate Bill No. 
577 increases fees for certain documents that are filed with the Secretary of State by 
corporations, foreign corporations, limited liability companies, partnerships, limited 
partnerships and business trusts. The changes in fees include an increase from $85 to 
$165 for the filing of what is called the initial list of officers and directors. Thereafter, 
when the annual list is filed, that fee remains at $85. When this list is now filed, they will 
also provide a declaration under penalty of perjury that the company has complied with 
the provisions of Nevada's business tax laws which includes the paying of a $25 business 
license fee, which according to the research of the committee, is rarely paid. It is paid 
only a small percentage of the time by. the people from outside of Nevada who set up a 
corporation as their domicile and then do business elsewhere. 

Other fee increases include the filing fees for the following types of certificates and 
documents. They are: re-instatement of articles of incorporation or charters, amendments 
to certain documents filed with the Secretary of State, dissolution, change in location of a 
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corporation, notice of withdrawal from Nevada by a foreign corporation, filing original 
articles of organization for limited liability companies or for registration for certain 
business entities. There are also fee changes for certifying copies of certain documents 
and executing certificates of corporate existence. 

The bulk of these fees, which are charged in this bill have not. been changed since 
1989, approximately 12 years ago. These are fees that have not been adjusted in the 
Secretary of State's office for a great deal of time. In many ways, what we are 
accomplishing here, is allowing the Secretary of State to increase fees associated with the 
cost of doing business and certainly associated with the level of sophistication that has 
been increased in the Secretary of State's Office over the past 10 years. 

We heard a lot of testimony in the Judiciary Committee about how much has been 
done in our State to make Nevada the corporate domicile of choice for the entire United 
States, the Delaware of the West as some people call it. I would prefer to say that Nevada 
will be better than Delaware as a domicile for any company, nationally, who wishes to set 
up a domicile in a place with business-friendly laws and a Secretary of State's Office 
who can respond to the needs of today's businesses. To address the costs incurred by the 
Secretary of State's Office, and I won't repeat this because it is the same thing I said with 
respect to the amendment we just adopted, the Secretary of State is allowed to continued 
to keep a portion of certain expedite fees that he charges at this time. The effective date 
of the bill is August 1, 2001, to allow the Secretary of State's Office time to adequately 
infonn its customers of the changes. However, the provisions allowing the Secretary of 
State's Office to access funds from the Account on Special Services is effective on July 1, 
2001. Furthermore the effective date of the liability provisions that are set forth in the bill 
is prospective only. They do not apply to causes of action which accrue prior to the bill's 
effective date. Any causes of action which accrue prior to that date will be settled under 
the existing laws regarding the liability of officers and directors regarding the issue of 
piercing the corporate veil. · . 

I would say, generally, Mr. President pro Tempore, as many ofyou may know this bill 
is an integral part .of an education enhancement package which was announced by the 
Governor, yesterday, which has been worked on by myself and by the Judiciary 
Committee for a number of weeks. Although, this bill, in its draft form was in a number 
of different pennutations, is expected, conservatively estimating from.our fiscal division, 
to generate $30 million over the biennium. That $30 million, under the Governor's 
program and under the program being supported by this Senate when it passes this bill, 
today, will go directly to the increases in the salary of our State's teachers, which is part 
of the Governor's Education Enhancement Package. This is an integral portion of the 
ongoing funds necessary to: (a) increase teachers' salaries by 2 percent in part of the 
biennium and (b) position Nevada and the Legislature, next time, to roll up that and the 
other 2 percent into a 4 percent increase when we return. In addition, these monies are 
necessary because of their concomitant effect of allowing one-shot funds to be made 
available for teacher bonuses. Those are recruitment bonuses and retention bonuses for 
our teachers. It also makes money available directly to classrooms or vital programs for 
technology and textbooks and for retaining programs · like after. school programs, music 
programs and sports programs. These are critical issues. These are probably the most 
important issues we are going to address this session. That we fund education properly. I 
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cannot emphasize enough that this bill is necessary. It is integral to this plan, and I would 
strongly urge my colleagues to support it unanimously. 

SENATOR CARE: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore; I will begin with sincere charity. I want to 

thank the Chairman for the work he has done in helping the crisis in funding public 
education particularly in southern Nevada. I am going to do that again, today,·but I am 
compelled to speak. 

Yesterday afternoon, the Judiciary Committee passed out Senate Bill No. 577 as an 
amend and do pass, which is the action we took. The action that we took last night gutted 
what is now section 1 in the bill which deals with alter ego. It also took out, and it is out 
now, the language about "clear and convincing evidence." It also altered one little word 
we stuck in last night, the word "or" in section 3. Now the word "and" is back inside the 
bill. That may not sound like a lot, but I am going to explain that momentarily. 

I asked that the language be deleted last night and that one amendment be deleted 
simply for the following reason. We had another bill, actually a BDR because the bill was 
never introduced, that was intended to increase, or actually to create, a franchise tax. The 
theory was that a number of corporations would relocate to Nevada to take advantage of 
our corporate laws. We had the engaging debate that ifwe do that, then what do we offer 
for these corporations to come here? The answer seemed to be, to some ex.tent, that we 
should limit the liability of the officers and directors of those corporations. That made 
sense .. There was a nexus. But when we got Senate Bill No. 577 last night; that nexus, in 
my judgment, was no longer there. What we were doing, in essence, was simply raising 
the fees the Secretary of State charges already. And, in fact, many of those fees have not 
been altered since 1987 and probably should have been increased some time ago. That 
was the rational last night, when I and a few others argued, "take out that language that, 
to such a great degree, limits the liability." 

About an hour ago, our committee rescinded that action and adopted the amendment 
that is now part of Senate Bill No. 577. This is my interpretation of the bill before us 
now. The Chainnan says that all it does is codify existing case law on alter ego. It does 
that but in my judgment not completely. I realize only four of us in this Chamber are 
attorneys, but it is important to understand alter ego or piercing the corporate veil. The 
way the bill reads, now, you would have to demonstrate that the officer or director 
committed fraud. By adding a simple comma, we could have said ••or" that the conduct to 
recognize the corporate fiction, with that conduct in mind, would constitute an injustice. 
That is what the courts say now. The courts specifically say, now, you do not have to 
demonstrate fraud. You can, simply, demonstrate that recognition of a corporate fiction 
would constitute an injustice. Again, this is legal talk but significant legal talk. That is not 
in this bill. That would be out. Secondly, in my judgment, in section 3, by keeping the 
"and" in there instead of "or," it means, to me, that if an officer or director is accused of 
violating the best judgment rule, now, you have to demonstrate the willful act, the fraud 
or the knowing violation of the law. You cannot get there by demonstrating negligence. 
That will not do it. Those are the significant differences with what we did last night and 
what we have before us today. 

We have a lot of wonderful corporations in this State. They are good citizens. 
Hundreds of them are represented by the lobbyists who walk this hall. Many of us have 
professional and personal relationships with people who operate those COIJ>Orations. 
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Those corporations would have had nothing to worry about with the bill that we passed 
out of committee last night, nothing at all. Those are good citizens. It is unfortunate, 
because what we are being asked here, today, by enacting the increases, is that they will 
protect our children, their welfare, their future, but at the same time, protect some 
corporate crooks. I know what we are going to do here, but I would like to say it comes at 
a terrible price. 

SENATOR TITUS: 
With all due respect to the prime sponsor of Senate Bill No. 577 who has worked very 

hard to find much needed revenue for education, I have serious reservations about this 
bill. As non-amended, it includes added immunity, protection for officers and directors of 
businesses incorporating in Nevada. Protections which give directors of Firestone and 
Reynolds Tobacco less liability than the officers of a homeowner's association. Such 
directors will, thus, have greater ability to act without oversight by the courts, essentially 
allowing them to bilk our residents with impunity. The ability to pierce the corporate veil 
is a necessary tool, accorcling to our own Supreme Court, to protect our consumers and 
investors. Without this ability, a widow of a Senator from this body, Mrs. Fransden, 
would not have been able to win a judgment against an offending officer who attempted 
to hide behind the corporate shield. The many seniors who lost their life savings in the 
Harmon Mortgage fiasco would be unable to recoup any of their losses. 

I also have philosophical concerns about this bill. Senate Bill No. 577 is designed to 
provide funding for education. We demand accountability from our educational system. 
Should we not demand accountability from corporations and businesses that operate in 
Nevada? Of course. In fact, we should be wary when those individuals seek to have 
blanket immunity before moving to Nevada. As. stated by the sponsor, Nevada already 
has a pro-business climate and is considered·the "Delaware of the West." What a terrible 
message we are now sending to the business world. We might as well hang out a shingle, 
"Sleaze balls and rip off artists welcome here." , 

Unfortunately, I am caught between a rock and a hard place. I have been threatened, 
and I do not use that term lightly, that if Senate Bill No. 577 does not pass in this exact 
form, the so-called education funding package deal falls apart, and there will be no 
money to pay for the critical needs of our schools and no money for teacher raises. I 
cannot let that happen. 

For that reason, I will vote for this bill, but l do so with a heavy heart. Nevada has sold 
its soul, tarnished is already shaky reputation, today. in exchange for a $30 million band
aid. I will work to have this corrected down the ball because I believe we can find the 
money needed for education without unnecessarily putting our investors at risk. 

SENATOR COFFIN: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore. I cannot match the eloquence of my good 

friends in my party. I do appreciate the comments that they made. I do wish they could 
follow their eloquence with their votes. I want to say, I hope they change their minds, and 
I hope some of you do, too, because I have heard that you are troubled by what the 
outcome of this bill means. A little history perspective for some of us old-timers. I will 
take us down memory lane, 14 years, to an April FooPs Day in 1987 when we voted on 
the subject of a personal income tax in the State of Nevada. It was passed out of here, 16-
5 from this House. I was a freshman Senator, then. At that time, looking at the record, I 
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said, "Be very careful if you do that, because if you rule out anything, it doesn't mean 
you are for an income tax if you vote 'no' on this bill, but it means there are only a few 
other places you can go to get the money.'' The best place to go is business. In 1991, 
when many of you were sitting right here on this floor, we were faced with another band
aide approach to a sick fiscal system, and we passed it. A lot of you voted against it. I am 
looking atfour or five people on this floor on the other side of the aisle who voted against 
those measures, against business that day. The price tag then was pretty big. But 
$15 million a year does not begin to address the issue that is really needed. I have sat 
through 110 days of budget hearings, and we are a long way from matching revenues to 
expenditures. Why would we, and in the words of the distinguished Minority Leader, 
"sell our soul" for a pittance. It is the equivalence of 30 pieces of silver in A.D. 31, 
inflated rates, I am sure. What is going to happen, by this little amendment as I see it, is 
that reputable companies are not going to want to come here to save a few dollars. Do 
you think for a minute that the investors of America are going to wantto hold stock ina 
company domiciled in Nevada with laws looser than Delaware without the experienced 
Judiciary and the established nearly 200 year-old case law history of Delaware? No. 

I am not sure about the words the distinguished Minority Leader used to describe what 
Nevada will be called, but I will tell you what I would. call it. I would call it the place 
where Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid would go, the Hole in the Wall. Instead of 
being in Utah, it is going to be in Nevada. 

The pension funds that we own, we have invested in and that your. constituents have 
are in the hands of the very corporate officers and directors who could, if they chose 
domicile in Nevada, commit virtually any act and get away with it and waste your 
money. Make no mistake these subtle changes are significant Scoundrels can move here, 
and there are scoundrels in.the mutual fund business and in the pension business and in 
many corporations. Ifl was one of them. I might consider moving here now. Remember 
that it is the directors and officers that pick the consultants who say, if they rely upon 
their advice, they will not be held liable. It is going to be very difficult to hold them liable 
if they have relied upon some expert. But who is paying the expert? It is the director and 
the officer who chooses the expert. 

So why would we want such a terrible reputation? The stock and bond ratings services 
would look at a Nevada domiciled corporation in a whole different way if they knew that 
the officers and directors were going to be held to a lower standard of behavior in the 
way they manage the assets of a company. 

I watched the entire hearing yesterday in Judiciary, and I was proud of the committee 
because the committee took out the offensive language. That is the first time in a long 
time the Republicans have lead the charge to raise taxes. I am proud of you for doing it. It 
has been pretty hard to get you to go along on that, and you have done it. I should 
congratulate you. If I offended anyone by saying this amount of money is not enough, 
well, it isn't enough, but it is a step, and you have done this. But you have done it to 
business, to little business people. You didn't do it to yourself. Some of you are in 
business, of course, so you might have. I am not incorporated so I won't pay, but 
someone else will. A lot of people will. A lot of your constituents will. They will go away 
unhappy wondering why this would happen. They will wonder why those of you who 
have stood up for them in the past have abandoned them now. It has been stated by 
Senator Care that you already have the right as a corporation to opt into these limitations 
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of personal liability in the articles of incorporation, but it is said by the sponsor of the 
measure that we do not have experienced counsel that can help them do it. I fail to 
believe that in the two sophisticated cities of Reno and Las Vegas and the similarly 
situated capitol of this State, Carson City, there aren't enough good attorneys who can do 
thls for their clients. TI1at · escapes me. I cannot believe that the two largest law finns in 
this State, and we all know who they are; cannot do it. They have probably done it 
already. They probably have specialists in there. I do not buy that argument. Increasing 
the fees on business is not the way to go. Maybe we should re-initiate the idea of a 
personal income tax. Maybe we should re-initiate the idea of cutting sales tax and raising 
property tax. Maybe we should do all of those things that we haven't had the courage to 
do, and I hold myself just as accountable as you should hold yourselves. 

SENATOR JAMES: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore. Let me say that I find it extremely unfortunate 

that a measure of this nature, as arduously wrought, as fair in administration, as high in 
purpose as this one, should be subjected to · the kind of hlgh rhetoric, stretching of the 
truth, misstatement of the law, downright· fear mongering and the use of scare tactics as 
we have just seen on the floor today. I will tell you, Mr. President pro Tempore, the only 
people who are going to give Nevada a black eye are those who would engage in those 
practices to accomplish their· own· political objectives. There is nothing in this bill that 
would give protection, that would· give solace, that· would give encouragement to 
scoundrels and people who are out to bilk people of their money-nothing, whatsoever. 

I want to talk about· the real law because the bill is extremely clear that a director and 
officer of a corporation is liable for :fraud, intentional breach of fiduciary duty and 
intentional violation of the law. 

What are the words that we heard used about the kind of things that would happen if 
we enacted this? People would be bilked. We could get out our dictionary, but bilking is 
an intentional scheme to take someone's money. We heard about Harley Harmon. Last 
time I checked, that was a fraud case. What· are we really talking about? Well, we are 
talking about something called business judgment. We are talking about the members of a 
board of directors, who are part of a company or are outside directors who have lent their 
experience, their knowledge and their skills to help guide a company, which is what a 
board of directors does. We are talking about them and the business judgments they make 
when they sit .in those boardrooms. What are they? About 18 months ago, maybe the 
business judgment was, "We are not going to invest in any Internet IPOs.'' Well, the 
stockholders might sit back and watch other companies that invested in Internet 
companies or put their money into the Internet bubble and say, "Look, their stocks are 
going through the roof. Our stocks are.stagnant, We have remained in value investments. 
We have remained in the old economy. We are missing the new economy. They breached 
their business judgment. They made a mistake. Let's sue them." 

Under the old law, you could sue them because you did not get that money. Eighteen 
months later, the companies who did invest in the new-economy Internet IPO bubbles, 
and whose stocks went from astronomical heights down to numbers like $5, $3, 20 cents, 
their shareholders could say, "Wait a minute. You breached your business judgment. You 
made a mistake. You invested in Internet IPOs. Couldn't you see that the bubble was 
going to burst and all of those stocks were going to go down?" So you sue them for that. 
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What we are talking about are boards of directors who act honestly, and let us 
remember that word, honestly, because you cannot act dishonestly, not under this bill and 
get away with· it in Nevada. That is the message that I hope goes out to the financial 
markets of this country. Not the one you heard from the three previous speakers. Those 
people who act honestly on those boards, but maybe they misread the market, maybe they 
made a business judgment mistake, those people would not be liable in their personal 
assets for having made that mistake. 

If you are a shareholder what recourse do you have? You still have an action against 
the corporation. You still have all the appraisal rights as a minority shareholder that are 
offered to you under Nevada laws. You have all of those things. This isn't changing any 
of that. Nevada companies are a good and a safe place to invest, and they remain more so 
under the law you have in front of you. Please, I hate to repeat the words like "to protect 
crooks, to give blanket immunity, to allow sleaze-balls and rip-off artists to come here." 
Give me some honest legal analysis and tell. me where this bill does that. Nowhere. 

My colleague on the Judiciary Committee, who I so respect as an attorney, who I turn 
to every day to give a fair and honest analysis of measures, of all the speakers, let me 
address him because he did engage me in a legal question. He did not participate in the 
kind. of rhetoric and scare tactics that the others did. He raised the issue, "Does removal 
of the word 'injustice' from the piercing of the corporate veil standard make a deleterious 
change in the law?" 

Let me give you an example. The word "injustice" is a word without standard when it 
is applied in this context. What is the standard of injustice? How do you decide as a jury 
or as a judge what is unjust? Is it unjust that a small business person who incorporates his 
business and seeks the protection of limited liability to conduct business as a corporation 
then borrows too much money from "Mega-Bank, Inc.,'\ a hypothetical nation-wide 
bank, and then cannot pay back that money but has a few personal assets of his own. It is 
unjust that "Mega-Bank, Inc." that loaned the money to the small business person should 
be able to pierce the corporate veil, particularly, in the context of this small business 
person who may not have kept all the corporate fonnalities, may have missed a few 
minutes of meetings, may have mingled some of his accounts unintentionally. By putting 
all of those things together and adding injustice in a bankruptcy or other context, they can 
then pierce through the corporate veil and get the small business person's personal assets. 
Is that injustice? That.is the kind of lack of a standard that is allowed in these cases. The 
corporate entity should not and does not in Nevada allow a person to sanction a fraud to 
hide behind the corporate veil while having perpetrated a fraud. A person who seeks· to 
get at the assets of a person who set up a corporation as a fraud should have the 
corporate veil pierced, disregarded by the court. Under this legislation, Mr. President pro 
Tempore, you would be able to pierce the corporate veil and get at the personal assets of 
that person, that scoundrel, if you will, who would use the corporation to his advantage to 
perpetrate a fraud. · 

I do not know what to say, Mr. President pro Tempore, to the person who stands upon 
this floor and argues that it would be preferable for us to raise the personal income taxes · 
of Nevadans and to change the Constitution to do that, to raise the personal property taxes 
of Nevadans as opposed to, and as a realistic alternative, to raising transactional fees for 
corporations who use the business offices of our Secretary of State. The latter, the one 
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that is embodied in this bill, is the better, more prudent, fairer way to raise the money 
necessary to educate our school children properly. 

The comment was made that businesses will have all this difficulty, now, incorporating 
in Nevada because we have changed the law so radically. I have already refuted each and 
every one of those arguments, Mr. President pro Tempore. One of the things that was 
thrown out was, "They will just go to Delaware where there are hundreds of years of case 
law." Over the last 10 years as I shared with the Judiciary Committee just a few days ago, 
we have made sure that Nevada's laws are in nearly every respect, except where they are 
better or newer. similar or identical to Delaware's. Therefore, our new business courts 
that we have created to help these corporations when they have disputes can look to the 
jurisprudence of Delaware and its great length of jurisprudence. 

This bill represents the essence of the legislative process. That essence is the endeavor 
to accomplish a fine objective through the art of compromise, through the art of working 
with the Executive Branch, through the art of working in a bipartisan way to accomplish 
that objective. It is a good bill. It does no damage. It does no violence to the laws of our 
State. It has no deleterious effect, whatsoever, on the reputation of this great State. We 
will continue to grow under it, and finally, Mr. President pro Tempore, it sets the 
predicate for what. our Governor has said, and what our Governor under his leadership 
has set so finnly in place, that we can address the structural issues regarding our tax 
structure. We can address the structural issues regarding our budget and regarding the 
funding of our critical education system. I would urge us to take the first step, to 
disregard the high rhetoric and to vote this bill on to the other House. 

SENATOR CARE: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore. !promise to be brief. I want to emphasize that 

when I gave my analysis of this bill, I twice qualified my remarks by saying quote, "In 
my judgment." The law is open to interpretation. My fear is that courts will interpret this 
bill the way ldo. 

For example, in the judgment rule, corporate officers and directors, the Chairman I am 
sure would agree,. have a duty to review documents, to have a basis for making their 
decisions. It is one thing to intentionally shirk that duty; it is another to negligently not do 
that duty. My cone.em is there is no recourse here against the officer or director who 
negligently violates the rule. 

Finally, it is easy to stand up and say people say things for some sort of political 
motive. I know all of you in this Chamber, some of you better than others, but you know 
by now when I stand here and speak, it is because I damn well mean what I say. Thank 
you. 

SENATOR COFFIN: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore. I will try to be brief. Jokingly; I must say, I 

have never in this Chamber been accused of high rhetoric if, indeed, you were including 
me among the others who spoke. I do not know. I am not a lawyer and, unfortunately, I 
am not a fonner collegiate debate champion as is the distinguished Judiciary Chairman. 
He has skillfully restated, in some fashion, all of the arguments he has heard against his 
measure and refuted them, of course, and then judged himself the winner. You learned a 
lot in collegiate debate. I wish I could do that. I do not have those kinds of skills. 
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I do want to correct one thing because I was thinking you were leaving the impression 
that I was for a State income tax. I will restate again as I did on April 1, 1987, that I am 
not for, currently, a · State income tax, and 1 am not for, currently, a business tax. I say 
currently because I could be persuaded if it was the right. thing to do, and it may be the 
right thing to do so we do not have to continue to burden business with its already unfair 
share of the cost of government in Nevada. You are raising a pittance here but creating a 
remarkable bole in the wall for all of the corporations that may seek here, but you won't 
get the good ones; you will get the bad ones. I truly appreciate the statements and the 
assistance I have received from members of the committee, and I know the Chairman did 
say this has been carefully crafted, but it has moved as fast as any bill I have ever seen. 
We just got the white sheets, then the blue sheets and then the white sheets all in an hour, 
and I still have hardly read the bill. I have abstained in the past on some bills like this, but 
I think, today, I will just vote against it as carefully crafted as it has been portrayed. I do 
not think that an impartial judge of this debate would say it was. Thank you. 

SENATOR PORTER: 
Thank you, Mr. President pro Tempore. I do not have the legal background, and most 

of us don't, to enter the debate on the merits of the liability portion of this bill. I would 
like to share with you some of the other discussions that we had during the committee 
hearings that brought this bill about. If we look at education during the 1950s, 1960s and 
early 1970s, the challenges for us in the classroom and for. teachers were students 
chewing gum, being late for class, skipping class. But if we fast forward to today, the 
challenges for education, our families and our children have changed so much that we are 
now looking at helping children learn about violence. We are teaching them what to do 
about drive-by shootings in southern Nevada. We are teaching them what to do about 
violencein the classroom and at home. It has changed so dramatically, that even today a 
child is in the classroom only about 9 percent of a year. That means 91 percent of the 
time they are someplace else, whether that is at home, where they should be, on the 
streets or getting into trouble. There have been a lot of challenges and changes impacting 
us today. 

Southern Nevada is one of the fastest growing schools in the country, and we are trying 
to hire teachers to fill our classrooms. We heard testimony that we need about 1,200 new 
teachers in southern Nevada, alone, this year. and we only have 500 to 600. Our entry
level teachers start at $26,800. My wife was an educator for a number of years, nearly 17 
years in the school library, but as we heard in testimony, we have garbage collectors and 
even those parking cars that are being paid far more than our entry-level teachers. 

What this bill does is a number of things. It takes care of and helps us with a shortage. 
It also helps to eliminate some corporate loopholes. I have been very critical of this bill as 
it has evolved, not as to the merits and desires of plugging a gap for us in education, but 
because I, too, share the concerns of my colleague from North Las Vegas about small 
business. We looked at different avenues and different ways and wanted to make certain 
there would be no harm. We had testimony from the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, 
from the National Federation oflndependent Business who spoke about, in concept, their 
support because they didn't have time to visit all of their members and explain to them 
the bill. This bill closes some corporate · loopholes and changes transaction fees that 
haven't been adjusted in a number of years. I am not one to increase fees, but I think, this 
is about closing some corporate loopholes. 
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There is another element that hasn't been addressed that I mentioned in committee. 
Parents, moms and dads, and the business community want accountability not only of our 
teachers but also of where the money is going. They want to make certain that if 
programs need help, we fmd a way to support those programs. They also expect that if 
there are programs that should be eliminated, they, too, should be eliminated. They also 
expect and demand that money is going to the classroom. That those funds are going to 
our children and not to a bloated bureaucracy as are.some of our districts today. More 
importantly, we want to make certain we are judging education not on the amount of 
dollars we are spending but on where the funds are going and if they are being spent 
wisely. The program the Governor is proposing, the program that Senator James and our 
committee is proposing, is a result-oriented, need-based program. I would encourage the 
support of the Senate and this Legislature. I also appreciate the business community that 
has been e-mailing and calling us, being involved in the discussions, but some of the 
liability questions that were being argued were brought to us on a hand note in committee 
last night by a special interest group that is also very concerned. I truly believe that this is 
the beginning. The business community, the elected officials in this Body and the local 
govemn:ients have committed to take this to another level as far as helping education in 
our next Session. 

Senators Rhoads, Townsend and Rawson moved the previous question. 
Motion carried, 
The question being on the passage of Senate Bill No. 577. 
Roll call on Senate Bill No. 577: 
YEAS-18. 
NAYS-Coffin. 
EXCUSED-Neal, O'Donnell:--2. 

Senate Bill No. 577 having received a two~thirds majority, Mr. President pro Tempore 
declared it passed, as amended. 

Bill ordered transmitted to the Assembly. 
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Department of Prisons, S.B. 241 was a strong step forward that would include 
better follow-through on the issue. 

MOTION PASSED WITH MS. BUCKLEY, MR •. COLLINS, AND 
MS. McCLAIN ABSENT FROM THE VOTE. 

Chairman Anderson asked Mr. Nolan to present the bill on the Assembly floor. 

Chairman Anderson entertained a motion to do pass S.B. 232. 

ASSEMBLYWOMAN OHRENSCHALL MOVED TO DO PASS S.S. 232. 

ASS EM BL YMAN CARPENTER SECONDED THE MOTION. 

Assemblyman Gustavson repeated his oppc,sition to the bill saying he did not 
believe there was a need to collect more information. Assemblyman Carpenter 
said . that collecting information, handled in the . correct manner, would be a 
positive step. 

A ROLL CALL VOTE WAS CALLED AND THE MOTION PASSED 
10-2 WITH MS. ANGLE AND MR. GUSTAVSON VOTING NO, AND 
MS. BUCKLEY AND MR. COLLINS ABSENT FROM THE VOTE. 

Chairman Anderson recessed the meeting at 9:39 a.m. 

Chairman A.nderson reconvened the meeting at 10:04 a.m., opened the hearing 
on S.B. 577 and acknowledged Senator Mark James, Clark County Senatorial 
District 8. 

Senate Bill 577: Revises statutory liability of corporate stockholders, .directors 
and officers and increases fees for filing certain documents with secretary 
of state. (BDR 7-1547) 

Senator James said legislation had been processed each session updating and 
upgrading to ensure that Nevada's corporate laws were the best, the most 
inviting for business, the fairest, and the most equitable in the country, Senator 
James gave a brief description of what had happened over the last couple of 
years in corporate law. It had been a rare occasion when the fees were 
increased for Secretary of States transactions, the last raise in fees being in 
1989. The fee increases in S.S. 577 were modest increases. The intent was to 
guarantee that Nevada was the udomicile of choice" for corporations around the 
country. Work was accomplished with the S.C.R. 19 Interim Committee of the 
Seventieth Session, with recommendations resulting in a number of bills that 
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had been processed through the Senate Committee on Judiciary. Senator 
James believed S.S. 577 would generate approximately $30 miflion in the 
biennium for the General Fund budget. Senator James reported it was the 
Governor's desire to utilize these funds to assist in providing raises to the 
teachers in Nevada. 

Senator James said S.B. 577 would accomplish many purposes. He highlighted 
a number of provisions of the bill and additional key data: 

1 . Schedule of fees 
2. Liabilities of those who serve as directors of corporations as seen in the 

doctrine of alter ego or piercing the corporate veil 
3. 172,000 corporations in Nevada 
4. 35,000 bankruptcies l~st year in Nevada 
5. Adherence to the corporate fiction 
6. Required corporate formalities 

Chairman Anderson interrupted Senator James and indicated that Risa Lang, 
Committee Counsel, had prepared an Explanation of Senate Bill No. 577 
(Exhibit G). Nick Anthony, Committee Policy Analyst, had prepared a summary 
on the Polaris v. Kaplan Nevada Supreme Court Case (Exhibit H). 

Senator James made closing remarks, noting that a Senate amendment deleted 
the wording, "clear and convincing evidence" leaving the evidence standard at 
"preponderance of evidence" to show liability under the statute. · 

Senator James submitted the following exhibits without testimony: 
Exhibit I - Video from Senate Judiciary Hearing May 22, 2001 
Exhibit J - Letter from S. Craig Tompkins, a director of a number of public 

companies, in support of S.B. 577 

Assemblywoman Buckley said she supported the prov1s1ons of the bill that 
increased the fees. As far as the liability provisions, she had lots of questions. 
In Section 1, where it said a court determined the issues, was it the intent to 
eliminate the right to a jury trial? Senator James said that was not the intent. 
Assemblywoman Buckley asked if it was the intent to take the decision away 
from a jury and place it in the hands of a judge. Senator James said S.B. 577 
did not do that. Assemblywoman Buckley reported there had been some legal 
opinions to the contrary. 

Assemblywoman Buckley called attention to provisions applying to the alter ego 
doctrine and added, "Why would we want to change· a good law that said 
justice was to be the determining factor?" Senator James said many creditors 
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would also require a personal guarantee in addition to a corporate guarantee. 
Fraud was not allowed; otherwise there was a predictable rule. That was 
justice. Assemblywoman Buckley believed 0 justice" was in the first version that 
came out of the Judiciary Committee. 

Assemblyman Brower agreed with Assemblywoman Buckley's comments, but 
he was concerned about any lawsuit that might be prohibited as a result of 
S.B. 577. Senator James countered S.B. 577 prohibited no type of lawsuit. 

Assemblyman Oceguera asked why the corporate ·veil was not predictable. 
Senator James said the Nevada Supreme Court case in 1987 set the standard, 
and hundreds of cases had been decided applying that standard. 

Assemblywoman Ohrenschall noted the Polaris decision proved that corporate 
fiction was utilized to "sanction fraud or promote injustice." Did that mean 
there would be immunity unless fraud could be proven? Senator James said 
S.B. 577 did n9t provide immunity. The lower courts required proving fraud, 
white the higher courts only required proof of injustice. Assemblywoman 
Ohrenschall felt S.S. 577 would uraise the bar" from not needing to 
demonstrate fraud to absolutely proving fraud. Senator James agreed; 
Assemblywoman Ohrenschall asked if S.S. 577 eliminated gross negligence or 
wanton and woeful disregard, standards that came close but were not fraud. · 
Senator James said the liability was to a thirci party, and they would need to 
show fraud. · 

Chairman Anderson noted he had received a conflict notice affecting S.B~ 51 
that made various changes pertaining to business associations and increased 
fees for document corrections. 

Dean Heller, Secretary of State, said he wanteci to read the conflict notice and 
return an explanation of the conflicts. He did not see it as a major conflict or 
that it should hold up the bill, but he was willing to work with the committee to 
resolve any conflicts. Chairman Anderson wanted assurance that the dollars 
were generated as intended; the Legal Division would compare S.B. 51 and 
S.B. 677. Mr. Heller said there were new articles in S.S. 51 that were not 
included in S.B. 577. Ms. Lang said there were three substantive conflicts that 
would need to be resolved; otherwise S.B. 51 and S.S. 577 would be made 
consistent. 

Michael Bonner, an attorney in Las Vegas, was asked by Senator James to 
speak on the advantages of corporations choosing Nevada as their domicile. 
That involved comparing the Nevada statutes to the Delaware statutes. 
S.B. 577 clarified issues and strengthened protections as detailed in Nevada 
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Revised Statutes (NRS) 78.307. Mr. Bonner suggested that the language 
"promote injustice" should be deleted. 

James Bilbray, former Senator, Chairman of the Senate Committee on Taxation 
and practicing attorney, had represented clients and sat on public boards where 
suing directors was used by many people as a method. to recover what was 
perceived as wrong dojngs. If Nevada wanted more businesses to come into 
the state, benefits must be offered; protections for the directors was such a 
benefit. 

Assemblyman Carpenter asked if Def aware had in their law what Nevada 
wanted to put into their statutes.. Mr. Bonner said Delaware had a similar 
version of liability protection; however, Nevada provisions were better. 

Assemblywoman Ohrenschall disclosed she was a director of a number of 
Nevada corporations, and she had assisted in creating many incorporations. 
Despite that, she would participate and vote. 

Kenneth Lange, Executive Director~ Nevada State Education Association, spoke 
in support of S.B. 577. 

V Chairman Anderson recessed the meeting at 10:56 a.m. to go to the Assembly 
floor session. The meeting would reconvene at 4:00 p.m. to continue 
testimony on S.B. 577. 

Chairman Anderson reconvened the meeting at 4: 15 p.m., made opening 
remarks, and noted a quorum was present. Chairman Anderson continued the 
hearing on S.S. 577. ·· 

Derek Rowley, President, Corporate Services Center, spoke in favor of S.S. 577. 
Mr. Rowley voiced concern over rumored changes that could strip the 

· indemnification provisions from the bill, making it a special interest amendment 
in favor of one or two groups. 

Chairman Anderson declared such alfegations were not allowed, and he asked 
who had made such accusations. Special interest legislation was not done. 
Chairman Anderson took personal affront at Mr. Rowley's remarks and voiced 
concern about his further testimony. 

Mr. Rowley continued his testimony. He said the indemnification provisions 
were vital to making the package work. Mr. · Rowley said Nevada was not for 
sale with the bill, the bill did not prevent criminal prosecution of corporate 
officers or directors, the bill did not prevent personal liability of corporate 
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-officers or directors where fraud existed, and the bill did not prevent individuals 
from holding corporations responsible for damages incurred. What the bill 
would do was codify the existing Nevada legal decisions and add a new level of 
predictability to Nevada's corporate statutes.· · 

Mr. Rowley said there was a liability crisis in the country today. The 
· indemnification provisions of S.S. 577 should be kept whether the fees were 
increased or not Mr. Rowley believed there were misconceptions that the 
corporate filings were stable and the revenues from these filings were 
predictable. The truth was that corporate filings were a barometer of the 
economy. While an 8 percent annual growth in corporations was estimated by 
the Secretary of State's office, Nevada experienced a negative growth through 
the first quarter of 2001. It was not understood how price-sensitive the 
incorporation industry was today. There was a great deal of competition for 
new incorporation, and the ease of the Internet made it simple for price 
comparison from state to state, service for service. Mr. Rowley said he 
supported S.B. 577 as written, but he could not support S.B. 577 if the 
indemnification provisions were removed. 

Chairman Anderson said S.B. 577 provided an opportunity to take case law and 
put it into the relevant statute. He asked if that would be objectionable. 
Mr. Rowley said it would not necessarily be objectionable. In the effort to 
promote or market Nevada for business purposes, his company was pleased 
with the current provisions. The impact of the increased fees was unknown; 
however, to justify those fees, he believed an additional benefit was needed to 
keep Nevada at the forefront of the incorporation industry. 

Assemblywoman Buckley asked if Wyoming had recently raised their fees. 
Mr. Rowley said Wyoming raised their renewal fees, creating a $40 increase 
over the original incorporation fees. Assemblywoman Buckley verified that 
S.B. 577 did not increase the renewal fees. · Mr. Rowley agreed. Since the 
increase in revenue was based on an increase in new corporate filings, it would 
be necessary to "sell" Nevada on a continuing, on-going basis in order to 
generate the revenues. 

Chairman Anderson asked Mr. Rowley if he was familiar with the Polaris v. 
Kaplan case. Mr. Rowley said he had only read a summary of the case. 

Assemblyman Carpenter asked what kind of corporation would be concerned 
over a $50 difference in fees. Mr. Rowley said the typical "mom and pop" 
operation or "people with a good idea" made up a vast majority of the Nevada 
corporations. They were very conscientious about costs, running their business 
on a shoestring; they were people with a dream. 
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Assemblyman Brower said there seemed to be a disconnect between "the stick" 
of increased fees and "the carrot" of the liability law. Mr. Rowley said the 
language in Section 1 stabilized the expectation of companies regarding 
indemnification, and it did not change anything the courts were not already 
enforcing. Section 3, subsection 7, was very important. Assemblyman Brower 
then asked what the pitch or "the hook" would be when marketing Nevada. 
Mr. Rowley said he would pitch low fees and costs, the Nevada tax structure, 
liability protection, and indemnification provisions. The liability protection was a 
big deaf for individuals. 

Chairman Anderson said it was clear there was concern about retaining Section 
3, subsection 7, as a crucial provision of the bilJ, and no other additions were 
needed for the bill. Mr. Rowley had no other concerns about the bill as long as 
the indemnification provisions were retained in the law. 

Assemblyman Carpenter asked if Mr. Rowley had been talking about income tax 
laws. Mr. Rowley said he was talking about the lack of a state corporate 
income tax. Assemblyman Carpenter asked if Wyoming had a state corporate 
income tax. Mr. Rowley replied Wyoming did not. Assemblyman Carpenter 
asked if Delaware had a state corporate income tax. Mr. Rowley said Delaware 
had a state corporate income tax of 8.7 percent. 

Assemblyman Collins asked what it would cost Nevada if people went to 
Wyoming to incorporate. Mr. Rowley said the way the bill was currently 
written, it was not significant if Nevada lost a large number of corporations to 
Wyoming. An individual who took a corporation to "domesticate" in Wyoming 
could do so for approximately $200, and Wyoming had provisions in their law 
that allowed that corporation to carry its corporate history with it as if it had 
always existed in Wyoming. 

Chairman Anderson asked Mr. Rowley if his company would recommend more 
corporations in Wyoming over Nevada if the fees increased. Mr. Rowley said 
his sale staff did not make that decision; they provided the information, and the 
decision was left up to the customer. Chairman Anderson asked if the "mom 
and pop" corporations understood the indemnification provisions that 
Mr. Rowley was trying to protect. Mr. Rowley said they might not have a full 
understanding of those provisions, which was even more reason to have those 
provisions in place. 

John Olive, President, Nevada Association of Listed Resident Agents (NALRA), 
represented 35 resident agent companies that collectively represented 50,000 
to 55,000 corporations organized within the state of Nevada. Mr. Olive spoke 
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in support of S.B. 577. The value of codifying case law would allow 
prospective incorporators to assess the likelihood of success in defending 
themselves in a case in which they might be drawn in as defendants. Mr. Olive 
said that the indemnification extension would essentially substitute for the lack 
of heritage of corporate jurisprudence until the business court had sufficient 
case law to provide a similar depth of jurisprudence as seen in Delaware. 

Chairman Anderson asked how the bill would impact the resident agent 
industry. Mr. Olive said a study was done at the Advanced Research Institute 
at University of Nevada, Las Vegas to project the impact of the proposed $500 
franchise fee. It was determined that the franchise fee would have precipitated 
an estimated 80 percent exodus of corporations from the state of Nevada. The 
study would need to be revised with the increase of fees to reflect their impact; 
it was estimated there would be some reduction in the number of corporations 
being formed. Chairman Anderson queried, that by offering the limited liability 
as provided in S.S. 577, how many additional companies would be attracted to 
Nevada. Mr. Olive quoted growth projections of 12 to 15 percent. 

Assemblyman Brower stated Section 2, page 2, would eliminate a current 
statutory provision that allowed a corporation to include in its Articles of 
Incorporation certain liability · limiting provisions. Mr. Olive agreed. 
Assemblyman Brower said Section 3, subsection 7, page 3, addressed the same ·· 
issue, only making it automatic. Mr; Olive agreed. Assemblyman Brower said 
the bill would then achieve the same result as current law; it would not be a 
substantive change in the law. The real issue addressed by the bill would then 
be the alter ego doctrine in Section 1. Mr. Olive said Section 3, subsection 7, 
might seem redundant with Section 2, but it was the same spirit as Section 1 
that codified current case law; Mr. Olive agreed with Assemblyman Brower's 
assessment of the bill. 

Rose McKinney-James, Clark County School District, offered uunqualifiedu 
support for S.B. 577. Ms, McKinney-James believed the funding from the bill 
would be used for salaries for teachers and to fund those programs and services 
that had been curtailed. -

Bob Crowell, Nevada Trial Lawyers Association (NTLA), supported the fee and 
funding mechanism set forth in S.B. 577, but was concerned about the 
corporate immunity. S.B. 577 changed the corporate immunity statutes in 
Nevada in three ways: 

1 . Codified the alter ego doctrine or piercing the corporate veil, by changing 
the case law with respect to proof required to pierce the corporate veil. 

2. Extended the officers' and directors' immunity currently in Nevada law to 
other individuals. 
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3. Shortened the statute of limitations for bringing actions against officers 
and directors from three years to two years. 

Bill Bradley, Nevada Trial Lawyers Association (NTLA), posed a scenario 
involving Chairman Anderson and Assemblyman Carpenter for purposes of 
explaining the ramifications of forming and operating a corporation in Nevada, 
and, unfortunately, of experiencing fraud in their dealings with another 
corporation. 

Pat Cashill, Nevada Trial Lawyers Association (NTLA), said Nevada had 44 years 
of corporate case law going back to 1957. The key to the judicial history in 
Nevada on that issue was the court took the position that there was no fixed 
criteria to use the alter ego doctrine to pierce the corporate veil. The Polaris 
decision talked about a number of factors that "would sanction frauq or 
promote injustice" and could lead to piercing the corporate veil: 

1. Under-capitalization 
2. Co-mingling of funds 
3. Unauthorized diversion of funds 
4. Treatment of corporate assets as individual's own 
5. Failure to observe corporate formalities 

Mr. Cashill went on to suggest language retentions and deletions in S.B. 577. 
He was "gravely" concerned and believed it would be bad social policy to enact 
the bill as written. 

Chairman Anderson asked how the "Bubba and the Cowboy" corporation would 
be affected if S.B. 577 was enacted. Mr. Bradley agreed the corporation would 
be left "holding the stick." The importance of the Polaris decision (Exhibit K) 
was seen where the Supreme Court elected to follow the "promote injustice" 
standard. Trying to prove fraud was an extremely tough burden; fraud was a 
state of mind, and it was tough to prove a state of mind. Mr. Bradley believed 
it was important to amend S.B. 577 to include the language "or promote 
injustice." 

Assemblyman Brower asked why a criteria "less than fraud" would be allowed 
to be used as the standard to pierce the corporate veil. Mr .. Crowell said it was 
difficult to articulate what constituted fraud or the various circumstances that 
might lead to or give rise to an injustice sufficient to pierce the corporate veil. 
He believed the Supreme Court answered that question on page 3, Section 
[2][3] of Exhibit K where it stated, "It is not necessary that the plaintiff prove 
actual fraud. It is enough if the recognition of the two entities as separate 
would result in an injustice." The Polaris decision continued on the top of 
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page 4 of Exhibit K, "There is no litmus test for determining when the corporate 
fiction should be disregarded; the result depends on the circumstances of each 
case. n Mr. Bradley said there were circumstances where it "may not be fraud," 
but you knew it was wrong. Assemblyman Brower said, "If it walks, talks, and 
swims like fraud you should be able to prove fraud." 

Assemblyman Collins reminded the committee to look at the bigger issue of· 
S.B. 577. Was the issue to deal with the Polaris decision or find money for the 
teachers? Mr. Bradley was in support of funding teacher salaries; however, it 
was not necessary to significantly change a strong 50-year judicial doctrine in 
order to accommodate that fee increase. That was why NTLA was offering an 
amendment. 

Assemblyman Manendo asked if S.B. 577 had been in place a couple of years 
ago, how would that have affected the "Harley Harmon incident" in southern 
Nevada? Mr. Cashill said the current language in Section 3, subsection 7, page 
3, provided immunity to officers or directors for any action committed as an 
officer or director. He did not befieve it was the intent to extend immunity "that 
far." Mr. Cashill suggested some "limiting" language should be inserted that· 
would limit the immunity to corporate activities in a legitimate sense. 
Mr. Bradley said Section 3, subsection 7, stated, "unless otherwise provided in 
NRS ... " and that included mortgage and securities issues; there was some 
protection because it referred to existing provisions in the NRS. Without an 
amendment, Section 3, subsection 7, would eliminate third party damages, and 
that was not the intent. Mr. Cashill said there was an inconsistency between 
existing law in Section 2 that limited the liability and Section 3, subsection 7 
that seemed to extend unlimited immunity. 

Assemblywoman Buckley asked, when viewing the issue of fraud versus 
injustice, what definition of fraud would be used if the language of S.B .. 577 
was approved. Would it be the common law definition of fraud or the definition 
in NRS 42.0017 Mr. Cashill said in the case Lubey v. Barba the common law 
definition was used as a standard .. He did not know whether the statute or the 
common law definition would apply in any case. Assemblywoman Buckley said 
perpetrators of fraud could "get away with it" by saying there was "no 
intentional misrepresentation" to deprive a creditor. Mr. Cashill agreed. 

Assemblyman Brower disagreed, saying he believed, in a case of "looting the 
corporation, R fraud could be proven. Assemblyman Brower said Section 3, 
subsection 7, did not give unlimited immunity because it said, "unless it was 
proven there was fraud, intention misconduct or known violation of the law." 
Mr. Crowell disagreed with Assemblyman Brower and submitted an amendment 
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(Exhibit M) that clarified a director could not be shielded from liability for. acts 
outside the corporation, which left intact the rights of a third party. 

Chairman Anderson asked for an explanation of the Loomis letter (Exhibit L). 
Mr. Cashill recalled the circumstances of the case and subsequent judgment 
against Lange Financial Corporation. The Loomis family had great difficulty 
collecting the judgment amount, but was able to use the alter ego doctrine to 
reach through numerous corporate shells to reach the assets of the corporation 
in order the satisfy the judgment. 

Mr. Crowell made closing statements regarding the proposed amendment 
(Exhibit M) from the NTLA. It included five sections: 

1 . Rewrote Section 1 using language drawn directly from the Polaris 
decision. 

2. Amended language in Section 3, subsection 7, to clarify that the 
immunity from liability extended to an officer or director · only "to the 
corporation or its stockholders" and to include the word "or" when listing 
the two actions that might cause liability. 

3. Changed the effective date language to include "shall apply to claims that 
arise after October 1, 2001" in Section 59, subsection 2(b). 

4. Changed Section 8 to restore the statute of limitations to three years. 
5. Deleted Section 55 since legislative intent should not be a part of the biH. 

Chairman Anderson asked if the proposed amendment (Exhibit M) had been 
shared with Senator James. Mr. Cashitl said they "talked." 

Assemblyman Oceguera asked for clarification from Mr. Bradley concerning 
comments made relating to Section 2, and to Section 3, subsection 7. 
Mr. Bradley reiterated the changes as outlined in the NTLA proposed 
amendment (Exhibit M). 

Assemblyman Carpenter said on page 3, line 21, the NTLA proposed to delete 
"unless it is proven that," and asked why would the NTLA want that taken out. 
Mr. Bradley said that was a typo; it was their intent to retain that language. 

Chairman Anderson clarified the language of the proposed amendment and 
asked the NTLA to submit a clean copy with any additional changes. 

Danny Thompson, Executive Secretary-Treasurer, Nevada State American 
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organization (AFL-CIO), said Clark 
County had a critical need for 1,200 new teachers in 2001-2002, but they had 
only been able to recruit 500. Mr. Thompson shared statistics regarding high 
school dropouts, prison inmates, low teacher salaries, portable classrooms, and 
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lack of books. The problem could not wait; it needed to be solved in the current 
session. The problem was not going away! 

Dave Howard, Reno-Sparks Chamber of Commerce, spoke in support of 
S.B. 577 with some reservations; he felt the bill did not do enough. Although it 
was believed that the bill was written to attract new corporations to Nevada, no 
one had discussed attrition if the economy "goes down the dumps;" there was 
no guarantee that the economy would continue to encourage growth. And even 
though Mr. Crowell said the bill would not be retroactive, Mr. Howard felt the 
provisions of the bill would also apply to those who were already incorporated. 

Kami Dempsey, Director, Government Affairs, Las Vegas Chamber of 
. Commerce, spoke in support of S.B. 577 as written. She said it was a first step 
to finding a solution to help teachers obtain a salary increase without negatively 
impacting the economy and disproportionately hurting small businesses. 
The Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce and the business community recently 
completed a position paper outlining their intention to work during the interim to 
find a tax package that would fulfill the state's financial needs over the next ten 
years. 

Sam McMullen, Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce and the Retail Association of 
Nevada, said S.B. 577 contained a very serious issue. Mr. McMurlen spoke in 
support of the bill, but he did not believe it needed an amendment. 
He reiterated his commitment to · work during the interim on a package to be 
presented to the legislature at the Seventy-Second Session. Mr. McMullen said 
the bill had been looked at from both sides, as defendants and as plaintiffs, and 
he believed it to be a fair statement of the law, one that needed to be secured 
and passed in its current form. He said the real issue was sanctioning fraud; 
promoting justice was vague and too broad. 

Chairman Anderson asked if Mr. McMullen had heard the testimony of the 
Secretary of State regarding the conflicts between S.B. 51 and S.B. 577. 
Mr. McMullen said he did not have a problem with conflict amendments; he did 
have a problem with changing the bill as written. Chairman Anderson stated 
there were time factors in the bill that may have led to a misunderstanding of 
the real intent of the bill. Mr, McMullen said he had no problems with the 
effective date of the law relating to claims. Chairman Anderson asked if 
Mr. McMullen participated in the drafting of the bill. Mr. McMullen said he had 
not. 

Assemblyman Collins reiterated his question related to the "real issue" under 
discussion. Was it a test or was it a precedent with strings? Mr. Collins asked, 
"Are we doing the right thing?" Mr. McMullen said the real question should be, 
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NHow do we guarantee that we actually get out of this bill what we said we 
were going to get out of it?" In order to increase fees, new provisions were 
necessary to drive revenue, to secure it, and to expand it in the future. 

Assemblywoman Buckley verified the fees that would increase and those that 
would remain the same. It was good to be a business-friendly state; it was 

· good for the economy. She questioned why an $80 increase required the kind 
of immunity provisions that could hurt other Nevada businesses? Mr. McMullen 
did not believe those immunity provisions would hurt any existing Nevada 
businesses; they were good for Nevada business. In his judgment, he did not 
think the trade was $80 for those provisions; rather, it was a resolution of 
budget issues, a marketing tool, and a clarification of current law. 

Assemblyman Brower said he did not see the linkage between the fee increase 
and the change in policy. Regardless of whether the fees were increased, the 
proposed change in the law was a good policy change for Nevada. 
Mr. McMullen confirmed that would be good. for Nevada. What people wanted 
most of all was to know what the rules of law were. It would be good for new 
corporations and would be clarification for existing corporations. 

Chairman Anderson asked if Delaware or any other state had similar provisions. 
Why not take case law and put that into statutory provision 7 Mr. McMullen 
said Delaware did have more case law to rely on, but that might not be the 
question. It was easy for Delaware to attract corporations, especially on the 
east coast. Nevada needed to create a better attraction for corporations, 

Chairman Anderson said the advantage of case law was that once it was on the 
books, it was there. Like common law, you could continue to make reference 
to it as it continued to evolve. Case law became a much more reliable .predictor 
of behavior in a litigant society. Mr. McMullen disagreed. The issue was 
whether or not the stream of revenue was secured. Out-of-state corporations 
did not want case law to be a determining factor, as they could be the next 
case. Those corporations wanted to know that the rules were secure. 
Chairman Anderson said the question was then whether public policy should be 
put at-risk to fund education. Mr. McMullen did not think there was any risk; it 
was a clear statement of the policy. 

Mary Lau, Executive Director, Retail Association of Nevada, said the issue of 
increased fees had been brought forward previously without result, and now 
that issue was being revisited. 

Chairman Anderson asked for further testimony. There being none, he 
announced the committee would be recessed until 9:30 a.m. tomorrow 
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morning. The testimony phase was at an end. The committee was waiting for 
additional information from the Legal Division regarding the fiscal impact and 
those sections in conflict. · 

Assemblywoman Koivisto asked, if it was such good policy, why had it never 
come up before. The question was discussed among committee members. 
Chairman Anderson queried about an interim committee study done by Senator 
James. Assemblyman Brower was not aware of any Bill Draft Request (BDR) 
recommendation nor did he recall it being a discussion topic at any of the 
meetings. Assemblyman Manendo said the interim study committee broke into 
several panels, and the issue was not raised on his panel. 

Ray Bacon, Nevada Manufacturers Association, said during the Business Law 
Committee, chaired by Mr. Taylor, discussed adding certainty to the law in two 
separate subcommittees. Mr. Bacon did not recall that specific issue being 
discussed. 

Mr. McMullen said those types of issues were discussed, but until raising fees 
became a viable option, the counterbalance of those provisions was not 
necessary. 

V Chairman Anderson recessed the meeting at 6:46 p.m. until 9:30 a.m. the next 
morning. 

Chairman Anderson reconvened the meeting at 10:00 a.m., the following day, 
made opening remarks, and noted a quorum was present. Discussion of 
S.B. 577 resumed. 

Chairman Anderson drew attention to a letter from the Secretary of State's 
office (Exhibit N) that was submitted in response to the request made by the 
committee. The letter brought clarity to the provisions of S.B. 577 as to when 
the various sections would apply and why there were different dates for 
implementation. 

Chairman Anderson announced a short recess to handle trouble with the 
Internet connection; the meeting reconvened in three minutes. 

Renee Lacey, Chief Deputy, Secretary of State, said currently initial lists were 
currently not required for LLCs, LPs, and entities other than corporations; they 
only filed annual lists. S.B. 51 would require them to submit initial lists, 
resulting in the need for additional staff in order to maintain the 1 Q .... day money
back guarantee. 
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Chairman Anderson cautioned that conflicts might exist between S.B. 51 and 
S.B. 577 that would require amendments to make them consistent. As such, 
the dollar amounts currently in S.B. 5 77 might not be in the final draft. 
Mr. Lacey said that issue had been discussed with the Legal Division that would 
be preparing the amendment. Ms. Lang said S.B. 51 had already been enrolled, 
but would be amended to be consistent with S.S. 577. 

Assemblywoman Buckley said the appropriation in Section 58 seemed 
excessive. Ms. Lacey said new positions had been discussed with the Fiscal 
Division, and most would come out of the Special Services Funds. The request 
to use those Special Services Funds for technology or positions in the office had 
to go through the Interim Finance Committee. The appropriation in Section 58 
came from the portion that went into the Special Services Fund and not from 
the portion of the increased fees that would go to the General Fund to assist the 
teachers. Anything over $2 million that remained in the Special Services Fund 
at the end of the fiscal year went to the General Fund. The appropriation also 
included estimated funding for leased space. The additional staff, besides 
reviewing forms and preparing for the new services and the additional review 
required by the new services, would also staff a counter service that would 
provide a 2:-hour and 24-hour expedited document service. 

Assemblywoman Buckley asked why that funding had not been included in the 
separate bill where the new services were proposed and the new staff was 
requested. Ms. Lacey said requiring the new lists for LLCs and LPs was a new 
service not previously proposed. The Secretary of State's budget had been 
closed; 20 new positions were requested, and the Assembly Committee on 
Ways and Means approved 12. The Committee on Ways and Means asked the 
Secretary of State's Office to obtain funding for the remaining staff through 
S.B. 577 since the additional staff would be needed for the proposed services in 
the bill. 

Assemblyman Manendo asked why the proposed amendment by the NTLA was 
approved by the Senate Judiciary Committee and then was taken out. 
Chairman Anderson verified that the proposed amendments presented to the 
committee were the same amendments that had been presented in the Senate. 
Mr. Crowell said the amendment presented in the Senate had been slightly 
different; it had been passed and then reconsidered the next day. He did not 
know why. Chairman Anderson requested that the amendment be redrafted, 
with a clean copy provided to the committee. Mr. Crowell submitted a new 
copy of the proposed amendment (Exhibit 0) for the committee's consideration. 
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Chairman Anderson recessed the meeting at 10:26 a.m. to be reconvened upon 
the call of the Chair. There being no further .business on that day, the meeting 
was adjourned at 2:30 p.m. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITIED: 

~·~ 
Deborah Rengl~ ~ 
Committee Secretary . ~ ·. 

APPROVED BY: 

DATE: 97 IP~ ;<,tJII . 
I 
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EXPLANATION OF SENATE BILL No. 577 
(First Reprint) 

(Prepared by the Legal Division) 

Senate Bill No. 577 makes various changes concerning business associations. 

Section I of S.B. 577 adds a new section to chapter 78 of NRS, which governs 
private corporations. to limit generally the common-law and statutory liability of 
corporate stockholders, directors and officers under certain circumstances. · This section 
specifically provides that corporate s~kholders, director or officers are immune from 
individual liability unless: ( l) otherwise provided by specific statute; (2) otherwise 
provided by an agreement entered ~o by the corporate stockholder, director or officer; 
or (3) a court finds, in part, that the corporation and the stockholder, director or officer 
are inseparable and that adherence to the corporate fiction of a separate entity would 
sanction fraud. The intent of the .Legislature in enacting this section is to codify the 
equitable doctrine of the common-law known as "piercing the corporate veil," ''alter ego" 
or "disregarding the corporate fiction." In addition, it is the intent of the Legislature to 
change this equitable doctrine so that a director, officer or stockholder of a corporation 
may 001 be made individually liable for a debt or liability of the corporation unless the 
court finds that the director, officer or stockholder of the corporation actually committed 
fraud in connection with the debt or liability. (See section 55 of the bill.) 

Section 2 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78.037 to remove a provision authorizing the 
articles of incorporation of a corporation to contain a provision eliminating or limiting the 
personal liability of a corporate stockholder, director or officer under certain 
circumstances. 

Section 3 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78.138 to authorize corporate directors and 
stockholders to rely on certain information, including, without limitation, opinions, 
reports, and books of account or statements that are prepared or presented by financial 
advisers, valuation advisers and investment bankers as to matters believed to be in that 

· person's professional or expert competence. Further, this section provides that a 
corporate director or officer is generally not individually liable for any act or failure to 
act in his official capacity unless it is proven that his act or omission constituted a breach 
of his fiduciary duties or involved intentional misconduc~ fraud or a knowing violation of 
law. 

Section 4 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78.150 to require a corporation to include the 
name and street address of the resident agent of the corporation on the form filed with the 
secretary of state. In addition, each list required to be filed pursuant to this section is 
required to be accompanied by a declaration that the corporation has complied with the . 
provisions of chapter 364A which governs business taxes. This section also sets forth a 
fee that must accompany one of the lists. 

Section. 6 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78.170 to increase the penalty required to be 
paid by a defaulting corporation. Section 7 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78. 180 to increase 
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the fee that a defaulting corporation must pay for reinstatement Section 8 of S.B. 577 
amends NRS 78.300 to make various changes concerning the liability of corporate 
directors for tmlaw distnbutions. 

Section 9 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78. 7502 to provide that a corporation may 
indemnify certain persons if they are not liable pursuant to NR.S 78.138. 

Section 10 ofS.B. S77 amends NRS 78.760 to increase the fee for filing certain 
articles of incorporation. Section 11 of S.B. 577 amends NR.S 78. 765 to increase the fees 
for filing a certificate changing the number of authorized shares, a certificate amending 
the articles of incorporation and a certificate of correction. Section 12 of S.B. 577 
amends NRS 78. 767 to increase the fee for filing a certificate of restated articles of 
incorporation. Section 13 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 78.780 to increase the fee for filing a 
certificate of dissolution. Section 14 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 78. 785 to amend various 
miscellaneous fees, 

Section i 5 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 80.050 which is in the chapter concerning 
foreign corporations, to increase the fee for filing a notice of withdrawal from the State of 
Nevada by a foreign corporation. 

Section 16 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 80.110 to require a list of officers and 
directors filed by a foreign corporation to be accompanied by a declaration that the 
corporation bas complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS concerning 
bus~ tax. In addition, this section requires a corporation to pay a fee when filing such 
a list. · 

Section 18 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 80.150 to increase the penalty for a 
defaulting foreign corporation.·. Section 19 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 80.170 to increase 
the fee that a defaulting foreign corporation must pay for reinstatement 

Section 20 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 86.263 in the chapter concerning limited 
liability companies, to require such a company to include the name and street address of 
the resident agent of the company on the fonn filed with the secretary of state. In 
addition, each list required to be filed pursuantto this section is required to be 
accompanied by a declaration that the limited liability company bas complied with the 
provisions of chapter 364Awhich governs business taxes. This section also sets forth a 
fee that must accompany one of the lists. 

Section 22 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 86.275 to increase the penalty for a 
defaulting limited liability company. Section 23 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 86:276 to 
increase the fee that a defaulting limited liability company must pay for reinstatement. · 
Section 24 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 86.561 to increase miscellaneous fees collected by · 
the secretary of state from a limited liability company. 

Section 25 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 87 .440 to increase the fee that a registered 
limited liability partnership is required to pay with its certificate of registration. Section 
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26 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 87.460 to increase the fee that a registered limited liability 
partnership is required to paid when filing a certificate of amendment. Section 27 of S.B. 
577 amends NRS 87.470 to increase the fee required by a registered limited liability 
partnership when filing a written notice of withdrawal. · Section 28 of S.B. 577 amends 
NRS 87.490 to increase the fee required when such a partnership files a certificate of· 
change of location or resident agent. 

Section 29 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 87.510 to require a registered limited liability 
partnership to include the name and street address of the resident agent of the partnership 
on the form filed with the secretary of state. In addition, each list required to be filed 
pursuant to this section is required to be accompanied by a declaration that the 
partnership has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A which governs business 
taxes. Tb.is section also sets forth a fee that must accomp~y one of the lists. 

Section 30 of S.B. S77 amends NRS 87.520 to increase the penalty required to be 
. paid by a defaulting registered limited liability partnership; Section 31 ofS.B. S77 
amends NRS 87:530 to increase the fee that a defaulting registered limited liability 
partnership must pay for reinstatement. Section 32 of S.B. 577 amends NR.S 87.550 to 
increase miscellaneous fees paid by registered limited liability partnerships to the 
secretary of state. 

Section 33 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 88.395 to require a limited partnership to 
include the name and street address of the resident agent of the partnership on the fonn 
filed with the secretary of state. In addition, each list required to be filed pursuant to this . 
section is required to be accompanied by a declaration that the partnership bas complied · 
with the provisions of chapter 364A which governs business taxes. This section also sets 
forth a fee that must accompany one of the lists. 

Section 34 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 88.400 to increase the penalty required to be 
paid by a defaulting limited partnership. Section 35 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 88.410 to 
increase the fee that a defaulting limited partnership must pay for reinstatement Section 
36 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 88.415 to make various changes concerning the liability of 
directors of limited partnerships for unlaw distributions. 

Section 37 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 88A.600 to require a list of officers and 
directors filed by a business trust to be accompanied by a declaration that the business 
trust has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS concerning business tax. 
In addition, this section requires a business trust to pay a fee when filing such a list 

Section 38 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 88A.630 to increase the penalty for a 
defaulting business trust. Section 39 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 88A.650 to increase the 
fee that a defaulting business trust must pay for reinstatement. Section 40 ofS.B. 577 
amends NRS 88A.900 to increase miscellaneous fees paid by business trusts to the 
secretary of state. 
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Section 41 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 89.210 to increase fees paid to the secretary 
of state by a professional association for filing articles of association and amendments. 

Section 42 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 89.250 to require a list of officers and 
directors filed by a professional association to be accompanied by a declaration that the 
professional association has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A ofNRS 
concerning business tax. In additiont this section requires a professional association to 
pay a fee when filing such a list. 

Section 43 of S~B. 577 amends NRS 89.252 to increase the penalty for a 
defaulting professional association. · 

Section 44 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 89.256 to increase the fee that a defaulting 
professional association must pay for reinstatement. 

Section ~5 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 92A.190 to increase the fee charged in a 
merger or exchange. 

Section 46 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 92A.210. The changes to this section were 
to move the fees for tiling articles of merger of domestic corporations which were in 
NRS 78. 770 (repealed in section 54 of this bitl) into NRS 92A.210 because this appears 
to be a more appropriate place to list these fees. 

Section 47 ofS.B. 577 amends NRS 116.3103 to remove the insulation from 
liability.provided to officers ·and members of a executive board of a common-interest . · 
community. 

Section 48 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 225.140 to provide that certain fees charged 
by the secretary of state for providing special or expedited services must be deposited in 
the account for special services of the secretary of state in.the state general fund and that 
the remainder must be deposited for credit to the state general fund. 

Section 49 of S.B. 577 amends NRS 600.340 to increase the fee to register a 
trademark, tradename or service mark in this state. Section 50 ofS.B. sn amends NRS. 
600.355 to increase the fee for correcting the registration of such a mark. Section 51 of 
S.B. S77 amends NRS 600.360 to increase the fee for removing the registration of such a 
mark. Section 52 of the bill amends NRS 600.370 to increase the fee for assigning such a 
mark. Finally, section 53 of the bill amends NRS 600.395 to increase the fee for 
canceling the registration of such a mark. 

Section 54 of S.B. 577 repeals NRS 78. 770 concerning the· fees for filing articles 
of merger of domestic corporations because these fees are moved to NRS 92A.210 (sec. · 
46). 

Section 58 of S.B. 577 transfers money from the account for special services of 
the secretary of state to the secretary of state's operating general fund budget account. 
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ISSUE 

Polaris v. Kaplan 
Supreme Court of Nevada 

747 P. 2d 884 

On appeal to the Nevada Supreme Court, the issue was whether a salesman and a corporate 
shareholder officer could be held personally liable, for the debts of the corporation, under the 
alter ego doctrine. While the court declined to extend liability to the salesman under the facts 
of the case, the main issue centered on the liability of the shareholder officer. 

FACTS 

Polaris was an Ohio corporation that manufactured and sold wire products_ to NMS. By 
March 1978, NMS owed Polaris over $50,000 and was behind on payments. NMS then issued 
a promissory note for the outstanding balance. 

NMS sold toy distributorships and incorporated in 1976. Bob Davis and Michael Kaplanwere 
the sole shareholders and officers of the corporation. In 1978, NMS ceased its business 
operations,-with a negative equity of over $150,000. 

Davis and Kaplan then formed a new corporation, CRI, to sell health and beauty aid 
distributorships. They were again the sole shareholders and officers. Facts in evidence 

_ indicated that Kaplan and Davis did not aiways follow normal corporate procedures. Both 
NMS and CRI paid the personal obligations of the officers and unnumbered counter checks 
were often issued to Davis and Kaplan. 

CRI did business in the same location as NMS and used the same bank. It also took 
assignment of NMS's assets and assumed NMS's liabilities. CRI informed Polaris it had 
assumed NMS's note; however, Polaris received only one payment. Polaris then brought suit 
on the promissory note. 

The court enumerated three general requirements for application of· the alter ego doctrine: 
(1) the corporation must be influenced and governed by the person asserted to be the alter ego; 
(2) there must be such unity of interest and ownership that one is inseparable from the other; 
and (3) the facts must be· such that adherence to the corporate fiction of a separate entity 
would, under the circumstances, sanction fraud or promote injustice. McCleary Cattle Co. v. 
Sewell, 73 Nev. 279, 282, 317 P.2d 957, 959 (1957). 

Further, the court stated that it is not necessary that -the plaintiff prove actual fraud. It is 
enough if the recognition of the two entities as separate would result in an injustice. Gordon v. 
Aztec Brewing,Company, 33 Cal.2d 514. 203 P.2d 522, 527 (1979). 
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ANALYSIS 

The court reasoned that CRI's officers treated corporate funds as their own by making bank 
withdrawals in the form of advances to themselves, for their personal benefit, at a time when 
the corporation had few real assets and a negative net worth. Further, they found Polaris was 
damaged because these actions left the corporation without funds to repay the debt. 

HOLDING 

The court ruled in favor of Polaris and held Kaplan (as shareholder officer) personally liable 
for the corporation's obligation on the promissory note. 
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Via Facsimile: {ll5) §84:6531. 
Email: m.i1mes@sen.state.nv.gs 

May 30, 2001 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senate Committee on Judiciary 
Nevada State senate 
401 South carson Street 
Carson City, NV 89701 

-..:::-..... == - = ...... , ~ 
~-

CR A IC 

Re: Proposed Amendments t:o Directors Uabillty Statute 

Dear Senator James and· Members of the Committee: 

Thank you for this OPPortunity to present my thoughts concerning certain proposed 
amendments to the Nevada. Statutes pertaining to the liability of Officers and Directors 
under Nevada Law. 

By way of background, I currently serve as a director of four public companies, Craig 
Corporation ("Craig''), Otadel Holding Corporation ratadelj, Reading Entertainment, Inc:. 
("Reading") and G&L Realty, Inc. ("G&L j, I am also a director of Fidelity Federal Bank, 
FSB, which is the wholly owned subsidiary of Bank Plus corporation. Craig, Citadel and 
Reading are each Nevada corporations. G&L is a Maryland corporation, and Bank Plus is a 
Delaware corporation. Craig and G&L are listed on the New York Stock Exdiange. Citadel 
is listed on the American Stock Exchange. Reading and Bank Plus are quoted on the 
NASDAQ Stock Market. Prior to my association with Craig, I was a partner, specializing in 
corporate and securities law, with Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher, in Los Mgefes. Prior thereto, 
I served as a law clerk to Justice Dean Bryson on the Oregon Supreme Court, and 
graduated Magna Cum Laude from Harvard Law School in 1976. 

Over the years, I have been involved as a lawyer, officer or director In a variety of extra
ordinary corporate transactions. In many cases, those transactions have resulted In 
litigation. To the best of my recollection, in no case, has such litigation resulted in the 
overturning of the transaction involved, a finding of ultimate liability on the part of any 
director or, in my vlew, any meaningful benefit to the members of the plaintiff class. In my 

(213) 239--0''S'S FAX (21~) 139-0'. 
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view, many corporation codes currently are insufficient to reasonably protect independent 
directors from harassment lawsuits brought by professional plaintiff's counsel primarily with 
an eye to producing revenues for the law flnns involved and with little interest in or 
likelihood of producing any significant benefit to stockholders. 

By way of example, as a director, I am current:iy a named defendant in triree lawsuits, In·· 
each case brought by a professional plaintiff's counsel. These lawsuits have been brought 
notwithstanding the fact that great care was taken to assure the fairness of the 
transactions involved, notwithstanding the fact that the transactions were approved by 
special committees comprised of dlslnterested directors, notwithstanding the representation 
of such committees by experienced legal counsel and notwlthmndlng the fact that, in each 
case, faimess opinions were rendered by reputable financial advisors. In one case, AIW1in 
v. Q,tter, et al., Philadelphia County Court of Common Pleas, Trial Division, case No. 
01138, the lawsuit was filed on the basis of the company's press release announcing the 
anticipated transaction and prior to· either the consideration of the transaction by the 
company's stockholders, or even the circulation of the definitive proxy materials descrtblng 
the transaction. In other words, the lawsuit was tiled even before the plaintiffs counsel 
had received the materials describing the details of the transaction and the special 
committee's reasons for recommending the transaction to the company's stockholders. 
The trial court has entered summary judgment in favor of all defendant directors, however, 
that case has been pending for more than four years, fs currently on appeal by the 
plaintiff's counsel, and has resulted in the deposition of myself and all of the other directors 
of the company. 

Toe other two lawsuits both grow out of a possible management buy-out of G&L These 
two lawsuits, one In talifornia and one ln Maryland, were filed even before any 
determination was made by the special committee of disinterested directors whether or not 
to accept management's buy-out proposal. In short, the lawsuits were brought based on 
the press release by G&L that a management buy-out proposal had been received and was 
being considered by the special committee, and notwithstanding the fact that any such 
transaction would be subject to the approval of the stockholders of G&L In essence, this is 
the same as someone suing you based on the fact that you had just bought a sports car 
and that they feared that you might get into an accident involving a third party. 

As I am tralned as a corporate attorney, I am perhaps less concerned about being named 
as a defendant in cases of this type than would be someone not similarly trained. I rely on 
the fact that, so long as I do things right, I will ultimately be vindicated. However, this is 
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not a view necessarily shared by people Jess familfar, with litlgauon. Also, cases of this type 
can adversely affect the credit rating of the directors named in such cases. I am concerned 
that indMduals who would make excellent directors are deterred from serving in these 
positions as a result of the fact that they can be, and today often are, sued with impunity, 
whenever an extraordinary corporate transaction is contemplated by the company t.hey 
serve. There should be some way to balance the scales. 

One good way to balance the scales would be to adopt the currently proposed revisions to 
the statute on director. li~billty. In essence, this assures directors that, unless they are 
guilty of Intentional misconduct, their personal net worths will not be at risk when they 
attempt to carry out their duties as directors. Given the size of many of the transactions on 
which the directors of a public company ai:e required to vote, the financial · risk · to the 
directors can be significant. It is to be noted that It Is not unusual for plaintiff's attorneys 
to allege multi-million dollar claims against outside d;rectors who· will receiVe no benefit 
from the transaction other than their directors' fees. If any of these dalms were to come 
home to roost, it could mean financial ruin for the directors involved. This obviously gives 
plaintiff's counsel considerable leverage to attempt to coerce a nuisance settlement from 

· the company's board of directors. 

The introduction of a "clear and convincing#· burden of proof would be very helpful in 
protecting directors from harassing suits, and require ptafntltrs counsel to really think out 
his or her case. In addition, by expanding the list of experts referred to NRS 78.138(2}(b) 
to include financial advisors, investment bankers and valuation advisors, directors are glven 
clear direction as to the scope of consultants they·may rely on in making their deciSions. 

I believe that another good way to balance the scales ls to put plaintiff's counsel at some 
financial risk, If they choose. to proceed in the face of a prima facle case of fair and 
reasonable action on the part of the defendant directors. At the present time, a strike law 

· firm has no downside risk in bringing a case other than the amount of time that the 
lawyers at the firm Invest in the case. These law flnns often do minimal work, and rely on 
their abllity to settle for nuisance value and to collect a quick fee, rather than on their 
ability to ultimately win at trial. 
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Although a provision to address this nuisance caused by strike law fimts is not a part of the 
proposed revisions to Chapter 78 of the Nevada Revised Stab.lb:$, I would recommend that 
such a provision be drafted and included as part of a bill for the next legislative session. 

In making this recommendation, I suggest that It ls not unfair to allow officers and 
directors to recoup their attomeys' fees from such a plaintiffs counsel, If that counsel fails . 
to prove his or her case. This Is, In essence, the rule in major commercial centers such as 
London; and elsewhere In the English Commonwealth. It will at least assure that strfke 
lawyers do a nwe homework and researctl before bringing cases, and, hopefully, stop such 
counsel from bringing cases based solely on a press release that a company is considering 
a possible transaction or that a company may be presenting a possible transaction to Its · 
stockholders for their consideration. Alternatively, consideration might be giVen to a 
statute which; 

(a) mandates the recoupment of litigation costs where the· plaintlff'scase 
fails to make it out of the pleading stage, or where summary . 
judgment is entered ln favor of the defendants; and 

(b) gives the judge discretion to award attorney's fees in cases In which 
the plaintiff falls to prevail at trial. 

Further, if a transaction is approved by a majority of the disinterested directors of a 
company, and if the action of those d1Sinterested directors was supported by a fairness 
opinion, and ·;r the ffrm issuing that fairness opinion was selected In· a· commerclafly 
reasonable manner by the disinterested directors, then it seems to me that Jt is likewise not 
unfair (i) to establish a presumption that the transaction was in fact fair, and (ii) to require 
plaintffrs counsel to post a bond in the amount of the anticipated litigation costs and 
expenses of the defendant officers and directors. Again, it seems to me to be a reasonable 
goal to balance the playing field that currently exists between plaintiff's counsel and the 
directors and officers of a company, so that directors know that they have some recourse if 
they are wrongfully accused of Improper behavior and so that plaintiff's counsel knows that 
it must to do some ·homework prior to filing a complaint, or be at financial risk. At the 
present time, these Individuals have no recourse and there Is no downside to the. filing of 
completely unresearched and spurious complarnts by plaintiff's counsel. 
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As to the prop0sal to codify and increase the standard for piercing the "corporate veil," I 
believe that it is a good one. Since many corporations operate through a variety of 
operating subsidiaries, there is always an issue as to whether .these entities will be 
respected, I think that ij statute such as this would be helpful; since Jt raiSeS the bar for 
piercing the "corporate veil" to a showing of fraud by"clear and convincing" evidence and. It 
would give corporations operating through subsidiaries greater certainty that the corporate 
separateness of such entities would be honored. tf such a standard were adopted, It would 
be my recommendation that we reincorporate all of our various subsidiaries In Nevada. 

I believe that the changes currently contemplated· would Increase the attrac.tiveness of 
Nevada as a state of incorporation·for major public companies. I further believe that the 
adoption of such changes woutd mitigate the negative impact of increasing the fees 
assessed against companies choosing to Incorporate in Nevada. 

Should YoU have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (213) 239-0555. 

Sincerely, 

V_~~ 
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30k842(2) Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law. 

103 Nev. 598 

Supreme Court of Nevada 

POLARIS INDUSTRIAL CORPORATION d/b/a 
Dayton Wire: Products, Appellant, 

v. 
Michael KAPLAN, and Jerome Kaplan. Respondents. 

No. 16574. 
Dec. 29, 1987. 

Promisee brought action on promissory note against 
original. corporate promisor, corporation that IISSUDle(J 

promisor's obligation,· and corporations' two 
· shareholders officers, who were alleged to be alter egos 

of corporations. Following summary jlldgment for 
promisee against corporati.on.s, promisee amended 
complaint to add as defendants third corporation and 
salesman. alleging they, too, were alter egos of 
promisor corporations. After third corporation and one 
shareholder oflleer defaulted, lhe Eighth Judicial 

- District Court, Clarie County, Thomas J. O'Donnell. J., 
entered judgment for salesman and remaining 
shareholder officer, and promisce appealed. The 
Supreme Court. held that: {1) salesman who never had 
interest: in or influence over promisor corporations was 
not corporations' alter ego so .as to be liable for 
corporations' debt, and (2) findings that shareholders 
officers cashed numerous unnw:nbcred counter checks 
for their personal benefit, that these withdrawals further 
thinned capitalization of corporation at time when 
corporation's obligation on promissory not.e was not 
being paid and that corporation had little real assets and 
negative net worth mandated conclusion that remaining 
shareholder officer was corporation's alter ego 
personally liable for corporation's obligation on 
promissory note. 

Aflinned in part;. reversed in part. 

WestHeadnotes 

(I] Appeal and Error ~842(2) 
30-

30XVI Review 
30XVI(A) Scope, Standards. and Extent, in 

General 
30k838 Questions Considered 

30k842 Review Dependent on Whether 
Questions Are of Law or 
ofFact 

[See headnote text below] 

[I] Appeal and Error ~1010.l(S) 
30-

30XVIR.eview 
lOXVI{l) Questions of Fact, Verdicts, and 

Findings 
30XVI{l)3 Findings of Court 

30k1010 Sufficiency of Evidence in 
Support 

30kl010.l In General 
30kl010.l{S) Reasonably Supported 

.F~ 
Judgment based on conflicting evidence will not be 

disturbed when supported by substantial evidence, 
unless wrong conclusion was clearly reached. 

[2] . Corporations cg::..1.4(4) 
101-

10 II Incorporation and Organization 
I Olk 1.4 Disregarding Corporate Entity 
lOlkl.4(4) Instrumentality, Agency, or Alter 

Ego. 
Alter ego doctrine only applies when corporation is 

inflnmced and governed by person asserted· to be. alter 
ego. there is such unity of interests and ownership that 
one is inseparable from other and facts are such that 
adherence to corporate fiC'lion of separate entity would. 
under circumstances, sanction fraud or promote 
injustice. 

[3) Corporations ~1.4(4) 
101--

10 I I Incorporation and Organization 
lOlkl.4 DuRgarding Corporate Entity . 
lOlkl.4(4) InstrumentaJiW. Agency. or Alter 

Ego. 
Party seeking application of alter ego doctrine need 

not prove actual iraud, but rather, that ICOOgnition of 
two entities as separate would result in injustice. 

[4] Corporations cg::..1.6(7) 
101-

1011 InCOipOrBtion and Organization 
lOlkl.6 Particular Occasions for Determining 

Corporate Entity 
IOlkl.6(7) Liens, Bonds, Notes and Mortgages. 
Absent evidence that salesman ever had any interest 

in or influence over coipOrations. salesman was not 
corporations' alter ego liable for corporations' 
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obligation on promissory note. 

[S] Corporations *=' 1.4( 4) 
101-

101 I Incorporation and Organization 
1 Olkl.4 Dis.regarding Corporate Entity 
lOlkl.4(4) Instrumentality, Agency, or Alter 

Ego. 
Commingling of funds, under capitalization. 

unauthorized diversion of funds. treatment of corporate 
assets as individual's own. and failure to obsetve 
corporate formalities may indicate existence of alter 
ego relationship between corporation and shareholder, 
but such factors are not conclusive. 

[6] Corpoi::atioos ~1.4(1) 
101--

101 I Incorporation and Organization 
IO lkl.4 Disregarding Corporate Entity 

lOlkl.4(1) In General. 
· There is no litmus test for determining whether 

corporate .fiction should be disregarded; result depends 
on ciroumstances of each case. 

[7] Corporations ¢::> 1.6(3) 
101---

101 I Incocpor Ilion and Organization 
I01ld.6 Particular Occasioos for Determining 

Corporate Entity 
lOlkl.6(3) Debts and Obligations of 

Corporation; CredifQrs' 
Remedies 

Actions pointing to community of interest between 
individual and corporation must also· be cause of 
plaintiff's injury · and must have sanctioned fraud . or 
promoted injustice before corporate veil can be pierced 
and individual. held liable for corporation's obligation to 
plaintiff. . 

[8] Corporations ¢::>1.7(2) 
101--

1011 Incorporation and Organization 
lOlkl.7 Pleading and Procedure in 

Detennining Corporate 
Entity 

lOlkl.7(2) Evidence and Fact Questions. 
Notations on unnumbered counter checks charging 

withdrawal of corporate funds to "employee advances" 
supported trial court's finding that corporation's 
shareholders officers cashed numerous unnwnbered 
C01mter checks for their personal benefit 

[9] Evidence <8=>571(1) 

157-
IS7Xll Opinion Evidence 

1S7XII(F) Effect of Opinion Evidence 
lS7kS69 Testimony ofExperts 

I S7kS71 Nature of Subject 
157k571(l)In General. . 
Auditor's opinions that corporation would have had 

funds to pay debt if withdrawals by shareholder officers 
had not further. thinned capitalization of corporation 
and that corporation had few real assets because 
accounts receivables carried on its books were 
uncollectable were· safficient . to sustain trial cowt's 
finding that shareholders' · payments to themselves 
prevented corporation from paying its debt 

[10] Corporations ¢::>1.6(7) 
101---

1011 Jncorporaticm and Organization 
JOlkl.6 Particular Occasions for Determining 

Corporate Entity 
lOlkl.6(7) Liens, Bonds, Notes and Mortgages. 
Trial court's findinss that corporation's . two 

shareholder officcn cashed numerous unnumbered 
counter checks for their petSOli8l benefit, that these 
withdrawals nn1her thinned oapitamation of 
corporation at time when corporation's debt on 
promissory note was not· · being ·paid. and . that 
corporation bad little real ~ and negative net worth 
mandated conclusion that shareholder officer was 
corporation's alter ego pc::rsonally liable to for 
corporation's debt on promissory note. 

*885 Chris A Beecroft, Las Vegas, for appellant. 

Brown, Wells. Beller & Kravitz. Las Vegas. for 
respondents. 

[103 Nev. 599) OPINION 

PERCURIAM: 

This case arises from a promissoty note origmally 
issued by National Mmeting Services (NMS), a now
defunct Nevada corporation, to appellant Polaris 
Industrial Corporation for amounts owing on an 
account. The note was later assumed by Commercial 
. Resources. Inc. (CRI). another Nevada corporation no 
longer in existence. In 1979, Polaris brought an action 
on the note against both corporations and ~eir two 
shareholders and officers, Bob Davis and respondent 
Michael Kaplan. Polaris alleged Davis and [103 Nev. 
600] Kaplan were the alter egos of NMS and CRI. 
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Summary judgment was entered for Polaris against the 
corporations. Polarla then amended its complaint to 
add as det'endants Cambist Corporation and respondent. 
Jerome Kaplan alleging they, too, were the alter egos of · 
NMS and CRI. Cambist Corporation and Bob Davis 
defaulted. . The case proceeded to trial against 
rcspoodents Michael and Jerome Kaplan. The district 
court concluded Polaru had not borne its burden of 
proof in demonstrating the Kaplans were the alter egos 
of NMS and CRI. Judgment was entered fur the 
defendants. Polarfa appeals. 

Polaris was an Ohio corporation that custom 
man\lfactured wire products. Beginning *886 in 
1976, Polarlt sold wire display racks to NMs. 
Initially, NMS paid for the goods in ad:vanc.e. Later, 
payment was made on delivery. Eventually, NMS 
requested a thirty-day account. By March 1978, NMS 
owed Polaris SS0,560.16 and was behind on 
payments. NMS then issued the promissory note that is 
the basis of this suit 

NMS sold toy distributorsbips. It was originally a 
sole proprietorship owned by Michael Kaplan. NMS 
incorporated in 1976 soon after its first contact with 
Polaris. Bob Davis and Michael Kaplan were the sole 
shareholders and officers of the COip<>ration. In its 
most lucrative year, 1977, NMS realized a profit · of 
about $500,000.00. It ceased to do business the 
following Spring. The corporate balance sheet 
reflected a negative equity of $154,144.00 indicating 
the stockholders had. taken out more than they bad put 
in. 

Davis and Kaplan formed a new corporation,. CRI. 
to sell health and beauty aid distributorsbips. They 
were again the sole shareholders and officers. CRI did 
business in the same locatioo as NMS and used the 
same bank. It also took assignment of NMS's assets 
and assumed NMS's liabilities. CRI informed Polaris 
it had assumed NMS's note. Thereafter, Polaris 
n:ceived only one payment. Both NMS and CR1 were 
sold to a party in Missouri after the institution of this 
suit 

The district court made a number of findings that 
indicated Kaplan and Davis did not always follow 
normal corporate pi:ooedures. Both NMS and CRI paid 
the personal obligations of the officers. Unnumbered 
counter cb&lcks were often issued to Davis and Kaplan. 
(FNl) There was no evidence that capital 
contributions bad actually been made or that stock 

~ had been issued The only cvidenc.e of 
corporate meetings consisted of minutes that generally 
ratified all previous decisions of the prior year. Despite 
these nndings, the court concluded Polaris had not 
shown an alter ego relationship between Kaplan and 
the cxxporations. 

(103 Nev. 60IJ Jerome Kaplan was Micbael 
Kaplan's brother. He was a salesman for CRI, but 
never had any interest in the coq,oration. Jn July 1979. 
Jerome formed Cambist Corporation to sell sporting 
goods distn'butorships. Cambist shared ot1iccs with 
CRI and paid the rent in retum for use of office 
furniture. Cambist ceased doing business m March 
1980. The district court also concluded that Jerome 
Kaplan was not mi alter ego of CRI. · 

[1] Polaris contends the district court reached the 
wrong conclusion. The general rule is that where the 
evidence is conflicting and there is substantial evidence 
to support the judgment. it will not be disturbed. 
Consolaziov.Summerjield, S4Nev. 176, 179.10P.2d 
629, 630 (1932). But there is an e,a:eption when it is 
clear that a wrong conclusion bas been reached. Id. 

· Our task· on appeal is to determine whether the trial 
court's findings in this case mandated a contrary 
conclusion. 

[2](3] There are three general requirements for 
application of the alter ego doctrine: (1) the 
oorporation must be influenced and governed by . the 
person asserted to be the alter ego~ (2) there must be 
such unity of interest and ownership that on,e is 
inseparable from the other,. and (3) the facts must be 
such that adhere:nce to the corporate fiction of a 
separate entity would, under the circumst11noes, 
sanction fi;uud or promote injustice. McCleary Cattle 
Co. v. Sewel( 73 Nev. 279, .282,317 P.2d 957, 959· 
(1957). It is not necessary that the plaint:ifi' prove 
actual fraud.. It is enough if the recognition of the two 
entities as separate would result in an injustice. 
Gorden v. Aztec Brewing Company, 33 Cal.2d 514, 
203 P.2d 522,527 (1979')quoted in McCleary, :rupra. 

[4] h is admitted that Michael Kaplan, along with 
Bob Davis, wholly owned and eontrolled NMS and 
CRI. However, there is. no· evidence Jerome . Kaplan 
ever bad any interest in or influence over· these two 
corporations. Hence, this appeal fails as to Jerome 
Kaplan. . 

•887 {5][6] In determining whether a unity of 
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interest e¥ists between the individual aod the 
corporation. courts have looked to factors like co
mingling of funds. undercapitalization. unauthorized 
diversion of funds. treatment of corporate assets as the 
individual's awn, and failure to observe corporate 
formalities. See North. Arlington Medical Building, 
Inc. v. Sanchez ComtrucJion Co., 86 Nev. 515, 522 n. 
8, 471 P.2d 240, 244 (1970). These factors may 
indicate the existence of an alter ego relationship, but 
are not [103 Nev. 602] conclusive. See id. There is 
no litmus test for determining when the corporate 
fiction should be disregarded; the result depends on the 
circumstances of each case. Mesler v. Bragg 
Management Co., 39 Cal.3d 290,216 Cal.Rptr. 443, 
702 P .2d 601. 606 (1985). 

{7] The district court found that the coq,oration 
paid Kaplan's personal obligations, that Kaplan made 
withdrawals of funds for his own use without following 
corporate procedures and that certain corporate 
formalities were not observed. These :findings point to 
a unity of. interest between the individual and the 
corporation. However, these actions must also be the 
cause··ot Polarla's injury and must have sentenced a 
fraud or promoted an injustice before the corporate veil 
can be pierced. See North· Arlington Medical 
Building, supra. 

The record does not reflect how failure to issue 
stock or keep proper cmporate minutes sanctioned a 
fraud or promoted an injustice to Polaris; lt also does 
not establish that an injustice necessarily resulted from 
the corporation's payment of Kaplan's personal debts. 
Kaplan testified the payments weze in lieu of salaty. 
We also note the district court did not specifically find 
that the corporations were undercapitalized. 

(8](9](1 OJ We are, however, troubled by the district 
court's conclusion in light of its findings that Davis and 
Kaplan cashed numerous UD1lumbered counter checks 
for their personal benefit and that these withdrawals 
~ thinned the capitalizatiou of. CRl which. 
· according to another finding. had little real assets and a 
negative net worth. 

On July 20, 1979, the same day that Polaris served 
Kaplan and Davis with its complaint, Kaplan withdrew 
$12.500.00 by unnumbered counter check. A notation 
on the check charged the withdrawal to Account 140, 
revealed at a trial to be "Employee Advances.• From 
August 1979 to October 1979, Kaplan and Davis made 
numerous payments to themselves, Jerome Kaplan and 

McKenzie Davis. (FN2) CR.l's bookkeeper was not 
apprised of the £103 Nev. 603] withdrawals by 
ummmbered checks. Kaplan admitted Davis took 
funds from the · corporation to support bis gambling 
habit. He, himself: claimed to have made t.emponuy 
withdrawals to protect corporate funds from Davis. 
However, the district court found the funds were taken 
for the personal use of both otlicers. This finding is 
supported by notations on the checks charging them to 
•employee advances." R. Craig Bird, an auditor 
retained by Polaris, opined that CRI would have had 
the :funds to pay its debt if the withdrawals had not 
further thinned the capitalization of the corporation. He 
also stated that CRI had few real assets because the 
aCC01Dlfs receivables carried · on its books were 
uncolleotable. The district *888. court was entitled to 
accept bis opinion. Our review of the record shows the 
district court's findings concerning the unnumbered 
ooonter checks and their effect on the corporation are 
supported by substantial evidence. They will. 
therefore, not be disturbed on appeal. Ivory Ranch v. 
Quinn River Ranch. 101 Nev. 471, 472, 705 P .2d 673, 
675 (]985). 

In light of the findings. it becomes clear that CR.l's 
officers treated 00Ip01'8te funds as their own by making 
ad hoc withdrawals at the bank in the form of advances 
to themselves at a Wilfl when the corporation's debt to 
Polaris was not being paid, and that Polarlt was 
damaged because. these actions left the corporation 
without fun& to repay the debt The essence of the 
alter ego doctrine is to do justice. Mesler v. Bragg 
Management Co., supra, 702 P.2d at 607. We are 
compelled to recognize that the district court clearly 
reached a wrong conclusion in determining that 
Micbael Kaplan had not been shown to be the alter ego 
ofNMS and CRI. 

Accordingly, we affirm the judgment of the district 
court as to Jerome Kaplan. and reverse the judgment as 
to Michael Kaplan. (FN3) 
(FNl.) The counter checks were blank checks 

obtained at the bank. 

(FN2.) The record shows these pa)'IIlCllts: 

July 20, 1979 Michael Kaplan 
August, 1979 Bob Davis 
August 7, 1979 Michael Kaplan 
August 10, 1979 Jerome Kaplan 
August 14, 1979 Michael Kaplan 
August 16, 1979 McKenzie Davis 

$12,500.00 • 
5,000.00 

4,700.00 
2,000.00 
2,500.00 
1,500.00 
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August 21, 1979 Bob Davis 
August20, 1979 Cash 
August 30, 1979 Michael Kaplan 
October 15, 1979 Cashier's checks 

(Michael Kaplan. Jerome 

1,750.00 
4,000.00 • 

1,500.00 * 

Kaplan and CRI) 24,863.84 • 
• Unnumbered counter checks 

(FN3.) Appellant named National Marketing Services, 

Commercial Resources. Inc,., Cambist Cmporation. 
Bob M Davis, Michael Kaplan and Jerome Kaplan 
as respondents. However, appellant obtained 
jud8)'Jlf!NS against all the parties ~ Michael 
and Jerome Kaplan. the only respondents to appear 
in this appeal. Hence. the names of the other 
parties have been deleted from the caption of this 
appeal. 
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May30,2001 

To : The Nevada Senate! 
Carson City, Neva~a 

Mr. Mark A. James, \ . . 
I, Cebe Loomis, beii85 years of age unfornmat.ely cannot appear before you today. 

So I have chosen to writ. . to you. instead. I lived most of my life in R.eno with my husband 
and former member of e Nevada State Se113.te, E.F. Loomis. I have recently been .. 
informed about the poss· llity of the altering of a certain Nevada Corporate Law. This · 
deeply disturbs me. As I understand it th.is new proposal would do irreparable harm to the 
lights ofciti:tens such as myself. . 

For over ten years m f ami1y and my lawyer have been trying to collect upon a 
judgement handed dow by the Nevada Supreme Court. Jn this judgement my family was 
awarded a substantial · ount of money from a California company ; Lange Financial 
Corporation. This mone has been impossible to collect. The people of this compSJ1y 
have continuously elud us and have used their corporate setup to hide behind and to · 
protect them from the w ongfut actlons that they have committed. · 

I strongly urge you toi catef ully consider this new proposal and the harm it will inflict 
upon the ciu.·zens of Ne. v~da. The Stat.e o.. f_Nevad.a should remain proud about the quality 
of ba.sine..~'U!S that it is atlemptlng to attract and should not encourage the mistreatments of 
it's citizens by deprlvingj them of their re,cess. · 

I .. 

Respectfully. 

fhUl~ 
Cebe W. Loomis · . 
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SB 577 - 2001 
Introduced on May 24, 2001 
By James, Raggio, O'Donnell, Amodei, Rawson, Jacobsen, McGinness, 

Revises statutory liability of corporate stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing 
certain documents with secretary of state. (BDR 7:..f 547) 

Fiscal Note 
Effect On Local Government: No. 
Effect on the State: No. 

Hearings Senate Judiciary 

Senate Judiciary 

Senate Judiciary 

Senate Finance 

Senate Judiciary 

Senate Judiciary 

Assembly Judiciary 

May-22-2001 Discussed as BDR 

May-24-200 l Discussed as BDR 

May-25-2001 Amend, and do pass as amended 

May-26-2001 Mentioned No Jurisdiction 

May-26.:2001 Rescind 

May-26-2001 Amend, and do pass as amended 

May-30-2001 No Action 

Assembly Ways and Means May-31-2001 Mentioned no jurisdiction 

Assembly Judiciary Jun-01-2001 Amend, and do pass as amended 

Senate Judiciary Jun-03-2001 Do not concur 

Bill History 

May 24, 2001 Read first time. Referred to Committee on Judiciary. To printer. 
Waiver granted effective: May 11, 2001 

May 25, 2001 From printer. To committee. 

v"v"May 26, 2001 From committee: Amend, and do pass as amended. Declared an emergency measure under 
the Constitution. Read third time. Amended. (Amend. No. 1079). To printer. From printer. 
To engrossment. Engrossed, First reprint'."Placed on General File. Read third time. Passed, 
as amended. Title approved, as amended. (Yeas: 18, Nays: l, Excused: 2). To Assembly. 

May 28, 2001 In Assembly. Read first time. Referred to Committee on Judiciary, To committee. 

v' June 02, 2001 From committee: Amend, and do pass as amended. Placed on Second Reading File. 
Read second time. Amended. (Amend. No. 1172). To printer . 

..t'v"June 03, 2001 From printer. To re-engrossment. Re-engrossed. Second reprinf.'Re~d third time. Passed, 
as amended. Title approved, as amended. (Yeas: 40, Nays: None, Excused: 2). To Senate. 
In Senate. Assembly Amendment No. 1172 not concurred in. To Assembly. 

'fl' June 04, 200 I u In AssemblY: Assembly Amendment No. 1172 not receded from. Conference requested. 
First Conference Committee appointed by Assembly. To Senate. In Senate. First 
Conference Committee appointed by Senate. To committee. From committee: Concur in 
Assemjly Amendment No. 1172 and further amend. First Conference report adopted by 
Senate. First Conference report adopted by Assembly~ 
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June 05, 2001 To printer. 
., 

June 11, 2001 From printer. To re-engrossment. Re-engrossed. Third reprint. To enrollment. 

June 12, 2001 Enrolled and delivered to Governor. 

June 15, 2001 Approved by the Governor. Chapter 60!. 

Sections 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 47, 59, 60, 61, 62 and 63 effective June 15, 2001. Sections 5, 6, 12, 13 to 19, 
inclusive, 20, 21, 22, 25 to 31, inclusive, 35 to 39, inclusive, 41 to 45, inclusive, and 47 to 53, inclusive, 
effective (a) June 15, 2001 for the purpose of adopting regulations and performing any other 
preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; and (b) 
On August 1, 2001, for all other purposes. Sections 1.5, 4, 7, 8.5, 10, 11, 14, 19.5, 23, 24, 32, 33, 34, 40, 
46 and 54 to 58, inclusive, effective: (a) June 15, 2001 for the purpose of adopting regulations and 
performing any other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions 
of this act; and (b) At 12:01 a.m. August 1, 2001, for all other purposes. 
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PREPARED BY 
RESEARCH DIVISION 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL BUREAU 
Nonpartisan Staff of the Nevada State Legislature 

BILL SUMMARY 
7JstREGULAR SESSION 

OF THE NEV ADA STATE LEGISLATURE 

SENATE BILL S77 
(Enrolled) 

Senate Bill 577 relates to statutory liability of corporate stockholders, directors, and officers, and 
increases fees for filing certain documents with the Secretary of State. 

Summary 

Senate Bill 577 provides that no stockholder, director, or officer of ·a corporation is 
individually liable for a debt or liability of the corporation unless he acts as an alter ego of the 
corporation. The bill further specifies that· a stockholder, director, or officer acts as an alter 
ego if: (1) the corporation is influenced by the stockholder, director, or officer; (2) the 
corporation and the stockholder, director, or officer are inseparable; and (3) adherence to the 
corporate fiction of a separate entity would sanction fraud or promote a manifest injustice. A 
court, as a matter of law, must determine the question of whether the stockholder, director, or 
officer acts as the alter ego of a corporation. 

Senate Bill 577 also provides that directors and officers are not individually liable to the 
corporation or its stockholders for damages resulting from an act or failure to act unless it is 
proven that their actions or failure to act constituted a breach of fiduciary duties and the breach 
involved intentional misconduct, fraud, or a knowing violation of the law. 

Senate Bill 577 also increases fees for certain documents filed with the Secretary of State by 
corporations, foreign corporations, limited liability companies, partnerships, limited 
partnerships, and business trusts. The changes in fees include an increase from $85 to $165 
for filing the initial list of officers, directors, managers, managing members, managing 
partners, and general partners. When this list is filed initially and annually, the bill requires 
that the business entity provide a declaration under penalty of perjury that it has complied with 
the provisions of Nevada's business tax laws. 

SG577.ENR Paget of2 
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Other fee increases include filings of certificates and documents concerning: reinstatement, 
amendments to certain documents, dissolution, change of location, notice of withdrawal from 
Nevada by a foreign corporation, original articles of organization for limited liability 
companies, or registration of certain business entities. Additional fee changes include an 
increase, from $10 to $20, for certifying copies of certain documents, and an increase, from 
$15 to $30, for executing a certificate of corporate existence. 

Senate Bil1 577 authorizes the Office of the Secretary of State to access $300,000 in Fiscal 
Year 2001-2002 and $250,000 in Fiscal Year 2002-2003 from the Account for Special 
Services. These funds may be accessed without approval from the Interim Finance Committee, 
and may be used for additional personnel, equipment, supplies, office space, and other related 
costs. The measure also authorizes the Office of the Secretary of State to retain the first 
$50 from each expedited fee for services provided within two hours. For other special and 
expedited services, including services provided in 2 to 24 · hours, the fee is divided equally 
between the Secretary of State's Office and the State General Fund. 

Effective Date 

Most of the provisions of this measure are effective on August 1, 2001, to allow the Secretary 
of State's Office time to adequately inform its customers of these changes. The provisions 
allowing the Secretary of State's Office to access funds from the Account for Special Services 
and dividing the fees for expedited services between the State General Fund and the Secretary 
of State's Office are effective on July 1, 2001. 

SGSTI.ENR Page 2of2 
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MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-First Session 
May 22, 2001 

The Senate Committee on Judiciary was called to order by Chairman Mark A. 
James, at 8:00 a.m., on Tuesday, May 22, 2001, in Room 2149 of the 
Legislative Building, Carson City, Nevada. Exhibit A is the Agenda. Exhibit Bis 
the Attendance Roster. All exhibits are available and on file at the Research 
Library of the Legislative Counsel Bureau. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman 
Senator Mike McGinness 
Senator Maurice Washington 
Senator Dina Titus 
Senator Valerie Wiener 
Senator Terry Care 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Bradley A. Wilkinson, Committee Counsel 
Allison Combs, Committee Policy Analyst 
Carolyn Allfree, Committee Secretary 

OTHERS PRESENT: 

Michael J. Bonner, Concerned Citizen 
Craig Tompkins, Concerned Citizen 
John P. Fowler, Chairman, Executive Committee, Business Law Section, State 

Bar of Nevada 
Dean Heller, Secretary of State 

Chairman James stated Senate Bill (S.B.} 571 would not be heard, but he would 
be presenting a proposal for modifications of provisions in Chapter 78 of 
Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS} and other corporate entity-formation and annual 
license fee statutes. He then turned the chairmanship of the committee over to 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman. 

_,,,.,,...,_,. 
.JJ 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 22, 2001 
Page 2 

SENATE BILL 571: Revises provisions governing business tax. · (BDR 32-1548) 

Vice Chairman Porter opened the hearing on Bill Draft Request (BDR) 7-1547. 

BILL DRAFT REQUEST 7-1547: Limits common-law and statutory liability of 
corporate stockholders, directors and officers and. increases fees for filing 
certain documents with secretary of state. (Later introduced as 
Senate Bill 577.) 

Senator Mark A. James, Clark County Senatorial District No. 8, stated 
BDR 7-1547 is a measure that will take Nevada in a new and positive direction 
as a state that is business-friendly. He surmised Nevada will be the number one 
state in the country for a business to incorporate and operate in, or to have as 
its corporate domicile. He said every year over the past 10 years, the senate 
judiciary committee has processed a major piece of tegislation modifying, 
amending, and updating the corporate laws of the State of Nevada. The 
measures have been the work of the Business Law Section of the State Bar of 
Nevada, chaired by John P. Fowler, he stated. Those changes in Nevada's 
laws, he asserted, have kept them up to date with Delaware's laws, all the 
most recent IRS (Internal Revenue Service) revenue rulings, tax court decisions; 
United States Supreme Court decisions concerning taxation, and other issues 
important to corporations in deciding where they want to do business and 
where they want to have their corporate domicile and be registered to do 
business. 

Senator James said, in some ways Nevada's business laws are better than 
Delaware's, but they are substantially similar and allow Nevada courts to look to 
the long history of Delaware jurisprudence to decide disputes that arise under 
Nevada laws. In recent years, new entities have been created for Nevada 
businesses, including the limited liability company (LLC), business trusts, and 
business court, he said. All of these things have been done, he said, and filing · 
fees have not been changed in the past 10 years. He made the following 
remarks: 

We all know that we have . . . an under-funded budget in the 
state. Our budget is under~funded, by the projected budget, by 
$121.5 million ... If you look at the numbers more carefully ... 
the numbers are closer to $130 million. In the face of this, I have 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 22, 2001 
Page 3 

been working with ... Senator O'Donnell [William R. O'Donnell, 
Clark County Senatorial District No. 5} and Senator Amodei (Mark 
Amodei, Capital Senatorial District] on coming up with an 
alternative to simply cutting a budget in a year when it would be 
extremely deleterious to our education system •.. to do so. So, 
we bring this measure forward to change the fee structure . for the 
filing of corporations and for the maintenance of corporations in 
Nevada ... 

Let me tell you how we arrived at this. You cannot constitutionally 
tax a corporation just because it is domiciled in Nevada and it is 
resident out-of-state; it is a violation of the commerce clause. You 
cannot tax or level a fee. upon assets or income that are not 
located within the state; to do so is discriminatory and in violation 
of the federal constitution. What you have to do is come up with a 
fee structure that is fair to all corporations who choose to domicile 
in Nevada and that is based upon some principles that make it fair 
in terms of the ability of corporations to pay and the benefit they 
receive from utilizing our corporate form and chartering themselves 
in Nevada or qualifying to do business in Nevada. [BDR 7-15471, 
on page 2, creates that structure. For corporations qualifying to do 
business in Nevada or chartered in Nevada, the minimal fee . • • 
would be $150 ... plus 0.35 percent of its net worth in Nevada in 
excess of $40,000. 

I have given you a couple of financial breakdowns which will aid 
you in understanding how this fee will impact business in Nevada 
and business outside Nevada that utilizes our state (Exhibit C and 
Exhibit D) ... An important characteristic of this is about 87 
percent of the corporations now registered in Nevada would pay 
the minimum fee . • . an increase of $65 . . . When I originally 
proposed this measure, I proposed there be a $500 fee across-the., 
board for all corporations . • . We heard a lot of feedback that if 
you charge $500, that is going to be an increase from $85 ... and 
that is too much for a small business to handle ... People said, "If 
you do that, we will just go to Wyoming." . . . I never knew 
Wyoming was such a popular place . . . so I decided to study 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 22, 2001 
Page4 

Wyoming and found out that in July of 2000, a new fee structure 
went into effect in Wyoming. Wyoming places an annual, they call 
it a license· fee, on all corporations, domestic and foreign, having 
the right to do business ... in Wyoming; that license fee is at 
0.00020 percent, but it is on total assets "sitused" in Wyoming, 
with a maximum license fee of $50,000 per year. 

What we have presented to the committee is something different, 
not a license fee based upon total assets, but a license fee based 
on actual net worth in Nevada, total wealth in Nevada. So, you 
can see you would not be paying the higher fees if you had a low 
net worth. So, in that sense, this is based upon the ability to pay. 
I was very privileged to receive from Carole Vilardo [Lobbyist, 
Nevada Taxpayers Association] a flyer from her organization on 
taxation principles, which this fee meets all of. 

· Senator James said those working on . this proposal wanted to know what 
substantial, additional feature might be offered to make Nevada attractive and 
ensure corporations will want to come here. He said they received feedback 
from attorneys in Nevada who said Nevada ought to offer some liability 
protection to directors of corporations. Section 5, subsection 7, · of the bill does 
that, he said, in providing "a director or officer of a corporation is not 
individually liable for any damages as a result of any act or failure to act in his 

· capacity as a director or officer unless it is proven by clear and convincing 
evidence that, (a) his act or failure to act constituted a breach of his fiduciary 
duties as a director or officer; and (b) his breach of those duties involved 
intentional misconduct, fraud or a knowing violation of law." Someone cannot 
sue a director and seek his personal assets as a result of questioning, after the 
fact, the bllsiness judgment involved in his decision, Senator James said, and he 
emphasized this does not take away a remedy against the corporation. 

According to Senator James, an additional provision proposed in BDR 7·1547, 
in section 2, is the codification of the principle in existing Nevada law that one 
cannot pierce the corporate veil and seek to get at the personal assets of a 
person who is an incorporator or a shareholder of a corporation. Recourse is 
available, he said, only if it is shown the corporate form is being utilized to 
perpetrate a fraud and there is a commingling and a unity of interest of 
ownership and control of the corporation between the entity and the 
stockholder, director, or officer, and that they are inseparable from each other. 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 22, 2001 
Page 5 

Senator James offered an analysis of the business franchise fee that would be 
paid by various entities under this bill (Exhibit D). The analysis was prepared by 
Ted A. Zuend, Deputy Fiscal Analyst, Fiscal Analysis Division, Legislative 
Counsel Bureau, from documents on file of public companies either chartered in 
Nevada or authorized to do business in Nevada. It is testimony to the bill's 
inherent fairness, he said, because it is a graduated fee based upon ability to 
pay and upon the wealth of the company. Senator James described the 
distribution of the franchise fee burden (Exhibit E). He pointed out the 
maximum fees are going to be paid not only by companies chartering to do 
business in Nevada to take advantage of Nevada's favorable tax structure which 
has no income tax and no corporate income tax, but also by those businesses 
coming here to take advantage of Nevada's booming economy: 

Senator James stated: 

Look at the national name brands coming to Nevada to take 
advantage of our booming economy .•. These companies all either 
charter here with a subsidiary or with their national company, or 
they register with the secretary of state to do business here. And, 
all of these people pay $85 per year to have the benefit of 
Nevada's corporate laws ... Under this proposal, based upon the 
assets they locate in Nevada, the business they do in Nevada, they 
will pay a graduated fee . . . It is important to understand, I think, 
for businesses to take advantage of Nevada's lack of a corporate 
income tax [and} lack of a personal income tax, the income has to 
be generated in Nevada. The assets, therefore, need to be located 
in Nevada. And, under those circumstances ... a fair net worth
based filing fee would apply. 

Senator James read from Carole Vilardo's article in the April 2001 issue of uTax 
Topics" (a publication of the Nevada Taxpayers Association) concerning 
taxation principles: "Long range planning should be an integral part of the 
state's revenue structure and should include forecasting trends in population 
growth and the corresponding growth in governmental services. The Legislature 
should adopt a statement of tax policy which encompasses the following 
principles: Non-Competitive: Revenue sources should not be competitive 
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Senate Committee on Judiciary 
May 22, 2001 
Page 6 

between the state and local governments." Senator James said some of the 
proposals made this session would compete with local government over limited 
revenue sources. They really are not new revenue sources, he said, they are 
merely a redirection of revenue sources. 

Continuing with Ms. Vilardo's article, Senator James read, ueconomic: Revenue 
sources should reflect the existing state economic structure and consider 
possible future economic needs. The impact on individuals and businesses 
should be considered. A systematic, periodic review should be conducted to 
consider current business practices, loopholes and other impacts such as ease 
of compliance." He said: 

We have a state that is generating great wealth, tremendous 
growth, tremendous growth in wealth and new businesses, and yet 
we have, after a decade of this unprecedented growth, a state 
budget that is under-funded, an education system that is 
under-funded, and a state of affairs at our state level where our 
employees have not received a raise in so long that many of them 
defect, not to private [business), but to local government, where 
they get a one-third increase in the amount of money they make 
for doing the same, exact job. So I think this . . . would take 
advantage of the existing economic structure of Nevada, would do 
no damage, no violence to the existing tax structure of the state or 
business-friendly climate of the state, but it would bring us back to 
reality in terms of allowing the great wealth that has been 
generated in our state to benefit our government and those who 
benefit from our government, such as our children in school. 

Senator James resumed reading from Ms. Vilardo's article: "Simplicity: Taxes 
should be simple to understand and easily complied with. Results will be 
improved voluntary compliance and reduced administrative costs." He said the 
fees provided for in BDR 7-1547 are "extremely simple" to comply with and will 
utilize the same form that is currently filed with the secretary of state's office, 
with a couple of lines added for business assets and net worth, pursuant to 
section 6, subsection 1 , paragraph (e) through paragraph (g). 

Again, from Ms. Vilardo's article, Senator James read, "Stability: Taxes should 
be stable and predictable." He said Nevada currently has fluctuating revenue 
sources that depend upon a number of factors and BDR 7-1547 provides for a 
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much more stable and predictable revenue source. Other principles outlined in 
Ms. Vilardo's article, he stated, are: taxes should be compatible with other 
government taxes for ease of compliance; they should be broad-based, with as 
few exemptions as possible and not favor one taxpayer group over another; 
they should be equitable, taking the impact on economic growth of the state 
into consideration; and, collections should be fairly and uniformly enforced. 
Bill Draft Request 7-1547 meets all these criteria, Senator James said. 

Senator James said he thinks this tax can be collected as a fee by the secretary 
of state, and the secretary of state will be asking for an auditor position to keep 
track of the fees as they come in, and for additional funds to handle the 
increased responsibilities of the office. He said it is fully appropriate to use 
some of those revenues to honor that request. 

Senator Titus commended Senator James for his work on this bill, and said 
there is no one who wants more for schools than she does. She pointed out 
this proposal is a major change in Nevada's tax policy, and noted this 
Legislature has never undertaken something this major by going around the 
Governor. She said when something like this is done, both parties, both 
Houses, and the executive are needed, and "time is running out." 

Senator Titus asked Senator James whether he can tell her where the Governor 
stands on BDR 7-1547, and Senator James said he cannot speak for the 
Governor, but he is hopeful. "The portent other members of the Legislature or 
the Governor will not embrace this is not enough to stop me from proposing it," 
he said. He said the way this developed was that no one was going to do 
anything. "We were going to cut the budget and we were going to go home," 
he said. He said he had some support for his original proposal for the $500 
across-the~board fee, but there was much opposition. So, he went to work 
doing the constitutional research and research on all other 49 states, he said, 
and combining the results of his research with the Carole Vilardo's "Principles of 
Tax Policy," he came up with this proposal. 

Senator Washington asked whether the protection placed around corporate 
officers and stockholders will be inducement enough for corporations to come 
into Nevada, if the filing fees are raised. Senator James answered it is an 
added incentive. He explained there are two separate issues. One is the 
protection for a director, he said, so a director is not held liable and his or her 
personal assets cannot be attached. Directors are the ones who decide where 
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to incorporate, he said, and this will be a major incentive. Second is the 
protection regarding the corporate veil, which is a codification of existing case 
law defining the criteria for when the corporate veil can be pierced to get at the 
assets of the person who incorporated. 

Senator James continued: 

With respect to the fees . . • the places to incorporate . . . are 
Delaware, Nevada, Texas, and Wyoming. In terms of looking for a 
domicile, where you are not necessarily going to do business, 
{where] you are going to charter your company .•• if you go to 
Delaware, your annual filing fee could be as high as $150,000 ... 
The fee in Wyoming is $50,000, based upon your assets in 
Wyoming, so, Wyoming offers nothing that Nevada does not ofter. 

Senator Washington noted it has been said this fee increase is driven by the 
need to fund education. However, he said it is his understanding about 
$450 million in new money has been appropriated for education. As legislators 
and policy-makers, they have to be able to answer their constituents, he said. 
He indicated there are two questions that must be answered: (1) Where is the 
money going? andt (2) Has everything possible been done to streamline state 
government and prioritize services the state should render to counties that may 
not be able to provide those services, while allowing those counties able to 
provide the services to do so? Senator James answered by describing 
conditions in the Clark County School District, which is starting $34 million "in 
the hole." 

Senator James said: 

I do not think anybody can make a reasonable case that the 
education system of this state is over-funded. I do not think 
anybody can make a reasonable case it is adequately funded. The 
need is clearly and demonstrably there . . . With respect to state 
government and whether it is adequately funded, I commend our 
Governor, because over the fast 2 years ... we went through the 
first legislative session [and were] very fortunate. We had 
revenues coming in from existing tax revenues, had surplus in the 
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budget we could spend on things we wanted to spend it on ... 
But, over the last interim, in a time when it looked like [there was] 
plenty of money, the Governor took the leadership to conduct 
a fundamental review of state government . . . that was to 
demonstrate and to find places where government could be cut. 
This Governor, who is a former CEO [Chief Executive Officer] of 
major corporations . . . has made government as streamlined as 
possible, IandJ has presented us [with] a very austere budget for 
this session ... 

We do not have too much money; there is not a lot of fluff in the 
budget to ... make up this $130 million ... shortfall, based upon 
the projections of the economic review. So, I think we are at the 
perfect place to say, NWe have presented a very austere state 
budget . . . We have people that have not had a raise in a number 
of years, people who are making a lot less than they do in the 
private sector or in local government, and we have teachers who 
have not had a salary increase and they are some of the 
lowest-paid teachers ... in the country." 

Senator Care stated he applauds Senator James's efforts and Nyou would have 
to be absolutely blind to not believe there is crisis in funding for public education 
in Clark County." He asked Senator James whether he. has an opinion about 
the appropriateness of looking at other tax revenues during the interim or in the 
next legislative session, or whether this fixes everything. Senator James said 
he is not saying this proposal is a fix for everything, and the Governor has made 
public statements regarding the need to look at the long-term funding of the 
state. 

Senator James said: 

But ... you have the secretary of state's office, you have people 
who are paying an $85-a-year fee ... a fee that has not been 
increased in a decade. Most of those companies, if they think 
about it, probably wonder why they are paying such a low fee. We 
have a place where we can fairly generate additional revenue, that 
is all I am saying ... It does not target any industries ... Everyone 
has been saying, "Let's make gaming pay.'' Well, this makes 
gaming pay; it makes everybody pay. 
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Senator Porter said he concurs with what Senator James has said and can 
. appreciate the challenges before education today. Many small business owners 
are the ones they are trying to help through this legislation by improving 
education and services to the community. But small businesses think the cards 
are stacked against them because big businesses are represented by high-paid 
lobbyists; small business is counting on the legislators to look after their 
interests, and sometimes when the government thinks it is trying to help them, 
it really is not. 

Senator Porter described the experience of a delicatessen owner whose costs 
and fees for running her business and providing benefits for her employees are 
increasing, and who is concerned about the graduated fee schedule proposed in 
BOR 7-1 54 7, which she read about in the newspaper. Senator Porter said · if a 
business owns a couple of cars and a small building and some inventory, that 
business may be subject to a fairly high fee. Referring to Exhibit C, he pointed 
out the $150 franchise fee for a $25,000 business is "0.06" percent of the net 
worth, and to be fair in spreading out the fees, the franchise fee for a business 
with a net worth of $51,200,000 should be $300,000, rather than the 
$50,000 indicated. He asked Senator James how he came up with the fees 
and whether he talked to some of the small businesses to find out who had 
$100,000 in assets. Senator James said he looked at other states and at the 
distribution of estimated net worth of corporations in Nevada to see where the 
bulk would fall. He said he strongly considered the impact on small business, 
and 87 percent of the corporations in Nevada will pay the minimum fee; They 
will not get into the higher fee range unless their net. worth goes up; this is a 
net worth test, notan assets test, he said, and liabilities offset assets. 

Senator Porter said he does not think the minimum fee can be categorized as 
simply an increase of $65, because it would not be unusual for a small business 
to have an inventory in vehicles and parts and equipment of $100,000 or 
$200,000, and that would be an increase in the fee from $85 to $710, 
according to the chart (Exhibit C). Senator James acknowledged that would be 
correct for a net worth of $200,000, and Senator Porter said he believes the 
small business is going to be hit the hardest. "When a big corporation goes 
bankrupt, there is usually a nest egg, but when a small business goes bankrupt, 
it is just in debt," he said. He said he is very concerned the proposal being 
presented is going to create a major hardship for those ma-and-pa businesses. 
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Senator James said that is something that can be explored, but this is designed 
to minimize the impact on the small businessperson. 

Senator Porter stressed that he thinks something is being missed regarding the 
small businessperson. Senator James noted he has not heard anybody saying 
Nevada is not going to do something major to change the tax structure and the 
tax burden. ult is not a question of if; it is a question of when. What we are 
talking about now is crisis in the funding of the state budget, a fee that has not 
been increased in 1 O years, and an equitable way in which to increase that fee 
and distribute the burdens fairly among those people who have the ability to 
pay,• he said. He said he welcomes suggestions, but the endeavor here is to 
ensure the people who have the ability to pay an increased fee are paying it and 
the wealthiest are paying the largest fee. 

Senator Washington said there are issues concerning projects such as the 
Henderson State College with $1 50 million to be voted on and contended with. 
uls that on the table as well now; are we going to take a look at that and say 
maybe we cannot afford it at this time?" he asked. Senator James said he 
thinks there is a umini-fundamental" review taking place in light of the potential 
for necessary cuts, and the level of funding that can be given to Henderson 
State College in this budget is a matter still to be considered. He said he would 
not like to see the project die, but he hopes the level of funding would be 
considered along with other pressing needs in the state. 

Senator Washington pointed out state workers are making the same appeal for a 
. raise as teachers, and legislators need to balance the needs of state workers, 
teachers, and other considerations. He said he is trying to take a look at the 
ubig picture." Senator James said he did not know what to say, except state 
workers are slated to receive a long-awaited and well-deserved raise. 

Senator James, addressing Senator Porter's concerns, said those people who 
conduct business as sole proprietors and do not take advantage of the limited 
liability offered, or other benefits of incorporation, do not experience any fee 
increase under BDR 7-154 7. Sole proprietors who report a substantial net 
worth on their federal income tax are the only ones who will be impacted by a 
modest increase in fees, he said. 
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Senator James resumed chairmanship of the committee and invited other 
witnesses to speak. 

Michael J. Bonner, Concerned Citizen, Attorney, stated Senator James had 
asked him to look into a provision to include in BDR 7-1547 to make Nevada a 
more attractive place in which to domicile a business entity, and he suggested a 
provision for liability limitation. He said: 

When we look to enhance the attractiveness of Nevada as a place 
in which to incorporate, we have to recognize . . . businesses 
outside of the state are going to consider and· be counseled on a 
place in which to incorporate, Typically, they are going to be told, 
"either the state in which you do business, or Delaware." The vast 
majority of business entities, as they . . . become public, seasoned 
companies, are going to Delaware. When we look at our Nevada 
corporate business statutes, we have to recognize that, due to a 
variety of factors, if it is Delaware versus home state versus 
Nevada, if it is a tie . . . if the corporate laws of those jurisdictions 
are equally favorable . . . typically, they are going to select 
Delaware. That is just the way it is; that is a part of the business 
practice in which we operate ... 

The reason for that [is] Delaware has a long history of developing 
corporate law. It has a court that is recognized as the leading 
court for jurisdiction in this country; it has a seasoned bar ... The 
companies that come to us that are being counseled by investment 
bankers are often just arbitrarily recommended to incorporate in 
Delaware. So, when you look at Nevada as a choice, frankly, we· 
have to be better than Delaware. We do not want to do things 
that will encourage less desirable businesses, because that is not in 
our best interests. But, what we want to do is give boards of 
directors and corporate officers, and investment bankers and those 
who counsel them, an opportunity to say, in Nevada there is this 
element that may not be present in those other jurisdictions. 
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Mr. Bonner continued: 

In the bill draft before you are a couple of things that have been 
added with that in mind . . . Boards of directors, in addition to just 
running the corporation, have to consider a couple of items in 
selecting a corporate domicile. Those things include the layers of 
protection that are available to them, the predictability of legal 
standards with which they will be. faced • . • and they are given a 
variety of considerations to look at. We know that virtually every 
state now has a form of director . . . liability protection • . . Most 
states have indemnification, and we know the marketplace allows 
directors and corporations to purchase director and officer liability 
insurance ... 

Directors who come on the boards of publicly-traded companies 
typically are very successful businesspeople in their own right. 
They have, typically, large assets; they usually have been 

· extremely successful and are being asked to go on a board of 
directors because of their expertise, their business acumen, [and] 
because of the things they can truly bring to a corporation's board 
to enhance the activity of the board in the best interests of the 
stockholders. As Senator James said earlier, should they have to 
do that at the risk of their personal assets being placed on the fine. 

Mr. Bonner stated, in looking at those issues, a corporation wants predictability, 
and if Nevada can enhance the liability protection for them and strike the proper 
balance to not protect those who have participated in a criminal activity or 
fraud, the State will go a long way to making Nevada an attractive place in 
which to incorporate. He explained, when he reviewed the bill draft, he looked 
at a couple of other corporate statutes to see what is out there. As an 
example, he said Maryland has some attractive features in its corporation 
statutes. He pointed out the states of Florida, Indiana, Maine, Ohio, and 
Wisconsin have so-called self-executing statutes, meaning as a matter of 
statutory law, liability protection is available. Mr. Bonner explained this 
contrasts with NRS 78.037, which allows a corporation to opt in or place a 
charter provision in its articles of incorporation with the liability limitation. He 
noted Ohio has a clear and convincing evidence standard in its statutes. 
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Mr. Bonner opined Nevada already has a liability immunity statute uequal to, if 
not better than, Delaware's." He declared it is better than Delaware's because, 
not only does it cover the liability of directors, but also of executive officers. 

Mr. Bonner proposed a new subsection 7 be included in section 5 of the bill. He 
said it introduces a clear and convincing evidence standard. He added it makes 
deletions of certain provisions of NRS 78.037, basically for 0 housekeeping" 
reasons, and because the provisions will become moot by this statute. He . 
stated, "It makes it an automatic statute, as opposed to an opt-in statute.'' 
Mr. Bonner suggested the proposal actually benefits the small "mom-and-pop" 
operation and is less advantageous to a large corporation. 

Mr. Bonner related, in 1987 the Nevada Legislature adopted NRS 78.037, which 
allows corporations to place in charter a provision of immunizing directors and 
officers from personal liability. He stated he has probably seen thousands of 
corporations since 1987, and he can think of only one instance in which a 
corporation charter did not have that provision because it was, essentially, a 
small business that apparently did not have the funds to seek legal counsel. He 
sard they formed it based on some office supply form, and missed the director 
and officer protection. · 

Mr. Bonner said: 

There is also language that has been added to NRS 78. 138 that 
merely clarifies what we clearly believe is existing law ... Further, 
there are essentially mirroring changes suggested to [NRS] 78.300 
. . · . Presently there is a question as to whether there is a different 
culpability standard in (NRSJ 78.300; this will make the culpability 
standard the same. [NRSJ 78.300 also has a change in the statute 
of limitations, reducing that to 2 years from 3 [years]. Nevada is 
presently one of only thirteen states that has a longer than 2-year 
statute of limitations on the payment of dividends; therefore, we 
are actually in the minority. 

Mr. Bonner noted section 1 of the bill draft request has proposed language 
which will codify existing Nevada case law on the so-called salter ego doctrine," 
or "piercing the corporate veil: n He surmised it offered great advantages that 
can benefit Nevada as a corporate domicile. Essentially, he said, in looking at 
the doctrine of piercing the corporate veil, traditionally case law is consulted. 
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He opined the ability of Nevada to provide objective and predictable standards 
for corporations to evaluate the risk under the alter ego doctrine makes this 
provision very attractive to corporations considering a domicile in Nevada. He 
explained it essentially codifies existing case authority, with modifications, and 
imposes a clear and convincing evidence standard, which ''raises the bar" on 
the evidence necessary for a fraud finding. 

Mr. Bonner concluded: 

In short, as a counsel who often is asked by corporations and their 
boards, "Why Nevada versus Delaware" ... we think the work this 
body has done for many years has taken us a great way toward 
making Nevada a more attractive domicile, [and) we have to make 
it an objectively determinable more beneficial place . in which to 
incorporate. 

Senator Washington asked why the statute of limitations was changed from 
3 years to 2 years, and how the new language in section 11 will work. 
Mr. Bonner replied NRS 78.300 deals with the payment by a corporation of 
distributions or dividends that violate Nevada statute. If a board of directors 
authorizes a dividend in violation of that statute, there can be personal liability 
on the part of the directors, he said. The changes provided for in section 11 
would eliminate the confusion that exists regarding the proper standard for 
liability, he said. Concerning the statute of limitations change, he said it would 
bring Nevada in line with the majority of jurisdictions. 

Senator Care expressed concern the enhanced protection for officers and 
directors may come at the expense of a third party. He asked Mr. Bonner what 
other acts an officer or director could currently be liable for in Nevada for which 
that officer or director would not be held liable if this bill.should become law. 

Mr. Bonner answered, 

Nevada Revised Statutes 78.037, which is the law we have today, 
essentially has the immunities from personal liability that the new 
proposal will have. The distinction between the law today and the 
proposal is that this will be self-executing, meaning a corporation 
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will not have to adopt an amendment to its articles of 
incorporation; and, it imposes a higher evidentiary standard, the 
clear and convincing evidence standard versus a preponderance of 
the evidence standard. But, I believe that the actual language in 
the proposal does not increase the actual immunity of liability. We 
have essentially taken what was in NRS 78.037, moved it into the 
new section, [with) two significant changes: ( 1) the clear and 
convincing evidence standard, and (2) making it an automatic 
statutory provision as opposed to a charter opt-in provision ... If a 
corporation had that provision in its articles of incorporation, there 
would not be a difference ..• What would be different is that, if a 
lawsuit were brought, there would be a higher proof standard that 
a plaintiff would need to bring to establish liability, and the 
establishment of that liability would be dependent on proving 
intentional misconduct or fraud. 

Senator Care said his question actually had to do, not with section 4, but with 
section 2, subsection 1, paragraph (b), which says, "A court of competent 
jurisdiction finds by clear and convincing evidence ... " He asked, "By 'court 
of competent jurisdiction,' does that become a matter of fact or a matter of 
law? Is this something for a jury to determine, or is there some sort of pretrial 
procedure through which the court has to determine ... whether, in fact, these 
elements can be established?" Mr. Bonner replied the reference to a court of 
competent jurisdiction means a finding, as in any litigation, as to whether the 
jurisdiction of a given court is proper. He said, "As to the rest of the language 
in the statute ... the intent is to say that once you get past the jurisdictional 
element, the burden of proof to establish the piercing of the corporate veil 
would be a clear and convincing evidence standard." 

Senator Wiener commented clear and convincing evidence is a high standard, 
and she asked how many states have that standard. Mr. Bonner said he had 
not surveyed every single state, but from the information prepared for him, Ohio 
has the clear and convincing evidence standard. He added, Delaware does not, 
so Nevada would be one of the few states, •maybe only one of a couple, that 
would have. a clear and convincing evidence standard on this particular issue." 

Senator Care asked whether the statute of limitations becomes 2 years for all 
causes of action on the date the bill becomes effective, even for causes of 
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action committed somewhere between the 2- and 3-year period. uls somebody 
out of luck?n he asked, and Mr. Bonner replied he did not know the answer. 
Senator James said they would get an answer. 

Senator Washington asked whether clear and convincrng evidence is the 
standard of proof the court must find for liability of a corporation pursuant to 
section 2, subsection 2, and Mr. Bonner replied it is. 

Senator James, responding to Senator Care's earlier question concerning the 
effective date of the bill with regard to the 2-year statute of limitations, stated 
the intention is for BDR 7-154 7 to be prospective. "You cannot have the 
standard applicable to pending proceedings •.. We should have the legal 
department redraft this," he said. Bradley A. Wilkinson, Committee Counsel, 
pointed out that the question is addressed in section 65, and it is not addressed 
in the way Senator James said he would like it to be. Senator James said he 
would like it to be changed so that the bill's provisions apply only to cases filed 
on or after the effective date. 

Craig Tompkins, Concerned Citizen, stated he is CEO and President of Craig 
Corporation, and Vice Chairman, Citadel Holding Corporation and Reading. · . . 

Entertainment. He said Craig Corporation is a New York Stock Exchange 
company, but most of its operations are conducted through other companies, 
some of which are also publicly traded companies, and his companies have 
recently gone through the process of .choosing a new corporate venue. 

Mr. Tompkins said a couple of years ago his companies undertook a study to 
determine whether it made sense to continue to keep all the companies in 
Delaware. He noted there were concerns regarding staying in Delaware for a 
couple of reasons, one being it had gotten quite expensive to be a Delaware 
corporation. He said: 

We had "maxed outn on two of the companies, which is $150,000 
apiece, and we were coming close •.. to maxing out in the third. 
So, we were currently at $350,000 a year and we were looking at 
being at $450,000 a year. The second thing was that it did not 
seem to us that Delaware had kept up with what was going on in 
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other parts of the country and the world in terms of trying to 
balance the needs of corporate directors trying to make decisions 
in an uncertain world ... So, we were also looking for a state 
which could afford a balancing· of .those concerns. 

Mr. Tompkins related the corporations ultimately selected Nevada. He said the 
group liked Nevada because of the very low fees required. Although the 
committee is considering, here today, an increase in those fees, he said, the 
fees being discussed are still quite modest compared with the Delaware 
standard. He stated; "We like the fact that under Nevada law, directors are not 
automatically subject to lawsuits in Nevada ... " 

Mr. Tompkins continued: 

We like the provisions of the Nevada code, which afford greater 
protection in terms of using a willful misconduct standard, and we 
think it is a good idea to allow that across the board and also to 
allow the clear and convincing evidence standard. Let me talk 
briefly as to why that is. 

In addition to sitting on the boards of our 3 companies, I am also a 
director of G & L Realty [Corporation], a ... real estate investment 
trust; and I am on the board of directors of Fidelity Federal Bank 
... As a lawyer with Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher . . . I had a lot of 
experience in advising boards of directors involved in both 
day-to-day and ordinary . transactions. Your average director . . • 
typically attends a meeting every month or so. The compensation 
varies from company to company; oftentimes it is around ... 
$25,000 a year for your average company ... For most of us, it is 
not like we are involved everyday in the day-to-day operation of the 
company ..• Unfortunately, over the last several years, we have 
become, increasingly, targets of plaintiffs' lawsuits. Yes, it is true 
that it is only infrequently that liability comes home to roost; most 
of these cases end up being settled ... 

But ... you get sued; you get named personally in a complaint ..• 
What this [bill) does is help even the playing field. It means that 
when a plaintiff's counseris thinking about whether or not to sue 
the directors, that plaintiff's counsel needs to take into account 
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what it is that he is going to have to establish, what it is he is 
going to have to prove ... When you use a willful misconduct kind 
of statute or a fraud kind of standard, then the person really has to 
plead what it is you did wrong. Right now, in Delaware, they do 
not plead what you did wrong; they just plead that something 
might go wrong . . . It costs us money to defend these lawsuits, it 
can adversely affect your credit, {and] it can affect your 
perception, Another thing · it does is, because the amount of 
damages alleged are so large, and because directors are only 
human, when your counsel says, "I can settle this case for 
$600,000," of which $547,000 goes to the lawyers, your attitude 
is [to settle] ... It does not relieve the company from liability; it 
does not interfere with any equitable relief . . . But, should [a 
director] be liable for $10 million, $20 million, $30 million because 
of an honest mistake? 

Mr. Tompkins said piercing the corporate veil is a very uncertain area, What 
has been suggested for Nevada is to take the case law, he said, so people 
looking at Nevada do not have to read a lot of cases to try to ascertain whether 
the law is current. They will be able to look right at the statute, he asserted. 
And, he noted, the statute would address much uncertainty. Mr. Tompkins 
pointed out companies most vulnerable are the small companies. He explained 
the courts typically· rooked at case law to determine whether a person followed 
all the corporate formalities, such as whether the right minutes were kept; 
whether there was a separate board of directors; and whether there were 
always separate bank accounts, 

Mr. Tompkins stated he has a chief financial officer whose job is to make sure 
those things get done. He reiterated it is the small business owners who have 
incorporated specifically to protect their individual assets who are the most 
vulnerable to having the corporate limitations on liability set aside because they 
did not follow the proper formalities. 

Chairman James interjected, "So, the notion is that a small business owner 
decides to. incorporate and forgets to keep his annual meeting minutes 
up-to-date, he is not as careful as he should be and there may be some 
commingling of assets or commingling of the books . . . These kinds of things 
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occur, and those are not, alone, under this statute, a predicate for disregarding 
the corporate veil and the limited liability protection. He has to be, in addition, 
under this language, utilizing the corporation to perpetrate some kind of fraud." 

Chairman James commented he did not suppose piercing the corporate veil 
comes up very often as an issue for farge corporations. Mr. Tompkins 
responded that with subsidiaries there is a significant amount of uncertainty, 
but if this statute is passed, there wm be a greater level of certainty for 
corporations. 

Senator Care asked Mr. Tompkins to describe the kinds of corporate acts for 
which an officer or director should not be named as a defendant in a lawsuit. 
He said he would not want to give his constituents the impression because a 
business is willing to pay more money to incorporate in Nevada, it wiJl get to 
"walk, scot"'.free." 

Mr. Tompkins replied: 

Most of the problems occur not in terms of the corporation acting 
as a corporation, because directors typically are not directly liable 
for the acts of the corporation. For instance, if a corporation sells 
a defective product, it is the corporation that is sued; it is not the 
director. If a corporation pollutes a river, it is the corporation that 
is sued; it is not the director. Where director liability really comes 
in is in terms of mergers, acquisitions, issuances of stock ... They 
are shareholder derivative suits that we are concerned about. So, I 
do not see that this has much, if any, effect at all in terms of 
whether a director would be liable to a consumer group or to a 
member of the public. What I see it doing is making it less likely 
that, in an extraordinary corporate transaction, the director will be 
caught up in the litigation, unless the plaintiff's lawyer actually has 
some evidence or some probable cause to believe that director has 
actually acted wrongfully. · 

Senator Care said, "I think the public needed to hear that." 
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Chairman James asked John Fowler to expound on the status of the Nevada 
laws in relation to Delaware laws, and the work done in prior sessions. 

John P. Fowler, Chairman, Executive Committee, Business Law Section, State 
Bar of Nevada, explained the history of the Business Law Section's involvement 
with corporate statutes: 

In 1990, a firm I was then with was hired by Secretary of State 
Frankie Sue Del Papa to revise Nevada's corporate law. That study 
of Nevada corporate law, about a 350 ... page book, contained 
specific statutory suggestions for changes to Nevada corporate law 
. . . [in order to] try to become a competitor with Delaware and 
other states in ease of corporate convenience . . • Following that 
study, in 1991 a bill was written that was worked on by members 
of the then business law committee of the state bar, and worked 
over considerably by the Legislature itself, and it became a bill 
which started us on the road to improving Nevada's corporate laws 
for the entire country to use . . . Every session since, since 1993 
and forward, the business law section has created a bill to improve 
Nevada's corporate and limited liability company statutes ... Jt is 
an accomplishment that, I think, has taken us quite far . . . That 
and . . . the fact that we have retained a situation where there is 
not corporate or personal income tax, and the .fact that the 
secretary of state's office has worked mightily to keep up and to 
be a customer-friendly office, as opposed to the archetypal 
governmental bureaucracy. 

We now have a substantial national presence in the corporate law 
world that brings real benefits to the state [and] it makes it easier 
for those doing business in the state to use our own state laws. It 
makes it easier for investment bankers • . . and those companies 
with assets that they can move to the state, to move them here 
and use our corporate statutes . . . 

In the 1999 Session, Senate Concurrent Resolution {S.C.R.) 19 [of 
the Seventieth Session) was passed, which created a special 
subcommittee that studied ways to improve corporate governance 
.•. and [establish] a business court. 
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION NO. 19 OF THE SEVENTIETH SESSION: 
Directs Legislative Commission to conduct interim study of methods to 
encourage corporations and other business entities to organize and 
conduct business in this state. (SOR 534) 

Mr. Fowler stated the S.C.R. 19 of the Seventieth Session committee work 
resulted in a number of bills, among them S.B. 51 and actions by the Nevada 
Supreme Court to create a business court in both Clark County and Washoe 
County. 

SENATE BILL NO. 51: Makes various changes pertaining to business 
associations. (BDR 7-255) 

Mr. Fowler continued: 

It has been a long history and a long effort, and it has to be 
continued; it is not something that can stop, because the corporate 
world does not stop. New processes, new kinds of ways of doing 
transactions come about and require a change in corporate and 
limited liability company statutes . . . I believe . • . the bill .•. 
shows a funher movement in this direction, to make Nevada a 
friendly place for a corporation to put its charter and to do 
business. . 

Chairman James noted, in S.C.R. 19, John H. 0. la Gatta, Lobbyist, Catamount 
Quantum LLC, had proposed the creation of a different kind of fee structure, 
"and that was the only part we did not do, and is what is contained here. It is 
not exactly his proposal, but it is a permutation of it, and that is how this is a 
whole package [andJ how John envisioned the outcome of it." 

Chairman James asked Dean Heller, Secretary of State, to discuss issues related 
to his office, fee adjustments included in BDR 7-1547, and the role of resident 
agents. Mr. Heller stated his office has been a significant source of revenue for 
the state, and the studies and efforts made over the last 10 years have worked. 
He said the secretary of state's office has grown 10 to 15 percent per year, 
from approximately 5,000 corporate annual filings 10 years ago to 
approximately 50,000 today. He noted the average individual on the staff 
earned about $100,000 in revenue 10 years ago, and today each individual is 
earning about $350,000 in revenue for the state. 
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Mr. Heller said among the biggest clients in the secretary of state's office are 
the resident agents. He stated: 

[They] do a tremendous service for the state of Nevada. They 
work very hard in advertising the corporate services we provide 
••• It was to everybody's benefit to bring them into the office •.. 
We probably had a half dozen or eight resident agents ,n · the office, 
and they probably represented somewhere between 50,000 and 
60,000 corporations here .•• and you asked them to give us an 
alternative . . . and they did discuss some of the filing fees with 
the office that had not been raised for 10 years and what we could 
do to raise some of these fees and still remain competitive ..• So, 
the filing fees and the changes; most of them came through their 
recommendations. A couple of them were reduced. It took some 
effort on our part, and one of the fees we did reduce was the 
annual fee .•. I anticipate our growth will continue. I think we will 
see a shift in the quality and . the · quantity of the kind of business 
we do ... but, overall, I think this proposal takes us forward. 

Chairman James said one of the things the resident agents pointed out is often 
people start a company and need an entity within which to create the start-up 
business, which may have a minimal, or even negative, net worth. That is the 
reasoning behind the fee schedule proposed in BDR 7.;1547, he said. "So# 
people who are start·up companies or small businesses, or people who just 
want to get their entity going, are going to pay the minimum filing fee of $150, 
which they [the resident agents] represented was something they could 
aggressively market," he said. 

Mr. Heller added, 

As you struggle with the policy issue here, of course we struggle 
with the administrative end of this .•. You .have requested, and 
we are preparing, (information regarding] what the fiscal impact 
will be on our office . . . I think it will be a minimal increase. You 
are looking at our office, under this proposal, going from $22 
miffion a year in. revenue to somewhat over $60 million, or 
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$130 [miUion} for the biennium. I think we can move forward with 
a minimal increase of six to eight additional employees in the office 
in order to handle this. increase and the change in structure and the 
way we process some of this paperwork. 

Chairman James said it is closer to $85 million or $87 million from the secretary 
of state's office, because what the Legislative Counsel Bureau (LCB) did in its 
projections was run just the corporations under Chapter 78 of NRS, which 
would generate $52 million. He said that does not include 40,000 other kinds 
of entities that would be on the same schedule. He stated, u[The] LCB did that 
to leave it at a conservative projection; then the $52 Cmillionl plus the $13 
[million] from the additional fees, that is $65 million. It is a very conservative 
number ... It accounts for absolutely no growth. n 

Senator Washington said he is concerned about start~up businesses of single 
women and minorities, and asked whether this proposal would become a 
hindrance or disincentive for them. Mr. Haner said the proposed fees were kept 
as low as possible, with these people in mind. This is not a new tax or a new 
fee; it is an increase in the filing fee for the annual list of officers, he said. He 
said a lot of proposals have been on the table, including a business tax proposal, 
all of which were rejected so people desiring to establish businesses in Nevada 
would not be faced with all sorts of fees. Mr. Heller pointed out, generally, 
liabilities are higher than assets for start-up companies, and this proposal is 
based on net worth. 

Senator Porter echoed Senator Washington's concerns, saying he wanted to 
make sure Nevada is a place where not only the rich can get incorporated. "A 
lot of these smaller companies do not have major liabilities," he said, adding, 
"They really kind of 'pay as you go,' because they cannot afford the debt." 

Senator Care asked whether financial records submitted to the secretary of 
state's office could be kept confidential. Chairman James responded the office 
can have the information remain confidential. 

Senator McGinness asked whether the secretary of state's office has some sort 
of due process in place for determining net worth pursuant to section 31, 
subsection 4, of BDR 7·1547. Mr. Heller said his office is currently ministerial 
and accepts documents filed and signed under penalty of perjury, and would · 
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have to put the language of the bill into place administratively. Chairman James 
stated whatever process the secretary of state's office puts into place would 
certainly comply with applicable procedural requirements, due process, and the 
rights of taxpayers. 

There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 11 :05 a.m. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

CM~ d!¥u~L 
Carolyn A tnia, 
Committee Secretary 

APPROVED BY: 

Sen 

DATE: __ 9._ .. _;:J;;..;o:;..._.-::.0..;_, ____ ___.... _____ _ 
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Franchise Fee Examples 

If the Net Worth 
Attributable to Nevada is: 

$25t000 

$40,000 

SS0,000 

$100,000 

$200,000 

$400,000 

$800,000 

$1,600,000 

$3,200,000 

$6,400,000 

$12,800,000 

$25,600,000 

$51,200,000 

The Annual Franchise 
Fee is: 

$150 About 87% of OOIJlOlllUona registered in 
Nevada will pay minimum fee. 

$150 

$185 

$360 

$710 

$1,410 

$2,810 

$5,610 

$11,210 

$22,410 

$44,810 

$50,000 Less than SOO corporations regiatel'Cd in 
Nevad4 will pay maximum fee. 

$50,000 

3471. 
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.s9mp1es of Companies Allocated Net Worth Sublect to Busineg Franchise Ftt 

Net Worth: 
Number of Stores: Number of Stores: Total Net Worttl Allocated in Nevada3 

§tgre/CQmpany lnlimda1 Tuml: (Millions i's} IMillio!!!! tsl 
Walmart 

AJbertSons 

Home Depot 
Gottschalks 

Target Corporation4 

Lithia 

Bed, Bath & Beyond 

Nevada First Bank 

First National Bank of Nevada Holding Cgmparyx 
Wells Fargo6 

Wells Fargo Bank Nevada National Assoclation7 

Park Place Entertainment' 

Stations Casino, Inc. 

20 

86 

11 

3 

18 

5 

4 

1 

3,116 $31,343.0 

2,512 $5,694.0 

1,029 $15,004.0 

96 $407.2 

1,307 $6,519.0 

56 $181.8 

79 $90.5 

247 $559.0 

$1,674.0 

$26.5 

$3.740.0 

1mber of stores obtained from Information provided in annual 11H< fillrigs with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

~ worth amounts taken from financial statements of annual ·10-K filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 
m 
X 
J: 

,tat Net Worth allocated to Nevada based on the percentage of the total number of stores located In Nevada. 

1rget Corporation includes Target. Mervyn's, and Marshall F'aelds Stores 

ffi 
~ 
0 

$201.0 

$194.9 

$160.4 

$12.7 

$89.8 

$16.2 

$4.6 

$2.3 

$11.1 

$15.4 

$14.5 

$0.7. 

$725.5 

$428.7 

$288.9 

en 
<II 
:::, 
QJ 

a: 
11nber of store infonnation not available from annual 10-Kreport. Nevada's population as a percent of U.S. population was used to aHocate 
ital Net Worth. 

0 
0 
3 

~-
(I) 
(I) 

0 
:::, 
(.. 
C 
0. ,;-
iii' ... 
-< 

'onnatlon on Wells Fargo from National lnfonnation Center (Federal Reserve Board). 
it worth was allocated using total a$$ets of Nevada banks as percent of 1ooll itSSets of Wells Fargo & Company 

'om,atioo from National lnformatlon Center (Federal Reserve Board). Represents Net Worth of wens Fargo branch banks In Nevada. 

1t Worth Allocated to Nevada based on square footage of Nevada casinos as percentage of toCaJ square footage at all properties; 
·ormat1on obtained from annual 1 o-K filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Estimated 
Business 

Eraoch(§g EH 
$50,000 

$50,000 

$50,000 

$44,550 

$50,000 

$50.000 

. $16,061 

$7,932 

$38,883 

$50,000 

. $50,000 

$2,33() 

$50,000 

$50,000 

$50,000 



<.) The distribution of the franchise fee burden, based on assets in Nevada, 
is expected to be as follows: 

> SO percent of the additional franchise fees are to be paid by the 
largest 4/lOths of one percent of Nevada's businesses registered 
with the Secretary of State. 

> 75 percent of the additional franchise fees are to be paid by the 
largest 2.5 percent of Nevada's businesses registered with the 
Secretary of State. 

> 85 percent of the additional franchise fees are to be paid by the 
largest 10 percent of Nevada's businesses registered with the 
Secretary of State. 
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Franchise Fee Estimate by Asset Size 

Estimated Estimated 

C.) Estimated Estimated Nevada Nevada Net 
llu gt l9SII AB&&m Nevada Nevada Net Corporation Worth Per 

I.Q!bl Aaaeta Worth s Corporation 

Total 231,207,565 79,471,096 131,882 802,591 
Zero Assets 0 0 8,813 0 

$110$25 514,803 -122,731 88.082 -1,803 
$25to$62,5 848,974 115,718 20,851 5,550 

$62.5 to $125 1,134,658 293,508 12,785 22,958 

$125 to $250 1,537,241 445,884 8,741 51,009 
$250 to $1.250 4,933,120 1,386,988 9,370 148,017 
$1,250 to $2,500 2,594,361 789,555 1,494 528,535 

$2,500 to $6,250 3,438,599 1,043,192 889 1,172,890 

$8.250 to $12,500 3,146,380 1,146,042 357 3,214,235 
$12,500 to $25,000 4,346,571 1.654,514 244 6,787,036 
$25,000 to '$82,500 8,833,573 3,868,709 224 17,275,342 

$62,500 & Over 199,881,285 68,849,717 252 272,698,067 

Estimated 
NewTax 
Revenue 

52.04(),$32 
559,821 

4,424,029 

1,355.283 
830,997 
904,994 

4,151,674 
2,851,402 

3.584.466 
3,984,405 
5,772,461 

11,197,200 
12,623,800 
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MINUTES OF THE 
SENATE COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY 

Seventy-First Session 
May 24, 2001 

The Senate Committee on Judiciary was called to order by 
Chairman Mark A. James, at 8:56 a.m., on Thursday, May 24, 2001, in 
Room 2149 of the Legislative Building, Carson City, Nevada. Exhibit A is the 
Agenda. Exhibit B is the Attendance Roster. All exhibits are available and on 
file at the Research Library of the Legislative Counsel Bureau. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Senator Mark A. James, Chairman 
Senator Jon C. Porter, Vice Chairman 
Senator Mike McGinness 
Senator Maurice Washington 
Senator Dina Titus 
Senator Valerie Wiener 
Senator Terry Care 

STAFF MEMBERS PRESENT: 

Bradley A. Wilkinson, Committee Counsel 
Allison Combs, Committee Policy Analyst 
Barbara Moss, Committee Secretary 

Chairman James opened the hearing by thanking everyone who had been 
patient while following the process over the past few days, and he apologized 
for canceling yesterday's meeting. He said a number of individuals in the 
Legislature had been working over the past several weeks to address issues 
regarding the state budget and the critical needs in the education system. 

The Senator indicated various plans and proposals. had been offered to . do the 
right thing in terms of the budget and the education system, while at the same 
time to do something innovative, consistent, and in the spirit of Nevada's 
commitment to remaining a state that is business-friendly, encourages new 
businesses, and will keep the economy vital and growing. Senator James 
pointed out that was the spirit and intent of the plans offered in the committee 
by himself and others in support of those issues in the past few days. 

I. 
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Senator James said there had been discussions with the Governor, which had 
been very positive. The Senator was pleased to inform everyone those 
discussions were reaching a happy conclusion. Senator James declared he 
would defer to the Governor to make an announcement. He remarked members 
of the committee, as well as other colleagues in the Senate and Assembly, were 
a large part in reaching the conclusion. 

Continuing, Senator James indicated Bill Draft Request (BDR) 7-1547 (Exhibit C) 
presented on May 22, 2001, was currently being redrafted and would be 
introduced on the Senate Floor today. He said he would explain what the bill 
would be, and what part it would play in the Governor's overall plan to address 
budget issues and critical needs in education. 

BILL DRAFT REQUEST 7-1547: Limits common-law and statutory liability of 
corporate stockholders, directors and officers and increases fees for filing 
certain documents with secretary of state. (Later introduced as 
Senate Bill 5 77 .} 

Senator James explained the proposal to create a new graduated annual list 
would be removed from the bill. He indicated the bill contained. a number of 
corporate filing fees for mergers and acquisitions, reinstatements of charters, 
amendments of charters, and certificates, expediting fees tor those who have 
business transactions that are proceeding at a fast pace and need things 
accomplished y, the Secretary of State's office immediately. The Senator noted 
all of these items in the prior BDR were being increased. He said that together, 
over the biennium, these fees would raise, at a conservative estimate from the 
Legislative Counsel Bureau (LCB), $30 million. With the processing of this 
legislation, Senator James indicated the $30 million would become an integral 
part of the Governor's plan to address budget and education issues. 

Although he did not wish to preview the Governor's plan too extensively, 
Senator James pointed out the $30 million that would emanate from this bill, 
should it be processed by the Senate and Assembly, would go directly to 
classrooms and students, and would save all vital programs. It would go to 
textbooks, technology, music programs and sports programs. The Senator 
emphasized there would be no elimination of music programs, sports programs, 
or any other extra-curricular activities that were associated with schools in 
Clark County, or elsewhere, if the legislation was passed and embraced the plan 
that would be presented by the Governor. 
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In addition, Senator James said this money would be a great part of doing the 
right thing for hardworking teachers, ensuring they receive the richly deserved 
salary increase they have earned over the past years. He expressed hope the 
Nevada educational system would become one of the best, rather than one of 
the most struggling, in the country. 

Further, Senator James indicated his intention was to allow the bill drafters to 
complete the bHl-drafting process, introduce the bill on the Senate Floor, refer it 
back to the Senate Committee on Judiciary as the committee of jurisdiction, 
hold a hearing on it tomorrow morning; and propose that it be processed in the 
Senate immediately. 

Senator Porter said he would like to applaud the Governor and. Senator James 
for their efforts on behalf of all the members of the business and education 
community, as well as the members of the Senate · Committee on Judiciary . and 
the Legislature. He pointed out that Senator James summarized the bill quite 
well. The Senator stated that, conceptually, the program appeared very friendly 
to the state of Nevada, and was all inclusive. He said it appeared to do exactly 
as Senator James mentioned, and placed desperately needed dollars in 
classrooms and programs-from music to sports-and also to those 
hardworking teachers. 

Further, Senator Porter expressed a grave concern shared by Senator James and 
other members of the committee, which was the impact on small businesses. 
He pointed out this has been a very fluid process and all angles have been 
perused in order to do all the right things for all the right reasons. Senator 
Porter expressed appreciation for the hard work of Senator James and staff on a 
win-win effort on behalf of the state of Nevada. 

ln conclusion, Senator James said the bill would be introduced on the Senate 
Floor today, and he anticipated other ideas being brought forward as the hearing 
process unfolded. He expounded this was a great start and would meet many 
of the state's challenges. 

Senator Titus indicated she is glad a solution to the problem had been found. 
She said the approach was one that needed to be studied and she was 
optimistic about it. The Senator indicated several weeks ago Senator Schneider 
introduced a bill calling for funding of education that would at least meet the 
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national average. She noted there was no funding mechanism in the bill, but it 
was a move to at least address why it has not been done, and seek sources of 
revenue to make it possible. Senator Titus said the Democrats followed it up 
with a letter to the majority leader requesting full-blown hearings to look at all 
the different kinds of things. To Senator James she stated, "We are very 
pleased there was .a response from the Governor and the majority leader, and 
we are very happy to work with you. We commend you tor all you have done 
and look forward to making this happen." 

Senator James thanked Senator Titus for her positive comments. Jn addition, 
he thanked the number of people in Las Vegas who were concerned about 
education, including Moms, Dads, teachers, and the Parent and Teacher 
Association (PTA) members, who had gathered during the last couple of days. 
He expressed thanks for their support to the committee in pursuing these 
matters and expres~ed regret they were unable to testify. Senator James noted 
today the committee's time was being utilized to make this announcement. 
Tomorrow there would be a hearing after the bill was introduced and received a 
number, and then everyone would have an opportunity to review it and provide 
their comments. He said at that time everyone would be able to review and 
digest what, in his opinion, was a utremendous" plan that would be presented 
by the Governor and on his schedule at the appropriate time tomorrow. 
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There being no further business to come before the committee, Senator James 
adjourned the hearing at 9:32 a.m. 

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED: 

~Adi~ 
Barbara Moss, 
Committee Secretary 

APPROVED BY: 

DATE: q~ '(-o 1 
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2/3s Vote Required·§§ 3, 8. 9, 13. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 38. 39, 40, 42, 
43,44,45,47,48,49,50,51,53,54,55,56,58,59,60,61,62 

SUMMARY-Limits common-law and statutory liability of corporate stockholders, directors 

and officers and increases fees for filing certain documents with secretary of state. 

(BDR 7-1547) 

FISCAL NOTE: Effect on Local Government: No. 

Effect on the State: No. 

AN ACT relating to business associations. limiting the common-law and statutory liability of the 

stockholders, directors and officers of a corporation; increasing the fees for filing 

certain documents with the secretary of state; and providing other matters properly 

relating thereto. 

- ·,-,._ 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STA TE OF NEV ADA, REPRESENTED IN 

SENA TE AND ASSEMBLY, DO ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

l Section 1. Chapter 78 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto the provisions set forth 

2 as sections 2 and 3 of this act. 

3 Sec. 2. 1. Except as otherwise provided by specific statute, no stockholder, director or 

4 officer of a corporation formed under the laws of this state is individually liable for a debt or 

5 liability of the corporation, without regard to whether a court determines that the stockholder, 

--1-- IIHITTIHIIIIIDIII a487 •7·154 .. 1• 
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· 1 director or officer should be considered the alter ego of the corporation or that the corporate 

2 fiction of a separate entity should be disregarded/or any other reason, unless: 

3 (a) Otherwise provided in an agreement to which the stockholder, director or officer is a 

4 party; or 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

(b) A court of competent jurisdiction jinds by clear and convincing evidence that: 

(1) The corporation is influenced and governed by the stockholder, director or officer; 

(2) There is such unity of interest and ownership that the corporation and the 

stockholder, director or officer are inseparable from each other; and 

(3) Adherence to the corporate.fiction ofa separate entity would sanction fraud. 

2. For a court to make a finding in satisfaction of subparagraph (3) of paragraph (b) of 

subsection 1, the court must find that the stockholder, director or officer has committed fraud 

in connection with the debt or liability of the corporation. 

Sec. 3. l. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for .filing the initial or 

annual list required to be paid pursuant to NRS 78.150 must be determined as follows: 

If.the amount of the net worth of the corporation in Nevada is: 

.Not more than $40,000 ........ ~········~···· .............................. , ............... ·$150 

More than $40,000 ....................................................................... $150, plus an amount equal 

to 0.35 percent of its net 

worth in Nevada in excess of 

$40,000 

2. The maximllmfee that may be charged pursuant to this section. is $50,000 per year. 

--2--
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1 · 3. To determine the net worth of a corporation in Neva:dafor the purposes of this section, 

2 the dollar amou,it of the assets of the corporation that are situated in or allocated to this state 

3 must be divided by the dollar amount of the total assets of the corporation, and the result of 

4 that calculatio,i mllst be multiplied by the dollar amount of the total net worth of the 

5 corporation. 

6 4. If the secretary of state determines that the amount of any Jee paid pursuant to 

7 subsection 1 is not based on the true net worth of the corporation in Nevada, he may compute 

8 and determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis of: 

9 (a) The information required to be filed pursuant to NRS 78.JSO,· and 

10 (b) Any other information obtained by the secretary of state from any source. 

'-.J 11 5. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any corporation that fails to pay the 

12 fee provided for in this section is liable for the payment of a penalty equal to treble the 

13 difference between the amount paid and the amount that was required to be paid by this 

14 section. 

15 ... Se.c •.. .4. NRS 78.037 is.hereby amended to read as follows: 

16 . 78.037 The articles of incorporation may also contain {f 

17 1. A provisioA elimiaatiAg Ol' limitiag the fJ8fSOflal liability of a EliFeetor er effieer te the 

18 corperatioR or hs stoekhelders for damages for breaeh of fidueiary duty as a directer er officer. 

19 but Slich a 13revisioF1 auxst Flot elimiRate or lim:it the liability of a director or offieer for: 

20 (a) Acts or omissfol'\s which invo\ve iHtentioaal misconduct, fraud er a kRowing •rielatiofl of 

21 ~ 

--3-- IIIIIIIIIRHHI 
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1 · (e) T!:le payffleAt ef eistril::>1:1tieAs ia 'i'iolatioA of NR.8 78.300. 

2 2. Aay] any provision, not contrary to the laws of this state f;-fef} : 

3 1. For the management of the business and for the conduct of the affairs of the corporation 

4 E, aftd MY provisioR oreatiag,1 ; 

S 2. Creating, defining, limiting or regulating the powers of the corporation or the rights, 

6 powers or duties of the directors, faaaJ, the officers or the stockholders, or any class of the .. 

7 stockholders, or the holders of bonds or other obligations of the corporation [, or ge,•eraiag]; or 

8 3. Governing the distribution or di vision of the profits of the corporation. 

9 Sec. 5. NRS 78.138 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

10 78.138 l. Directors and officers shall exercise their powers in good faith and with a view 

(..,, 11 to the interests of the corporation. 

12 . 2. In performing their respective duties, directors and officers are entitled to rely on 

13 information, opinions, reports, books of account or statements, including financial statements 

14 and other financial data, that are prepared or presented by: 

15 .. (a).,. Qne or more directq.r:s.,.officers or employees of the corporation reasonably believedto be 

16 reliable and competent in the matters prepared or presented; 

17 (b) Counsel, public accountants,financial advisers, valuation advisers, investment bankers 

18 or other persons as to matters reasonably believed to be within the preparer's or presenter's 

19 professional or expen competence; or 

V --4-- IHIIUIDIIIIIIIIIH 
.. 7-1547• 
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1 (c) A committee on which the director or officer relying thereon does not serve, established 

2 in accordance with NRS 78.125, as to matters within the committee's designated authority and 

3 matters on which the committee is reasonably believed to merit confidence, 

SH but a director or officer is not entitled to rely on such infonnation, opinions, reports, books of 

5 account or statements if he has knowledge concerning the matter in question that would cause 

6 reliance thereon to be unwarranted. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

3. Directors and officers, in deciding upon matters of business, are presumed to act 'in good 

faith, on an informed basis and with a view to the interests of the corporation. 

4. Directors and officers, in exercising their respective powers with a view to the interests of 

the corporation, may consider: 

(a) The interests of the corporation's employees, suppliers, creditors and customers; 

(b) The economy of the state and nation; 

(c) The interests of the community and of society; and 

(d) The long-term as well as short-term interests of the corporation and its stockholders, 

includingthe possibility that.these interests may be best served by the continued independence of 

16 the corporation. 

17 5. Directors and officers are not required to consider the effect of a proposed corporate 

l8 action upon any particular group having an interest in the corporation as a dominant factor. 

19 6. The provisions of subsections 4 and 5 do not create or authorize any causes of action 

20 against the corporation or its directors or officers. 

--5--
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1 7. Except as otherwise provided in NRS 35.230, 90.660, 91.250, 452.200, 452.270, 668.045 

2 and 694A.030, a director or officer is not individually liable for any damages as a result of any 

3 act or failure to act in his capacity as a director or officer unless it is proven by clear and 

4 convincing evidence that: 

5 (a) His act or failure to act constituted a breach of his fiduciary duties as a director or 

6 officer; and 

7 (b) His breach of those duties involved intentional misconduct, fra.ud or a knowing· 

B violation of law. 

9 Sec. 6. NRS 78.150 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

)NO 
IJ.LEL · 78.150 1. A corporation organized under the laws of this state shall, on or before the first 

I. , nON 
V 11 · day of the second month after the filing of its articles of incorporation with the secretary of state, 

12 file with the secretary of state a list, on a form furnished by him, containing: 

13 (a) The name of the corporation; 

14 (b) The file number of the corporation, if known; 

15 (cl. Th~ names and tjtl~J_9f the president, secretary, treasurer and of all the directors of the 

16 corpo~ation; 

17 (d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each officer and director 

18 . listed, following the.name of the officer or director; Eatle} 

19 (e) The total assets of the corporation as reported on its federal income tax return for the 

20 preceding calendar year; 

l./ --6-- 111111111~11111111111 
•7·1547* 
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1 (f) The amount of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (e) that are situated in or 

2 allocated to this state; 

3 (g) The total net worth of the corporati.on as reported on its federal income tax return for 

4 the preceding calendar year; and 

5 (h) The signature of an officer of the corporation certifying that the list is true, complete and 

6 accurate. 

7 2. The corporation shall annually thereafter. on or before the last day of the month in which 

8 the anniversary date of incorporation occurs in each year, file with the secretary of state, on a 

9 form furnished by him, an amended list containing all of the information required in subsection 

10 1. 

C,, 11 3. Each list required by subsection 1 or 2 must be accompanied by an affidavit that the 

12 corporation has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

13 4. Upon filing [a list ef offieers aad direeters,] the list required by subsection I or 2, the 

14 corporation shall pay to the secretary of state [a fee of $85. 

l S ~ th.e fee prescribed by_ $.tction 3 of this act. 

16 5. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for filing the annual list required 

17 by subsection 2, cause to be mailed to each corporation which is required to comply with the 

18 provisions of NRS 78.150 to 78.185, inclusive, and section 3 of this act and which has not 

19 become delinquent, a notice of the fee due pursuant to subsection ~ 4 and a reminder t~ file a 

20 list [of officers i:md directors.l required by subsection 2. Failure of any corporation to receive a 

21 notice or form does not excuse it from the penalty imposed by law. 

--7--
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

011 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

~ 6. If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection l or 2 is defective in 

any respect or the fee required by subsection [3 or 7] 4 or 8 is not paid, the secretary of state may 

return the list for correction or payment. 

£9:i 7. An annual list for a corporation not in default which is received by the secretary of 

state more than 60 days before its due date shaU be deemed an amended list for the previous year 

and does not satisfy the requirements of subsection 2 for the year to which the due date is 

applicable. 

f+,.J 8. If the corporation is an ~sociation as defined in NRS 116.110315, the secretary of 

state shall not accept the filing required by· this section unless it is ~ccompanied by evidence of 

the payment of the fee required to be paid pursuant to NRS 116.31155 that is provided to the 

association pursuant to subsection 4 of that section. 

Sec. 7. NRS 78.155 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

78.155 If a corporation has filed the initial or annual list Eef offieers aAd direotors a:Rd 

desigRatioe of resideet agent} in compliance with NRS 78.150 and has paid the appropriate fee 

for the filing, the canceled.check received by the corporation constitutes a certificate authorizing 

it to transact its business within this state until the last day of the month in which the anniversary 

of its incorporation occurs in the next succeeding calendar year. If the corporation desires a 

formal certificate upon its payment of the initial or annual fee, its payment must be accompanied 

by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 

Sec. 8. NRS 78.170 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

--8-- 11111111111,m 111111111 
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78.170 1. Each corporation required to make a filing and pay the fee prescribed in NRS 

78.150 to 78.185, inclusive, and section 3 of this act which refuses or neglects to do so within 

the time provided shall be deemed in default. 

2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of ~ $SO. The fee 

and penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec. 9. NRS 78.180 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

78.180 l. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the secretary of state shall 

reinstate a corporation which has forfeited its right to transact business under the provisions of 

this chapter and restore to the corporation its right to carry on business in this state, and to 

exercise its corporate privileges and immunities, if it: 

(a) Files with the ~ecretary of state the list required by NRS 78.150; and 

(b) .Pays to the secretary of state: 

(1) The annual filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS f+S.150 aHQJ 78.170 and section 3 

of this act for each year or portion thereof during which its charter was revoked; and 

_(2) _A fee of~ $2.QQ. for reinstatement. 

2. When the secretary of state reinstates the corporation, he shall: 

(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the corporation a certificate of reinstatement authorizing 

it to transact business as if the filing fee had been paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the corporation one or more certified copies of the certificate of 

20 reinstatement. 

--9-- IHI 1111111 iffl D 11111111 
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1 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all delinquent fees and 

2 penalties have been paid, and the revocation ofthe charter occurred only by reason of failure to 

3 pay the fees and penalties. 
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4. If a corporate charter has been revoked pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and has 

remained revoked for a period of 5 consecutive years, the charter must ·not be reinstated. 

Sec. 10. NRS 78.215 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

78.215 1. A corporation may issue and dispose of its authorized shares for such 

consideration as may be prescribed in the articles of incorporation or, if no consideration is so 

prescribed, then for such consideration as may be fixed by the board of directors. 

2. [If a c00sidemao0 is pFeserieeEI fef sl\ares witl'loa~ flEl:r ,;,al!ie, Uiat ooasidemtioR ffi\:!St sot 

be 1:tsed to detel1l¼iRe the fees reei1:1ired fer filiRg articles of i0corporatiot1= p1:1rs1:1aftt to NR.S 

78.760. 

~ Unless the articles of incorporation provide otherwise, shares may be issued pro rata and 

without consideration to the corporation's stockholders or to the stockholders of one or more 

classes.cc.series. An issuance.of shares under this subsection is a share dividend. 

f4'i 3. Shares of one class or series may not be issued as a share dividend in respect of 

shares of another class or series unless: 

(a) The articles of incorporation so authorize; 

(b) A majority of the votes entitled to be cast by the class or series to be issued approve the 

20 issue; or 

21 (c) There are no outstanding shares of the class or series to be issued. 

1/IUIJllllffl 1·11111!11 
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~ 4. If the board of directors does not fix the record date for detennining stockholdeis 

entitled to a share dividend, it is the date the board of.directors authorizes the share dividend. 

Sec. 11. NRS 78.300 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

78.300 1. The directors of a corporation shall not make distributions to stockholders 

except as provided by this chapter. 

2. fli'i¼ Except. as otherwise provided in subsection 3 and NRS 78.138, in case of any 

[willful er gressly aeg!igea~ violation of the provisions of this section. the directors under whose 

administration the violation occurred [. except those who causes their aisseat to ee eatered apea ·· 

the J'llim1tes of the ffleetiag of the directors at the· time, or who Hot theH eeiag pFeSeAt eaYsea ateir 

disseat ta ee eatered oa leamiHg of s1:1:eh. action,} are jointly and severally liable, at any time 

within™ 2 years after each violation, to the corporation, and, in the event of its dissolution or 

insolvency. to its creditors at the time of the violation, or any of them, to the lesser of the full 

amount of the distribution made or of any loss sustained by the corporation by reason of the 

distribution to stockholders. 

.. J,_ The liability impos.ed.pursuant to subsection 2 does not apply to a director who caused 

his dissent to be entered upon the minutes of the meeting of the directors at the time the action 

was taken or who.· was not present at the meeting and caused his dissent to be entered on 

learning of the action. 

Sec. 12. NRS 78.7502 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

78.7502 1. A corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a party or is threatened 

to be made a party to any threatened, pending or completed action, suit or proceeding, whether 

--11-- I !Ill llllfflllllllll 
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civil, criminal, administrative or investigative, except an action by or in the right of the 

corporation, by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the· 

corporation, or is or was serving at the request of the corporation as a director, officer, employee 

or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, against 

expenses, including attorneys' fees.judgments, fines and amounts paid in settlement actuaUy and 

reasonably incurred by him in connection with the action, suit or proceeding if he faetea¾: 

(a) ls not liahle pursuant to NRS 78.138; or 

(b) Acted in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed 

to the best interests of the corporation, and, with respect to any criminal action or proceeding, 

had no reasonable cause to believe his conduct was unlawful. 

0H The termination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, settlement, conviction or 

upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, does not, of itself, create a presumption that the 

person is liable pursuant to NRS 78.138 or did not act in good faith and in a manner which he 

reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests ofthe corporation, faAel or that, 

with respect to any crimii:u:1.taction or proceeding, he had reasonable cause to believe that his 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 conduct was unlawful. 

17 2. A corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a party or is threatened to be 

u 

18 made a party to any threatened, pending or completed action or suit by or in the right of the 

19 corporation to procure a judgment in its favor by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, 

20 officer, employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of · the 

21 corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another corporation, partnership, joint 

--12--
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venture, trust or other enterprise against expenses, including amounts paid in settlement and 

attorneys' fees actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with the defense or 

settlement of the action or suit if he ~: 

(a) ls not liable pursuant to NRS 78.138; or 

(b) Acted in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to be in or not opposed 

to· the best interests of the corporation. 

Vu 

Indemnification may not be made for any claim, issue or matter as to which such a person has 

been adjudged by a court of competent jurisdiction, after exhaustion of all appeals therefrom, to 

be liable to the corporation or for amounts paid in settlement to the corporation, unless and only 

to the extent that the court in which the action or suit was brought or other court of competent 

jurisdiction determines upon application that in view of all the circumstances of the case, the 

person is fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnity for such expenses as the court deems proper. 12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

3. To the extent that a director, officer, employee or agent of a corporation has been 

successful on the merits or otherwise ·in defense.of any action, suit or proceeding referred to in 

subsections 1 and 2,-or in_defense of any claim, issue or matter therein, the corporation shall 

indemnify him against expenses, including attorneys' fees, actually and reasonably incurred by 

17 him in connection with the defense. 

18 Sec. 13. NRS 78.760 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

19 78.760 ~ The fee for filing articles of incorporation is [~rescribed iA the followiRg 

20 scked1.de: 

--13--
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1 If the affiOl:IAt l'epreseRted by the total Rl:Hfl:ber of shares provided far ifl the l:M'tieles 

2 or agreemeAt is: 

3 $25,00Q or less· ..... : ................................................................................... , ....................... $125 

4 O'ler $25,000 aaEl aot e¥er $75,000 .................................................................................... 17~ 

5 Over $75,000 and ROt over $200,000 .................. ; ............................................................. 225 

6 Q,;er $200,900 aael .Rot ever $:1i00,000 ...................... ,. ...................................................... 325 

7 Q:.·er $500,000 B:REl aot over $1,000,000 .. ; ....... ; ................................................................ 425 

8 Over $1,000,000: 

9 .Fer the first $1,000,000 ................................................................ , ................................ 425 

10 'F'er each additioAal $5QO,OOO orfraetioe thereof; .................................... ; ................... 225 

Uu 2. +he maximl:¾m fee whieh may be eharged 1:1ader thi:s seetieR is $25,000 for: 

12 (a) The origiftal §lit1g ef articles of iaeopt3eraaoa. 

13 (B) A S1:H:>seq1:1e0t filiAg of aey iAStruffient whieh authorizes ae iaerease in stock. 

14 3.. For the pupt:>oses of comp1:1ti11g the filing fees aeeordiflg to the sched1:1le iA s1:1bseetiea 1, 

15 the amol:lRt i:epreseated byJh.e to~l number of shares pr-e,.·ieied for ift the articles of ieeeff)er~eft 

16 M* 

17 (a) The aggregate par valt:ie ef the shares, if ealy shares wiai a fllli' ,,aJue are thereifl previdee 

18 fufi 

19 (b) +he tJt'Odt:iet of the number of sha£es .ffi\¼lHplied ey $1, regardless of a11y lesse? l¼fflOl:lAt 

20 prescribed as the value or eoesideratiefl for which shares may be issued a11d dis~esed of, if oRly 

21 shares witl'lot:it par ¥alue are thereifl pr-e~'iEleEl for; or 
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(c) The aggregate par ~·al1:1e of the ~hares with a par 'Vallie fllUS tae f)FOEf1:1ct ef tae a1:1mher of . i 

shares wit!:Je1:1t par val1:1e au1laplied a~ $1, · regardless ef say lesser amouat flFeSeril:Jed as the 
i 

• I 

r;a-J.ae or eeMieeratioR fer wkiel-\ the sAat=es witheat par valae may ~e issued aaa Elisposed of, if 
! 
I 

shares witfl and witho1:1.t par ¥a:hte are th~reia pr,evided for. 
' I 

For the PWJIOSes ef ~his sueseotiea, shares 1.i.rith RO pFeSerieed par value sf:lall be eleemed shares 

witho\:lt par ,•alue. I 
l 

4. The secretary of state shall eale,la~e filiag fees fJl:lFSl:l&Rt t-e this seetiea with respeet t-e 
I 

i 
shares with a par va:I1:1e of less thaa oA~ teath of a eeat as if the par •;ah1e were eRe teRd:i of a 

I . ~$175. 

I 
Sec. 14. NRS 78.765 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

i 

78.765 fhl The fee for filing a ~ertificate ehaRgiAg the a1:1meei of a1:1therized sha:FeS 
\ 
i 

1)1:lrsuant ta ~IRS 78.2G9 Of a] certificate ff amendment to articles of incorporation fthat ineFeases 

i . 
the eerperatioR's a1:1therized stoek] or a dertificate of correction [that iacFeases the e0t=p0rat.1:e11's 

I 
'i 

ali'thorizecl stack is the differeace eetweet\ the fee eomp1:1ted at the rates specifies ia NRS 78.760 l ' 
l-lpetUhe total ffi:lthofized s.toek of me o<tPoratiofl, iael1:1Elf Rg the preposed iAerease, aad the fee 

i 

! 
e0mpt1ted at the rates sf:)eeified ia NRS f 8.760 1:1p0R the total l\l::lthorized e&pital,. e*ell:ldi.ng t:he 

! . 
prepesed iHerease. In RO case may the ElfflPl:lRt be less tkaR $75. 

I . 
! 

2. '.fhe fee for filiag a certificate o~ ameRdffleRt to articles of iaeorporatioa that does t1ot 
i 

iacrease the corporation's al:lll~orii:ed stoc~ Of a certificate of eoffeetieR that does aet iaerease the 
! 

20 corporation's at-1thorizeEi stock is $75. 

--15--
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1 3. The fee ror filing a eertifioate or aa ameaded eertifioate parsuaat te NRS 78.1955 is $1~.3 

2 is$125. 

3 Sec. 1S. NRS 78.767 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

4 78.767 f:hl· The fee for filing a certificate of restated articles of incorporation [that does 

5 net inet=ease the eorpo.ratioti.'s iWthorized etoek is $7$. · 

6 2. The fee fer filiag a eeFtifieaEe of Festated amcles of iaeoFporatioR that iooreases the 

7 eorporatiea's ~horized stoek is lhe EliffereAee betweea the fee eempl:lted pl:lrsl:lattt to· NRS 

. 8 78.7e9 eased l:lf:)OR lile total aYthorizeEI. stack of the eorporatioa, iaeladiag the proposed iaerease, 

9 and the fee e0mp1:1teEl puFS1:1at1t to NRS 78.7eQ eased apoa the· 10W aetJ:ierized stoek of the 

10 eerporatioA, e-ilch1Eling th:e pFOfloseEI iaeFease. le ao ease ma~ the amol:lat ee less thaa $75.] is 

V 11 $12s. 

12 Sec. 16, NRS 78. 780 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

13 78.780 1. ·The fee for filing a certificate of extension of corporate existence of any 

14 corporation is [aa amo1;1at eq1:1al ta eae fo1:trta of the fee eomputeEi at the rates speeified ia NRS 

!5 78.760 .for filiag artieles of.iooorporatioa.J $175. 

16 2. The fee for filing a certificate of dissolution whether it occurs before or after payment of 

17 capital and beginning of business is ~ $60. 

18 Sec. 17. NRS 78.785 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

19 78. 785 1. The fee for filing a certificate of change of location of a corporation's registered 

20 office and resident agent, or a new designation of resident agent, is~ $30. 

21 2. The fee for certifying articles of incorporation where a copy is provided is~ $20. 

--'16--
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1 3. The fee for certifying a copy of an amendment to articles of incorporation. or to a copy of 

2 the articles as amended,. where a copy is furnished, is £$,W,} $20. 

3 4. The fee for certifying an authorized printed copy of the general corporation law as 

4 compiled by the secretary of state is ~ $20. 

5 5. The fee for reserving a corporate name is $20. 

6 6. The fee for executing a certificate of corporate existence which does not list the previous 

7 documents relating to the corporation, or a certificate of change in a corporate name, is ~ 

8 $30. 

9 7. The fee for executing a certificate of corporate existence which lists the previous 

10 documents relating to the corporation is ~ $40. 

(_; 11 8. The fee for executing, certifying or filing any certificate or document not provided for in 

12 NRS 78.760 to 78.785, inclusive, is ~$40. 

13 . 9. The fee for copies made at the office of the secretary of state is $ l per page. 

14 10. The £,fee¼ fees for filing anicles of incorporation, [anieles of meFger, or] certificates of 

15 amendment fiaereasiflg tkeJ,.asie Sl:lFf)lUs] to articles of incorporation and articles of merger of a 

16 mutual or reciprocal insurer [mest ee eempl:ltea p1:1rsuaRt to] are the fees prescribed by NRS 

17 78. 760, 78. 765 and [78.77Q, efl the basis ef the am01:mt ef e&Sie. S1:lff3tl:ls ef the iRsl:lFer.J 92A.210, 

18 respectively. 

19 11. The fee for examining and provisionally approving any document at any time before the · 

20 document is presented for filing is $100. 
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Sec. 18. Chapter 80 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as 

follows: 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, thf fee for filing the initial or annual list 

required to be paid pursuant to NRS 80.110 must be determined as follows: 

If the amount of the net worth of the foreign corporation in Nevada is: 

N~t more than $40,000 ................................................................ $150 

More than $40,000 ........................................................ _. ................... $150, plut an amount ~qual 

to 0.35 percent of its net 

worth in Nevada in excess of 

$40,000 

2. The maximum fee that may be charged pursuant to this section is $50,000 per year. 

3. To determine the net worth of aforeign corporation in Nevada/or the purposes of this 

section, the dollar amount of the assets of the foreign corporation that are situated in or 

allocated to this state must be divided by the dollar amount of the total assets of the 

corparation, and the result .of that calculation must be multiplied by the dollar amount of the 

total net worth of the corporation. 

4. If the secretary of state detennines that the amount of any fee paid pursuant to 

subsection I is not based on the true net worth of the foreign corporation in Nevada, he may 

compute and determine the amount reqllired to be paid upon the basis of: 

(a) The information required to be filed pursuant to NRS 80.110; and 

(b) Any other infonnatiotz obtained by the secretary of state from any source. 

. --18-- I ID lffl 1111 lffl 111111111 
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l 5. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any foreign corporation that fails to 

2 pay the fee provided for in this section is liable for the payment of a penalty equal to treble the 

3 difference between the amount paid and the amount that was required to be paid by this 

4 sectum. 

5 Sec. 19. NRS 80.050 is hereby amended to read as follows: \ . 

6 80.050 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection B;}2, foreign corporations shallpay 

7 the same fees to . the secretary of state as are required to be paid by corporations organized 

8 pursuant to the laws of this state . E, e1::1t the ameliR* ef fees to ee eharged must aot eM:eeed~ 

9 (a) The Stiff! &f $2$,000 fur filiAg 88GHffleRts for ieitial EfYalifieatieR; Of 

10 (e) The s1:1m of $2§,00Q fer eaeh · suhseEl:uea~ filiag of. a eeruaeate iaereasiag aathori:!ed 

V 11 eapital steek. 

12 2. . lf the eorperaEe deeameats FeE(airea to ee filed set forth oHly the totlll ·r1umber of shares of 

13 s~k ~he eorperatiea is aHtherized te iss1:1e withol:lt Feferenee to ¥0:ffie, the autherizeel. skares shiJ.l-l 

14 be deemed to ee whhol:lt par ¥ah1e and the filing fee ml:lstbe eemJH:ttea purs\:laat to pat'ag~a (e~ 

15 ofsueseetiea 3 ef NRS 78.760. 

16 ~ 2. Foreign corporations which are nonprofit corporations and do not have or issue shares 

17 of stock shall pay the same fees to the secretary of state as are required to be paid by nonprofit 

18 corporations organized pursuant to the laws of this state. 

19 f4:l 3. The fee for filing a notice of withdrawal from the State of Nevada by a foreign 

20 corporation is ~ $60. 

21 Sec. 20. NRS 80.110 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

v --19--
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80.110 L Each foreign corporation doing business in this state shall, on or before the first 

day of the second month after the filing of its certificate of corporate existence with the secretary 

of state, and annually thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary 

date of its qualification to do business in this state occurs in each year, file with the secretary of 

state f;¼ a list, on a form furnished by him, {a list oij that contains: 

(a) The names of its president, secretary and treasurer or their equivalent, and all of its 

directors Eaae-a:}; , 

(b) A designation of its resident agent in this state [, sigaed byl ; 

(c) The total assets of the foreign corporation as reported on its federal income tax return 

for the preceding calendar year; 

(d) The amount of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (c) that are situated in or 

allocated to this state; 

(e) The total net worth of the foreign corporation as reported on its federal income tax 

return for the preceding calendar year; and 

.. . (f) __ T.he signature of an.officer of.the corporation. 

Each list filed pursuant to this subsectio~ must be accompanied by an affidaviJ that the 

foreign corporation has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

2. Upon filing the list, [arul desigaaaoA;} the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state 

[a ree of $85.J the fee prescribed by section 18 of this act. 

3. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for filing the annual list required 

by subsection 1, cause to be mailed to each corporation required to comply with the provisions of 

--20--
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I NRS 80.110 to 80.170, inclusive, and section 18 of this act which has not become delinquent, 

2 the blank forms to be completed and filed with him. Failure of any corporation to receive the 

3 forms does not excuse it from the penalty imposed by the provisions of NRS 80.110 to 80.170, 

4 inclusive H, and section 18 of this act. 
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4. An annual list for a corporation not in default which is received by the secretary ofstate 

more than 60 days before its due date shall be deemed an amended list for the previous year and 

does not satisfy the requirements of subsection I for the year to which the due date is applicable. 

Sec. 21. NRS 80.120 ·is hereby amended to read as follows: 

80.120 If a corporation has filed the initial or annual list [of offioe& aae elireeters aBa 

desigaatiea of FesideaE ageet] in compliance with NRS 80.UO and has paid the appropriate fee 

for the filing, the canceled check received by the corporation constitutes a certificate authorizing · 

it to transact its business within this state until the last day of the month in which the anniversary 

of its qualification to transact business occurs in the next succeeding calendar · year. If the 

corporation desires a formal certificate upon its payment -of the initial or annual fee, its payment 

must.be.accompanied by a.self-addressed, stamped envelope. 

Sec. 22. NRS 80.150 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

80.150 l. Any corporation required to make a filing and pay the fee prescribed in NRS 

80.110 to 80.170, inclusive, and section 18 of this act which refuses or neglects to do so within 

the time provided, is in default. 

2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of ~ $SO, and 

unless the filing is made and the fee and penalty are paid on or before the first day of the ninth 
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I month following the month in which filing was required, the defaulting corporation by reason of 

2 its default forfeits its right to transact any business within this state. The fee and penalty must be 

3 coUected as provided in this chapter. 

4 Sec. 23. NRS 80.170 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

5 80.170 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the secretary of state shall 

6 reinstate a corporation which has forfeited or which forfeits its right to transact business under 

7 the provisions of this chapter and restore to the corporation its right to transact business in this 

8 state, and to exercise its corporate privileges and immunities if it: 

9 (a) Files with the secretary of state a list Eof offieets &Rel El.ireeters} as provided in NRS 

10 80.110 and 80.140; and 

0 11 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

12 (I) The annual filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS [80.HO aad] 80.150 and section IS 

13 of this act for each year or portion thereof that its right to transact business was forfeited; an.d 

14 (2) A fee off$§0} $200 for reinstatement. 

15 . 2. _ If.payment is made_.and the secretary of state reinstates the corporation to its former rights 

16 , he shall: 

17 (a) Immediately issue and deliver to the corporation so reinstated a certificate of 

18 reinstatement authorizing it to transact business in the same manner as ifthe filing fee had been 

19 paid when due; and 

20 (b) Upon demand, issue to the corporation one or more certified copies of the certificate of 

21 reinstatement. 

--22-
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1 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all delinquent fees and 

2 penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the right to transact business occurred only by 

3 reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4 4. If the right of a corporation to transact business in this state has been forfeited pursuant to 

S the provisions of NRS 80.160 and has remained forfeited for a period of 5 consecutive years, the 

. 6 right is not subject to reinstatement. 

. 7. Sec. 24. NRS 81.060 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

8 81.060 I. The articles of incorporation must be: 

9 (a) Subscribed by three or more of the original members, a majority of whom must be 

10 residents of this state. 

L; Jl (b) Filed, together with a certificate of acceptance of appointment.executed by the resident 

12 agent of the corporation, in the office of the secretary of state in all respects in the same manner 

13 as other articles of incorporation are filed. 

14 2. If a corporation formed under NRS 81.010 to 81.160, inclusive, is authorized to issue 

15 stock->' -there must be paid-to-the secretary of state for filing the articles of incorporation [the fee 

16 applieable ~o the amout1t of a1:1thorized stoek of the eofi)oraaoft whiea the seefeHH"Y ef sea~ tS 

17 FeE\li,red ay law to oollect t1poa ti:le filiAg of artieles of iReefJ:)omtion. •,rA=tieh authori;ae the 

18 . issuance efsteek.Jafeeo/$175. 

19 3. The secretary of state shall issue to the corporation over the great seal of the state a 

20 certificate that a copy of the articles containing the required statements of facts has been filed in 

21 his office. 
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4. Upon the issuance of the certificate by the secretary of state, the persons signing the 

articles and their associates and successors are a body politic and corporate. When so filed, the 

articles of incorporation or certified copies thereof must be received in all the courts of this state, 

and other places, as prima fade evidence of the facts contained therein. 

Sec. 25. Chapter 86 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as 

follows: 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for fil.ing the initial or annual list 

required to be paid purs11ant to NRS 86.263 must be determined as follows: 

I/the amount of the net worth of the limited-liability company in Nevada is: 

Not more than $40,000 ................... -..... ~ ......................................... $150 

More than $40,000 ........................................................................ $150,. plus an amount equal 

to 0.35 percent of i.ts net 

worth in Ne-vada in excess of 

$40,000 

.. 2.-- .The maximumfeeJhat may be ch'arged pursuant to this section is $50,000 per year. 

3. To determine the net worlh of a limited-liabi!ity company in Nevada/or the purposes of 

this section, the dollar amount of the assets of the company that are situated in or allocated to 

this state must be divided by the dollar amount of the total assets of the company, and the 

result of that calculation must be multiplied by the dollar amount of the total net worlh of the 

20 company. 
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l/ 
I 4. If the secretary of state determines that the amount of any fee paid pursuant to 

2 subsection I is not based on the true net worth of the limited-liability company u1 Nevada, he 

3 may compute and determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis of: 

4 (a) The information required to be filed pursuant to NRS 86.263; and 

5 (b) Any other information obtained bythe secretary of state from any source. 

6 5. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any limited-liability company that 

1 fails to pay the fee provided for in this section is Ii.able for the payment of a penalty equal to 

8 treble the difference between the amount paid and the amount that was required to be paid by 

9 this section. 

10 Sec. 26. NRS 86.263 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

V 11 86.263 1. A limited-liability company shall, on or before the flestifirst day of the second 

12 month [in wl:\ieh the flftf\i:Yersary date of its formatioa oee1:1rs,) after the filing of its articles of 

13 . organization with the secretary of state, file with the secretary of state, on a form furnished by 

14 him, a list EeontaiRing:] that contains: 

15 (a)... The name of the Hn:tlte.d-liability company; 

16 . (b) The file number of the limited-liability company, if known; 

17 (c) The names and titles of all of its managers or, if there is no manager. all of its managing 

18 members; 

19 (d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each manager or managing 

20 member listed, following the name of the manager or managing member, [iH:tal 
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1 (e) The total assets of the limited-liability company as reported on us federal i,icome tax 

2 return for the preceding calendar year; 

3 (f) The amount of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (e) that are situated in or 

4 allocated to this state; 

5 (g) The total net worth of the limited-liability company as reported on its federal income 

6 tax return for the preceding calendar year; and 

7 (h) The signature of a manager or managing member of the Jimited·liability company 

8 certifying that the list is true, complete and accurate. 

9 2. The limited-liability company shall animally thereafter, on or before the last day of the 

IO month in which the anniversary date of its organization occurs, file with the secretary ofstate, on 

U 11 a form furnished by him, an amended list containing all of the information required in subsection 

12 1. [If the limited liability eempaay has !:tad no chaAges ia its managers er, if there is ae manager, 

13 its mal'lagiRg members, siaee i~ pFevio~ Ust was filed, ae ameRded list aeea be filed if a 

14 manager er managiag member ef the lifftited liability eempaAy certifies to the secretary ef state 

15 as a ~e .aad accl:lrate. stat~roeat that M eh&Rges ia the maaagers or mea.giag members kav-e 

16 oeel1tTed.] 

17 3. Each list required by subsection I or 2 must be accompanied by an affulavit that the 

18 limited./ia.bility company has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

19 4. Upon filing the list fef managers or maaagiag members, or certifyiAg that ae cha.ages 

20 ka•rc oecl:lrred,} required by subsection I or 2, the limited-liability company shall pay to the 

21 secretary of state [a fee of $85. 
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1 --4.-} the fee prescribed by section 25 of this act. 

2 5. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for filing the list required by 

3 subsection W 2, cause to be mailed to each limited-liability company required to comply with 

4 the provisions of this section, which has not become delinquent, a notice of the fee due under 

5 subsection ~ 4 and a reminder to file a list [ef maaagers or maaagiag members er a oet1ifioaaoa 

6 ef Re ehaAge,¾ required by subiection 2. Failure of any company to receive a notice or form does 

7 not excuse it from the penalty imposed by law. 

8 

9 

10 

f§.:l 6. If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection l or 2 is defective or the 

fee required by subsection ~ 4 is not paid, the secretary of state may return the list· for 

correction or payment. 

G 11 ~ 7. An annual list for a limited-liability company not in default received by the secretary 

of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be deemed an amended list for the previous 

year. 
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Sec. 27. NRS 86.266 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

. 86.266 If a limited·liability company has filed the initial or annual list [of fflllftageFS or 

m.emeers aftEl desigRatiea of a resiEleat ageAt} in compliance with NRS 86.263 and has paid the 

appropriate fee for the filing, the canceled check received by the limited~iiability company 

constitutes a certificate authorizing it to transact itS business within this state until the last day of 

the month in which the anniversary of its fonnation occurs in the next succeeding calendar year. 

If the company desires a formal certificate upon its payment of the annual fee, its payment must 

be accompanied by a self ·addressed, stamped envelope; 
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1 See. 28. NRS 86.272 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

2 86.272 1. Each limited-liability company required to make a filing as required by NRS 

3 86.263 and pay the fee prescribed in [NRS 86.263] section 25 of this act which refuses or 

4 neglects to do so within the time provided is in default. 

5 2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of ~ $50. The fee 

6 and penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter. 

7 Sec. 29. NRS 86.276 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

8 86.276 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the secretary of state shall 

9 reinstate any limited-liability company which has forfeited its right to transact ·business under the 

10 provisions of this chapter and restore to the company its right to cany on business in this state, 

C,, 11 and to exercise its privileges and immunities, if it: 

12 (a) Files with the secretary of state the list required by NRS 86.263; and 

13 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

14 (1) The annual filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS (86.263 aad} 86.272 and section 25 

15 of this act. for each year or.portion thereQf during which its charter has been revoked; and 

16 (2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement. 

17 2. When the secretary of state reinstates the limited-liability company, he shall: 

18 (a) Immediately issue and deliver to the company a certificate of reinstatement authorizing it 

19 to transact business as if the filing fee had been paid when due; and 

20 (b) Upon demand, issue to the company one or more certified copies of the certificate of 

21 reinstatement. 
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l 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all delinquent fees and 

2 penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the charter occurred only by reason of failure to 

3 pay the fees and penalties. 

4 4. If a company's charter has been revoked pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and 

5 has remained revoked for a period of$ consecutive years, the charter must not be reinstated. 

6 Sec. 30. NRS 86.561 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

7 86.561 I. The secretary of state shall charge and collect for: 

8 .(a) Filing the original artkles of organization, or for registration of a foreign company, 

9 [$125~] $175; 

10 (b) Amending or restating the articles of organization, or amending the registration of a 

V 11 foreign company, ~$125; 

12 (c) Filidg the articles of dissolution of a domestic or foreign company,~ $60; 

13 (d) Filing a sta~ment of change of address of a records or registered office, or change of the 

14 resident agent,~ $30; 

15 ... (e). Certifying articles o.Lorganization or an amendment to the articles, in both cases where a 

16 copy is provided, f$.l.Gtl $20; 

17 (f) Certifying an authorized printed copy of this. chapter, £$Wtt $20; 

18 (g) Reserving a name for a limited-liability company, $20; 

19 (h) Executing, filing or certifying any other document, fmtl $40; and 

20 (i) Copies made at the office of the secretary of state, $1 per page. 
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1 2.. The secretary of state shall charge and collect at the time of any service of process on him 

2 as agent for service of process of a limited-liability company, $10 which may be recovered as 

3 taxable costs by the party to the action causing the service to be made if the party prevails in the 

4 action. 

5 3. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fees set forth in NRS 78.785 apply to 

6 this chapter. 

7 Sec. 31. Chapter 87 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as 

8 follows: 

9 

10 

Vu 
12 

13 

14 

15 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for filing the initial or annutil list 

required to be pai.d. pursuant to NRS 87.510 must be determined as follows: · 

lfthe amount of the net worth of the registered limited•li.ability partnership in Nevada is: 

Not more.t1',an $40,000 ................................................ ~ .............. .-. $lso· 

More than $40,000 ....................................................................... $150, plus an amount equal 

to 0.35 percent of its net 

worth in Nevada in excess of 

16 $40,000 

17 2. The maximum fee that may be charged pursuant to this section is $50,000 per year. 

18 3. To detennine the net worth of a registered limited-liability parlnership in Nevada for 

19 the purposes of this section, the dollar amount of the assets of the partnership that are situated 

20 in or allocated to this state mflst be divided by the dollar amount of the total assets of the 
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1 partnership, and the result of that calculation must be multiplied by the dollar amount of the·· 

2 total net worlh of the partnership. 
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4. If the secretary of state determines that the amount of any fee paid pursua,.u to 

subsection 1 is not based on the true net worth of the registered limited-liability partnership in 

Nevada, he may compute and determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis of: 

(a) The information required to be filed pursuant toNRS 87.510; and 

(b) Any other information obtained by the secretary of state from any source. 

5. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any registered limited-liability 

partnership that fails to pay the fee provided for in this section is liable for the payment of a 

penalty equal to treble the difference between the amount paid and the amount that was 

required to be paid by this section. 

Sec. 32. NRS 87 .440 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

87.440 l. To become a registered limited-liability partnership, a partnership shall file with 

the secretary of state a certificate of registration stating each of the following: 

(a). The name of'the partnership. _ 

(b) The street address of its principal office. 

(c) The name of the person designated as the partnership's resident agent, the street address 

of the resident agent where process may be served upon the partnership and the mailing address 

of the resident agent if it is different than his street address. 

(d) The name and business address of each managing partner in this state. 

(e) A brief statement of the professional service rendered by the partnership. 

--31--
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1 (f) That the partnership thereafter wi1l be a registered limited-liability partnership. 

2 (g) Any other information that the partnership wishes to include. 

3 2. The certificate of registration must be executed by a majority in interest of the partners or 

4 by one or more partners authorized to execute such a certificate. 

5 3. The certificate of registration must be accompanied by a fee of E$125.} $175. 

6 4. The secretary of state shall register as a registered limited-liability partnership any 

7 partnership that submits a completed certificate of registration with the required fee. 

8 5. The registration of a registered limited-liability partnership is effective at the time of the 

9 filing of the certificate of registration. 

10 Sec. 33. NRS 87.460 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

0 11 87.460 l. A certificate of registration of a registered limited-liability partnership may be 

12 amended· by filing with the secretary of state a certificate of amendment. The certificate of 

13 amendment must set forth: 

14 (a) The name of the registered limited-liability partnership; 

15 ... (b} . .Ih.e dates oil whiclJ,Jhe regist_ered limited-liability partnership filed its original certificate 

16 , of registration and any other certificates of amendment; and 

17 (c) The change to the infonnation contained in the original certificate of registration or any 

18 other certificates of amendment. 

19 2. The certificate of amendment must be: 

20 (a) Signed by a managing partner of the registered limited-liability partnership; and 

21 (b) Accompanied by a fee of ~$125. 
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Sec. 34. NRS 87.470 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

87.470 The registration of a registered limited-Jiability partnership is effective until: 

1. Its certificate of registration is revoked pursuant to NRS 87.520; or · 

2. The registered limited-liability partnership files with the secretary of state a written notice 

of withdrawal executed by a managing partner. The notice must be accompanied by a fee of 

~$60. 

Sec. 35. NRS 87.490 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

87.490 1. If a registered limited-liability partnership wishes to change the location of its . 

principal office in this state or its resident agent, it shall first file with the secretary of state a 

certificate of change that sets forth: 

(a) The name of the registered limited-liability partnership; 

(b) The street address of its principal office; 

(c} If the location of its principal office will be changed, the street address of its new 

principal office; 

.... ( d). I.he name of its resident agent~ and 

(e) If its resident agent will be changed, the name of its new resident agent. 

The certificate of acceptance of its new resident agent must accompany the certificate of change. 

2. A certificate of change filed pursuant to this section must be: 

(a) Signed by a managing partner of the registered limited-liability partnership~ and 

(b) Accompanied by a fee of~ $30. 

Sec. 36. NRS 87.510 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
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I 87.510 I. A registered Hmited~liability partnership shall [aaaua:Hy,], on or he/ore the first 

2 day of the second month ofter the filing of its certificate of registration with the secretary of 

3 state, and annually thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary 

4 date of the filing of its certificate of registration· {of limited parmership] with the secretary of 

5 state occurs, file with the secretary of state, on a form furnished by him, a list [eeRtaieieg:] that 

6 contains: 

7 (a) The name of the registered limited-liability partnership; 

8 (b) The file number of the registered limited-liability partnership, if known; 

9 (c) The names of all of its managing partners;· 

10 (d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each managing partner; 

Gufaae} 
12 (e) The total assets of the registered limited-liability partnership as reported on its federal 

13 income tax return for the preceding calendar year; 

14 (fJ The amount of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (e) that are situated in or 

15 allocated to this state; ... 

16 (g) The total net worth of the limited-liability partnership as reported on its federal income 

17 tax retllrn for the preceding calendar year; and 

18 (h) The signature of a managing partner of the registered limited-liability partnership 

19 cenifying that the list is true, complete and accurate. 
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SH Each list filed ptlrsua11t to this subsection must be accompanied by an affida.vit that the 

2 registered limited-liability partnership has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of 

3 NRS. 

4 2. Upon filing the list Eof ffl&Ra-ging · partaers,] required by subsecti.on 1, the registered 

5 limited-liability partnership shall pay to the secretary of state [a fee ef $8S.] the fee prescribed 

6 hy section 31 of this act. 

7 3. The secretary of state shall, at least 60 days before the last day for filing the annual list 

8 required by subsection 1, cause to be mailed to the registered limited-liability partnership a 

9 notice of the fee due pursuant to subsection 2 and a reminder to file the annual list £,ef maf!agiRg 

10 partaef5.] required by subsection 1. The failure of any registered limited·liability partnership to 

U 11 receive a notice or form does not excuse it from complying with the provisions of this section. 

12 4. . If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection 1 is defective, or the fee 

13 required by subsection 2 is not paid, the secretary of state may return the Jist for correction or 

14 payment. 

15 5. - An annual list that.is .. filed by a registered limited.liability partnership which is not in 

16 default more than 60 days before it is due shall be deemed an amended list for the previous year 

17 and does not satisfy the requirements of subsection 1 for the year to which the due date is 

18 applicable. 

19 Sec. 37. NRS 87.520 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

20 87.520 1. A registered limited-liability partnership that fails to comply with the provisions 

21 of NRS 87.510 is in default. 
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l 2. Any registered limited-liability partnership that is in default pursuant to subsection 1 

2 must, in addition to the fee required to be paid pursuant to NRS 87.510, pay a penalty of~ 

3 $50. 
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3. On or before the 15th day of the third month after the month in which the fee required to 

be paid pursuant to NRS 87.510 is due, the secretary of state shall notify, by certified mail, the 

resident agent of any registered limited-liability partnership that is in default. The notice must 

include the amount of any payment that is due from the registered limited-liability partnership. 

4. If a registered limited-liability partnership fails to pay the amount that is due, the 

certificate of registration of the registered limited-liability partnership shall be deemed revoked. 

on the first day of the ninth month after the month in which the fee required to be paid pursuant 

to NRS 87 .510 was due. The secretary of state shall notify a registered limited-liability 

partnership, by certified mail; addressed to its resident agent or, if the registered limited-liability · 

partnership does not have a resident agent, to a managing partner, that its certificate of 

registration is revoked and the amount of any fees and penalties that are due. 

Sec .. _38. NRS 87 .530. js_bereby amended to read as follows: 

87.530 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the secretary of state shall 

reinstate the certificate of registration of a registered limited-liability partnership that is revoked 

pursuant to NRS 87.520 if the registered limited-liability partnership: 

(a) Files with the secretary of state the information required by NRS 87 .510; and 

(b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

(1) The fee required to be paid by that section; 
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V 
1 (2) Any penalty required to be paid pursuant to NRS · 87 .520; and 

2 (3) A reinstatement fee of~ $200. 

3 2. Upon reinstatement of a certificate of registration pursuant to this section, the secretary of 

4 state shall: 

5 (a) Deliver to the registered limited-liability partnership a certificate of reinstatement 

6 authorizing it to transact business retroactively from the date the fee required by NRS 87.510 

7 was due; and 

8 (b) Upon request, issue to the registered · limited-liability partnership one or more certified 

9 copies of the certificate of reinstatement. 

10 3. The secretary of state shall not reinstate the certificate of registration of a registered 

U 11 limited-liability partnership if the certificate was revoked pursuant to NRS 87 .520 at least 5 years 

12 before the date of the proposed reinstatement. 

13 Sec. 39. · NRS 87.550 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

14 87.550 In addition to any other fees required by NRS 87.440 to 87.540, inclusive, and 

15 sectio.n . ..JJ of this act and_87..560, the secretary of state shall charge and collect the following 

16 fees for services rendered pursuant to those sections: 

17 1. For certifying documents required by NRS 87 .440 to 87.540, inclusive, and section 31 of 

· 18 this act and 87.560, f$+W $20 per certification. 

19 2. For executing a cenificate verifying the existence of a registered limited-liability 

20 partnership, if the registered limited-liability partnership has not filed a certificate of amendment, 

21 ~$30. 
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1 3. For executing a certificate · verifying the existence of a registered limited-liability 

2 partnership, if the registered limited-liability partnership has filed a certificate of amendment, 

3 ~$40. 

4 4. For executing, certifying or filing any certificate or document not required by NRS 

5 87.440 to 87.540, inclusive, and section 31 of this act and 87.560, ~$40. 

6 5. For any copies made by the office of the secretary of state, $1 per page. 

7 6. For examining and provisionally approving any document before the document is 

8 presented for filing, $ 100. 

9 Sec. 40. Chapter 88 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as 

10 follows: 

lJ ll · 1. Except a, otherwise provided in this section; the fee for filing the initial or annual list 

12 requued to be paid pursuant to NRS 88.395 must be determined as follows: 

13 I/the amount of the net worth of the limited partnership in Nevada is: 

14 Not more than $40,000 ........... ~····················································· $150 

15 .More.than $40,000 ........................................................................ $150, plus·an amount equal 

16 to 0.35 percent of its net 

17 worth in Nevada in excess of 

18 $40,000 

19 2. The maximum fee that may be charged pursuant to this section is $50,000 per year. 

20 3. To determine the net worth of a limited partnership in Nevada for the purposes of this 

21 section, the dollar amount of the assets of the partnership that are situated in or allocated to 
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1 this state must be divided by the dollar amount of the total assets of the partnership, and the 

2 result of that cal.culation must be multiplied by the dollar amount of the total net worth of the 

3 partnership. 

4 4. If the secretary of state determines that the amount of any fee paid pursuant . to 

5 subsectwn 1 is not based on the true net worth of the limited partnership in Nevada, he may 

6 compute and determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis of: 

1 (a) The information required to be filed pursuant to NRS 88.395; and 

8 (h) Any other information obtained by the secretary of state from any source. 

9 S. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any limited partnership that fails to 

10 pay the fee provided for in this section is liable for the payment of a penalty equal. to treble the 

G 11 difference between the amount paid and the amount that was required to be paid by this 

12 section. 

13 Sec. 41. NRS 88.395 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

14 88.395 1. A limited partnership shall Eamn11~-Uy,], on or before the first day of the second 

15 month -after the filing of its -certificate of limited partnership with the secretary of state, and 

16 annually thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary date of the 

17 filing of its certificate of limited partnership occurs, file with the secretary of state, on a form 

18 furnished by him, a list EeoRteiaiag:l that contains: 

19 (a) The name of the limited partnership; 

20 (b) The file number of the limited partnership, if known; 

21 (c) The names of all of its general partners; 
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(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, ofeach general partner; EaAel 

(e) The total assets of the limited partnership as reported on its federal income tax return. 

for the preceding calendar year; 

(J) The amo11nt of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (e) that are situated in or 

allocated to this staJe; 

(g) The total net worth. of the · limited partnership as reported on its federal income tax 

. return for the preceding calendar year; and 

(h) The signature of a general partner of the limited partnership certifying that the list is true, 

complete and accurate. 

Each list filed pursuant to this subsection must be accompanied by an afjitlavit that the limiled 

partnership has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A o/NRS. 

2. Upon filing the list [of geaeral partaers,l required by subsection 1, the limited 

partnership shall pay to the secretary of state [a fee ef $85.] the fee prescribed by section 40 of 

this act. 

. 3. - ·.The secretary of state.shall, 60 days before the last day for filing the annual list required 

by subsection 1, cause to be mailed to each limited partnership required to comply with the 

provisions of this section which has not become delinquent a notfoe of the fee due pursuant to the 

provisions of subsection 2 and a reminder to file the annual list Failure of any limited 

partnership to receive a notice or form does not ex.cuse it from the penalty imposed by NRS 

88.400. 
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4. If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection 1 is defective or the fee 

required by subsection 2 is not paid, the secretary of state may return the list for correction or 

payment. 

5. An annual list for a limited partnership not in default that is received by the secretary of 

state more than 60 days before its due date shall be deemed an amended list for the previous year 

and does not satisfy the requirements of subsection 1 for the year to which the due date is 

applicable. 

Sec. 42. NRS 88.400 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

Vn 

88.400 I. If a corporation has filed the list in compliance with NRS 88.395 and has paid 

the appropriate fee for the filing, the canceled check received by the limited partnership 

constitutes a certificate authorizing it to transact its business within this state until the 

anniversary date of the filing of its certificate of limited partnership in the next succeeding 

calendar year. If. the limited partnership desires a fonnal certificate upon its payment of the 

annual fee, its payment must be accompanied by a self ~addressed, stamped envelope. 

12 

13 

14 

15 2,_. -Each limited partnership which refuses or neglects to file the list and pay the fee within 

16 the time provided is in default. 

17 3. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of ~ $50, and 

18 unless the filings are made and the fee and penalty are paid on or before the first day of the ninth 

19 month following the month in which filing was required, the defaulting limited partnership, by 

20 reason of its default, forfeits its right to transact any business within this state. 

21 Sec. 43. NRS 88.410 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
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88.410 L Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the secretary of state may: 

(a) Reinstate any limited partnership which has forfeited its right to transact business; and 

(b) Restore to the limited partnership its right to carry on business in this state, and to 

exercise its privileges and immunities, 

upon the filing with the secretary of state of the list required pursuant to NRS 88.395, and upon 

payment·to the secretary of state of the annual filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS £88.395 

aaa} 88.400 and section 40 of this act for each year or portion thereof during which the 

certificate has been revoked, and a fee .of~ $200 for reinstatement. 

2. When payment is made and the secretary of state reinstates the limited partnership to its 

former rights, he shall: · 

(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the limited partnership a certificate of reinstatement 

authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the limited partnership one or more certified copies of the 

certificate of reinstatement. 

3. -- ·The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all delinquent fees and 

penalties have been paid, and the revocation occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees 

and penalties. 

4. If a limited partnership's certificate has. been revoked pursuantto the provisions of this 

chapter and has remained revoked for a period of.5 years, the certificate must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 44. NRS 88.415 is hereby amended to read as.follows: 

·-42-
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88.415 The secretary of state, for services relating to his .official duties and the records of 

his office, shall charge and collect the following fees: 

1. For filing a certificate of limited partnership, or for registering a foreign limited 

partnership, [$125.] $175. 

2. For filing a certificate of amendment of limited partnership or restated certificate of 

6 limited partnership, ·~ 

7 3. Per filiRg a reiasta~d eert:ifieate of limited partaership, $50. 

8 4. Fer filiRg the aRat:1al list ef geaeral parmers ass Elesigaatiea ef a resieleat ageat, $85. 

9 --¼:}$125. 

10 3. For filing a certificate of a change of location of the records office of a limited 

0 11 partnership or the office of its resident agent, or a designation of a new resident agent, ~ 
12 --4.}$30. 

13 4. For certifying a certificate of limited partnership, an amendment· to the certificate, or a 

14 certificate as amended where a copy is provided, E$Wl $20 per certification. 

15 . -f7-;J .5,- For certifying .an.authorized printed copy of the limited partnership law, ~ 

16 ---S:}$20. 

17 6. For reserving a limited partnership name, or for executing, filing or certifying any other 

18 document, $20. 

19 E9'1 7. For copies made at the office of the secretary of state, $1 per page. 

20 ~ 8. For filing a certificate of cancellation of a limited partnership, ~ $60. 

11111m11m11~1111111 
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Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fees set forth in NRS 78.785 apply to this 

chapter. 

Sec. 45. Chapter 88A of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to rend as 

follows: 

1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for filing the initial or annual list 

required to be paid pursuant to NRS 88A.600 must be determined as follows: 

If the amount of the net worth of the busines~ trust in Nevada is: 

Not more tla~n $40,000 ······················~········································· $150 

More than $40,f!OO ..... ~ .................................................................. $150, plus an amount equal 

to 0.35 percent of its net 

worth in Nevada in excess of 

$40,000 

2. The maximum fee that may be charged pursuant to this section is $50,000 per year. 

3. To determine the net worth of a business trust in Nevada for the purposes of this 

section, the dollar amount.of the assets of the business trust that are situated in or allocated to 

this state must be divided by the dollar amount of the total.assets of the business trust, and the 

result of that calculation must be multiplied by the dollar amount ofthe total net worth of the 

business trust. 

4. If the secretary of state determines that the amount of any fee paid pursuant to 

subsection 1 is not based on the true net worth of the business trust in Nevada, he may 

compllte and determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis of: 

IIU IIIIUIHI 111 lffl H 
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l (a) The information required to be filed pursuant to NRS 88A.600; and 

2 (h) · Any other information obtained by the secretary of state from any source. 

3 S. In addition to any other penalty provided by law, any business trust that fails to pay the 

4 fee provided for in this sectwn is liable for the payment of a penalty equal to treble the 

5 difference between the amount paid and the amount that was required to be paid by this 

6 section. 

7 Sec. 46. NRS 88A.600 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

8 88A.600 1. A business trust formed pursuant to this chapter shall {B.Ra1:1ally,l , on or 

9 before the first day of the second month after the fil,ing of its cerlificate of trust with the 

10 secretary of state, and annually thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the 

U 11 anniversary date of the filing of its certificate of trust with the secretary of state occurs, file with 

12 the secretary of state , on a fonn furnished by him , a list signed by at least one trustee 

13 EeefttaiR:iBg the] that contains: 

14 (a) The name and mailing address of its resident agent and at least one trustee bl; 

15 (b) The total assets ofthe_business trust as reported on its federal income tax return/or the 

16 preceding calendar year; 

17 (c) The amount of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (b) that are situated in or 

18 allocated to this state; and 

19 (d) The total net worth of the business trust as reported on its federal income tax return/or 

20 the preceding calendar year. 
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Each list filed pursuant to this subsection must be accompanied by an affidavit that the 

business trust has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

2. Upon filing the list, the business trust shall pay to the secretary of state [a fee of $85. 

--4:} the fee prescribed by section 45 of this act. 

3. · The secretary of state shall. 60 days before th~ last day for filing the annual list required 

by subsection 1, cause to be mailed to each business trust which is required to comply with the 

provisions of NRS 88A.600 to 88A.660, inclusive, and section 45 of this act and which has not 

become delinquent, the blank fonns to be completed and filed with him. Failure of a business 

trust to receive the forms does not excuse it from the penalty imposed by law. 

~ 4. An annual list for a business trust not in default which is received by the secretary of 

state more than 60 days before its due date shall . be· deemed an amended list for the previous · 

year. 

Sec. 47. NRS 88A.630 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

88A.630 1. Each business trust. required to file the [aaaua1] list and pay the fee prescribed 

in NRS.88A.600 to 88A.660,inclusive, and section 45 of this act which refuses or neglects to do 

so within the time provided shall be deemed in default. 

2. For default, there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of~ $50. The fee 

and penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter. 

Sec. 48. NRS 88A.650 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

88A.650 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the secretary of state shall 

reinstate a business trust which has forfeited its right to transact business pursuant to the 
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1 . provisions of this chapter and restore to the business trust its right to carry on business in this 

2 state, and to exercise its privileges and immunities, if it: 

3 (a) Piles with the secretary of state the list EanEi aesignatiofij required by NRS 88A.600; and 

4 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

5 (1) The annual filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS {88A.e00 aAd] 88A.630 and section 

6 45 of this act for each year or portion thereof during which its certificate of trust was revoked; 

7 and 

8 (2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement. 

9 2. When the secretary ofstate reinstates the business trust, he shall: 

10 (a) Immediately issue and deliver to the business trust a certificate of reinstatement 

V 11 authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been paid when due; and 

12 (b) Upon demand, issue to the business trust one or more certified copies of the certificate of 

13 reinstatement. 

14 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless aU delinquent fees and 

15 penalties have been paid, and the revocation of the certificate of trust occurred only by reason of 

16 the failure to file the list or pay the fees and penalties. 

17 Sec. 49. NRS 88A.900 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

18 88A.900 The secretary of state shall charge and collect the following fees for: 

19 1. Filing an original certificate of trust, or for registering a foreign business trust, [$125.J 

20 $175. 
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2. Filing an amendment or restatement, or a combination thereof, to a· certificate of trust,· 

~$125. 

3. Filing a certificate of cancellation, ($125.] $175. 

4. Certifying a copy of a certificate of trust or an amendment or restatement, or a 

combination thereof, f$.lG} $20 per certification. 

· 5. Certifying an authorized printed copy of this chapter, ~ $20. 

6. Reserving a name for a business trust, $20. 

7. Executing a certificate of existence of a business trust which does not list the previous 

documents relating to it, or a certificate of change in the name of a business trust, EUH $30. 

8. Executing a certificate of existence of a business trust which lists the previous documents 

relating to it,~ $40. 

9. ·Filing a statement of change of address of the registered office for each business. trust, 

13 ~$30. 

14 10. Filing a statement of change of the registered agent. ~ $30. 

15 .. , .. 1 L. ... Executing, certifying .or filing any certificate or document not otherwise provided for in 

16 this section, ~$40. 

17 12. Examining and provisionally approving a document before the document is presented 

18 for filing, $100. 

19 13. Copying a document on file with him, for each page, $1. 

20 Sec. 50. Chapter 89 of NRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a new section to read as 

21 follows: 
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1. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fee for.filing the initial or annual, 

statement required to be paid pursuant to NRS 89.250 must be determined as follows: 

lfthe amount of the net worth of the professional association in Nevada is: 

Not ~ore than $40,000 ............................. ~··~······~·························· $150 

More than #0,000 ............................................................................ $150, plus an amount equal 

to , 0.35 percent of its net 

worth in Nevada in excess of 

$40,000 

2. The maximum fee that may be charged pursuant to this section is $50,000 per year. 

011 
3. To determine the net worth ofa professional association in Nevada for the purposes of 

this section, the dollar amount of the assets of the association that are situated in or allocated 

to this state must he divided by the dollar amount of the total assets of the association, and the 

result of that calculation must be multiplied by the dollar amount of the total net worth of the 

12 

13 

14 association. 

15 _ 4. -· If-the secretary oj.._,state determines that the amount of any fee paid pursuant to 

16 subsection 1 is not based on the true net worlh of the professional association in Nevada, he 

17 may compute and determine the amount required to be paid upon the basis of: 

18 ( a) The information required to be filed pursuant to NRS 89.250; and 

19 (b) Any other information obtained by the secretary of state from any source. 

20 5. In 4dditio,r to any other penalty provided by law, any professional association that fails 

21 to pay the fee provided for in this section is liable for the payment of a penalty. equal to treble 
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1 the difference between the amount paid and the amount that was reqttired to be paid by this 

2 section. 

3 Sec. 51. NRS 89.210 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

4 89.210 1. Within 30 days [fellowiag] after the organization of a professional association 

S under this chapter, the association shall file with the secretary of state a copy of the articles of 

6 association, duly executed, and shall pay at that time a filing fee of~ $175. Any such 

7 association fanned.as a common law association before July 1, 1969, shall file, within 30 days 

8 feij after July 1, 1969, a certified copy of its articles of association, with any amendments 

9 thereto, with the secretary of state, and shal! pay at that time a filing fee of $25. A copy of any 

10 amendments to the articles of association adopted after July 1, 1969, must also be filed with the 

V I 1 secretary of state within 30 days after the adoption of such amendments. Each copy of 

12 amendments so filed must be certified as true and correct and be accompanied by a filing fee of 

13 ~$125. 

14 2. The name of such a professional association must contain the words "Professional 

15 Association," "Professional.Organization" or the abbreviations "Prof. Ass'n" or "Prof. Org." The 

16 association may render professional services and exercise its authorized powers under a fictitious 

17 name if the association has first registered the name in the manner required under chapter 602 of 

18 NRS. 

19 Sec. 52. NRS 89.250 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

20 89 .250 l. A professional association shall, on or before the first day of the second month 

21 after the filing of its articles of association with the secretary of state, and annually thereafter 
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1 on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary date of its organization occurs in 

2 each year, furnish a statement to the secretary of state [showiRg the] that contains: 

3 (a) The names and residence addresses of all members and employees in [saeh assoeiati0f1 

4 aee3, the association; 

5 (b) The total assets of the professional association as reported on iis federal income tax 

6 return for the preceding calendar year; 

7 (c) The amount of its assets reported pursuant to paragraph (b) that are situated in or 

8 allocated to this state; and 

9 (d) The total net worth of the professional association as reported on its federal income tax 

10 return for the preceding calendar year. 

U :H Each list filed pursuant to this subsection must he accompanied by an affidavit that the 

12 professional association has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

13 2. The professional association shall certify that all members and employees are licensed to 

14 render professional service in this state; 

15 ~ J ... The statement must~ 

16 (a) Be made on a form prescribed by the secretary of state and must not contain any fiscal or 

17 other infonnation except that expressly called for by this section. 

18 (b) Be signed by the chief executive officer of the association. 

19 f;:i 4. Upon filing the [aRf\1.,ia\] statement required by this section, the association shall pay 

20 to the secretary of state [a fee ef $15. 

21 --4,;!thefee prescribed by section 50 of this act. 
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1 S. As used in this section, "signed" means to have executed or adopted a name, word or 

2 mark, including. without limitation, a digital signature as defined in NRS 720.060, with the 

3 present intention to authenticate a document. 

4 Sec. 53. NRS 89.252 is hereby amended to read as foUows: 

5 89.252 1. Each professional association that is required to make a filing pursuant to NRS 

6 89.250 and pay the fee prescribed in [NR8 89.25Ql section SO of this act but refuses to do so 

7 within the time provided is in def a ult. 

8 2. For default, there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of ~ $50. The fee 

9 and penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter,. 

10 Sec. 54. NRS. 89 .256 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

(._; 11 89.256 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the secretary of state shall 

12 reinstate any professional association which has fotfeited its right to transact business under the 

13 provisions of this chapter and restore the right to caITy on business in this state and exercise its .· 

14 privileges and immunities if it: 

15 (aLfiles with the secre1ary of state the statement and certification required by NRS 89.250; 

16 and 

17 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

18 (1) The annual filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS [89.25Q ooEij 89.252 and section SO 

19 of this act for each year or portion thereof during which the articles of association have been 

20 revoked; and 

21 (2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement. 
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2. When the secretary of state reinstates the association to its fonner rights, he shall: 

(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the association a certificate of reinstatement authorizing 

it to transact business, as if the fees had been paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the association a certified copy of the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of state shall ]'.lot order a reinstatement unless all delinquent fees and 

penalties·have been paid, and the revocation of the association's articles of association occurred 

only by reason of its failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4. If the· articles of association of a professional association have been revoked pursuant to 

the provisions of this chapter and have remained revoked for 10 consecutive years, the articles 

must not be reinstated. 

Vu Sec. 55. NRS 92AI90 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

12 92A.190 1. One or more foreign entities may merge or enter into an exchange of owner's 

13 interests with one or more domestic entities if: 

14 (a) In a merger, the merger is pennitted by the law of the jurisdiction under whose law each 

15 foreign .. ~ntity is organize.~t-~nd governed and each foreign entity complies with that law in 

l6 effecting the merger; 

17 (b) In an exchange, the entity whose owner's interests will be acquired is a domestic entity, 

18 whether or not an exchange of owner's interests is permitted by the law of the jurisdiction under 

19 whose law the acquiring entity is organized; 
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1 (c) The foreign entity complies with NRS 92A.200 to 92A.240, inclusive, if it is the 

2 surviving entity in the merger or acquiring entity in the exchange and sets forth in the articles of 

3 merger or exchange its address where copies of process may be sent by the secretary of state; and 

4 (d) Each domestic entity complies with the applicable provisions of NRS 92A.100 to 

5 92A.180, inclusive, and, if it is the surviving entity in the merger or acquiring entity in the 

6 exchange, with NRS 92A.200 to 92A.240, inclusive. 

7 2. When the merger or exchange takes effect, the surviving foreign entity in a merger and 

8 the acquiring foreign entity in an exchange shall be deemed: 

9 (a) To appoint the secretary of state as its agent for service of process in a proceeding to 

10 enforce any obligation or the rights of dissenting owners of each domestic entity that was a party 

V 11 to the merger or exchange. Service of such process must be made by personally delivering to and 

12 leaving with the secretary of state duplicate copies of the process and the payment of a fee of 

13 ~ $50 for accepting and transmitting the process. The secretary of state shall forthwith send 

14 by registered or certified mail one of the copies to the surviving or acquiring entity at its 

15 speci6e.d ... address, unless Jl)~ surviving or acquiring entity has designated in writing to the 

16 secretary of state a different address for that purpose, in which case it must be mailedto the last 

17 address so designated. 

18 (b) To agree that it will promptly pay to the dissenting owners of each domestic entity that is 

19 a party to the merger or exchange the amount, if any, to which they are entitled under or created 

20 pursuant to NRS 92A.300 to 92A.500, inclusive. 
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I 3. This section does not limit the power of a foreign entity to acquire aILor part of the 

2 owner's interests of one or more classes or series of a domestic entity through a voluntary 

3 exchange or otherwise. 

4 Sec. 56. NRS 92A.210 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

5 92A.210 The fee for filing articles of merger, articles of eitchange or articles of termination 

6 is [$125.J $175. 

7 Sec. 57. NRS 116.3103 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

8 116.3103 1. Except as otherwise provided in the declaration, the bylaws, this section or 

9 other provisions of this chapter, the executive board may act in. all instances on behalf of the 

10 association. In the performance of their duties, the officers and members of the executive board_ 

U · 11 · are [fiat1eiaries aaEI. are] subject to the fiduciary duties and insulation from liability provided for 

V 

12 directors of corporations by the laws of this state. {The ffl:embers of the eKeeuti·1e eeard are 

13 FeEIUiFeEl te exe,eise the ereiaacy and i:eas.eaaele eare af eiree~rs of a ceq>oratiea, &\¼ejeet ta tl:le 

14 easiness jt:tlig~at rule.] 

15 .... 2. -.-The executive board may not act on behalf of the association to amend the declaration,. 

16 [(NRS l 1~.2117),] to terminate the common-interest community, [(NRS 1 Hi.2118),] or to elect 

17 members of the executive board or determine their qualifications, powers and duties or terms of 

18 office , [(s1:1eseetiea 1 ef NRS lle.31034),] but the executive board may fill vacancies in its 

19 membership for the unexpired portion of any term. 

20 3. Within 30 days after adoption of any proposed budget for the common-interest 

21 community, the executive board shall provide a summary of the budget to all the units' owners. 
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and shall set a date for a meeting of the units' owners to consider ratification of the budget not 

less than 14 nor more than 30 days after mailing of the summary. Unless at that meeting a 

majority of all units' owners or any larger vote specified in the declaration reject the budget, the 

budget is ratified, whether or not a quorum is present. If the p~posed budget is rejected, the 

periodic budget last ratified by the units' owners must be continued until such time as the units' 

owners ratify a subsequent budget proposed by the executive board. 

Sec. S8~ NRS 600.340 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

600.340 l. A person who has adopted and is using a mark in this state may file in the 

office of the secretary of state, on a form to be furnished by the secretary of state, an application 

for registration of that mark setting forth, but not limited to, the following information: 

(a) Whetherthe mark to be registered is a trade-mark, trade name or service mark; 

(b) A description of the mark by name, words displayed in it Ed or other information; 

(c) The name and business address of the person applying for the registration and, if it is a 

corporation, limited-liability company, limited partnership or registered limited-liability 

15 partnership, the state of incorporation or organization; 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

V 

(d) The specific goods or services in connection with which the mark is used and the mode or 

manner in which the mark' is used in connection with those goods or services and the class as 

designated by the secretary of state which includes those goods or services; 

(e) The date when the mark was first used anywhere and the date when it was first used in 

this state by the applicant or his predecessor in business which must precede the filing of the 

application; and 
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l (f) A statement that the applicant is the owner of the mark and that no other person has.the 

2 right to use the mark in this state either in the fonn set forth in the application or fo such near 

3 resemblance to it as might deceive or cause mistake. 

4 2. The application must: 

5 (a) Be signed and verified by the applicant or by a member of the finn or an officer of the 

6 corporation or association applying. 

7 (b) Be accompanied by a specimen or facsimile of the mark in duplicate and by a filing fee of 

8 ~ $100 payable to the secretary of state. 

9 3. If the application fai1s to comply with this section or NRS 600.343, the secretary of state 

10 shall return it for correction. 

(_,, 11 Sec. 59. NRS 600.355 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

12 600.355 I. If any statement in an application for registration of a mark was incorrect when 

13 made or any arrangements or other facts described in the application have changed, making the 

14 application inaccurate in any respect without materially altering the mark. the registrant shall 

15 promptly ..iile in the office .• of.the secretary of state a certificate, signed by the registrant or his 

16 successor or by a member of the finn or an officer of the corporation or association to which. the 

17 mark is registered, correcting the statement. 

18 2. Upon the filing of a certificate of amendment or judicial decree of amendment and the 

19 payment of a filing fee of~ $60, the secretary of state shall issue, in accordance with NRS 

20 600.350, an amended certificate of registration for the remainder of the period of the registration. 

21 Sec. 60. NRS 600.360 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
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1 600.360 1. The registration of a mark is effective for 5 years from the date of registration 

2 and, upon application filed within 6 months before the expiration of that period, on a form to. be 

3 furnished by the secretary of state, the registration may be renewed for a successive period of 5 

4 years. A renewal fee of ·~ $50, payable to the secretary of state, must accompany the 

5 application for renewal of the registration. 

6 2. The registration of a mark may be renewed for additional successive S~year periods if the 

7 · requirements of subsection 1 are satisfied. 

8 3. The secretary of state·shall give notice to each registrant when his registration is about to 

9 expire. The notice must be given within the year next preceding the expiration date, by writing to 

10 the registrant's last known address. 

0 11 4. All applications for renewals must. include a statement that the mark is still in use in this 

12 state. 

13 Sec. 61. NRS 600.370 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

14 600.370 I. A mark and its registration are assignable with the good will of the business in 

IS which_the.mark is used, or.YY.ith that part of the good will of the business connected with the use 

16 of and symbolized by the mark. An assignment must: 

17 (a) Be in writing; 

18 (b) Be signed and acknowledged by the registrant or his successor or a member of the finn or 

19 an officer of the corporation or association under whose name the mark is registered; and 
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l (c) Be recorded with the secretary of state upon the payment of a fee of~ $100 to the 

2 secretary of state who, upon recording the assignment, shall issue in the name of the assignee a 

3 certificate of assignment for the remainder of the period of the registration. 

4 2. An assignment of any registration is void as against any subsequent purchaser for 

5 valuable consideration without notice, unless: 

6 (a) The assignment is recorded with the secretary of state within 3 months after the date of 

7 the assignment; or 

8 (b) The assignment is recorded before the subsequent purchase. 

9 Sec .. 62. NRS 600.395 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

10 600.395 The fee for filing a cancellation of registration pursuant to NRS 600.390 is ~ 

l-, 11 · $50. 

12 Sec. 63. NRS 78.770 is hereby repealed. 

13 Sec. 64. It is the intent of the legislature in enacting section 2 of this act to codify the 

14 equitable doctrine of the common law known as "piercing the corporate veil," "alter ego" or 

15 '~disregarding the corporat~ . .fiction." Jn codifying this equitable doctrine, the legislature intends 

16 for the provisions of section 2 ofthis act to preempt entirely the equitable doctrine as it exists in 

17 the common law on the effective date of section 2 of this act. Further, it is the intent of the 

18 legislature to change the equitable doctrine, pursuant to section 2 of this act, so that a 

19 stockholder, director or officer of a corporation may .not be made individually liable for a debt or 

20 liability of the corporation unless, among other findings, the court finds that the stockholder, 
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1 director or officer has actually committed fraud _in connection with the debt or. liability in 

2 question. 

3 Sec. 65. Sections 2, 4, 5, i 1, 12, 57 and 64 of ·this act do not apply to any cause of action 

4 that accrues before the effective date of this section. 

S Sec. 66. Notwithstanding the provisions of section 67 of this act to the contrary, the 

6 amendatory provisions of sections 3, 6, 18, 20, 25, 26, 31, 36, 40, 41, 45, 46, 50 and 52 of this 

7 act do not apply to the filing of the list of an entity. or the fee for that filing, before August 1, 

8 2001, except that an entity whose anniversary date for the 2001 calendar year falls on or after 

9 August 1, 2001, shal1 comply with those sections as added or amended by this act, even if the 

10 filing is made before August 1, 2001. · 

lJ 11 Sec. 67. l. This section and sections. 1 to 7, inclusive, 11, 12, 18, 20, 21, 25, 26, 27, 31, 

12 36, 40, 41, 45, 46, 50, 52, 57, and 64, 65 and 66 of this act become effective upon passage and 

13 approval. 

14 2. Sections 8, 9, 10, 13 to 17, inclusive, 19, 22, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 32 to 35, inclusive, 37, 

15 38, 39~.42, 43, 44, 47, 48,A:2.. 51. 53 to 56, inclusive, and 58 to 63, inclusive, of this act become 

16 effective: 

17 (a) Upon passage and approval for the purpose of adopting regulations and performing any 

18 other preparatory administrative tasks that are necessary to carry out the provisions of this act; 

19 and 

20 (b) On August 1, 2001, for all other purposes. 
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TEXT OF REPEALED SECTION 

78. 770 Filing fees: Articles of merger; articles of exchange. 

1. The fee for filing articles of merger of two or more domestic corporations is the 

difference between the fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 78.760 upon the aggregate 

authorized stock of the corporation _created by· the merger and the fee so computed upon the 

aggregate amount of the· total authorized stock of the constituent corporations. 

2. The fee for filing articles of merger of <>ne or more domestic corporations with one or 

more foreign corporations is the difference between the fee computed at the rates specified in 

NRS 78. 760 upon the aggregate authorized stock of the corporation created by the merger and 

the fee so computed upon the aggregate amount of the total authorized stock of the constituent 

corporations which have paid fees as requited by NRS 78.760 and 80.050 . 

... -3. - In -no case may the:-amount paid be less than $125, and in no case may the amount paid 

pursuant to subsection 2 exceed $25,000. 

4. The fee for filing articles of exchange is $125. 
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C 
REQUIRES TWO-THIRDS MAJORITY VOTE(§§4,f,, 7. 10. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15,.16, 18, 19, 
20. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31. 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41. 42, 43, 44, 45, 
46,49, SO. SI, 52, 53) 

S.B. 577 

SENATE BILL No. 577:...sENATORS JAMES, RAGGIO, O'DONNELL, AMODEI, 
. RAWSON, JACOBSEN AND MCGINNESS 

MAY24,2001 

Referred to Committee on Judiciary 

SUMMARY-Limits common-law and Slatutory liability of corporate stockholders, direclO!S 
and officers and increases fees for filing certain documents with secreta,y of 
state. (BDR 7-1547) 

FISCAL NOTE: Efl'ecl on Local Government: No. 
Effect on the State: No. 

EXPLANATION - M .. ,.,., .,,,.,,-,,.. i5 new; man,. bet....., bra<~e1., l•RIKlod .,.,.,..11 "'moterial 1~ bo omill<d. 

AN ACT relating 10 buaincss aftaociations; limiting the common-law and statutory liability of 
lhc stocltholdcrs. dif'Cl'tors 811d officers of a corporation: increasing the fees for 
tiling cenain docuroonts with the secretary of state: requiring certain fees charged 
by the secretary of !!late for special services to be d~ited in the slate general 
fund; and providing other mauers properly relating thereto. 

THE PEOPLE OF THE STA TE OF NEVADA, REPRESENTED IN 
SENATE AND ASSEMBLY, 00 ENACT AS FOLLOWS: 

I Section 1. Chapter 78 ofNRS is hereby amended by adding thereto a 
2 new section to read as follows: 
3 /, Except as otherwise provided by specific !tatute, no stockholder, 
4 director or officer of a corporation formed ,mt/er the laws of this state is 
S individually liable for a debt or liability of the corporation, witho11t 
6 regard to whether a court determines that the stockholder, director or 
1 oj}1cer should be considered the alter ego of the corporation or that the 
8 corporate ficdon of a at!JHITale entity should be disregarded for any other 
9 ret1.,on, unless: 

10 (a) Otherwise provided in "" agreement to which the stockholder, 
11 director or officer is a party; or 
12 (b) A court of compmnt jurisdiction finds by clear and convincing 
13 evidence that: 
14 (I) The corporation i.., influenced and governed by the stoclcholder, 
15 director or officer; 
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(2) There is such unity of interest and ownership that the 
corporation 11nd the .ftockholder, director or officer are insep•rable from 
each other; and 

(J) Adherence to the corporate fiction of a separate entity Wf)ll/d "', 

sanctionfraud. ... W 
2. For a court to mau a finding in .wtisfaction of subparagraph (3) 

of paragraph (b) of subsection 1, the court must find that the 
stockholder, director or officer has collUtlilkd fraud in connec&n with 
the debt or liability of the .corporation. 

Sec. 2. NRS 78.037 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.037 The articles of incorporation may also contain fr 
I . A pr&-visien eliminating er limiting the · peffeMl liaeility ef a 

direeter er effieer ta the eerperatiea er its efeekheklers fer damages feF 
ll,eaeh ef tidueia,y eYtf as a dir.eeter er effieer,. hllt swh a f'F8¥isiefl mYst 
net eliminate et' limit the liallility efa diNeter er effieet< fer; 

(a) Aets er emissiens v.rllieh iiwelve inteR1ie11&1_ miseeRdaet, Hlll.16 er a 
!mewing ¥ielatien ef law; er 

(9) The paymeet efdis1tieYhet1s ie •,ielatien efNRS ?ll,300. 
2. Anyf any provision, not contrary to the laws of this state I.fer+ : 
/. For the management of the business and for the conduct of the 

affairs of the corporation I, Md anyprevisien e,eating,I; 
2. Creating, defining. limiting or regulating the powers of the 

corporation or the rights, powers or duties of the directors, faRdt the 
officers or the stockholders, or any class of the stockholders, or the holders &. · .i.
of bonds or other obligations of the corporation I, er gewRtingl; or """ ._.. 

J. Go~rning the distribution or division of the profits of the 
corporation. 

Sec. 3. · NRS 78.138 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78. 138 I. Directors and officers shall exercise · their powers in good 

faith and with a view to the interests oft.he corporation. 
2. In performing their respective duties, directors and officers are 

entitled to rely on information, opinions, reports, boo~ of account or 
statements, including financial statements and other financial data. that are 
prepared or presented by: · 

(a) One or more directors, officers or employees of· the corporation 
reasonably believed to be reliable and competent in the matters prepared or 
presented; 

(b) Counsel. public accountants,financial advisers, val11ation adwsers, 
Investment bankers or other persons as to matters reasonably believed to 
be within the preparer's or presenter's professional or expert competence; 
or 

(c) A committee on which the d.irector or officer relying thereon~~ 
not serve. established in accordance with NRS 78.125, a'! to matters within 
the committee's designated authority and matters on which the committee l ....., 
is reasonably believed to merit confidence, '-".._. 
but a director or officer is not entitled to rely on such information. 
opinions, reports, books of account or statements if .he has knowledge 
concerning the mauer in question that wouJd cause reliance thereon to be 
unwarranted. 
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3. Directors and officers, in deciding upon matters of business, are 
presumed to act in good faith. on an infonned basis and with a view to the 
interests of the corporation. 

4. Directors artd officers, in exercising their respective powers with a 
view to the interests of the corporation, may consider: 

(a) The interests of the corporation's employees, suppliers, creditors and 
customers; · 

(b) The economy of the state and nation; 
(c) The interests of the community and of society; and 
(d) The long•tenn as well as short-term interests of the corporation and 

its stockholders, including the possibility that these interests may be best 
served by the continued independence of the corporation. 

S. Directors and officers are not required to consider the effect of a 
proposed corporate action upon any particular group having an interest in 
the corporation as a dominant factor. 

6. The provisiQns of subsections 4 and 5 do not create Qr authorize any 
causes of action against the corporation or its directors or officers. 

7. Except a., otherwise provided in NRS · JS.230, 90.660, 91,250, 
452.200, 451.270, 668,045 and 694A.030, a director or officer is not 
individ"4lly liable for any damages ll6 a result of any ilct or failure to act 
in his capacity as a director or officer unless It is proven. /Jy dear and 
convincing evidence tht1t: 

(a). His 11ct or failure to act constituted a breach of his fiduciary ditties 
as a director or officer; and . . 

(b) His breach of tho:1/e dutk.., involt1ed intentional mL,conduct, fraud 
or a luwwing violation of law. 
· Sec. 4. NRS78.J 50 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

78. J 50 I. A corporation organized under the laws of this state shall, 
on or before the first day of the second month after the filing of its articles 
of incorporation with the secretary of state, file with the secretary of state a 
list, on a fonn furnished by him. containing: 

(a) The name of the corporation; 
(b) The file number of the corporation, if known; 
(c). The names and titles of the president, secretary, trea.surer and of all 

the directors of the corporation; 
(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each 

officer and director listed, following the name of the officer or director; 
and 

(e) The signature of an officer of the corporation certifying that the list 
is true, complete and accurate. 

2. The corporation shall annually thereafter, on or before the last day 
of the month in which the anniversary date of incorporation occurs in each 
year, file with the secretary of state, on a · form furnished by him, an 
amended list containing all of the information required in subsection I . 

3. Each list required by subsection I or 2 must be accompanied by an 
aj/lJat1il that the corporation has co,nplled with the provisions of chapter 
364AofNRS. 

4. Upon filing fa list efeffieere and direetef8,I the list reqlllred by: 
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(a) Subsection I, the corporation shall pay to the secretary of state a 
feeo/Sl6S, 

(I>) Subsection 1, the corporation shall pay to. the secretary of state a fee 
of$85. . 

f4:l 5. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for 
tiling flhet each annual list required by subsection 2, cause to be mailed to 
each corporation which is required to comply with the provisions of NRS 
78.150 to 78.185, inclusive, and which has no.t become delinquent, a notice 
of the fee due pursuant to subsection ~ -I and a reminder to file a list ft)f 
effieffs &M. di"'etefll-1 required by subsection 2. Failure of any 
corporation to receive a noti<:e or fonn does not excuse it from the penalty 
imposed by law. 
~ '- If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of s.ubsection I 

or 2 is defective in any respect or the fee required by subsection p..9F-+J 
4 or 8 is not paid, the secretary of state may return the list for correction or 
payment. 
~ 7, An annual list for a corporation not in default which is received 

by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be 
deemed an amended list for the previous year and does not satisfy the 
requirements of subsection 2 for the year to which the due date is 
applicable. . 

fH 8. If the corporation is an association as defined in NRS 
116.110315, the secretary of state shall not accept the filing required by 
this section unless it is accompanied by evidence of the payment of the fee 
required to be paid pursuant to NRS 116.31155 that is provided to the 
association pursuant to subsection 4 of that section. 

See. 5. NRS 78. I 55 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.155 If a corporation has filed the initial or annual list fef effieet'!I 

aed eireet8fS anEI desigeatieR ef resideRt ageRtf in compliance with NRS 
78.150 and has paid the appropriate fee for the tiling, the canceled check 
received by the corporation constitutes a certificate authorizing it !o 
transact its business within this state until the last day of the month tn 
which the anniversary of its incorporation occurs in the next succeeding 
calendar year. If the corporation desires a fonnal certificate ~pon its 
payment of the initial or annual fee, its payment must be accompanted by a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. 

Sec. 6. NRS 78.170 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78. t 70 l. Each corporation required to make a filing and pay the fee 

prescribed in NRS 78.150 to 78.185. inclusive. which refuses or neglects to 
do so within the time provided shall be deemed in default. 

2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
~ $SO. The fee and penalty must be collected as provided in this 
chapter. 

Sec. 7. NRS 78.180 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78.180 I. Except as otheiwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state shall reinstate a corporation which has forfeited its right 
to transact business under the provisions of this chapter and restore to the 
corporation its right to carry on business in this state, and to exercise its 
corporate privileges and immunities, if it: 
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(a) Files with the secretary of state the list required by NRS 78.150; and 
{b) Pays to the secretary of state: 

(I) The JaARYall filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 78.150 and 
78.170 for each year or portion thereof during which. its charier was 
revoked;and 

(2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement. 
2. When the secretary of state reinstates the corporation. he shall: 
(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the corporation a certificate of 

reim,tatement authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been 
paid when due; and · · 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the corporation one or more certified copies 
of the certificate of reinstatement. · 

3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid. and . the revocation of the 
charter occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4. lf a corporate charter has been revoked pursuant to the. provisions of 
this chapter and has remained revoked for a period of 5 consecutive years, 
the charter must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 8. NRS 78.300 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
· 78.300 I. The directors of a corporation shall not make distributions 
to stockholders except as provided by this chapter. 

2. flflt Except as otherwise provided in subsection 1 and NRS 78.138, 
in case of any I will&! er gressly ttegligentf violation of the provisions of 
this section, the directors under · whose administration the violation 
occurred (, eKeept these whe e&Ysed their dissent te be entered upen the 
R1in11tes ef the meetisg ef the ~iNef9f'S at the fffflt>, er whe Ret tll,m lteing 
pFesent e&Ysed their dissent te he enteFee en leaFRing ef sueh aetien,I are 
Jointly and severally liable. at any time within m 2 years after each 
violation, to the corporation, and. in the event of its dissolution or 
insolvency, to its creditors at the time of the violation, or any of them, to 
the lesser of the full amount of the distribution made or of any loss 
sustained by the corporation by reason of the distribution to stockholders. 

J. The liability Imposed pursuant to subsection 2 does not apply to a 
director who caused his dusent to be entered 11pon the minutes of the 
meeting of the directors at the time the action was taken or who was not 
present at the meeting and caused his dlf:rent to be entered on learning of 
the action. 

Sec. 9, NRS 78.7502 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
78. 7502 I. A corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a 

party or is threatened to be made a party to any threatened, pending or 
completed action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, 
administrative or investigative, except an action by or in the right of the 
corporation, by reason of the fact that he is ot was a director, officer, 
employee or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving at the request of 
the corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another 
corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise, against 
e,cpenses, including attorneys' fees, judgments, fines and amounts paid in 
settlement actually and reasonably incurred by him in connection with the 
action, suit or proceeding ifhe ~: 
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I (a) Is not liable pursuant to NRS 78.IJB; or 
2 (b) Acted in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to 
3 be in or not opposed to the best interests of the corporation, and, with 
4 respect to any criminal action or proceeding, had no reasonable cause to 
5 believe his conduct was unlawful. · 
6 The tennination of any action, suit or proceeding by judgment, order, 
7 settlement, conviction or upon a plea of nolo contendere or its equivalent, 
8 does not, of itself, create a presumption that the person is liable p11rs11ant 
9 to NRS 78.118 or did not act in good faith and in a manner which he 

to reasonably believed to be in or not opposed to the best interests of the 
11 corporation, . faetll or that, with respect to any criminal action or 
12 proceeding, he had reasonable cause to believe that his conduct was 
13 unlawful. 
14 2. A corporation may indemnify any person who was or is a party or is 
15 threatened to be made a party to any threatened, pending ·or completed 
1.6 action or suit by or in the right of the corporation to procure a judgment in 
I 7 its favor by reason of the fact that he is or was a director, officer, employee 
18 or agent of the corporation, or is or was serving .at the request of the 
t 9 corporation as a director, officer, employee or agent of another corporation; 
20 partnership, joint venture, trust or other enterprise against expenses, 
21 including amounts paid in settlement and attorneys' fees actually and 
22 reasonably incurred by him in connection with the defense or settlement of 
23 the action or suit ifhe ffteted}: 
24 (a) Is not liable pursuant to NRS 78,138: or 
25 (b) Acied in good faith and in a manner which he reasonably believed to 
26 be in or not opposed to the best interests of the corporation. · 
27 Indemnification may not be made for any claim, issue or matter as to which 
28 such a person has been adjudged by a court of competent jurisdiction, after 
29 exhaustion of all appeals therefrom, to be liable to the corporation or for 
30 amounts paid in settlement to the corporation, unless and only to the extent 
31 that the court in which the action or suit was brought or other court of 
32 competent jurisdiction determines upon application that in view of all the 
33 circumstances of the case, the person is fairly and reasonably entitled to 
34 indemnity for such expenses as the court deems proper. 
35 3. To the extent that a director, officer, employee or agent of a 
36 corporation has been successful on the merits or otherwise in defense of 
37 any action, suit or proceeding referred to in subsections l and 2, or in 
38 defense of any claim, issue or matter therein, the corporation shall 
39 indemnify him against expenses, including attorneys• fees, actually and 
40 reasonably incurred by him in connection with the defense. 
41 Sec. JO. NRS 78. 760 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
42 78.760 I. The fee for filing articles of incorporation is prescribed in 
43 the following schedule: 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 

If the amount represented by the total number of shares 
provided for in the articles or agreement is: . 

li2ti ,QGO er less ................. · .................................................. · ..... SI 2S 
Oa.·er $2S,900 and 9'et er,rePI $75,000 o, less'. ................................ $175 
Over $75,000 and not over $200,000 ................................... ; .......... 225 
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0ver $200,000 and not over $500,000 ............................................ 325 
Over $500,000 and not over $1,000,000 ......................................... 425 
Over S 1,000,000: 

For the first $1,000,000 ......................................................... H .... 425 
For each additional $500,000 or fraction thereof ........................ 225 

2. The maximum fee which may be charged under this section is 
$25,000 for: 

(a) . The original filing of articles of incorporation. 
(b) A subsequent filing of any instrument which authorizes an increase 

in stock. 
3. For the purposes of computing the filing fees according to the 

schedule in subsection I, the amount represented by the total number of 
shares provided for in the articles of incorporation is: 

(a) The aggregate par value of the shares, if only shares with a par value 
are therein provided for; 

(b) The product of the number of shares multiplied by $1, regardless of 
any lesser amount prescribed as the value or consideration for which shares 
may be issued and disposed of, if only shares without par value are therein 
provided for; or 

(c) The aggregate par value of the shares with a par value plus the 
product of the number. of shares without par value mulliplied by 
$1, regardless of any lesser amount prescribed as the value or consideration 
for whic~ the shares without par value may be issued and dispolled of, if 
shares with and without pat value are therein provided for. 
For the purposes of this subsection, shares with no prescribed par value 
shall be deemed shares without par value. 

4. The secretary of state shall calculate filing fees pursuant to this 
section with respect to shares with a par value of less than one~tenth of a 
cent as if the par value were one-tenth of a cent. 

Sec. 1 J,. NRS 18.165 is hereby amended to read as follows: . 
78.765 I. The fee for filing a certificate changing the number of 

authorized shares pursuant to NRS 78.209 or a certificate of amendment to 
articles ofincorporation that increases the corporation's authorized stock or 
a certificate of correction that increases the corporation's authorized stock 
is the difference between the fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 
78.760 up~n the total authorized stock of the corporation, including the 
proposed increase, and the fee computed at the rates specified in NRS 
78.760 upon the total authorized capital, excluding the proposed increase. 
In no case may the amount be less than ~ SJ SO. 

2. The fee for filing a certificate of amendment to articles of 
incorporation that does not increase the corporation's authorized stock or a 
certificate of correction that does not increase the corporation's authorized 
stock is~ S/50. · 

3; The fee for filing a certificate.or an amended certificate pursuant to 
NRS 78.1955 is~ SJSO. . 
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1 Sec. 12. NRS 78.767 is hereby amended to read as follows: . 
2 78.767 I. The fee for filing a certificate of restated articles of 
3 incorporation that does not increase the corporation's authorized stock is 
4 tm,.JS/50. 
5 2. The fee for filing a certificate of restated articles of incorporation 
6 that increases the corporation's authorized stock is the difference between 
7 the fee computed pursuant to NRS 78. 760 based upon the total authorized 
8 stock of the corporation, including the proposed increase, and the fee 
9 computed pursuant to NRS 78.760 based upo.n the total authorized stock of 

JO the corporation, excluding the proposed increase. In no case may the 
11 amount be less than~ $150. 
12 Sec. 13. NRS 78. 780 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
13 78. 780 I. The fee for filing. a certificate of extension of. corporate 
14 existence of any corporation is an amount equal to one-fourth of the fee 
IS computed at the rates specified in NRS 78. 760 for filing articles of 
16 incorporation. 
17 2. The fee for filing a certificate of dissolution whether it occurs before 
18 or after payment of capital and beginning ofbusiness is ~ $60. 
19 Sec. 14, NRS 78.785 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
20 78. 785 I . The fee for filing a certificate of change of location of a 
21 corporation's registered office and resident agent, or a new designation of 
22 resident agent, is ~ $JI>. 
23 2. The fee for certifying articles of incorporation where a copy is 
24 provided is~ SZO, 
25 3. The fee for certifying a copy of an amendment to articles of 
26 incorporation, or to a copy of tbe articles as amended, where a copy is 
27 furnished, is ~ $20. 
28 4. The . fee for certifying an authorized printed copy of the general 
29 corporation law as compiled by the secretary of state is~ $20. 
30 5. The fee for reserving a corporate name is $20. 
31 6. The fee for executing a certificate of corporate existence which does 
32 not list the previous documents relating to the corporation. or a certificate 
33 of change in a corporate name, is~ $JO. 
34 7. The fee for executing a certificate of corporate existence which lists 
35 the previous documents relating to the corporation is~ $40. 
36 8. The fee for executing, certifying or filing any certificate or 
37 document not provided for in NRS 78.760 to 78.785, inclusive, is ~ 
38 uo. 
39 9. The fee for copies made at the office of the secretary of state is $ l 
40 perpage. 
41 10. The tfeel fees for filing articles of incorporation, articles of 
42 merger, or certificates of amendment increasing the basic surplus of a 
43 mutual or reciprocal insurer must be computed pursuant to NRS 78. 760, 
44 78.765 and 178.77-9,I 92A..210 on the basis of the amount of basic swplus 
45 of the insurer. 
46 11. The fee for examining and provisionally approving any document 
47 at any time before tbe document is presented for filing is $ 100. · 
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Sec. 15. NRS 80.050 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
80.05~ I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, foreign 

corporat!ons shall pay !he same f~es to the secretary of state as are required 
to be paid by corporatt0ns organized pursuant to the laws of this state, but 
the amount of fees to be. charged must not exceed: 

(a) The sum of$25,000 for filing documents for initial qualification; or 
. (b) The sum ?f $25,~00 for each subsequent filing of a certificate 
increasing authorized capital stock. · 

2. If the corporate documents requited to be filed set forth only the 
total number of shares of stock the corporation is authorized to issue 
without reference to value, the authorized shares shall be deemed to be 
without par value and the filing fee must be computed pursuant to 
paragraph (b) of subsection 3 ofNRS 78.760. 

3; Foreign corporations which are nonprofit corporations and. do not 
have or issue shares. of stock shall pay the same fees to the secretary of 
state as . are required to be paid by nonprofit corporations organized 
pursuant to the laws of this state. 

4. The fee for filing a notice of withdrawal from the State of Nevada 
by a foreign corporation is ~ SIS(}, 

Sec. 16. NRS 80, I IO is hereby amended to read as follows: 
80.110 I. Each foreign corporation doing business in this state shall, 

on or before the first day of the second month after the tiling of its 
certificate of corporate existence with the secretary of state, and annually 
thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary 
date of its qualification to do business in this state occurs in each year, file 
with the secretary of state hl a list, on a form furnished by him, la list eij 
thal contains: 

(a) The · names of its president, secretary and treasurer or their 
equivalent, and all of its directors ~ ; 

(b) A designation of its resident agent in this state I, signed !Jyl; and 
(c) The signature of an officer of the corporation. 

Each list flied .p11rsuant to this subsection mu.ft be accompanied by an 
lfffulav/t that the foreign corporation ha.<1 complied with the provWo1t, of 
chapter JMA of NHS. 

2. Upon filing lthe list a11a aesigR6*ie11,f : 
(a) The initial Ust required by subsection I, the corporation shall pay 

to the secretary of state a fee of SI 65. 
(b) Each annual list required by subsection I, the corporation shall pay 

to the secretary of state a fee of$85. 
3. The secretary of s~te shall, 60 ~ys before the last day for filing 

fthel each annual hst required by subsection I, cause to be mailed to each 
corporation required to comply with the provisions of NRS 80.110 to 
80.170, inclusive, which has not become delinquent, the blank forms to be 
completed and filed with him. Failure of any corporation to receive the 
fonns does not e11.cuse it from lbe penalty imposed by the provisions of 
NRS 80.1 IO to 80.170, inclusive. 

4. An annual list for a corporation not in default which is received by 
th.e secret~ of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be deemed 
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t an amended list for the previous year and does not satisfy the requirements 
2 of subsection I for the year to which the due date is applicable. 
3 Sec. 17. NRS 80.120 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
4 80.120 If a corporation has filed the initial or annual list (ef effieers 
5 aml diR!EltaF!l aad desigHaaen ef N!litlem ege11tf in compliance with NRS 
6 80.110 and has paid the appropriate fee for the tiling, the canceled check 
7 received by the corporation constitutes a certificate authorizing it to 
8 transact its business within this state until the last day of the month in 
9 which the anniversary of its qualification to transact business occurs in the 

t O next succeeding calendar year. If the corporation desires a formal 
11 certificate upon its payment of the initial or annual fee, its payment must be 
12 accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
13 Sec. 18. NRS 80.150 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
t 4 80.150 1. Any corporation required to make a filing and pay the fee 
15 prescribed in NRS 80.1 IO to 80.J?O, inclusive, which refuses or neglects to 
16 do so within the time provided, is in default. 
17 2. For default there must be added to the amourit of the fee a penalty of 
18 ~ $50, and unless the filing is made and the f~e and penalty _are p~id 
19 on or before the first day of the ninth month following the month m which 
20 filing was required, the defaulting corporation by reason of its default 
2 t forfeits its right to transact any business within this state. The fee and 
22 penalty must be collected as provided in this chapter. 
23 Sec. 19. NRS 80.170 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
24 80.170 1. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 
25 secretary of state shall reinstate ~ corporation which ~ forfeited_ or which 
26 forfeits its right to transact business under the provtS1ons of tlus chapter 
27 and restore to the corporation its right to transact b11Siness in this state, and 
28 to exercise its corporate privileges and immunities ifit: 
29 (a) Files with the secretary of state a list lef effieet'S 81\8 difeetef&l as 
30 provided in NRS 80.1 IO and 80.140; and 
31 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
32 ( I ) The {6ftfllfflij filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 80.110 and 
33 80, I 50 for each year or portion thereof that its right . to transact business 
34 was forfeited; and 
35 (2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement . . . 
36 2. If payment is made and the secretary of state reinstates the 
37 corporation to its fonner rights, he shall: . . 
38 (a) Immediately issue and deliver to the corporation so reinstated a 
39 certificate of reinstatement authorizing it to transact business in the same 
40 manner as if the tiling fee had ~n paid when due; and 
41 (b) Upon demand, issue to the corporation one or more certified copies 
42 of the certificate of reinstatement. 
43 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless an 
44 delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and th~ revocation of the 
4S right to transact business occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees 
46 and penalties. 
47 4. lfthe right ofa corporation to transact business in this state has '?een 
48 forfeited pursuant to the provisions of NRS 80.160 and bas remained 
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fo!'(eited for a period of .S consecutive years, the right is not subject to 
reinstatement. 

Sec. 20. NRS 86.263 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
86.263 I. A limited-liability company shall, on or before the ~ 

first day of the second month fiR wltieh the &Rfli...eroaey clete ef -its 
feFmefiee eesw:s,J after the filing of us articles of organization with the 
sef:retary of state, file with the secretary of state, on a fonn furnished by 
him, a list feaRtaiaiag:J that contains: 

{a) .The name of the limited-liability company; 
(b) The file number of the limited-liability company, if known; 
( c) The names and titles of all of its managers or, if there is no manager, 

all of its managing members; 
(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each 

manager or managing member listed, following the name of the manager or 
managing member; and . 

(e) The signature of a manager or managing member of the limited
liability company certifying that the list is true, complete and accurate. 

2. The limited-liability company shall annually thereafter, on or before 
the last day of the month in which the anniversary date of ltx organization 
occurs, file with · the secretary of state, on a form furnished by him, an 
amended list containing aU of the information required in subsection I. If 
the limited-liability company has had rio changes in its managers or, if 
there is no manager, its managing members, since its previous list was 
filed, no amended list need be filed if a manager or managing member of 
the limited-liability company certifies to the secretary of state as a true and 
accurate statetnent that no changes in the managers or managing members 
have occurred. 

3. Each /J,q required /Jy su/Jsectlon I tlltd each list or certijlcation 
required by subseetion 2 must be accompanied by an 4/fldavil that the 
limited-liability company has complied with the proviifons of chapter 
JUAofNRS. 

4. Upon filing lthe list efff'ltlfleg&FS er ft\l¼ftaging membeJs,I ; 
(a) The initial list required by subsection I, the limited-liability 

company shaU pay to the secretary of state a fee of $165. 
(b) Bach annlllll list required by Sllbsection 2 or certifying that no 

changes have occurred, the limited-liability company shall pay to the 
secretary of state a fee of$8S. . . 

14:¾ 5. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for 
filing fthef each list required by subsection fl-;-J 2, cause to be mailed to 
each limited-liability company required to comply with the provisions· of 
this section, which has not become delinquent, a notice of the fee due 
under subsection ~ 4 and a reminder to file a Hst I ef fll&AegeFS er 
me.Mging meml,ersl re11uind t,y .,ubsection 2 or a certification of no 
change. Failure of any company to receive a notice or form does not excuse 
it from the penalty imposed by law. 
~ 6. lfthe list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection l 

or 2 is defective or the fee required by subsection ~ ,# is not paid, the 
secretary of state may return the list for correction or payment. 
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1 f&.¼ 7. An annual list for a limited-liability company not in default 
2 received by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date 
3 shall be deemed an amended list for the previous year. 
4 Sec. 21. NRS 86.266 is hereby amended to read as follows: . 
S 86.266 If a limited-liability company has filed the initial or annual list 
6 lef manageP.1 er memhera and Eiesiguetien ef a ,esiilent egeRtj. in 
7 compliance with NRS 86.263 and has paid the appropriate fee for the 
8 filing; the canceled check received by the limited-liability company 
9 constitutes a certificate authori:,;ing it to transact its business within this 

IO stale _uni ii the last day of the month in which the anniversary of its 
11 formation occurs in the next succeeding calendar year. lfthe company 
12 desires a formal certificate upon its payment of the annual fee, its payment 
13 must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
14 Sec. 21. NRS 86.272 is hereby amended to read as follows; 
15 86.272 I. Each Umited-liability company required to make a filing 
16 and pay the fee prescribed in NRS 86.263 which refuses or neglects to do 
17 so within the time provided is in default. 
18 2. For default there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty of 
19 ~ $SIJ. The fee and penalty must be collected as provided in this 
20 chapter. 
2 T Sec. 23. NRS 86.276 is hereby amended to read as follows; 
22 86.276 I. Elccept as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 
23 secretary of state shall reinstate any limited-liability company which has 
24 forfeited its right to transact business under the provisions of this chapter 
25 and restore to the company its right to catTy on business in this state, and to 
26 exercise its privileges and immunities, if it: 
27 (a) Files with the secretary of state the list required by NRS 86.263; and 
28 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
29 ( I ) The ~ filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 86.263 and 
30 86.272 for each year or ponion thereof during which its charter has been 
31 revoked; and · 
32 (2) A fee of~ $200 for reinstatement. 
33 2. When the secretary of state reinstates the limited-liabilily company, 
34 he shall: 
35 (a) Immediately issue and deliver to the company a certificate of 
36 reinstatement authorizing it to transact business as if the filing fee had been 
37 paid when due; and 
38 (b) Upon demand, issue to the company one or more certified copies of 
39 the certificate of reinstatement 
40 3. The secretary of state shall not order a reinstatement unless all 
41 delinquent fees and penalties have been . paid, and the revocation of the 
42 charter occurred only by reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 
43 4. · If a company·s charter has been revoked pursuant to the provisions 
44 of this chapter and has remained revoked for a period of S consecutive 
4.S years, the charter must not be reinstated. · 
46 Sec, 24. NRS 86,561 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
47 86.561 I. The secretary of state shall charge and collect for: 
48 (a) Filing the original articles of organization. or for registration of a 
49 foreign company,~ $175; 
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(b) Amending or restating tbe articles of organization, or amending the 
registration of a foreign company, ~ $150: 

(c) Filing the articles of dissolution of a domestic or foreign company, 
~$60; 

(d) Filing a statement of change of address of a records or registered 
office, or change of the resident agent,~ $30; 

(e) Certifying articles of organization or an amendment to the articles 
in both cases where a copy is provided, ~ $10: . · 

(f) Certifying an authorized printed copy of this chapter, fUGtt $20; 
(g) Reserving a name for a limited-liability company, $20: 
(~) Executing, tiling or certifying any other document, ~ $40; and 
(1) Copies made at the office of the secretary of state, $1 per page. 
2._ The secretary of ~tate shall charge and collect at the time of any 

service of process on him as agent for service of process of a limited
liability compa~y, $10 .which may.be recovered a~ taxable costs by the 
party l? the action causing the service to be made if the party prevails in 
the action. 

3. Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fees set forth in 
NRS 78. 785 apply to this chapter. 

Sec. 25. NRS 87.440 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.440_ 1. To be~ome a registered limited-Iia~ility partnership, a 

partnership shall file with the secretary of state a certificate of registration 
stating each of the following: 

(a) The name of the partnership. 
(b) The street address of its principal office. 
(c) The name of the person designated as the partnership's resident 

agent. the street ad~ress of the resident agent where process may be served 
upon the partnership and the mailing address of the resident agent if it is 
different than his street address. 

(d) The name and business address of each managing partner in this 
state. 

{e) A brief statement of th_e professional service rendered by the 
partnership. 

(t) Th~t the partnership thereafter will be a registered limited-liability 
partnership. 

· (g) Any other infonnation that _the partnership wishes to include. 
. 2. The certificate of registration must be executed by a majority in 
mterest of the partners or by one or more partners authorized to execute 
such a.certificate. 

3. The certificate of registration must be accompanied by a fee of 
~$175. . 

4. The secretary of state shall register as a registered limited-liability 
partnership . any partnership that submits a completed certificate of 
registration with the required fee. 

5. The registration of a registered limited-liability partnership is 
effective at the time of the filing of the certificate of registration. 
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1 Sec. 26. NRS 87.460 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
2 87 .460 I. A certificate of registration of a registered limited-liability 
3 partnership may be amended by filing with the secretary of state a 
4 certificate of amendment. The certificate of amendment must set forth: 
5 (a) The name of the registered limited-liability partnership; 
6 (b) The dates on which the registered limited-liability partnership filed 
7 its. original certificate of registration and any other certificates of 
8 amendment; and 
9 (c) The change to the information contained in the original certificate of 

l O registration or any other certificates of amendment.. 
11 2. The certificate of amendment must be: 
12 (a) Signed by a managing partner of the registered limited-liability 
13 partnership; and 
14 (b) Accompanied by a feeof~SISO. 
15 Sec. 27, NRS 87.470 is hereby amended to read as follows: . 
16 87.470 The registration ofa registered limited-liability partnership is 
17 effective until: · 
18 I. Its certificate of registration is revoked pursuant to NRS 87 .520; or 
19 2. The registered limited-liability partnership files with the secretary of 
20 state a written notice of withdrawal executed by a managing partner. The 
21 notice must be accompanied by a fee of~ $60. 
22 Sec. 28. NRS 87.490 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
23 87.490 l. If a registered limited-liability partnership wishes to 
24 change the location of its principal office in this state or its resident agent. 
25 it shall first file with the secretary of state a certificate of change that sets 
26 forth: 
27 (a) The name of the registered limited•liability partnership; 
28 (b) The street address of its principal office; 
29 (c) If the location of its principal office will be changed, the street 
30 address of its new principal office; 
31 (d) The name of its re.'iident agent; and 
32 (e) If its resident agent will be changed, the name of its new resident 
33 agent. . .. 
34 The certificate of acceptance of its new resident agent must accompany the 
35 certificate of change. 
36 2. A certificate of change filed pursuant to this section .must be: 
37 (a) Signed by a managing partner of the registered limited-liability 
38 partnership; and 
39 (b) Accompanied by a fee of~ $30. 
40 Sec. 29. NRS 87 .S l0 is hereby amended to read as follows: . 
41 87.510 I. A registered limited-liability partnership shall (llllf\l!lllly,I, 
42 on or he/ore the fint day of thte Sl!COnd month aftu the filing of its 
43 certificate of regism,tlon with. the aecretary of state, and llnnulllly 
44 thereafter on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary 
45 date of the filing of its certificate of registration lef liMitell peffftet'llhip) 
46 with the secretary of state occurs, file with the secretary of state, on a form 
47 furnished by him, a list jeeAtainiBg!I thot contains: 
48 (a) The name of the registered lhnited-liability partneIShip; 
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(b) The file number of the registered limited-liability partnership, if 
known; 

(c) The names of all of its managing partners; 
(d) The mailing or street address, either residence or business, of each 

managing partner; and 
(e) The signature of a managing partner of the registered limited

liability partnership certifying that the list is true, complete and accurate. 
Each llstfikd pursu11nt to this subsection must be accompanied by an 
tiffl411vit thlll. the registered llmitetl-li11bility partnership has complied 
with the pl'Ol'isions of chapter 364A of NRS. 

2. Upon filing I the list affftflRagittg paFtAeHi,f : 
(a) The initial list required by subsection I, the registered /i,niutJ. 

liability partnership shall pay to the secretary of state II fee of $165. 
(b) Each annual list required by subsection I, the registered limited

liability partnership shall pay to the secretary of state a fee of $85. 
3. The secretary of state shall, at least 60 days before the last day for 

filing fthel each annual list required by subsection 1, cause to be mailed to 
the registered limited-liability partnership a notice of the fee due pursuant 
to subsection 2 and a reminder to file the annual list lef. managiag 
pftftfteFS.I required by suh.,ection I. The failure of any registered limited· 
liability partnership to receive a notice or form does not excuse it from 
complying with the provisions of this section. 

4. If the list to be filed pursuant to the provisions of subsection I· is 
defective, or the fee required by subsection 2 is not paid, the secretary of 
state may return the list for correction or payment. · 

S. An annual list that is filed by a registered limited-liability 
partnership which is not in default more than 60 days before it is due shall 
be deemed an amended list for the previous year and does not satisfy tile 
requirements of subsection I for the year to which the due date is 
applicable. · 

Sec. 30. NRS 87.520 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
87.520 I. A registered limited•liability partnership that fails to 

compJy with the provisions of NRS 87 .S l O is in default. 
2. Any registered limited-liability partnership · that is in default 

pursuant to subsection I must, in addition to the fee required to be paid 
pursuant to NRS 87.510, pay a penally of~ $50. 

3. On or before the 15th day of the third month after the month in 
which the fee required to be paid pursuant to NRS 87.510 is due, the 
secretary of state shall notify, by certified mail. the resident agent of any 
registered limited-liability partnership that is in default. The notice must 
include the amount of any payment that is due from the registered limited
liability partnership. 

4. If a registered · limited-liability partnership fails to pay the amount 
that is due, the certificate of registration of the registered limited-liability 
partnership shall be deemed revoked on the first day of the ninth month 
after the· month in which the fee required to be paid pursuant to NRS 
87.SJO was due. The secretary ofstate shall notify a registered limited
liability partnership. by certified mail, addressed to its resident agent or, if 
the registered limited-liability partnership does not have a resident agent, to 
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I a managing partner, that its · certificate of registration is revoked and the. 
2 amount of any fees and penalties that are due. 
3 Sec. 31. NRS 87.530 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
4 87.530 I. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 3, the secretary 
5 of state shall reinstate the certificate of registration of a· registered limited-
6 liability partnership that is revoked pursuant to NRS 87.520 if the 
7 registered limited-liability partnership: 
8 {a) Files with the secretary of state the information required by NRS 
9 87.510; and 

IO (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
11 (I) The fee required to be paid by that section; 
12 (2) Any penalty required to be paid pursuant to NRS 87.520: and 
13 (3) A reinstatement fee of~ $2(}1}. 
14 2. Upon reinstatement of a certificate of registration pursuant to this 
IS section, the secretary of state shall: 
16 (a) Deliver to the registered limited-liability partnership a certificate of 
17 reinstatement authorizing it to transact business retroactively from the date 
18 the fee required by NRS 87.510 was due; and 
19 (b) Upon request, issue to the registered limited-liability partnership one 
20 or more certified copies of the certificate of reinstatement. 
21 3. The secretary of state shall not reinstate the certificate of registration 
22 of a registered limited-liability partnership . if the ceniftcate was revoked 
23 pursuant to NRS 87.520 at least 5 years before the date of the proposed 
24 reinstatement. · · 
25 Sec, 32. NRS 87.550 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
26 87.550 In addition to any other fees required by NRS 87.440 to 
27 87 .S40. inclusive, and 87.560, the secretary of state shall charge and collect 
28 the following fees for services rendered pursuant to those sections: 
29 I. For certifying documents required by NRS 87.440 to 87.540, 
30 inclusive, and 87.560. 4$,Wf $2(1 per certification. 
31 2. For executing a certificate verifying the existence of a registered 
32 limited-liability partnership, if the registered limited-liability partnership 
33 has not filed a certificate of amendment,~ SJO. 
34 3. For executing a certificate verifying the existence of a registered 
35 limited-liability partnership, if the registered limited-liability partnership 
36 has filed a certificate of amendment, fG9.J UO.. 
37 4. For executing, certifying or filing any certificate or document not 
38 required by NRS 87.440 to 87.540, inclusive, and 87.560, ~ UIJ. 
39 5. For any copies made by the office of the secretary of state, SI per 
40 page. 
41 6. For examining and provisionally approving any document be(ore 
42 the document is presented for filing, $100. 
43 Sec. JJ. NRS 88.395 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
44 88.395 I. A limited partnership shall l1t11Mally,I , · on or before the 
45 first day of the second morrth ofter the ftllng of Its Ct!rtlficate of /united 
46 partnership with the secretary of state, and annually there11fter on or 
47 before the last day of the month in which the anniversary date of the filing 
48 of its certificate of limited partnership occurs, file with the secretary of 
49 state, on a form furnished by him, a list f eentaiaiag:J that contains: 
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(a) The name of the limited partnership; 
(b) The file number of the limited partnership, if known; 
(c) The names of all of its general partners; 
{d) The mailing or street address; either residence or business, of each 

generalpartner;and 
(e) The signature of a general partner of the limited partnership 

certifying that the list is true, complete and accurate. 
Each list filed purs11a11I to this sRIJsection mu.q be accomptmied by an 
affidavit that the limited partnership has complied with the provision..,; of 
chapter 364A of NRS. 

2. Upon filing !the list efgefleml paftneFS,J : 
(ti) The initial list required by subsection I, the limited partnership 

shall pay to the secretary of slate a fee of $16S. 
(b) Each annual list required by subsection I, the limited partnership 

shall pay to the secretary of state a fee of $85. 
3. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last day for filing 

fdlel each annual list required by subsection I, cause to be mailed to each 
limited partnership required to comply with the provisions of this section 
which has not become delinquent a notice of the fee due pursuant to the 
provisions of subsection 2 and a reminder to file the annual list. Failure of 
any limited partnership to receive a notice or form does not excuse it from 
the penalty imposed by NRS 88.400. · 

4. If the list to be filed pursuant to the pro~sions of subsection I is 
defective or the fee required by subsection 2 is not paid, the. secretary of 
state may return the list for correction or payment. 

5. An annual list for a limited partnership not in default that is received 
by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date shall be 
deemed an amended list for the previous year and does not satisfy the 
requirements of subsection 1 for the year to which the due date is 
applicable. 

Sec. 34, NRS 88.400 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88.400 t. If a corporation has filed the list in compliance with NRS 

88.395 and has paid the appropriate·fee for the fiJing, the canceled check 
received by the limited partnership constitutes a certificate authorizing it to 
transact its business within this state until the anniversary date of the filing 
of its. certificate oflimited partnership in the next succeeding calendar year. 
If the limited partnership desires a formal certificate upon its payment of 
the annual fee, its payment must be accompanied by a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. · 

2. Each limited partnership which refuses or neglects to file the list and 
pay the fee within the time pr<,vided is in default. 

3. For default there must be added to the amowit of the fee a penalty of 
~ $SO, and unless the filings are made and the fee and penalty are paid 
on or before the first day of the ninth month following the month in which 
filing was required, the defaulting limited partnership, by reason of its 
default, forfeits its right to transact any business within this state. 

Sec •. 35. NRS 88.410 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88.410 I. facept as otherwise provided in subsections 3 and 4, the 

secretary of state may: 
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(a) Reinstate any limited partnership which has forfeited its right. to 
transact business; and 

(b) Restore to the limited partnership its right to carry on business in 
this state, and to exercise its privileges and immunities, 
upon the filing with the secretary of state of the lisft requiredf theP~.,.:!i~ -. .,J 
NRS 88.395, and upon payment to the secretary o state o -
filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 88.395 and 88.400 for each year or 
portion thereof during which the certificate has been revoked, and a fee of 
~ $200 for reinstatement. 

2. When payment is made and the secretary of state reinstates the 
limited partnership to its former rights , he shalt: 

(a) Immediately issue and deliver to the limited pannership a certificate 
of reinstatement authorizing it to transact business as if the filing f~ had 
been paid when due; and 

(b) Upon demand, issue to the limited partnership one or more certified 
copies of the certificate of reinstatement. 

3. The secretary of s~te shall not o~r a reinstateme~t unless all 
delinquent fees and penalties have been paid, and the revocatton occUJTCd 
only by reason of failure to pay the fees and penalties. 

4. If a limited partnership's certificate has been revoked purs~nt to 
the provisions of this chapter and has remained revoked for a penod of 
S years, the certificate must not be reinstated. 

Sec. 36. NRS 88.415 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
88.41 S The secretary of state, for services relating to his 01?cial duties ..... 

and the records of his office, shall charge and collect the folloWJng fees: -., ,-.J 
I. For . filing a certificate of limited partnership, or for registering a 

foreign limited partnership,~ $175. 
2. For tiling a certificate of amendment of limited partnership or 

restated certificate oflimited partnership, ~ 
~. Fer ltliag a reiRstate41 eemfieate eflimitee pllfflleftlhip, SSO. 

,;;;;tieT"At' llftlt\W list ef geMml padft81'11 &REI llesige. atiea ef a 
-4,JS/5. 

J, For filing a certificate of a chan~ of l~tion of the recor<!5 off'.ice 
of a limited partnership or the office of its resident agent. or a designation 
of a new resident agent, ¾$U. 

~ ':!~ certifying a ~enificatc of limited partnership, .an ~dment to 
the certificate. or a certificate as amended where a copy 1s provided, ¼S-Wt 
$20 per certification. . 

fhJ 5. For certifying an authorized printed copy of the limited 
partnership law, ~ 
~$20. . . · 

6. For reserving a limited partnership name, or for executmg, fihng or . -
certifying any other document, $20. ~ • ) 

f9,} 7. For copies made at the office of the secretary of state, $ 1 per · ...., 

pa~ 8. for filing a certificate of cancellation of a limited partnership, 
~S6(J. 
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1 Except as otherwise provided in this section, the fees set forth in NRS 
2 78. 785 apply to this chapter. 
3 Sec. 37. NRS 88A.600 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
4 88A.600 l. A business trust formed pursuant to this chapter shall 
5 [aMueJly;I , on or before the jlrst day of the second month after the filing 
6 of its urtijkate of trllSI with the secretary of state, and ann11ally 
7 thereaftu on or before the last day of the month in which the anniversary 
8 date of the filing of its certificate of trust with t~e secretal)' ofsta!e ~curs, 
9 file with the secretary of state , on a fonn furnished by him , a hst s1~ed 

JO by at least one trustee (eeftteini11gj that contains the name and madmg 
11 address of its resident agent and at least one trustee. Each list filed 
12 · pursuant to this subsection must be accompanied by an tiflldavlt that the 
13 business trust has complied with the provisions of chapter 364A of NRS. 
14 2. Upon filing (the list.I : 
15 (a) The Initial list req11ired by subsection I, the business trust shall 
I 6 pay to the secretory of state a fee of $165. 
17 (b) Each annual list required by subsection J, the business trust shall 
18 pay to the secretary of state a fee of$85. 
I 9 ~ J. The secretary of state shall, 60 days before the last d~y for 
20 filing {tltel each annual li~t requi.red by subsectio~ I, cause t<? ~ maded to 
21 each business trust which ts required to comply with the prov1s1ons ofNRS 
22 · 88A.600 to 88A.660, inclusive, and which has not become delinquent, the 
23 blank forms to be completed and filed with him. Failure of a business trust 
24 to receive the forms does not excuse it from the penalty imposed by law. 
25 p..+ 4. An annual list for a business trust not in default which is 
26 recei~ed by the secretary of state more than 60 days before its due date 
27 shall be deemed an amended list for the previous year. 
28 . Sec. 38. NRS 88A.630 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
29 88A.630 I. Each business trust required to file the ~ list ~nd 
30 pay the fee prescribed in NRS 88A.600 to. 88A.660, inclusive, which 
31 refuses or neglects to do so within the time provided shalJ be deemed in 
32 default. 
33 2. · For default, there must be added to the amount of the fee a penalty 
34 of ~ $50. The fee and penalty must be collected as provided in this 
35 chapter. 
36 See. 39. NRS 88A.650 is hereby amended to read as follows: 
37 88A.650 I. Except as otherwfse provided, in subsect_ion . 3, _the 
38 secretary of state shaHreinstate a busme~s. trust wht~h has forfeited 11s right 
39 to transact business pursuant to the prov1s1ons of this chapter and restore_ to 
40 the business trust its right to carry on business in this state, and ~o exercise 
41 its privileges and immunities, if it: 
42 (a) Files with the secretary of state the list faRII desigfl&ffeRJ required by 
43 NRS 88A.600; and 
44 (b) Pays to the secretary of state: 
45 (I) The {at!ftuaij filing fee and penalty set forth in NRS 88A.600 and 
46 SSA,630 for each yw or portion thereof during which its certificate of 
47 trust was revoked; and 
48 (2) A fee offU()J $200 fcir reinstatement. . 
49 2. Wht:n the secretary of state reinstates the business trust, he shall: 
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